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Preface

Every time more countries around the world join the ranks of those that have transformed
their energy sectors from vertically integrated state owned enterprises to privatized utilities
competing among themselves. Every time more developing countries consider the need to
reform their economies along market lines. Within the energy sector, most of the efforts
have concentrated in the electricity supply industry since this is where most of the state
owned companies still operate as vertically integrated monopolies. Yet the record of
experience in such efforts is still relatively scarce. This partly explains why disseminating
the reform experience of Bolivia's electricity supply industry (ESI) is so significant for other
countries attempting to initiate their own reforms. Also, Bolivia not only typifies several
small and poor emerging market economies around the world, the innovative way it
privatized its public concerns in the ESI is worth of consideration.

In Bolivia the fundamental characteristics of the economic growth model were
established in the economic stabilization program of 1985. However, it was not until 1991,
six years after painful adjustment policies, that Bolivia began to reap the benefits of this
economic prudence and began growing meaningfully. The policy challenges for the energy
sector were how best to support the country's drive toward sustained economic
development. The government of Bolivia thus attempted to design a comprehensive energy
sector reform program within the economic parameters laid out in its macroeconomic
policies. This report covers how the reform of the electricity supply industry was designed,
the topics examined, the considerations that went into the drafting of the electricity law and
the background studies for the unbundling and privatization of the industry.

On February 1993, the government of Bolivia issued a Power Sector Policy Letter that
lay down the sector policy directives and the objectives of the reform. The government
requested the World Bank on March the same year for ESMAP assistance in designing the
reforms of the hydrocarbons and electricity supply industries. ESMAP mounted a technical
assistance in close cooperation with the World Bank's country department (LA3IN) and the
Ministry of Energy.

Regarding the reform of the power sector, on 26 of May 1993 a seminar attended by the key
players of the Bolivian ESI was carried out in Santa Cruz de la Sierra to consider the reform
alternatives. The participants were able to discuss the issues, challenges and options facing
the sector openly and constructively. Building upon these discussions, the seminar also
examined what to do next and how to do it. Parallel to the seminar, discussions were held
with representatives from the government and utilities on the reform working mechanism.
The premises were that it should have Bolivian leadership, with the Bank/ESMAP
participation only on a support basis. It was agreed an Executive Committee (EC) would
be formed with high level representatives of the government and main sector entities and
headed by the Minister of Energy. The EC will be supported by a Technical Group (TG)
headed by a Senior ESMAP consultant of Bolivian nationality, and formed by representatives
of MEH, ENDE, COBEE and independent distributors. The World Bank would form a peer
review panel to assist the TG in examining the proposals and the reform studies. Final
decisions were the responsibility of the Bolivian government. This working mechanism
intended that, with the ownership and leadership of the process in Bolivian hands, the
reform proposals and definitions of the legal and regulatory framework would be typically
Bolivian.

Immediately after the Santa Cruz seminar, the Technical Group began its labors. The
reform work examined the recommended structure of the ESI, the pricing and regulatory
principles, the ownership of the ESI, how to deal with the isolated systems, rural
electrification and the negative consequences on lower income groups. The first draft of the
Electricity Law was elaborated in September of 1993, and progressively perfected to answer
to the conditions of the country and to the policy priorities of the government. In August
of 1993, when a new government took over, beginning the innovative capitalization process,
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the Technical Group was able to rapidly adapt and respond to the new policy priorities. On
December 1994, the Electricity Law was passed by congress and the implementation phase
of the reform started. During June 1995, the three G, as the three generators' groups in
which ENDE-generation separated were called, were capitalized. Later that August, the
distribution company of Cochabamba, ELFEC, was bought by a Chilean company through
open competitive bidding. Both times, several private investors showed interest and the
winning bids were above book values manifesting the success of the reform and
privatization processes.

Bolivia is the first emerging market economy that has attempted to privatize the ESI
through the capitalization process. A process which not only intends to privatize several
large SOEs, but also to (1) transfer half the ownership of these SOEs to adult Bolivians,
developing in the process the pension funds and the capital markets, and (2) ensure the
capitalization of the company through timely investments of at least equal quantity to the
contribution of the private investor. The new government administration incorporated to
the tasks of the reform of the ESI how best to carry out this capitalization process. Thanks
in part to the timely and competent preparatory reform work, the Government of Bolivia
decided to capitalize in first place the ESI.

The value of this volume is that it documents the reform and privatization processes,
not only for the Bolivians themselves, but also to disseminate the lessons learned to would-
be reformers in other countries attempting to carry out similar reforms. The report informs
what was thought then about the sector and the need to reform it. These aspects are worthy
of detailed attention, since they may be taken as (a) an instructive example of the problems
and nuances that many reformers will confront, and (b) a valuable set of lessons for ensuring
local ownership and leadership of the process. It is important to note, that several
recommendations in this report were not the ones finally adopted in the Electricity Law,
showing that from the beginning ownership and leadership of the process were Bolivian.

This work was managed by Luis E. Gutierrez. The report benefited considerably from
the comments and suggestions of Jorge Gorrio and the World Bank peer reviewers Robert
Bacon, Jose Maria Bakovic, Hernan Garcia, Rafael A. Moscote, and Bernard Tenenbaum.
This report is based on the documents, discussions and original analysis done by Bank staff
and ESMAP consultants. Among the latter, we would like to make special mention to the
contributions of Fieldstone, London Economics, SYNEX, and Washington Utility Group.

We would like to thank the Government of Holland, whose financial assistance
enabled to carry out this program and most of the background studies for the reform of the
ESI. Of course, nothing could have been accomplished without the dear leadership and the
firm commitment of the Government of Bolivia to carTy out the transformation of the sector.
To them, our sincere appreciation and our votes of that their efforts will continue to be
successful. Also, special thanks to the personnel of ENDE, COBEE and CRE for their
continuous support, even though at times some of the reform proposals were not entirely
to their liking.



J) I. SECTOR BACKGROUND
"The best history is but like the art of Rembrandt; it casts a vivid light on certain selected causes, on those which
were best and greatest; it leaves all the rest in shadow and unseen."
Walter Bagehot (1826-77).

In 1991 and 1993 ESMAP examined the w Profitability and Financial Viability. The
Electricity supply industry (ESI) arriving to the present financial situation of the sector and
following conclusions': of the utilities, appear reasonably healthy (at

least compared to the past and to some
cr Resource Base. Bolivia has abundant energy other Latin American countries).

resources (notably hydroelectric and natural
gas potential), and this should translate into o Institutional Setup. There is lack of clarity
economic and flexible generation expansion -and in some cases conflict- on
plan. institutional jurisdiction and governance to

enforce legislation on electric sector matters
e The ESI and the Economy. The growth of (for example, conflict between the Electricity

electricity demand follows closely that of the Code and the Municipalities Law on tariff
economy, but at a faster pace. Electricity setting).
demand has been growing at about 7% per
year, and it is expected to continue growing - Regulation. The regulatory system is frail
at similar high levels in the next decade. as well as the legal provisions that support

it. This is further aggravated by a weak
Efficiency of Dispatch, Operation and judiciary system. This results in almost no
Investment. The electricity sector, and most control by the regulatory institutions and
of the companies in the industry, provide the central government over the industry,
reasonably reliable service at moderate costs, and the electric utilities. DINE, for example,
although coverage is low compared to other is inoperative in substantive matters because
Latin American countries and blackouts of external dependance on budget and
have been of late frequent in La Paz, technical support. The regulatory system is
ostensibly because COBEE has postponed based on narrowly-defined rate of return
distribution system investments until it has principles which dulls incentives for efficient
been awarded a new distribution behavior and partly explains price
concession. distortions;

Pricing distortions. The tariff structure and I Investment Requirements and Structural
level do not permit cost recovery, do not Barriers to Entry. Future expansion plans
reflect the costs of supply neither regionally, are substantial (over $340 million of
nor between final consumers or between investment in generation is anticipated
system's peak and off-peak times. before the end of the 1990's) and are likely

to be carried out by COBEE or ENDE.
Given the current industry structure and
electricity prices, there is little prospect of

ESMAP 119921. Private Power Generation and Transmission. significant additional private sector
Report 237-91, January; ESMAP 1993), "Power Sector Reform investment by independent generators.
Work Program: Activity Initiating Brief.; 119931, Bolivia: Power There is a lack of incentives to attract
Sector Reform Program -Position Paper, April.

SECTOR BACKGROUND 17
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private investment and to create a 20w.I
competitive environment in power - Elec. Sales
generation (for example, the existing vertical - - GDP
integration of the sector, cost plus principles 15% - -…-…------… ----
for tariffs setting, and non-regulated access
to bulk power transportation, are elements
fundamental to regional monopolies). 10 1

5%itt---+---- 
1.01 Resource Base

Resource availability is not a problem in Bolivia. ----- l
It has an enormous hydroelectric potential. \ j
According to ENDE, the hydro potential is close - |
to 18,000 MW, with an annual production of 1972 1976 1980 19S4 1933 1992
90,000 million kWh. Current annual hydro Figure I-1: Electricity Sales & GDP Growth
production is less than 2 percent of that total. Rates
From the unused portion of Bolivia's hydro
resources, ENDE has identified 81 possible hydro
projects with a capacitv of 11,000 MW. In 2.3% pa. After the economic crisis, duing the
choosing the last expansion plan, they considered 196c93 period GDP grew 3.2% pa while
14 development projects with a potential capacity rate onsurnptis imphes at the yead
of 1,463 MW, of which four had prefeasibility rate of 8.8%. This implies that the spread
studies, five had feasibility studies and five were btween the electricity demand growth rate and
at the design stage. The unit costs of this highly the real GDP growth rate was 5.2% pa in the
capital intensive equipment, range from $800( 1970s and 5.6% pa between 1986 and 1993, while
900/kW for expansions of existing facilities to it dropped to 4.3% pa during the period of
$2,000-3,000/kW for some of the options. economic crisis in the 1980s (Figure 1.1).

In addition, Bolivia has geothermal resources, as An indication of the positive contribution of the
well as large natural gas and petroleum reserves. sector to economic and social development is
Natural gas is the most important altemative to growth in electicity consumption per capita. In
hydroelectricity and open-cycle gas turbines Bolivia between 1971 and 1980, electricity
account for the bulk of thermal plants. consumption per capita increased steadily from
According to ESMAP, there is fairly broad 121 kWh to 216 kWh, 6.7% pa, while GDP per
agreement on the capital costs of gas turbine capita grew 1.6% pa, from US$871 to US$1001.
plants of different sizes and in different locations Between 1980 and 1986, consumption per capita
in Bolivia, ranging from about $305/kW to remained fairly constant in spite of the country's
$377/kW. However, partly as a result of the econuoic cnsis reflected by permanently
negotiations to sell gas to Brazil, there is some decreasing GDP per capita (Figure 1.2). Between
uncertainty about the availability and -_35,00_0- 350
appropriate price of natural gas for future
electricity generation plants. This obviously has 30,OW - 300
a central bearing on the plant expansion plan. '

25.sOW- w -2so

1.02 The Sector and the o20,Oo- /- 200 P

Economy 0 /IS

The growth of electricity consumption in Bolivia 10O00 - 0
has followed that of GDP at a faster rate. During 1

9.0% pa while real GDP grew 3.8% pa. When -- kWiIpecCpIap(Y2)
real GDP declined 2.0/O pa during the 1980-86 0 ITIi111177 1 111 
period, total power consumption still continued t9n 1975 1979 193 19w7 1991
to grow, albeit at the diminished average rate of Figure 1-2: GDP & kWh per capita
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1986 and 1993, electricity consumption per capita 35% of total electricity uses, commercial sales
resumed its pre-crisis growth, increasing at the 13%, industrial sales 17%, bulk sales 23%, other
average yearly rate of 6.6% while GDP per capita sales 8%, and losses and own consumption 14%
grew 1.1% pa In 1993, electricity consumption (Figure 1.3).
per capita amounted to 342 kWh and per
customer to 4083 kWh. At current tariff levels, demand is expected to

grow at about 6 percent per annum and ENDE
Another indication of the sector's positive estimates that, between 1994 and 2000, the
contribution to economic and social development system will require 326 MW of new plant.
is the rate of electrification. During the last two
decades, important progress has been achieved in 1.04 Generation Capacity
increasing the electricity coverage, as service
increased from 15% in 1971 to 56% of the The Bolivian ESI is relatively small, with a total
population in 1993. However, much remains to installed capacity of 755 MW and total
be done, as this level is one of the lowest in the generation of 2,410 GWh in 1992. Total
region. Between 1971 and 1993, electricity capacity on the interconnected grid was 595.6
customers almost cuadrupled, from 142 thousand MW in 1992 and 621 MW in 1993. There was
in 1971 to 550 thousand in 1993. Most of the also about 106 MW of autogeneration capacity in
growth was in the residential sector, as 1992, which is particularly important on the
residential customers increased from 118 isolated systems. Approximately 94% of energy
thousand to 477 thousand during the period. generated is supplied via the national

interconnected system.

1.03 Trends in Supply and To meet electricity requirements, the sector has

Demand relied basically on hydro generation. The
hydro:thermal plant mix was 40:60, with 306 MW

Electricity uses in 1993 were 4.5 times those of hydro plant and 448 MW thermal plant in 1992
1971, as they grew from 572 GWh to 2,562 GWh. (mainly gas-fired). However, the share of
Electricity sales grew 7.1% per year during this thermal generation has been growing and will
same period, as they increased from 499 GWh to continue to grow as the country begins to use its
2,244 GWh. However, electricity uses in 1988 rich natural gas resources. It increased from 7%
were only 1.2 times those of 1981, and sales only in 1971 to 29% in 1988 and 38% in 1993. On the
grew 2% per year during the period. Ths other hand, the share for hydro generation
stagnation is the outcome of a reduction in decreased from 93% in 1971 to 62% in 1993
industrial and mining activity resulting from the (Figure 1.4). Eighty six percent of installed
country's economic crisis. In the 1990s, sales are generating capacity was operated by electricity
expected to grow at 6% pa for the country as a generating enterprises and 14% by
whole and 6.6% pa for the interconnected autoproducers. Generation data is summarized
system. In 1993, residential sales accounted for in Table 1.

700

3.000 Hydra
J Losses a00 --- Thernal - - ......

2.500 * Own Cons, Demand
2,5000 Other Soo -40 .. ..--- -- ------

2,ooo * Bulk Sales _ -_
[2Industnal < 0-. >t.<->t

1,500 R300dna.

1,000

100 -/7/ /

0 1980 1982 1984 1988 1988 1990 1992
1971 1974 1977 1980 1983 198 1989 1992 Figure 1-4: Hydro-Thermal Capacities &

Figure I-3: Electricity Uses Demand
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Table I-1: Electricity Generation in Bolivia (1992)

Entity Hydro Thermal Total

Installed capacity (MW)

ENDE 134 334 468

COBEE 142 142

Other & autogenerators 30 114 145

TOTAL 306 448 755

Energy production (GWh)

ENDE 449 892 1341

COBEE 773 773

Other & auto generators 112 184 296

TOTAL 1334 1076 2410

Source: ENDE -Resultados Tecnicos de Explotaci6n 1992

any case, the level and structure of the wholesale

1.05 Pricing tariff for individual bulk-supply nodal points on
the system deserve further study.

There are three problems with electricity pricing An efficient retail tariff for any given region
in Bolivia. First, electricity tars ae not aliged would reflect the relevant system wholesale price
with long-run marginal cost. In particular,tarffs plus the costs of distribution. In Bolivia,
in La Paz are much lower than long-run however, cost of service regulation for each
marginal cost. A second problem concems the company means that La Paz retail tariffs are low
structure of retail tariffs. Tariffs do not reflect mainly because COBEE has relatively old,
marginal costs related to location, nor to peak or efficient and depreciated hydro plants. For
off-peak periods. Third, the fixed (demand) instance, in 1991, the "domestic" tariff in La Paz
charge in ENDE's wholesale tariffs appears to averaged 16.03 Bolivianos, compared to 22.30 in
provide the wrong signals. Cochabamba.

Table 1-2: ENDE's Bulk Supply Prices to
As far as the level and structure of wholesale Distributors (March 1992)
tariffs are concemed, efficient pricing on an
integrated system would yield wholesale Clt Capacity Eiogy
(bulk-supply) prices that differed primarily to (US$IkW) (US$IkWh)
reflect transmission losses and constraints CRE (Santa Cruz) 4.675 0.0228
between the regional "nodes" in the system. ELFEC (Cochabamba) 5.221 0.0284
Table 1-2 illustrates that ENDE's bulk-supply CESSA (Sucre) 5.221 0.0284
prices appear relatively low at Santa Cruz, and
the same at Cochabamba, Sucre and Potosi This SEPSA (Potosi) 5.221 0.0284
may partly be explained by location (Santa Cruz Industry & Mining 7.628 0.0398
being near the gas fields) and by the political Villages (interamn.) 5.221 0.0284
pressure which Santa Cruz is able to put on the La Paz V 16.49 0.0179
Government and on ENDE. Accordig to ENDE, if u 12.38 0.0179
efficient bulk-supply tariffs would be higher in Sorc:DIElic__s_A__3__ndt__tw_axs___

Santa Cruz. Actual bulk-supply tariffs also soi: DINE tardiS VAT (13%) and transaCtin taxe (2%)i
appear quite high for industxy and mining,
information was not available to judge whether
these tariffs were in line with marginal costs. In
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companies, perhaps COBEE, system peak hours
In 1992, tariffs in La Paz begun to increase. In may coincide with that company's peak demand.
April 1992, retail tariffs rose by 15 percent, For others, such as ELFEC, this may not be the
compared to virtually no rise in other parts of case.
the country. According to COBEE, this increase
reflected the rising cost of electricity which
COBEE purchased from ENDE at prices above 1.06 Institutional and
COBEE's own costs. ENDE maintained that a Regulatory Aspects
much smaller increase in retail rates was
warranted. In any case, as long as ENDE's prices
are higher than COBEE's costs and ENDE takes In February 9, 1962, the Bolivian Government
on a growing share of supplies to La Paz, the modified the structure of the electricity supply
(rolled-in average) tariff for La Paz will continue industry. Decree No. 5997, created the Direccion
to rise. However, if COBEE builds new plant in Nacional de Electricidad (DINE) as part of a
accordance with its generation and transmission national plan to stimulate economic and social
concession agreement, this will displace ENDE development. DINE was authorized to set tariffs
power. COBEE estimates that its own marginal and coordinate and control the ESI in the
cost of supplies is considerably lower than the country.
cost of ENDE power and the displacement is
therefore likely to dampen La Paz tariffs, or at Empresa Nacional de Electricidad (ENDE) was
least slow the increase. founded as a state-owned enterprise by decree

hno. 5999 of the same date. ENDE is responsible

Raising tariffs in La Paz is politically difficult due for the generation and transmnission of electricity
to the extreme poverty and vested political while regional power companies are responsible
interests. Similar problems of poverty exist in for distribution. ENDE is in charge of planning
other important cities in the country, but the expansion of the electricity supply industry
conditions are different. As suggested by the and developing, constructing, and operating new
ESMAP report, it may be necessary to consider generation and transmission facilities throughout
ways to subsidize those in need (with so-called the country, except in the cities of La Paz and
lifeline rates), rather than to subsidize al Oruro. The sector is under the jurisdiction of the
households. Ministry of Energy and Hydrocarbons (MEH).

The National Electricity Code of 1968 established

Apart from the economically inefficient the MEH as the regulatory agency for the ESI
wholesale and retail tariffs (especially for La with the responsibility of authorizing the
Paz), there is nopeakperiod differential. COBEE installation of power plants, regulating the
argued that a peak price differential would not operation of the comparies, and approving tariffs
affect demand in any significant way. Perhaps, through DINE.
the main reason why this has not been tried in
La Paz is the political difficulty of raising tariffs In 1970, the Instituto de Electrificaci6n Rural
to domestic customers (who are largely (INER) was organized to promote electricity
responsible for the peak in winter). It is certainly services in the country's rural areas. In the mid-
worth examining further the potential for a 1970s, ENDE interconnected the main electric
winter peak tariff (e.g. for La Paz) and a summer power systems (Cochabamba, Oruro, Potosi, and
peak tariff (e.g. for Santa Cruz which has a Chuquisaca) and implemented a rural
warmer climate). electrification program. Later in the 1970s, the

La Paz electricity system was interconnected to
Finally, there is a problem with the design of the the national grid. In 1984, Corporaci6n de
bulk tariffs which ENDE charges the distribution Fomento Energetico Rural (COFER) replaced
companies. The fixed (capacity or demand) INER. COFER's mission was to perform the
charge for a given period is determined by functions assigned to INER in addition to
reference to the maximum registered demand of developing non conventional energy sources. In
that company, regardless of when during the 1991, COFER became La Direcci6n de Fomento
year that demand reaches its peak. It seems Energetico Rural (DIFER). In 1989, the Santa
more appropriate to establish the demand charge Cruz system was added to the national grid thus
by reference to the distribution company's gathering within the system the utilities that
demand at the time of national system peak (or provide electricity to 88% of the total demand in
at a number of system peak hours). For some 1993.
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Figure 1-5: Institutional Set Up of the Bolivian Electricity Supply Industry
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The organizational structure of the ESI up to The uncertainty about jurisdiction to set retail
1994 is illustrated in Figure 1-5. The main systerns tariffs (and award distribution concessions) has
that provide electricity services in Bolivia are caused considerable confusion, specially in La
COBEE and ENDE which account for 81% of the Paz, where COBEE's retail tariffs and its
country's installed capacity and 82% of the distribution concession were (according to the
country's available capacity. Within ENDE is the 1985 law) formally under the control of the
National Interconnected System which sells municipal government. The latter, in particular
energy to the mining and industrial sectors and the Municipal Council, had not agreed to renew
to other utilities for redistribution. The largest of COBEE's distribution concession during 1993 and
these companies are: Empresa de Luz y Fuerza 1994. COBEE held back its investments
Electrica de Cochabamba (ELFEC) in which (generation, transmission and distribution) until
ENDE owns 69% of the stock; Servicios Electricos the matter was resolved.
de Potosi S.A. (SEPSA) in which it holds 2%;
Cooperativa Electrica Sucre Sociedad An6nima A final concern about the regulatory regime was
(CESSA) in which it holds 17%; and Cooperativa the weakness of the institutions regulating the
Rural de Electrificaci6n Ltd (CRE) of Santa Cruz industry. DINE did not have the staff, financial
which is owned completely by the end-users. resources nor the independence to carry out its
COBEE, the largest distribution company, is a responsibilities.
privately owned foreign company responsible for
generation and distribution in the city of La Paz These problems with the regulatory system (bad
and through its subsidiary, ELFEO, in the city of incentives, price distortions, lack of transparency
Oruro. over costs, confusion over jurisdiction, and

institutional weakness) lead to the obvious
It is important to stress the regulatory system's conclusion that the system needed reform.
weaknesses. Each company is presumed to earn
9 percent on its depreciated asset base and
therefore has little incentive to keep costs down.
This regulatory approach encourages cost
padding and may also discourage companies
from declaring rates of return above 9 percent.
It also explains why tariffs are so low in La Paz
in comparison to other parts of the __

interconnected system, reflecting the embedded
costs of the relevant concessionaire, COBEE,
rather than the system's costs.

Another issue with the regulatory approach is, as
the GOB authorities have explained, the cost and
profitability numbers from the companies are
difficult to believe or at least to interpret Powe Totl
adequately. There are many ways to adjust
accounting data so as to register a lower return Figure I-6:: ESI & Total Investment
on assets.

Another concem with the regulatory regime is 1.07 Investment Requirements
the confusion over authority with respect to and Sources
tariff-setting and the granting of distribution
concessions. The problem is that Articles 9 and
73 of the 1985 Ley Organica de Municpalidades The ESI has had a moderate claim on
can be perceived as giving the municipal govenmment and country resources. Between
governments jurisdiction over the regulation of 1980 and the year 1989, power sector investments
local distribution of electricity and other public as a percentage of total investment were 8%. In
services. The older Code (which has less legal the 1990 -1993 period this figure increased to 2D%
force) granted DNE the power to fix tariffs. In (Figure 1-6).
fact, DINE still establishes tariffs, but the
municipal governments patently have the power Private investment in the ESI in 1989, was 55% of
to reject the retail tariffs proposed by DINE. overall investment. Since then, the share of
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private investment in the power sector has
decreased. In 1992, private investment amounted Power sector debt as a percentage of total
to 37%/o of total investment in the power sector. country debt has oscillated between a maximum
Although the ESI has relied little on fiscal of 3.6% in 1980 and 1993, and a minimum of
resources, the sector's deficit as a percentage of 1.3% in 1984. Power sector debt service as a
( ~ had been increasing from close to zero from percentage of total country debt service increased
i to 1984 to almost 0.5% in the second half of from 2% in the early 1980s to 13% in 1986 before
the 8O's and to 2.5% in the 1990-93 period (Figure falling to 6% in 1988.
1-7).

After substantial investment in the early 1980s,
investment slowed down during the 1984-86
period because of the macro economic
deterioration. However, sector investment

2.5 7 i | between 1987 and 1990 recovered to pre-crisis
levels. Finally, in the 1991-93 period it increased

2.0 e considerably. Between 1987 and 1993, the sector
required US$368 million for its investment

1.5- program. From 1994 to 2000, the sector is
expected to require US$340 million for

1.0 _ investments (Figure I-8).

0.5 ! 4% 100%
i w w ' - DebtSvcCov.(YI)

________________________ - - ~~~~SdJFmRMto(Y2)
An -- SeUiglatiOQ) r -X 

1971 84 1985-89 1990-93 3% - D%

-re 1-7: Sector Deficit as % of GDP /
2%$-t----/ - t°

The Eiectrcity Code of 1968 allows ENDE a rate I \…
of return of 9 percent. However, because of the /
political control on tariffs, ENDE has been unable ------- ---
to reach that rate of return. For the 1986-93 \
period, ENDE's real revenue amounted to l

US$334.6 million, whence it could have made 198D 1984 1 19I 2
US$490.5 with a 9% RoR. The Government has
covered the US$155.9 million deficit by absorbing Figure 1-9: Debt Serhce and Self Financing in
part of ENDE's debt and capitalizing ENDE's
liabilities with YPFB and the treasury for a total
of US$102 million. The sector has generally maintained a solid

____________________________ funding miux. With the exceptions of 1983 and
1984, the sector has maintained a debt service
coverage ratio greater than unity. This trend is

80 j _ projected to continue, as sector authorities expect
the sector's debt service coverage ratio to remain
above 2 throughout the 1990s. Likewise, with

c, so6 the exception of the 1983-85 period, the sector's
a | self-financing has been positive, generally
X40 between 40% and 80%, and this trend is also

expected to continue throughout the 1990s
(Figure I-9).

20-

Investments have comprised a major portion of

0 uses of funds. Their share was 54% of total
1980 198 19i4 19 86 I ~88 19,90,19,92 19 funds in the early 1980s, 48% in the late 1980s1980 1982 1984 1988 1988 1990 1992 199' ad8/ itherl 90s it i xetdtand 80%/ in the early 90s. It Is expected to be

Figure I-8: Investment Levels in the ESI 53% in the late 1990s. Debt service is the other
major use of funds. Debt service as a percentage
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of total uses of funds was 41% in the early 1980s, 1.08 Investment Requirements
46% in the late 1980s and 17% in the early 90s. and Structural Barriers to
Forecasts expect it to be 46% in the late 1990s.
Working capital, which represents to a degree Entry
the financial solvency of the sector, shows
increases during the 1980s, but has decreased to The industry is facing significant investment
3% in the early 90s. It is projected to show small requirements over the next ten or more years.
increases throughout the remaining 1990s (Figure With demand growing at about 7 percent per
1-10). annum, capacity will need to double in less than

100% ten years if the existing reserve margin is to be
maintained. ENDE estimates that about 350 MW

80% will be added before the end of the 1990's, along
with over 1,000 km of transmission lines and

60% substantial investment in rural electrification and
distribution systems. A rough calculation using

40% capital costs of $1,500/kW, suggests that the
// g/// /// generation plant alone could amount to over half

20% a billion dollars. ENDE says that they have

0% already obtained financing commitments for the
investment required before 1995. No doubt
significant financing requirements remain for

2 Debt Semce generation and transmission. At the very least,
j investment from 1995-2000, the system will require another

* Work Cap Increase 200 MW of generating plant which (on the
assumption of $1,500/kW) would cost in the

Figure I-10: Uses of Funds, 1980-93 neighborhood of $350 million dollars.

The system is structured in a way that
Historically, the sector has shown strong internal discourages entry of new companies. First, any
funding. It was 56% in the first half of the 80's, potential generators need a license from the
74% funds in the second half, and 61% during Bolivian government as well as an
1990-93 of total funds. The sector has intercormection agreement with ENDE. ENDE,
nevertheless had to rely on government as the main monopoly, has no incentive to
contributions, 4%, 9% and 7% in the same welcome new generators into the system. Since
periods respectively, and on borrowing to satisfy it owns and operates the transmission system,
the rest of its funding requirements (Figure I-11) and is responsible for dispatch as well as

100%- national electricity investment planning, it has
80%yo - X _more than enough influence to deter entry. As

8// f // long as this monopolistic structure remains, entry
by new private sector generators is only liklcy to

40% occur if ENDE has an incentive for it to happen
20Ye1 _ . X X _ oU if there is open and regulated competition to

OY- 10% 15: 148" 99"_ supply new generation plant.

Up to 1993 ENDE did not encourage investment
* Finandng Gap by COBEE or by IPPs' ENDE sells peak power to
* Customers' Contributions COBEE and therefore has a weak incentive to
v_ Working Capital Decase select COBEE to undertake investments which
* Govement Contributions will diminish ENDE's own sales. Meanwhile,

Borrowings COBEE's concession agreement restricts its
m Intemal Funding generation activities to the La Paz area and its

current agreement with ENDE allows COBEE to
Figure I-ll: Sources of Funding of the ESI sell to ENDE only during off-peak periods. That

contract reflects the fact that COBEE now has
insufficient capacity to meet the peak load in La
Paz. However, in principle, there should be
every reason to consider COBEE as a potential
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supplier to the national system, following further It went from 551 MWh in 1980 to 863 MWh in
investments in its concession area and elsewhere. 1993 and is expected to reach 1,173 MWh in 1999

(Figure 1-12).
Certainly, wholesale prices do not seem
particularly high in Bolivia. ENDE maintains 18%
that system long-run marginal costs of
generation, are approximately US 4.0-4.4
cents/kWh, while ENDE's current assumed
average bulk supply price is US 4.1 cents/kWh. 16%
According to ENDE, most private generators
off, ring to build and supply electricity to the
co: pany are demanding prices closer to 6-8
cents/kWh, along with other guarantees. 14%I

1.09 Efficiency of Dispatch,
Operations and 12%\

Investment

Overall, the operative efficiency of the ESI has
been sound. The sector's reserve margin as a 10Iil
percentage of maximum coincident demand was 1971 1975 1979 1983 1987 1991
high. It was 56% in 1983, but decreased to more Figure 1-13: Evolution of Electricity Losses
normal levels, 22% in 1989. Availability of
generating plant has remained in the 90% range The level of electricity losses, however, increased
which is considered good. In 1993 the reserve significantly in the late 1980s, but moderated
margin was 23%. since. Taken as a percentage of gross available

energy, electricity losses increased from around
220 - 0.90 10% in 1983 to 16% in 1990. Losses stand at 13%

220 0.90 in 1993 (Figure 1-13).

200- 0.82 Although there is not enough information to
properly judge the efficiency of each of the

180 -- - - -_-_}/_ _ _ _ _ _ _ / _ 0.74 different companies, it is obviously worth
reviewing what evidence there is on efficiency in
dispatch, operations and investment.

160 - S y __-0.66
ENDE

140 - -=-----_ - - - _-- 0.58
ENDE is widely recognized as an efficient
operator of the national transmission and

120 050 dispatch system. Indeed, COBEE's president
1980 1984 1988 1992 supports that appraisal. According to ENDE's

figures, electricity production per employee has
- CisuomiEmployet (YI) risen from around 1,600 MWh in 1985 to over

- EEcc.Salc/Employcc (Y2) 2,500 MWh in 1992t. ENDE's installations kept
-between 1967 and 1992- an availability index

Figure 1-12: Evolution of Productivity of 99.98 percent.

The sector's labor productivity is high compared It is interesting that the central government
with other countries in the region. As measured introduced "performance contracts" for certain
by customers per employee, productivity publicly-owned companies like ENDE, in order
increased from 146 in 1980 to 210 in 1988, after to monmtor and encourage improvements in
declining in the early 1990s, is expected to
increase to 225 in 1999. Electricity sales per
employee also increased throughout the period. 2 ENDE, 30 Afios al Seruco de Bolivia 1962-1992 p.42.
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Table I-3: Electricity Supply Intermptions 1991

Planned Unplanned TotalPlanned UnPlanned Total Time Time Time
Description Frequency Frequency Frequency T) (hK) (hTim)

Prnmary Dist. 8.37 13.75 22.12 6.97 9.81 16.78

Secondary Dist. 0.40 1.16 1.56 0.57 1.72 2.29

Sub Total Dist. 8.77 14.91 23.68 7.54 11.53 19.07

Trans. Generat. 1.97 1.59 3.56 4.38 0.22 4.60

Total 10.74 16.50 27.24 11.92 11.75 23.67

Source: ELFEC Annual RePort 1991, p. 39

operational, investment, and management Third, there is a tendency to indude rather vague
efficiency. According to the Government's objectives, whose achievement is difficult to
evaluation of ENDE's performance in 1991, 1992 prove or disprove4 . Finally, many of the
and 1993, the company met or exceeded the key determinants of the indicators of performance are
performance targets, including those related to outside of ENDE's scope and it is therefore not
labor productivity, debt service, costs and easy to assess the contribution of the company to
capacity use (Figure I-14).3 such outcomes. For instance, revaluation of

assets, tariff increases and the weather are
outside of the company's control and all

Labor prdUCiVity influence performance indicators.

Although the Government assessed ENDE's
Debt service performance as more than adequate, it indicated

some areas for improvement. ENDE faces a
highly peaked demand, putting upward pressure

Producrfon cost - on capacity requirements and lowering the load
factor. Using peak/off-peak tariff differentials
would help to improve the load curve. The

Capacity use second concern is with unpaid debts, and in
particular the debts of one distribution company.
ENDE begun to examine ways to effect automatic

0% 50% 100% 150% payment by final customers, so that it did not

* 1992 2 1991 have to collect from the distribution company.
These concerns, and ENDE's constructive

Figure 1-14: Perfornance Contract's Results response, suggested that the company was

making an effort to improve its operational and
The problems with evaluating efficiency on the management efficiency and that the performance
basis of ENDE's performance contract (as contract was a useful incentive.
currently designed) were four-fold. First, it was
always difficult to determine whether the Although there seems to be a reasonable degree
standards were easy or difficult to meet. This is of operational efficiency, it is harder to be
especially true because ENDE had considerably confident that the same is true with respect to
more information than the central government investment. In general, capacity planning
concerning what was possible. Second, the follows conventional least-cost methodology, and
effectiveness of such performance contracts capacity margins are adequate. A common
depends heavily on the credibility of the problem with utilities that have an obligation to
penalties, as well as the ease of meeting the
targets. For example, the threat to fire managers
may be credible, but this is not easy to judge. 4 For example, the first objective in ENDE's contract is

C t"Gntizar plenamente la vigencza de candicwes que permitan la
autonomia econ6mica, admnistrtiwa y la estabilidad de LA

3 ENDE, Memoria Anua 2991, 1992 and 1993. EMPRESA,..."
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serve and a virtual monopoly franchise is that 10%
they te: to over-build and maintain reserve - -- Rate of RetuR
margins hose costs are greater than the costs 8%
associated with the risk of unserved demand (i.e.,
shortages due to a lower reserve margin). In 6% i
principle, this sort of cost-benefit analysis should 10J
be strongly supported. 4%1 - / 1
When systems are centrally planned, there is also 2% - \ i
bound to be some arbitrariness over assumptions
(e.g., fuel prices) and rates of discount affecting 0% i
the selection of plant, over which company will
build the plant (when and where), and over the -2% A
acceptable cost. This problem of arbitrariness is l_I

-otentially most serious where the (generation 4%
lid transmission) planning and investment 1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1990 1992

decisions reside in the company that will be Figure 1-15: ESI's Rate of Return
carrying out most of the investments. This does
not mean that investrnent planning and decisions
by ENDE had been inefficient, but that it was
very difficult to judge efficiency without an 1.10 Profitability and Financial
independent yardstick, such as open competition Viability
to build, own and operate plant.

Distribution In order to finance future investment, it is vital
that the firms in the industry earn sufficient

Reliabity is also difficult to assess. Some profits to repay their debt and equity holders.
evidence is provided by ELPEC (the distribution According to the previous Code, tariffs should be
company serving Cochabamba and owned set so that each company could earn
largely by ENDE), which publishes indices of approximately 9 percent on its asset base (after
planned and unplanned interruptions related to depreciation). In practice, however, few
distribution, transmission and generation. I companies reported as much as a 9 percent rate
their 1991 annual report, ELFEC maintained that of return and even those which did, only did so
the average customer was cut off for about 24 infrequently. The ESI's rate of return on assets
hours per year (Table 3). Of that total, about 19 has been positive since 1981, with the exception

hours were de tof 1984. Since then it has remained relativelyhours were due to outages on the distribution low beo % ihte xeto f19
network. According to their numbers, virtually low, below 3.5%, wlth the exception of 1993

aU o thetranmisson/gneraion utags ar when it reached a value of 5.20% (Figure I-15).all of the transmssion/generation outages arev
planned, whereas well over half of the
distribution system outages are unplanned. By 8.0
developed country standards, this level of 7.0 Ui co= wi d iion
interruption is quite high, but it may be 7 - * Unit rvue
reasonably good by Latin American standards. 6.0 -
It is certainly praiseworthy that the company I I- *
publishes such quality indicators, and similar
indices should be published by other companies
in the industry.5 4*

C.-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.

0.0
1930 1932 1934 1936 1933 190 1992

Figure 1-16: Unit Costs and Revenues

5 ELFEC, Annual Revtm 1991. pp.38-39.
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Table 1-4: Rate of Return on Net Assets Bolivian Electricity Companies, 1990-91

Company 1990 1991 1992 1993
ENDE 2.9 3.4 2.3 4.6
COBEE 9.7 6.6 6.9 N.A.
CRE 6.7 6.7 N.A. N.A.
ELFEC 6.0 7.1 4.3 5.6

Note: These data do not exactly correspond to annual reports, but are produced herefor comparative purposes.
Sources: DINE, Informe de la Situacion Tarifana de las Princivales Emyresas del Subsector Electricidad.

Electricity prices failed to keep pace with percentage of operating revenues peaked at an
inflation during the early 1980s (Figure 1-16). uncharacteristic 43%. Historically, depreciation
From 1981 to 1984, the real price of a kWh has comprised the greatest portion of operating
decined from US 4.9 cents to 2.9 cents while the costs. In 1993, the composition of operating costs
cost (with depreciation) went from US 2.7 cents was 31% depreciation, 24% personnel, 16% fuel,
to 4.1 cents. Since 1985, however, a positive 15% materials and services, 70/o taxes, 79/6 other
operating margin has been maintained at about expenses (Figure I-18).
US 1 cent /kWh. In 1993, the electricity price
was 5 cents /kWh while the cost with _ _, _ _.= _O_e

depreciation reached a value of 3.9 cents /kWh.

o0% i- l Labor
The composition of sales revenues shows that the
shares for residential, commercial, and industrial
revenues declined during the early 1980s and °.
then increased during the late 1980s until they
reached a pattem similar to that of the pre-crisis 4Tes
period. In 1993, the composition of operating
revenues was 34% residential sales, 21% 20%
commercial sales, 18% industrial sales, 7%/ bulk __D_pe_iation

sales, and the rest other sales (Figure I-17). 0% I

1930 1932 1934 1936 1933 1990 1992
Ioo Figure I-18: Composition of Operating Costs

Othcr
-00/0 -7 ENDE's rate of return is relatively low, at

Bulk approximately 4.6 percent on fixed assets in 1993
Industrial and 2.3 percent 1992. However, the management

60%- Insal contract assessments note that ENDE has been
nevertheless able to cover its debt adequately in

-. i_ J...!Commercial both years.400/- ;

COBEE's generation and transmission costs are
20%1/. Resid/tial lower than ENDE's, partly because COBEE owns

Residential exceptionally good sites (especially in the Zongo
OIYO S//////g///////g////gValley) near to the major markets of La Paz, but

also because its assets are now quite old and
1980 1985 1990 1993 heavily depreciated. In planning new

Figure I-17: Composition of Sales Revenue generation, COBEE's investment costs are

relatively low and this largely reflects the fact
The sector's operating income was positive that it can expand existing sites in Zongo Valley.
throughout the 1980s, except for 1984. The Moreover, inspection of COBEE's Zongo Valley
composition of operating costs as a percentage of plants suggests a relatively high level of
operating revenues shows that operating income operational efficiency. After several years of low,
fell to -42% in 1984, as power prices did not keep and sometimes negative, returns in the early
pace with the hyper inflation that burdened the 1980's, COBEE's rates of return on net assets
country. In that same year, personnel costs as a improved in 1989 achieving 6.6 percent, peaking
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to 9.7 percent in 1990, and falling back to 6.9 Prices and rates of return in the Bolivian ESI are

,rcent in 1992 (Table I-4). lower than needed to induce investment by
independent private generators. It is helpful to

.-dthough none of the companies in the industry remember that independent power producers in

earn high returns on assets, neither are they in the US require an intemal rate of return on

the financial disarray of the sort which plagued equity of between 20-25 percent (nominal) for
the electricity sector in Colombia prior to its projects which normally have an 85 percent debt
reform. Moreover, it is important to note that in component. This high internal rate of return
May 1991, the Government issued a Supreme factors in the uncertainty about what the
Decree that authorized electric utilities in Bolivia independent generator will eventually earn.
to charge the amount of interest in excess of 6
percent on their borrowing and on other funds Incentives need to be improved, and pricing

used for capital expenditures. should be higher. These problems are partly due
to the weak regulatory system, which dulls
economnic incentives for efficient behavior and

1.11 Overall Assessment distorted prices. However, there are potentially
more serious worries, namely that the

This sector review suggests that although the monopolistic structure of the industry does not
ESI's financial situation appears sound, and that encourage entry in generation and thereby leads
operations are reasonably efficient, goverrunent to excessive reliance on the national electricity
and political interference in tariff setting and company's ability to make the right investment
management decisions is beginriing to erode decisions and to raise capital to fund these
sector efficiency. The sector utilities have seldom investments. It is debatable that the reasonable
reached the 9 percent rate of return established efficiency of ENDE and COBEE is in part due to

in the law. From 1986 to 1993, the Government rivalry (informal competition) between them.
covered ENDE's deficit by absorbing part of The system should encourage real competition
E--)E's debt and capitalizing ENDE's liabilities between these comparies and facilitate new
with YPFB and the treasury for about US$102 competition from potential generators by
million. unbundling the industry, allowing commercial

pricing and new entrants into generation, and
providing third party access to transmission.



2/ II. REFORM PROGRAM AND PROCESS

"In preparing for battle I have always found that plans are useless, but planning is indispensable."
Dwight D. Eisenhower (1890-1969).

The issues and challenges identified in Chapter I 2.01 Reform Process
were part of the preparatory phase of the reform
process. A World Bank mission visited La Paz The reform effort in Bolivia was designed in
on February 1993 to discuss with government three phases: Phase I corresponds to the
and utiiities officials the possible actions to preparatory and design work, Phase II to strategy
overcome these issues. Following that mission, and process development, while Phase m to
the government issued a Sector Policy Letter and reform implementation and ownership transfer.
requested ESMAP assistance to propose a new Figure 11-1 presents the structure of the reform
power sector structure and draft an Electricity effort with the key milestones.
Law. The reform program officially started with
a high-level seminar in May 1993 in Santa Cruz It is important to stress that, for a institutional
de la Sierra. The seminar discussed the principal reform to succeed, four conditions are necessary:
issues and challenges facing the electricity supply
industry (ESI) in Bolivia, reviewed the e Economic need has to come together with
international power sector experience, and political commitment
discussed what to do next.'

w Ownership and leadership of the reform
The main question the reform programn process should be local
confronted was how to design ways to overcome
the main impediments for a long term economic a Resources should be made available to
and reliable supply of electricity, a fundamental timely respond to the needs and issues of
condition for the ESI to contribute to a robust the process when they arise, and
and self-sustaining process of economic
development in Bolivia. The dual objectives for The reform process should be flexible enou-
restructuring the power sector were to establish gh to deal with unforeseen events.
a decentralized and independent mechanism to
promote, regulate, and sustain sector efficiency, As Figure 11-1 shows, Phase I involved the
and to design a self-sustaining restructuring analysis of the issues and challenges facing the
process, one that would promote local ESI. Through this analysis, the Government
involvement and political commitment. This agreed that reform of the sector was needed. The
chapter thus examines the reform strategy, the Government identified itself with the success of
directives of the Policy Letter and how the the reform of the sector. The acceptance of the
process was designed. economic need for change and the political

commitment to opening the ESI to competition
and private sector participation were essential for
the success of the reform. The first outcome of
this Phase was the issuing by the Government to
the intemational community of a Sector Policy

ESMAP 11994], Primr Seminario sobre Reformas del Sector Letter, laying out the sector objectives, the
Electrico Boliviano. institutional guidelines and the regulatory
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Phase I: Phase II: Phase III:
Preparatory Refor Implementation

Work w of the Reform

Kick-off seminar m Drafting of the secondary
Acknowledgement of Santa Cruz: legislation on operation of

_~ the need for refom: |May 1993 the pool licences, prices and
r February 1993 1 ' t j tariffs: March-June 1995

Formation of the

Issue of Policiy Technical Group 
May 1993 1 CapiaUzafion of

M a rc h 1 99tt e t ___ _ _ __ I E N D E 's th re e i
MIrch1993 ____*__________ genating groups:

lstdraftofthe June 1995

,~ 5 electricity law:
Request for ESMAP September 1993

L0 Assistance: March Privatization of
1993 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

________________ ~New Govermment and AugusE199
Plan dodos eAust 1995FE

(capitaliation strategy):
I September 1993 !

Studiesfordeterminationof N

industry structure, regulatory and
pricing principles, franchizing of
distnzbution assars social impacts
of reform, rural elcclificaf etc.:

July 1993 -March 1994

I st conference for
privte investors in La

Paz: April 1994

2nd confrence for
private investors in
Miami: June 1994

( ( 6th nd final draft
of the Electricity
Law. June 1994

Acceptnce by Congrs of
the Capialization, Electricity

and Regulatory Laws:

Fgu Phase ad Mis sf Rocs1994

Figure U-1: Phases and Milestones of the Reform Process
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principles. The second outcome was a GOB 2.02 Phase I: Reform Directives
request for ESMAP assistance to study the reform
options and assist in the drafting of the Electricity The driving concern of the Bolivian Government
Law. Phase I started at the end of 1992 and was to increase efficiency permanently by
ended with the kickoff seminar for Phase II in reducing its presence in the day to day running
Santa Cruz de la Sierra, Bolivia in May 1993. of the ESI. This required the establishment of a

decentralized mechanism for the operation and
To promote local ownership and leadership of regulation of the sector. This could be achieved
the reform process, the Bank/ESMAP acted as by introducing competition and sustain it over
facilitator, empowering the government to make time by allowing private sector participation.
the right decisions and implement them in a Commercial criteria for tariff setting would thus
timely and decisive manner. Proper design of be needed to enable enterprises to achieve
the working mechanisms and systems for the financial stability and autonomy, and attract in
reform are very important to provide domestic that manner the interest of private investors.
stakeholders with ownership and leadership of These features would need a transparent legal
the process, while at the same time ensuring the and regulatory framework, fair rules for trading
right decisions are being adopted and conflict 's between the different entities, explicit procedures
reduced to manageable levels. for a sound pricing system, and the reduction of

barriers to entry. Since the study of sector reform
Most of the reform work and design was carried is resource intensive, Bolivia required
out in Phase II of the process. the Technical international assistance. To have access to this
Group was formed to coordinate the studies and assistance, the GOB provided the international
other reform activities. The studies community a credible commitment that it was
conmissioned during this Phase involved the going to carry these market based reforms in a
determination of the: optimal break up of Sector Policy Letter.
ENDE's generating groups, prices, tariff and
regulatory principles and mechanisms, The Policy Letter states that the principal
divestment strategies, reform impacts on lower objective of the Bolivian power sector is to
income groups, etc. The activities included: a) provide an economic and reliable service to the
high-level seminars designed to respond to the largest number of people. It further adds that the
main concerns of policy makers, domestic stated objective of govemance and efficiency will
stakeholders and potential foreign investors, and be achieved through the application of the
b) mid-level workshops to assess specific policy following policy directives:
and technical issues, challenges and options for
raising and sustaining efficiency through w Attain clear separation of the policy making,
restructuring and privatization. This phase of the regulatory and corporate functions of the
reform intended, on the one hand, to improve the State;
country and sector "dialogue" among
govemment officials, energy sector officials and e Promote optimal long term development of
representatives from the international primary energy resources to attain an
community, and, on the other, to prepare the economic and balanced development
strategy for reform and privatization of the ESI. between hydro and thermal generation, with

Phase m comprised the implementation of the proper consideration of the environment;
proposals embodied in the Electricity Law, sw Ensure the interconnected system is
unbundling of ENDE, privatization of ENDE operated at the minimum level of cost
generation and ELFEC, the distribution company following appropriate reliability and
in Cochabamba. Other activities done during this environmental standards;
Phase included: drafting of secondary legislation
and statutes of the regulatory agency, e Promote -through competition and private
establishment of a credible regulatory system, sector participation- an efficient and
training of the regulatory personnel, writing of reliable electricity supply and the efficient
the grid codes, and learning the techniques for use of electricity;
competitive acquisition of new long term power
supplies. Open the sector to private initiative, and

transform existing electric utilities to
strengthen market competition, open access
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to networks, improve efficiency, and attract
fresh capital for its development; uw Mobilizing adequate intemal and extemal

financial resources;
ew Set tariffs that reflect the economic and

financial supply costs, while adopting an e Reducing the environmental, health and
explicit and direct system of subsidies for safety impacts of electricity production and
basic supplies of electricity to target low use at acceptable cost; and
income households, and for the expansion of
the service; r Developing the capability within Bolivia for

the analysis of such issues.
Establish a regulatory, institutional and legal
environment to enable the utilities to The proposed reform strategy considered that the
compete on equal basis; sector restructuring should be the least disruptive

for the supply of electricity to consumers. It was
w Ensure that these policy directives will be thus designed in a flexible manner to account for

followed through the creation of an effective, any changes not yet envisioned. The Reform
transparent and independent regulatory Work Program was time-sliced in two stages,
framework which clearly states the rights whereby:
and responsibilities of the different sector
players. or In this stage (Phase II beginning in March

1993), the Program would (1) determine the
The Policy Letter further states that the basis of optinal sector structure based on an
the required regulatory framework and evaluation of the available institutional
governance will be contained in an electncity law alternatives; (2) examine the different tariff
that the Executive will propose to Congress. schemes and mechanisms, recommnending

the best one; (3) investigate and recommend
ways to deal with marginal target groups

2.03 Phase II: Reform Strategy while ensuring long term efficiency; (4)
suggest changes in the role, and structure of

Following the directives in the Policy Letter and the regulatory agency; (5) identify
a GOB request for ESMAP assistance, ESMAP appropriate forms of competitive bidding
prepared a Work Program2 aimed at designing a and (incentive) contracts between generators
proposal for a new power sector structure and and buyers; and (6) propose a draft
regulation, which later could be incorporated in Electricity Law and regulatory regime.
the electricity law. At the same time, ESMAP
devised a working mechanism to carry out the e This final stage (Phase m of the reform
Work Program. process), the Phase II proposals would be

implemented, specially the institutional

Work Program structure of the ESI and the privatization ofENDE imnplicit in the Electricity Law. Phase
Im would develop the secondary legislation,Trhe Work Program was prepared to helptheassist in establishing the regulatorPy agency,

Governwnent of Bolivia, through the Ministry of train the governance staff, design the
Energy and Hydrocarbons, in reformhig the E* lcenses and concessions, and constitute all
The reform proposals would have the aim of: the detail actions needed for operating the

e Promoting -through competition and proposed institutional structure.
private sector participation- an efficient Working Mechanism
and reliable electricty supply and the
efficient use of electricity; To carry out the Phase II activities, an open and

sr Ensuring that sector enterprises have clear transparent mechanism was designed by which
objectives, adequate autonomy and are all the Bolivian entities involved in the sector,
accountable for their performance; would have a chance to participate in designing

its new structure. This type of participation of
the sector's main players in devising the

2 ESMAP 119931, Power Seor Rronn Wor amPwviwm , institutional solutions to its problems was
Initiation Brief intended to give them ownership and leadership
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of the reform, while at the same time creating a needs to be done, from the necessary analysis of
commitment for such change. the issues to the implementation of the selected

options. The consultants arrive to the country,
In designing the reform and privatization interview the key staff and officers, colect the
proposals, starting building the necessary data, read the main documentation, leave the
consensus for change was important. Sector country, carry out the analysis, draft and send
reform embodies a transfer of power from the back the report. This approach is suited for
existing entities to the market and the rupture of countries with a lower level of development and
monopoly power. As expected, the potentially with a shortage of skilled personnel. The
affected entities do not want their authority and approach is however not suited for countries
privileges diminished, therefore, it is important to with a cadre of skilled professionals like Bolivia.
start creating partners for change (i.e., Bolivian It reduces the local contribution to what the real
policy makers, technicians and academics), by issues are, how to overcome them, how to face
encouraging them to participate in the process of the challenges, and how to achieve the synergy to
reform, while learning by doing, becoming, on promote the necessary structural changes. It
the one hand, the speakers for the process, and, could lead to inaction, leading to a voluminous
on the other, the regulators and managers of desk-study that few would read and understand.
tomorrow. It was thought important that The turnkey approach was thus rejected for
Bolivians participated and spear headed the Bolivia.
process, taking ownership of the institutional and
regulatory reforms and privatization proposals. The second approach, the piecemeal approach,

consists of forming a local group of experts to
Local authority "ownership" of the effort and examine the issues, commissioning the necessary
outcome was considered vital for the success of studies separately, and reviewing them along
the reform. Given the major policy and political with World Bank staff, preparing the local
content of the reform, a participatory approach experts in the process. This approach allows for
was needed if the results of the process were flexibility, it fosters discussion of the real issues
likely to be embraced by the government and and the necessary options. This approach was
carried out. ESMAP thus encouraged the active thus chosen for Bolivia.
collaboration in the design of the reform by
domestic stakeholders. The design of the process Formation of the Technical Group. Recognizing
sought to involve the main groups in the sector: potential rivalries, different agendas, and keeping
the energy sector authorities in the Energy in mind the likely confusion that could result
Ministry and the management of the utilities. from involving "outside" agencies, the study
The process was thus structured so that the team took particular care in mapping a reform
stakeholders that had anything to contribute process where leadership-from beginning to
could do so constructively and openly, non- end-remained in Bolivian hands. A Technical
threatening, transparent, and open-to-all Group was formed headed by a Bolivian
environment. This scenario ensured shared consultant familiar with the sector and staffed by
ownership and support for the products of the representatives from the sector entities.
study. In fact, apart from the end product, the
consultations and cooperation were particularly The process was designed so that the roles of
useful in facilitating communication and ESMAP, the World Bank, and foreign consultants
cross-ferdlization of ideas and approaches among were limited to advisory support. Their job was
the participants. The local players eventually to develop technical proposals for the
viewed the work process and "outcome" as their consideration of the Technical Group, to describe
own. The basic ingredients for achieving local and explain what had been tried elsewhere, what
ownership were: The way the studies were had worked, what had not, and why. Task
commissioned, the formation of a Technical Forces could be formed at the discretion of the
Group, and the way the Electricity Law was Technical Group to deal with specific industry
drafted. issues (structural issues, electricity pricing,

marginal and low income groups, regulation and
Reform Studies. There are two ways to legal reform, competitive bidding and contracts).
commission the studies needed for the reform: A Local and intemational consultants could be
turnkey and a piece meal approach. The turnkey hired to assist the Task Forces. A high-level
approach consists of a comprehensive study Executive Committee (EC) headed by the
prepared by experts covering everything that
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Minister of Energy was also formed to guide the privatization options were presented to congress.
Technical Group. Phase II begun in February 1993 and ended with

the approval by congress of the Electricity Law in
Although this peace-meal approach relying on a December 1994.
local technical group was perhaps more time
consuming than hiring one external firm, it
helped build the necessary consensus for the 2.04 Phase III: Implementation
need for reform and the type of reform needed.
Each study was prepared as a self-standing piece. of the Reform
Int_ ation of the work was the responsibility of

the Technical Group with ESMAP assistance. The Phase II paved the way for Phase izi,
restructuring of the sector was thus "made in implementation of the reform. The capitaliation
Bolivia, by Bolivians and for Bolivians." of ENDE's three generating groups (the "three

Gs" as they became known) begun with ESMAP
Dissemination of the Results. The findings were analysis of the process. ESMAP recommendations
timely distributed and discussed in Bolivia, guided the process, and the process begun in
enabling most of the stakeholders to share ideas earnest on 25-27 April, 1994 with the Presidential
on the basic issues and the proposed reform. Conference on the Capitalization of the Power
Dissemnination relied on seminars and workshops Sector. An impressive audience representing
with the participation of the key policy makers, intemational power producers, investment and
and timely reports focussed on specific areas, merchant bankers, Bolivian investors and utilities,
rather than on a comprehensive voluminous as well as GOB members attended. The
report. ESMAP did more the role of a facilitator remarkable interest shown, lead to a Second
of the reform process, by supporting the Capitalization Conference in Miami on 16 June,
Technical Group and complementing its own 1994, where the list of attendees broadened to
staff with the expertise from other countries twenty four power producers.
which had successfully carried out power sector
reforms. As of 15 July 1995, 33 power generating

companies had presented formal Expressions of
Effectiveness of the Process. Local leadership Interest in participating in the privatization of
and ownership of the process along with the ENDE. Of these companies, the 31 that qualified
flexibility of the reform strategy had a significant represented the world leaders in power
inpact on the outcome of the reform, enabling it generation. The process was completed on June
to adapt to changing crcumstances. Thus, when 29, 1995 with the opening of the envelopes with
a new government took over in August 1993, the economic bids. A total of 14 bids had been
starting an innovative program of privatization received. The wining bids had in average a 1.4
called capitalization, the Technical Group margin over book value.
responded timely and effectively, modifying the
work program to respond to the new In August of 1995, ELFEC, the distribution
privatization directives. The effectiveness of the company of Cochabamba, was privatized. Four
project can be judged in terms of the speed of the companies submitted bids, three of which were
process, the project cost, and the status of foreign and one locaL The wining bid was 1.2
privatization. times above book value.

Before the power sector begun to be studied for It should be noted, that the considerable interest
possible reform, work in the telecommunications shown by investors, and the bids above book
and hydrocarbons sectors had already started, value, resulted in part from the soundness,
targeting these for reform and privatization. In openness and transparency of the reform and
spite of its late start, the power sector was capitalization processes. The Bolivian
reformed and capitalized first. stakeholders, including ENDE's workers who

were to become shareholders of the capitalized
Despite the reduced budget (US$360,000), the generating companies, international investors,
ESMAP project achieved all of its reform merchant bankers and multilateral agencies were
objectives. The aim of this phase was to ensure very satisfied with both outcomes.
that the Law and a clear set of reforms and
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"...while competition may be sometimes hard for the individual, it is bestfor society, because it ensures
the survival of the fittest in every department."
Andrew Carnegie (1835-1919)

The natural monopoly features in key parts of COMPETITVE GENERATION
the ESI, coupled with the historical tendency for
vertical integration to achieve economies of scale GEN-I GEN-3 -: GEN-N

(during the early phases of the industry) and kwh -
protect the high up-front capital investments, kWh
resulted in little competition and monopolistic Tnsission Dispatch/ Wholesale
structures all over the world. However, ( Grid Pooling I _ Market
competition has been a major focus of recent and kwh
ongoing reforms in many countries. This is in \kWh
recognition of the dual role of competition in Distribution
both promoting a more efficient allocation of Reh'' ng
resources and stimulating the utilities to improve \kWh
performance.

The first step in considering how competition can
be introduced into any ESI, is to identify where Figure III-1: Competitive Market Structure

in the industry's four functions competition is
feasible and appropriate. It is generally agreed
that it is not economic to duplicate transmission 3.01 Objectives
and distribution networks because of their
natural monopoly features. However, The same set of objectives that guided the
competition in generation and marketing is drafting of the Electricity Law has been used to
possible. Competition in generation requires a evaluate the alternative structures for the ESI. To
wholesale market for power, while retail ensure consistency, we have adopted the same
competition occurs when users are free to choose set in the evaluation of the issues covered in later
their own suppliers. This is illustrated for an Chapters.
ideal market structure in Figure M-1.

Early on, the Government of Bolivia set out the
This Chapter begins by reviewing the reform reform objectives. The same set of nine
objectives for Bolivia's ESI. Generation is objectives was carried trough the EL that was
considered next within the present structure of approved by congress. These nine objectives are:
the ESI. This is followed by consideration of the
alternative ways in which competition can be o To promote competition where feasible;
introduced into generation. Particular reforms
that would ease competition are recommended. mr to establish favorable conditions for capital
In the annexes we consider a range of issues investment;
associated with the establishment of a pool as a
means to reduce monopoly power. w to regulate the electricity industry;

m to regulate natural monopolies;

COMPETITION IN GENERATION 37
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Table III-1: Degree of Vertical Integration

Generating Available Distribution Largest Peak Capacity
Company Generating Company Shareholder Demand Surplus/Deficit

Capacity (MW) (MW)
(MW)

ENDE 401.8 ELFEC ENDE 71 +330.8

COBEE 142.2 LA PAZ COBEE 157 -56.8
ELFEO COBEE 42

- CRE Co-op 117 -117

-- CEPSA Private 17 -12

-- CEPSA State 12 -12

two components, allocative (economic) efficiency
and productive (technical) efficiency. Under

- to promote reliability, free access and no allocative efficient conditions the prices of
discrimination in transmission and industry inputs and outputs are cost-reflective so
distribution; that resources when purchased are not

misallocated within the sector or within the
e to ensure fair pricing; economy as a whole. If private and social costs

are equal, this is best achieved when consumers
to establish a uniform, fair and reasonable decide based on prices that reflect the marginal
tariff system which reflects the economic costs of supply. Productive efficiency means that
cost of an efficient supply of electricity; inputs are used efficiently, so that a given output

is produced with the least amount of inputs.
uw to ensure that the ESI embodies the

principles in Article 3 of the Law, all Besides the key aims of attracting investment and
activities are to show: achieving efficiency, there are four additional

objectives:
v efficiency,
/ transparency, o Security of supply;
/ quality,
/ continuity (of supply), w political acceptability, which we interpret as
/ flexibility (to adapt to new technology or meaning that the stucture recommended is

admninistrative structures), consistent with the government's reform
/ fairness (in the treatment of consumers); and objectives and can be set up;

M to promote the quality and security of or social acceptability, including the elements
equipment and instruments designed for the of fainess and consumer protection set out
electricity industry and for the consumption in the draft Electricity Law; and
and transfer of electricity.

o ease of implementation and moderate
The reforms have two over riding goals. One is regulatory burdens.
to attract the private sector into the Bolivian
power sector. The most important condition for The foregoing are the objectives used in this
this to be achieved is the financial viability of the analysis to assess the alternative options for

ctor, including the ability to eam an adequate introducing competition in generation.
rate of return after allowing for risk.

The second over riding objective is efficiency.
Efficiency is conventionally broken down into
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3.02 Present Industrial Structure capacity).

The pre-reform industrial structure has been The extent of vertical integration in the sector is
summarized in Chapter 2. Here we expand the illustrated in Table 3.1. Available generating
analysis for generation. The structure of capacity is compared with the peak demand in
generation is mixed in several respects: the franchises. Only franchises in which the

generating company has a majority stake are

w Capacity is broken down between a large counted as integrated. The analysis is restricted
integrated network and several smaller to the interconnected system.

isolated grids; COBEE's plant is run of the river and so operates

W ownership is mixed between the public, on baseload. It purchases substantial energy
private and cooperative sectors; and from ENDE, and sells at some off-peak periods.

CRE acquires all energy. Other, small,

generation, transmission and distribution are distribution companies have no generation
partly unbundled. capacity.

In 1992 the main interconnected system had 596 The shares of generation ownership are shown in
MW of generating capacity. There are several Table 3.2 below. The small plant at Potosi (1.1
isolated grids, mostly small, with a total of 67 MW) has been included with ENDE, although it
MW. The largest is 7.9 MW and falls within the is not in practice operated by it. The "various"
Tarija system (22 MW) that groups five isolated category for isolated networks indudes a mix of
systems. Autoproducers account for a further cooperative and private ventures, and it is an
108 MW, of which 16 MW is on the estimated figure.
interconnected system (and owned by
COMIBOL) and the remainder in separate Bolivia has a small electricity supply industry.
networks. Table 3.3 displays individual plant ranked by

size, and the plant shares by company. Figure
Ownership is mixed. The largest generator, 3.1 shows the plant shares in the total installed
ENDE, is a state owned monopoly. ENDE owns capacity in the interconnected system. The
73% of total capacity on the interconnected figures clearly illustrate the high degree of
system. It also controls 46% of capacity for concentration and monopoly power in the
public supply on the isolated networks. The Bolivian ESI. The largest plant, Guaracachi, is
second largest generator, COBEE, is privately more than 30% of total capacity. The four largest
owned and has 24% of capacity on the plants have nearly 80% of the capacity in the
interconnected network. In addition, there is interconnected system, and the six largest plants
substantial autogeneration held by both public have more than 90% of capacity. Five of them
and private enterprises (14% of total installed are owned by ENDE.

Table 111-2: Ownership of Generation (Nominal Installed Capacity)

Interconnecte Isolated Isolated Total System Total System
d System System System (Public

(Public (Total) Supply)
Supply)

ENDE (%) 73.4 45.7 19.3 70.6 62.0

COBEE (%) 23.9 - - 21.4 18.8

Various (%) - 54.3 22.9 5.5 4.8

Auto- 2.7
producer (%) - 57.8 2.4 14.3

Total (MW) 595.6 67.4 159.6 663.0 755.2
Source: .NVLE annual reports
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Table III-3: Share of Generation Plant

Oumer Plant Available Shares

Capacity
(MM) ENDE COBEE COMIBOL Cumulative

ENDE Santa Cruz Guaracachi (T) 170.2 31.4% 31.4%

ENDE -Cochabamba Santa Isabel (72) & 126.0 23.3% 54.7%

Corani (54) (HS)

COBEE -La Paz Zongo (HR) 106.0 19.6% 74.3%

ENDE -Cochabamba Valle Hermoso (T) 72.2 13.3% 87.6%

COBEE Miguillas (HR) 19.0 3.5% 91.1%

ENDE -Sucre Aranjuez (T) 18.6 3.4% 94.5%

ENDE -Potosi Karachipampa (r) 14.8 2.7% 97.3%

COMIBOL Yura (T) 10.8 2.0% 99.3%

COMIBOL Rea-Rea (T) 1.0 0.2% 99.5%

COMIBOL Lupi-Lupi (T) 3.0 0.6% 100.0%

541.6 74.2% 23.1% 2.7% 100.0%

Notes: HR = Hydro, run of the river; HS = Hydro, reservoir; T = Thennal.

surrounding areas, which are close to the
The interest here is in public supply. COMIBOL location of its generation. Other distribution is
has only 2.7% of capacity in the interconnected largely in private hands using peak demand in
system. The share of autoproducers in total different franchises as a measure of capacity,
nominal installed capacity in the isolated systems only about 20% of distribution is operated by
is however striking, and is discussed further-in companies largely owned by the public sector.
Chapter 9 on isolated systems. ENDE dominates
gen0iration with 70.6% of installed capacity for 3.03 Forms of Competition in
pubuic supply, and 74.2% of capacity on the Generation
interconnected system.

COBEE operates run of river hydro plant, and In principle, three forms of competition in
has a regular need to buy power from ENDE. generation are possible in Bolivia. These are:
As a result, ENDE has a high degree of
monopoly power in generation. There is w Merit order competition;
however scope for competition between ENDE
and COBEE for new investment. There is also yardstick competition; and
the possibility of comparative (benchmark)
competition. It is important to note that both w competitive bidding for new capacity.
ENDE and COBEE are also involved in
transmission and distribution. Note that while merit order and yardstick

competition are alternatives to each other,

Transmission is predominantly split between competitive bidding for new capacity can be
ENDE and COBEE although COMIBOL owns combined with either of them.
some lines at 69 kV. Holdings of distribution
franchises are less concentrated. ENDE has a
majority share in ELFEC, but also supplies
distribution companies which it does not own.
COBEE is a vertically integrated utility. It
distributes electricity in La Paz, Oruro and the
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allowing for hydrological conditions. In
1992 these two types of hydro plant
supplied nearly 55% of total energy on the
interconnected system;

supply is dominated by the 170 MW
rno Guam=N M Guaracachi thermal plant, which constitutes

31A% * Stn Ia" & Car. (HS) over 30% of total installed capacity. The
23.3% U ZmigoOHR)Vale H (t) dominant position of this plant and its large

oe6% E3 Miguba (HR) market share would enhance the risk of
* % AWAZM*J

_ .0% K LOS _- M gaming occurring in any pool; and
2.7% * Yia (f

19.6 3~~~4% * fm.fte m
3t5% U.s LfTLp m w transmission constraints and the need to

133% maintain system stability sometimes require
the despatch of plant out of merit order.

Yardstick competition

This form of competition is where market
Figure 111-2: Capacity in the Interconnected conditions are simulated by comparing plant

System performance against preset targets. The latter are
set, at least in part, by reference to the
performance of benchmark plant either elsewhere
in the system or in other countries. It is being

Merit Order Competition introduced for the generation function in
Scotland (where the yardsticks will be taken from

This form of competition is where individual the pool in England and Wales), and is the basic
stations or generating sets compete to increase form of competition in the water industry in
their output share by improving their position in England and Wales. Yardstick competition may
the merit order. This is generally done by be appropriate in small systems such as that in
reducing the station's short run marginal costs Bolivia and can be combined with incentive
(SRMC) and, in particular, its fuel costs. This regulation: benchmark pricing and price capping
form of competition exists in the UK and (RPI - x) through the setting of the x factor.
Norwegian pools, and has been proposed for
Bolivia in the "20% pool" in the various drafts of Both financial and technical targets need to be
the Electricity Law. However, this type of determined. It is important that financial targets
competition may not be effective at this time in are set so that a "level playing field" can be
Bolivia. This is because the large diversity and created, which allows simple profitability
small numbers of generating plants in Bolivia, comparisons to be made between technically
specifically: different power stations. Revenues would be

derived by contracts between the stations and
r There is a wide variation in the SRMC of either distributors/suppliers or, as recommended

different plant. Consequently, they in this analysis, a Central Purchasing Authority
probably cannot change their position in the (CPA), while costs would need to include an
merit order; appropriate capital charge and allow for

prospective cost reductions. The latter would be
w nearly 25% of available capacity is run of linked to the technical targets which would be

river hydro plant, which must run and set, ideally, to reflect international practice while
therefore cannot be considered freely considering fully all factors outside management
despatchable; control.

w a further 25% of capacity is storage hydro This form of competition offers another option
plant, which also cannot be considered for Bolivia. The possible use of yardstick
freely despatchable. This plant has zero fuel competition for distribution is considered in
costs and should be despatched (as in Section 8.3. The description of the process and
Norway) based on their opportunity cost, most of the points made there about the
calculated with reference to thermal plants, difficulties of applying yardstick competition to
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electricity distribution companies in Bolivia also Model 1: Competitive Bidding to
apply to its application in generation. Because of Supply Electricity to
the small number of power stations and their COBEE and ENDE
great diversity, the sample size would be too
small for the extraction of appropriate yardsticks
domestically. However, suitable benchmarks This modesee Figure) savrito OnE

coul be deie interatioally existing industry structure, whereby COBEE
could bedervedinemafioaeffectively generates electricity to supply the La

Competitive bidding for new capacity Paz and Oruro regions, while ENDE supplies the
Competitive bidding for new capacity rest of the country, and some of COBEE's needs.

Each company has a stable regional downstream
This form of competition is where an appropriate market, ENDE through its virtual monopoly on
entity, such as the Central Purchasing Authority sales to several distribution companies and
discussed below invites bids from generators for COBEE through its own distribution companies
new capacity. The invitations can be made to in La Paz and Oruro. The first main change
independent power producers (IPPs), to existing implied by the proposed model is that COBEE
entities such as COBEE or even, when feasible, to and ENDE would each be obliged to put their
producers in adjacent countries with the generation capacity and energy needs out to
construction of interconnectors. The CPA would formal and regulated competitive bidding. The
be required to purchase power at the lowest competition, which would consider price and
possible cost, subject to agreed technical and non-price attributes, would be between
other constraints, through an open and independent power producers (IPPs) and
transparent bidding process. This competition generation affiliates of ENDE and COBEE. The
appears suitable for Bolivia. winner of the competition would sign a long-

term contract with ENDE (or COBEE), which in
3.04 Competition in Generation: turn would sign long-term supply contracts with

Three Models the distribution companies in its supply regions.
There is no reason why ENDE (generation) and

The greatest benefits from competition in the ESI COBEE (generation) should not act as EPPs
are in the building and operation of new themselves by bidding to offer generation in each
generation stations. This is partly because other's traditional supply areas. An essential role
generation typically accounts for almost 50% of is played by the regulatory authority, which
the sector's costs and because the minimum must ensure that the generation competitions are
efficient size of a generating plant (or company) not biased toward the generation affiliate of the
is relatively small compared with most systems. company holding the competition.
In Bolivia, three basic models that would
facilitate such competition were identified: The second major change imnplied by this model

is the accounting separation of the various
w Model 1: competitive bidding to supply business units that comprise COBEE and ENDE.

electricity to COBEE and ENDE Thus COBEE's generation, transmission and
w Model 2: competitive bidding to supply a distribution units and ENDE's generation and

Central Purchasing Authority transmission businesses would keep separate
(CPA) accounts, inter alia to prevent cross-subsidies.

w Model 3: competition to supply electricity The management of the various units could also
directly to distribution companies. be separated, although this might be avoided to

reduce disruptions to COBEE and ENDE. This
Each of these models permits some degree of accounting separation will reveal existing
competition in generation. Each is logical and inefficiencies more clearly, as well as easing any
l-us been made to work in at least one country. later full separation. It will, however, require
,I& wever, this does not mean that they would be legislation and regulators to take account of the
e.lually attractive in Bolivia, nor that they have separation in their treatment of the electricity
the same set of advantages and drawbacks. In sector. Thus COBEE's and ENDE's generation
the following assessment, these models are businesses could be treated equally by legislation
described more fully. and by the regulatory agency.
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- The model assumes that COBEE and ENDE
i lPP I P P ) would have a de facto obligation to ensure

that sufficient energy and capacity exist to
meet the reasonable needs in a given region.

!IM7 LJAs far as these companies accept this
i __X obligation, they can expect that the capacity

w >> iand energy they produce (or purchase from
ENDE GZ i COBEEG/IIothers) will have a market and that they will

ENDE G/l COBEE GI recover the costs prudently incurred in
meeting their supply obligation. Any

,-__ tvsubstantial move away from this bargain (of
LTC LTC [ supply obligation in return for secure

X__J markets) undermines this model. Simply
put, IPPs will be reluctant to enter into long-
term contracts with COBEE and ENDE, if

Distributors DistnbutorsiDistribuVors Distributors the latter's markets are not secure.
v v Likewise, COBEE and ENDE will not wish

to undertake contractual obligations to pay
Customers Customers IPPs without secure downstream markets.

Competitive bidding between COBEE,
IPP = Independent Power Produs ENDE and the IPPs may not take place, and
LTC = Long Tem Contrad if it does, it may take a long time to erode
Orr = Gensraionlrransmission

Figure III-3: Model I -Competition in the existng generation duopoly. This iS
Generation Without Open Access partly because it will take time before

incremental supplies become a reasonable
proportion of total capacity. More
significantly, competitive bidding may not

The main attraction of this first model is that it be perceived as fair by potential investors
has a high likelihood of achieving the benefits of since the incumbents are simultaneously
competition in generation at a relatively low cost. competitors in, and judges of, the
First, it has a high probability of attracting competition. Although, several ways are
competitive bids from IPPs because both ENDE available to deal with these concerns,
and COBEE will have secure downstream notably through increased transparency of
markets and will therefore be sound credit risks bidding procedures and dose regulation, the
in the eyes of IPPs. Second, provided ENDE and risk remains that the incumbents will bias
COBEE are obliged to go out to competitive the system in their favor.
tender, and provided the bidding procedure is
properly designed and regulated, the model Although Model 1 is conceptually sound and its
should cause most of the benefits of competitive implementation feasible in Bolivia, the model has
bidding as to commitmnents to lower construction two main drawbacks. The first one noted above,
and operating costs and to introduce innovative is the nagging concern about the fairness of the
new technologies. Third, since it does not bidding process, which would require
require a substantial change to the existing considerable regulatory oversight to provide
operating system, affecting adversely the confidence to foreign investors. The second one
efficiency of despatch is unlikely. Finally, the is that investors will wonder whether the
model reduces the transaction costs govermment intends to change the structure
(administrative, contractual and legal costs) again in the future to eliminate the concerns
associated with a more radical restructuring of about monopoly abuses highlighted above. If
the ESI. that were indeed the government's intention,

convincing the investors that their money would
The main drawback of this model is that the two not be put further at risk from structural changes
main generators are left in a position of virtual would be essential. One way to protect investors
monopoly with respect to supplying distribution would be to ensure that lIPP's long term
companies in their respective regions. This generation contracts are made binding, with the
would mean two things, which are important to right of credible international arbitration or other
keep separate: disputes procedures. With COBEE, an additional
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safeguard might be for the IPP's contracts to be excessive influence over the CPA on behalf of
with COBEE's distribution business. For ENDE, COBEE's generation business. However, even if
the IPP's contracts might be directly linked to ownership separation was not required for
individual back-to-back contracts that ENDE has COBEE's and ENDE's distribution assets, as with
with distributors. While protected from Model 1, accounting (and possibly management)
regulatory risk, IPPs should of course remain separation of generation and distribution
subject to all the normal commercial risks (e.g., businesses would be necessary.
regarding construction costs or penalties
associated with periods of unavailability) which Generator Generator Generator I
encourage efficiency. ENDE COBEE IPP

Model 2: Central Purchasing
Authority (CPA) CPArT

This model (see figure) would establish a CPA
with responsibility for ensuring sufficient
capacity and energy to meet demand. The CPA Distnbution Companies
would introduce competitive bidding procedures
to select between EPPs, ENDE and COBEE. The
CPA would then sign long-term (incentive)
contracts with the winner of the bidding
competition. Thus, ENDE and COBEE would no customes)
longer be responsible for ensuring sufficient
capacity and energy for their respective regions. IPP = Independent Power Producs
To ensure that neither of the incumbents would CPAtT = CcDtral Purchasing & Transmiion Agency
bias the competitive bidding through their Figure HI-4: Model 2 -Central Purchasing
control over access to the transmission/despatch Authority
system, the model would probably require
ENDE's transmission to be separated from its
generation business. The CPA would probably The attraction of this model (over Model 1) is
take over the transheission and despatch that it creates a more transparent wholesale
functions of ENDE. The CPA would sell market for electricity. Provided the CPA had
electricity to the distribution companies at the sufficient financial and human resources to
wholesale buLk supply tariffs (BSc), which would undertake the procurement, selection and
be approved by the regulator. This model does contracting responsibilities, and had a secure
not require open access to transmission networks market for the purchased electricity, the model
because generators would sell to the CPA at the would probably have a good chance of attracting
generation station's entry to the transmission foreign investment. The concern over bias
system and would not have the right to a sel (associated with joint ownership of generation
directly to distribution companies. Compettion and transmission) would in theory not apply
of this sort (i.e., with a CPA) between generatos and, therefore, convincing foreign investors that
exists now in Northern Ireland, New Zealand, such a model would be stable would be easier.
Malaysia and is being considered for Portugal Some concems exist however with this model.
and India. Sm ocrseithwvrwt hsmdl

First, by centralizing the purchasing decision, it

Although ENDE would clearly have to be broken raises the risks that the CPA will become too
up since its transmission network is the heart of powerful and difficult to oversee or regulate
the national grid and despatch system, a case can properly. If COBEE and ENDE retained
be made for COBEE to retain its high voltage ownership of their distribution businesses and
transmission assets. This is because their limited these owned the CPA, then there would be a risk
extent might allow them to be treated merely as that purchasing decisions might be biased in
a dedicated line linking specific generation assets favor of COBEE's and ENDE's generation
to specific markets. Both COBEE and ENDE businesses. Second, it does require a separation
might also be allowed to retain ownership of of ENDE's generation and transmission/despatch
their distribution assets, though only if it was felt functions, which is not a straightforward task.
that the distribution businesses would not exert Corporate restructhing of this kind in other

countries has been extremely difficult, partly
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because of the need to replace old command and energy, and each contract would also require a
control mechanisms, which are common in transmission right, which would be purchased
coordination of electricity systems, with from the transmission company. Transmission
enforceable contractual agreements. Third, and despatch would be owned and run by a
establishment of a CPA could prove difficult, separate organization (effectively assets now
since the CPA also carries some financial owned by ENDE). As in Models 1 and 2,
liabilities (to meet contractual commitments) and distribution affiliates of ENDE and COBEE
other responsibilities (such as deciding which should be separated from generation affiliates, at
generators are selected). The Government may least in accounting terms and possibly also in
be unwilling to hand over these responsibilities terms of ownership.
to an independent organization, yet be equally
reluctant to assume the financial liabilities and A competitive contract model of this sort can
risks with owning the CPA itself. maintain efficiency in despatch in several ways.

One way would be to charge the
This is an attractive model for introducing transmission/despatch company with the
competition in generation, both conceptually and responsibility of despatching all integrated plants
from an investor's perspective. It however based on short-run marginal costs (as per plant
requires significant changes in the structure of running costs, or through contract and/or bid
the industry, which may involve higher prices). This would ensure that companies that
transaction costs than Model 1. Model 2 could produced less than their contractual requirement
also affect current investment plans since ENDE's would pay those that produced more than their
and COBEE's financial backers will wish to contractual requirement. The basis of that inter-
consider whether and how the new structure will company payment could be a form of short-term
affect their investments. However, the main market price reflecting system marginal cost.
concerns with this model in the Bolivian context
relate to the associated risks of centralizing Generator Generator Generator
purchasing decisions in one organization, i.e., too | EN COBEE IPP
much power residing in one entity in the
industry, the creation of another public entity, e

etc. Several of these concerns are not valid, as LTC LTC |LTC
will be seen later in this Chapter. An important
implementation issue would be to ensure that the _ _ _ _ _ _

CPA had the proper economic incentives to carry Distnbution Companies
out its functions efficiently and fairly.

Model 3: Competition to Supply
Electricity <Residental and Commerci Cust

The various drafts of the Electricity Law envisage
implementation of this model, the vertical IPP = Independent Power Producers
separation of generation, transmission and LTC = Long Term ContraD
distribution. It also envisages an ESI in which Figure HI-5: Model 3 -Competition in
80% of energy would be covered by long term Generation with Open Access
contracts and 20% would be traded in a spot
market. Model 3 (see figure) allows generators to
gain open access to the national high voltage As in the other two models, distribution
transmission system to sell directly at arm's companies would continue to have a virtual
length to distribution companies and very large monopoly to supply final customers in their
customers. As with the previous model, the service territories. Nevertheless, generators
generation and transmission businesses of ENDE could sell directly to large customers, especially
would be separated and the remaining where these customers are near to the generation
generation companies (ENDE, COBEE) would stations or are served directly from the high
compete with each other and with IPPs to sell to voltage transmission network.
the distribution companies. The generation
companies would enter into long-term contracts The closest examples to this model are the
with the distribution companies for capacity and system in Chile, Argentina, Chile, England &

Wales, Norway, and the recent proposals for
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decentralized and open access competition in Trade: Optimal despatch is consistent with long
Sweden, Singapore and California. term contracts if generators can trade energy to

meet their obligations at least cost. When buying
This model has some attractions of the previous from another generator is cheaper than to run
two models. In particular, it can help promote own plant, trade allows actual plant output to be
competition in generation. The separation of least cost when despatch based on notional
generation from transmission, and the right of contracts would be sub-optimal. This is the
open access, tends to diminish concerns over situation in Norway where optimal despatch is
selection bias (Model 1) and over the legal and achieved by generators trading via the spot
financial problems of a CPA (Model 2). If it is market to deliver contracted energy at least cost.
well designed and implemented, Model 3 is also In Bolivia, the reduced scope for merit order
likely to be perceived as a sustainable long-term competition -elaborated below-would
solution that will help to encourage investor constraint a spot market.
confidence. This is partly because no obvious
drawbacks exist to the principles of the model Even without a spot market, informal trade
(e.g., bias or centralization) and because between generators to meet contracted demand
generators will be selling to distribution at least cost is possible. This is facilitated by
companies, which themselves have secure flexible contracts. In the US, sophisticated power
markets. purchase agreements are used to ease the trade

necessary to ensure optimal despatch. However,
The problems with Model 3 relate to its their application to Bolivia would be constrained
implementation in a small system; i.e., the risks by the limited scope of the market and of merit
and costs of making it work properly in a small order competition.
system. Some issues that need clarification
concem the working of the spot market, the The coexistence between optimal despatch and
threat of the reintegration of regional long run contracts between generators and
monopolies, the optimal despatch and bulk distributors pose particular problems. To reduce
electricity trade. the incentive for generators and distributors to

reintegrate into regional monopolies implies
Spot Market & System Size: The functioning of detailed regulation of contracts. In this
a spot market in Bolivia has some potential environment, a generator who purchased energy
limitations. Fully competitive models have been from another rather than generating at the
applied to ESIs much larger than that in Bolivia. contract price, would risk signaling that contract

prices had been set too high (whether or not this
Contracts & Reintegration into Regional was the case). This would tend to discourage
Monopolies: Contracts between generators and trade.
distributors play a major role. However, a
generator always has an incentive to agree with Model 3 is a logical way to introduce competition
a distributor to pass on excess costs to captive in the generation sector, but practical difficulties
(franchise) customers. The opportunities for this of setting up such a model in Bolivia are not
are greater if long term contracts between these small. At the very least, the benefits of such a
parties are allowed. Detailed regulation of these model will take longer to accrue than Model 2.
contracts would be required to prevent a utility At worst, Model 3 may deter new IPPs who may
separated into generation and distribution perceive the system too small and crowded, who
companies becoming effectively reintegrated. will be uncertain about the creditworthiness of

some distnbution companies and who may insist
Contracts and Optimal Despatch: Firm contracts on a premium to reflect political risk, thereby
between generators and distributors may hinder raising the cost of electricity in Bolivia.
least cost despatch. Standard point-to-point
contracts that specify a fixed amount of energy 3.05 Recommended Model
over several years are not consistent with the
optimal despatch of plant when uncertainty over Figure M-1 presented a simple but ideal market
future fuel prices, plant efficiency, capacity structure for generation. This requires the
additions and maintenance requirements existence of enough producers to prevent
prevails. manipulation of the market and some form of

wholesale market. In the annexes we consider
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some issues for establishing a pool to serve as plants were available. The availability payments
the wholesale market, either for the entire market are important to provide an incentive to make
or for only 20% as considered in Bolivia. The capacity available to the CPA. In addition, the
establishment of a pool does not appear contract price levels should be set so that, over
appropriate for Bolivia at this time, because of: time, they move toward the costs of incremental
The small size of the system, the difficulties of capacity.
having effective merit order competition (given
the existing plant mix), the dominant size of the A key issue is how to reconcile the requirement
Guaracachi plant, and the likely high costs of for the least cost operation of the power system
introducing and running a pool. (i.e., productive efficiency) with the energy prices

in the long term contracts. This could be done
However, some form of wholesale market is by making the CPA responsible for despatch
required. The type or market that is to be (allowing for transmission losses and constraints)
established should: and the announcement of proposed despatch

schedules, based on contract prices reflecting
lw Be suitable for Bolivia's small power SRMC. Generators would be paid based on

system; specified energy prices and the despatch
schedule. However, the generators would be

be compatible with the government's allowed to trade between themselves if their
objective for the vertical separation of actual SRMC were different from the energy
the ESI. This means that it should prices. They would be stimulated to do this by
prevent the vertical reintegration of the allowing them to retain the resulting gains from
ESI, through the signature of long term the trade. Such trade should be both feasible
contracts between generators and and relatively inexpensive to arrange, given the
distribution companies; small number of generators for the foreseeable

future. Furthermore, the costs of coordination,
be consistent with the least cost
supply of electricity, through both; the
least cost operation of the supply r 
system and its least cost expansion; l The ESI in Northern Ireland was restructured as of 1 April
and 1992 to introduce competition in generation and marketing

of electricity (refer as supply). The four major power
stations were sold to private investors, thereby separatingfacilitate the introduction of ownership and operation of generation from transmission,

independent power producers in the distribution and supply assumed by Northern Ireland
system by ensuring equal access Electricity (NIE). NIE became the power procurer; i.e., the
conditions to all generators. Central Purchasing Agency, CPA. The ESI is regulated

under the Electricity (Northern Ireland) Order 1992.
A CPA would enable meeting these Shares in NIE were sold to the general public and
requirements (a similar entity to that in institutional investors by the (Northern Ireland)
Northern Ireland [see text box]). Its prime Department of Economic Development in June 1993.
function would be to ensure that power is

purchased at least cost, subject to any technical All licensed generators are required to sell their output topurchased at least cost, subject to any tedinical the CPA (i.e., NIE's Power Procurement Business). The
and other constraints, through an open, CPA is in turn required to sell eectricity at the bulk supply
transparent and competitive bidding process. tariff to licensed suppliers, principally NIE's Supply
Each existing station would hold a long term Business, and to some large customers. The CPA is also
contract for the remainder of its economic life responsible for despatch, for managing the transmission
with the CPA. system and making arrangements to ensure sufficient

generating capacity to met denand.
The contracts would include separate energy
and availability constituents. For hydro plants, The CPA purchases electricity under power purchase
the MWh energy component of the contract agreements (PPA). Under these PPAs, each generator has
would be based on the opportunity cost of the certain obligations to make capacity availabk, and to
energy, while for thermal plants it would be operate it according to merit order despatch. The CPA in
their SRMC and would be index linked. The turn pays availability and energy payments.
availability payments would be in Bs per MW The Power Procurement Business has up to six staff.
of capacity to cover the plants' fixed costs,
induding profits, and would only be paid when 1: The Power Procurement Business
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Table III-4: Ownership of the Power Purchaser by distribution companies

Advantages Disadvantages

There is a precedent -the England and Wales distribution It might threaten the independence of
companies (RECs) own the organization responsiblefor the CPA
central despatch. In Northern Ireland the company
responsiblefor transmission and distribution (NIE) owns the
CPA

Bolivian distribution companies would probablyfavor this It might probably be opposed by
generators without an interest in
distribution

communication and information collection will As the CPA would act for the distribution
be low because of the small number of entities in companies to purchase energy from generators,
th; ;ndustry. there is a case for distributors collectively owning

the CPA. This has both advantages and
Major merits of this proposed system are that it disadvantages as shown in the table below.
is:

The CPA could be owned jointly by the
i consistent with the promotion of productive distributors and the transmission company. It

efficiency, could, however, also be owned jointly by the
, suitable for a small system, different parts of the ESI, large electricity users,
i simple, and and the government, as with CAMESSA in
/ inexpensive to introduce and monitor. Argentina. It is essential that the CPA remains

genuinely independent in operation. This
A disadvantage is that the gains from productive suggests that it should be self-financing, as in
efficiency are not shifted from the generators to Northem Ireland, by a levy on electricity sales.
consumers. Nevertheless, the long term contracts
could be subject to periodic review of the energy It is essential that the proposed reform of the ESI
payments. A key point to note is that the should be consistent with the govenmment's
corrections should not be made too often, desire to widen the resource mobilization base
otherwise the incentives for producers to reduce through the enhanced role of the private sector.
costs would be weakened. In this context, it is important that prospective

independent power producers should be
Incremental capacity would be added through an encouraged to enter the market through the
open and competitive process. Existing plants establishment of equal access conditions for both
could participate in this process when their initial new entrants and incumbents. This condition
contracts expired. The CPA would sell to the would be met by the proposed establishment of
distribution companies through a bulk supply the CPA.
tariff. This should be cost reflective, with
seasonal and time-of-day rates. The CPA would require careful regulation, since

it would play a key role in promoting efficiency
Given the GOB objectives for the reform of the in generation through the competitive bidding
ESI, the CPA could be private. The required process. The regulator would need to oversee
staffing would likely be small (the Northern this process to ensure that it was both
Ireland Power Procurement Business has only 5 transparent and fair. Various objectives might be
to 6 staff). The organization and staffing needs set by the government for the award of the
of the CPA are minimum and should not power purchase contracts, such as achieving a
represent any major difficulties. target level of supply reliability. The regulator

would need to ensure that these objectives were
being met.
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3.06 Summary more competitive solutions are unavailable.
CAMESSA in Argentina is 20% owned by the

We have considered the issue of the optimum generators, 20% by the transmission company,
level competition in generation. Three possible 20% by distribution companies, 20% by large
types of market access were considered: merit users and 20% by the government. It has many
order, yardstick and competition for new of the functions proposed for the CPA, including
capacity. The analysis also reviewed three despatch and settlement. It also has effective
institutional models for the ESI: (1) competitive powers to ensure payment by the distribution
bidding to supply electricity to COBEE and companies, including the right to disconnect
ENDE, (2) competitive bidding to supply a them.
Central Purchasing Authority (CPA), and (3)
competition to supply electricity directly to We concluded that yardstick competition and
distributors. After reviewing the plant mix bidding for new capacity were both attractive
scales and characteristics of generating plant in and consistent with GOB market access
Bolivia, we concluded that merit order directives. We also favor competition being
competition had limitations. Given the objectives introduced through market development for new
of the GOB, Model 1 was considered the least capacity.
attractive. The analysis also showed some
important limitations of Model 3 and the Since the pool is not the answer for a smooth
establishment of a pool, since present conditions transition towards a liberalized market and most
would foster the reintegration of regional energy supply is to be covered by long term
monopolies and hinder the successful delivery of contracts, then an alternative mechanism (entity)
efficiency gains from the operation of a pool. must be introduced to facilitate competition at

the generation level. This mechanism needs to
Model 1 considers the advantages of minimal be such that the vertical reintegration of the
disruptions to the existing structure, i.e., industry would not occur de facto through long
retaining vertical integration on a regional basis. term contracts. To meet this requirement, we
However, Model 2 (the CPA solution) appears propose the formation of a Central Purchasing
more likely to achieve the government's Agency, which would hold back-to-back
objectives of sector efficiency and attracting contracts with generators and distributors (and
private capital. Power sector reform around the certain large users) under the terms of a bulk
world has attempted to introduce competitive supply tariff. Among other things, the CPA
pressure to secure generation at least cost. For would invite bids for new capacity from
Bolivia, fair and open competition for new (IPP) independent producers and incumbents. It
generation is essential for private capital would ensure level playing field conditions for
investment. However, regional monopolies have both groups. It would also be responsible for
poor incentives to supply consumers at least cost despatch and settlements, and would need to
or to allow new competition in generation. have strong powers (backed up by the threat of
Therefore they represent an option only when disconnection) to ensure timely payment of the

energy supplied to distribution companies.
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) IV. CORPORATE STRUCTURE

"We shape our buildings: thereafter they shape us."
Sir Winston Churchill (1874-1965)

Chapter m examined the institutional set up of then they would be transfer into private
the ESI and, in view of the reform objectives, ownership.
proposed a new liberalized market structure for
generation and power exchange to facilitate Transmission presently lies primarily with
competition and enhance the role of the private ENDE, although COBEE also owns significant
sector. This Chapter sets out the implications of lengths of transmission line in its regional
the proposed reform for the corporate structure market, and COMIBOL has a small amount of
of the various enterprises in the sector. Within transmission. The reform would eventually lead
the heading of corporate structure we include: to a new private transmission company

independent of generation. This would involve
or The scope of work of different entities in identification, valuation and separation of

the power sector; existing transmission assets from their present
owners, and the establishment of a regulated

w who carries out those functions; and natural monopoly.

a who owns the different enterprises. Ownership of distribution is less concentrated.
COBEE is the largest distribution company,

The reform of the ESI will lead to substantial directly in La Paz and indirectly through a
changes. The chapter begins by considering the subsidiary in Oruro. CRE, a cooperative, is the
proposals to reform the ESI. Section 4.3 then second largest. ENDE holds a majority stake in
contemplates the ways in which required the third largest distribution company, ELFEC.
alterations in the scope of work can be Public ownership in distribution is relatively low.
implemented. Section 4.4 considers changes in As noted in Chapter 2, using peak demand in the
ownership and who will carry out the various franchises as a measure of capacity, only about
functions (generation and transmission). Issues 20% of distribution is in public hands.
relating to revisions in corporate structure are
considered in Section 4.5, and the role of As expected, the industry has a substantial
cooperatives is analyzed in Section 4.6. degree of vertical integration. COBEE, the

largest distributor, is the second largest
4.01 Reform Proposals generating company. However, COBEE has a

substantial capacity deficit and has to import
The reform proposals set out in the Electricity from ENDE. CRE, the second largest distribution
Law include several changes in corporate company, has no generation capacity. The other,
structure. More than 70% of generation in the smaller distribution companies depend on ENDE
interconnected system is owned by ENDE. It for power supply.
also owns a further 45% of generation for public h m d
supply in the isolated systems. In total more The main disadvantage of vertical integration is
than 70% of generation is in public hands. that distributos would have strong incentives to
ENDE's generation would first be split into be inefficient purchasers from their parent
smaller companies to foster competition, and generation companies. Conceptually, this could

CORPORATE STRUCTURE 51
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be overcome through requiring distributors to include contractual relations with one (the
purchase at least cost, and by monitoring their Central Purchasing Authority -CPA) or several
performance. In practice, this would be difficult purchasers of energy, and arrangements for
to enforce, and would be uneconomic given the trading with other generators.
relatively high regulatory resources that it would
require. The commercial success of the generating

companies will depend in part upon how rapidly
An alternative would be to remove the perverse they can adapt to this new liberalized market.
incentives for distributors by intervening in their To do so, generators will need to establish
purchase decisions. As proposed, a Central departments to conduct energy trading and
Purchasing Agency could be established to buy relations with the regulator. Non-engineering
bulk electricity from generators promoting least professionals are likely to be in large demand
cost expansion and operation in generation. This within the industry.
company could be private, and would enter into
bulk supply contracts, purchasing from Both existing and new private generation
generators, and selling to distributors and large companies will also have scope to become
users. involved in non-core business activities. A wide

range of market actions has been pursued by
4.02 Generation, Transmission privatized power entities; these include the

and Distribution Entities realing of electrical appliances; a variety of usesof water resources, for which they may have
managerial responsibility; broader involvement

The possible scope of work for generation, in gas and alternative energies; and
transmission and distribution entities in the teleconmunications drawing on their expertise in
power sector is discussed below. Some options the "wires" business. In order to protect the core
depend upon implementation of particular power business, it may be necessary to ring-fence
sector reforms. Others refer to possible changes revenues arising from electricity sales and
in the scope of work that could be carried out prevent their diversion.
irrespectively of the reform. Some functions
described are the core businesses of the entities Transmission
concerned, and would need to be carried out
internally. Others could be contracted out. The
issue of who carries out the functions is Tesnew tr ansm nsion ompany wib
dicssdi Seto 4.4 responsible for the expansion of the transmission

network, its operation and maintenance. The
Generation definition of the transmission network will need

clarification before assets can be identified and
valued, and ownership changed. Table IV-1

There are eleven stations on the interconnected sshows the kilometers of line at different voltages
system in Bolivia, of which nine are above 10 down to 69 kV. Transmission lines at 230 and
MW. Generating companies would operate and 115 kV will lie with the transmission company.
maintain these plants as now, those companies The position on 115 kV and 69 kV lines is less
would also be responsible for contractual clear, since some will be integral to the
relations within the reformed and unbundled distribution franchises.
power sector. The precise nature of these
relations would depend upon the final industry The company will plan and contract for
and regulatory structure selected. They would expansion of the transmission network.

Contracts would be determined on a competitive
Table IV-I: Transmission Lines Lengths (1992) basis to private suppliers. It will be important

that pricing for the use of the transmission

Voltage km system provides accurate cost signals to
generators considering future investments.

230 kV 332.0
Trasmission pricing is quite complicated. It has

115 kV 959.7 to be cost reflective to send the appropriate

69 kV 595.6 signals for using the system, to mninimize
transmission losses, the location of generators
and consumers, etc. However, tansmission is
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very capital intensive, has very low operative the transmnission and distribution companies
and mainteance costs, and has significant should jointly own the CPA.
economies of scale. Average transmission costs
are above marginal costs. So, pricing Distribution
transmnission services based on average costs has
important limitations. Clearly such a pricing The distribution companies would be responsible
system could not be cost reflective and therefore for operation, maintenance and expansion of
would not send the appropriate signals. their networks, under the terms of their
Charging for transmnission services will be the franchises. The owners of the distribution
responsibility of the owners of the network, but network would be responsible for charging its
the pricing system will need to be regulated. use, but prices, as in transmission, would be
Chapter VIII examines the present proposed regulated. Chapter VIII considers options for the
transrnissio pricing based on node prices which price regulation of distribution companies.
include short-term marginal costs of energy and
power, transmission loss factors and tolls fees. Distribution is a natural monopoly, since

duplicating the distribution wires would not be
Under the proposals contained in the Electricity economic. However, given that the use of those
Law, the transmnission company would probably wires is not a natural monopoly, many countries
be closely associated with activities connected have separated distribution from the marketing
with the operation of an electricity Pool. These businesses. The marketing business consists of
include: the purchase of bulk power, and selling it to

retail customers.
e Coordination of bids or of cost data, from

generators in the Pool; Functions associated with marketing of electricity
include:

w preparation and operation of a despatch
schedule; and / Bulk purchases of electricity;

i retail sales under regulated tariffs;
or carrying out settlements for different parties , meter reading;

in the Pool. / billing retail consumers; and
i collection of revenues.

It is common for despatch to be closely
associated with transmission. Few assets are Distribution and marketing businesses are
associated with despatch functions. In a small presently integrated in Bolivia. Given the small
system like that of Bolivia, these functions could size of the Bolivian market, there is little
be carried out by the CPA. The transmission advantage in separating them. Distributors face
company could act as the CPA for the similar incentives to generators to expand their
distribution companies. However, to avoid any business activities. It may also be necessary to
possible conflicts of interest, it is preferable that ring fence their core business to protect it. Given

Table IV-2: Investment in Generation by Distribution Companies

Advantages Disadvantages

Provides private capital for expansion of generation Could lead to gaming to raise the price of bulk energy
for the power purchaser

Tends to increase the number of generators, making a Concentrates ownership among few key players,
competition more likely raising the probability of regulatory capture

IPPs typically consider investments less risky if they a Concentrates ownership, making it more difficult for
can form joint ventures with existing players. the Power Purchaser to remain genuinely independent
Partnerships may lower the required ROR, and hence
the cost of energy produced, and increase the amount
of private capital flowing to the sector
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their franchises, this gives them direct access to and how performance will be assessed. Penalties
electric v consumers. If they are allowed to for under-attainment should, where possible, be
invest -a generation under the terms of their set by formula rather than by courts or
license, they would be in a strong position to do arbitration. Price and escalation clauses will be
50. needed, together with definition of force majeure

events outside the control of either party (and
In some unbundled power sectors, distributors thus not a cause for claim under the contract)
have been major investors in new generation and procedures for settling disputes.
capacity, such as in England and Wales for
example. Investment in generation by Efficiency gains can be expected from three main
distribution companies has both advantages and factors:
disadvantages. These are summarized in Table
IV-2. iu The requirement to draw up precise

contracts forces the level and type of
Faced with these pros and cons, regulatory service to be critically examined, thus
agencies have typically restricted the extent of ensuring that it is appropriate for the
cross ownership of generators by distributors. prevailing circumstances;
For example, in England and Wales, distribution
companies (RECs) are limited to an interest in 'w competition in tendering should help price
generation equivalent to 15% of their peak minimization, and encourage contractors to
demnand. examine critically working methods and

mechanization; and
On balance, the advantages of cross-ownership
could be realized in Bolivia if distribution w the capacity to end the contract in case of
companies are given limited investments in non performance should provide a strong
generation between 15% and 20% of their peak incentive to maintain standards of
demand. This would not threaten the compliance.
transparency and level playing field conditions
which international experience has shown to be Generation companies may also be involved in
important to potential entrants. selection of new capacity investments and their

financing and construction. Three options for the
4.03 Who Does What? selection of the best generating investment are

available:
The functions described above will need to be
carried out in the reformed Bolivian Power T The government, the regulator, or some
Sector. The issue of who should carry them out central representation of power sector
is discussed below. bodies (say, a National Investment Council)

can carry out a least cost expansion plan to
Generation identify the minimum cost development

project. It can then invite tenders for the

Several private generating comparies are likely provision of that capacty.
to be formed following ENDE's break up. The o Altematively, the same entity could invite
small size of the Bolivian system and of existing bids from several private sector participants
clients, place however limits on the extent of this for different types of generation and choose
unbundling. the one that yields the lowest lifetime cost

It is possible for several activities presently profe.
carried out in the sector to be sourced out to o Finally, the provision of new investment
contractors, such as data processing and plant could be left to the market, responding
maintenance. The main criterion for contracting either to capacity price signals or expecn d
out is to draw up a self-contained contract that future levels of spot and contracts prices for
specifies exactly the services provided and the electricity.
standards to be adopted.

Contracts for the provision of services should
specify the period, the services to be provided,
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Specific versus indicative generation (for a specific plant) or by implication (showing
planning only the capacity requirement). That is, the

electricity company invites bids for the

An important issue to be considered is whether construction and operation of specific types and
for the proposed reform industry power system sizes of generating plant. On the other hand, it
planning should be carried out in specific or could seek bids for generating capacity, leaving
indicative terms. the private sector to bid various types and sizes,

the utility then chooses the best bid. The latter

Planing under the Vertically Integrated route is more tenuous but has the advantage of
Monopoly: In a vertically integrated ESI, one mobilizing the inventive thinking of the potential
company has a monopoly right and obligation to third party generators.
supply electricity to customers in a particular
geographic area. It owns all generation, In the first of these cases, competition is only at
transmission and distribution assets to achieve the level of providing and maintaining a
that aim. In these circumstances, expansion specified amount of generating capacity of a
planning is the responsibility of the company specific type, and possibly over the provision of
and is generally carried out through a process of fuel supplies. In the second case, competition is
demand forecasting, an examination of the extended to the optimrization of generating unit
expansion options to meet that demand and sizes and fuel types.
choosing the least cost investment program. The
generating expansion program will also be set If the restructuring of the industry involves
against some reliability targets. These targets can further disaggregation, separating out the
be specified in many ways: transmission function, with or without the

division of distribution into separate regional
SW Plant margin entities, the planning options increase further.

s T Loss of load expectation (LOLE) or loss of The responsibility for capacity planning could be
load probability (LOLP) given to the distribution companies who would

have to contract appropriate amounts of capacity
o' Unsupplied energy to meet their security of supply criterion.

Distribution companies could form a buying
'w A value for unsupplied energy consortium and seek bids from generators. They

would be subject to some form of price
While this type of capacity planning seemed fine regulation. They would therefore have strong
in theory, in practice the monopoly nature of the incentives to buy from the lowest cost sources
electricity supply company, exacerbated by the and the security of supply criterion would have
fact that it was often subject to political to be laid down in regulations in simple terms,
pressures, often led to the real least cost path perhaps as a plant margin. This latter point
being distorted. brings certain inefficiencies, because it denies

some potential ways of organizing generation
Most restructuring proposals recognize the security.
potential for, and the desirability of, introducing
competition in the supply and operation of In an unbundled ESI, a second means of capacity
generating capacity for improving the discipline planning is for a CPA responsible for the
on planning. The introduction of competition in wholesale market to act as a nonprofit
generation breaks the planing sequence of the wholesaler, purchasing electricity from
least cost expansion plan of the vertically competitive contracts with generators for the
integrated utility. distributors, passing the costs to them. If this

course of action is taken, then the generation
Specific and Indicative Planning. The simplest purchase can be explicit or implicit in the same
level of reform is to constrain the utility to way as that of the vertically integrated utility,
purchase its new generation under contract from seeking new generation contracts from third
IPPs. Here the quality of supply planning will parties.
be similar to the traditional method used by the
vertically integrated company. However, the
approach to choose capacity type can be explicit
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Table IV-3: Options for Ownership and Ownership
Operation Responsibilities

Table IV-3 summarizes the main options for
Operated by: Owned by: assets ownership in the power sector, and

responsibility for their operation. With sector
Public sector Private sector reform, generation often passes into private

Public sector Transmission - ownership and the price mechanism is regulated
through the market, as is proposed for Bolivia.

Private sector Transmission Generation, Transmission may continue to be owned and
& distribution transmission & operated by the public sector. Alternatively, it

distbution could be controlled by the public sector but
operated by private agents in a franchise, or
privately owned and operated under regulation.
Similarly, distribution assets can be held and
operated by either the public or private sector, or

The ultimate in decentralized capacity planning owned by the public sector and operated by the
is the England and Wales model, and in private sector under franchises.
Argentina, where all generation is bought and
solc 'hrough a Pool. The Pool is organized to The reform proposals would place all ownership
provide payments to generators for both capacity and operation responsibilities on the private
and for energy. The capacity payment can be sector, although for distribution this would be
adjusted to reflect the perceived value (in under franchises. This would require a change
socioeconomic terns) of unsupplied energy. The of ownership of a large part of generation (i.e.,
market can then be left to respond with the most the 402 MW controlled by ENDE). Transmission
competitive quantity, type and timing of capacity embraced by different companies would
generation to fill demand. In such cases, need to be separated and vested in a new private
centralized capacity planning is no longer company. Much distribution is already in
needed. private hands. The distribution companies in

public hands would need to move into private
Transmission and Distribution ownership.

Transmission functions will be carried out by a The proposals also recommend the break up of
single natural monopoly, which can start as a vertically integrated utilities. If carried out, this
public corporation and later privatized. This will would require the separation of the generation
mean the identification, valuation and transfer of and distribution businesses in COBEE. It would
transmission assets from ENDE. The also require ENDE to sell its stake in ELFEC.
transmission company will be responsible for the
expansion, operations and maintenance of the
network. It will contract out construction on a 4.04 Implementing Changes to
cumnpetitive basis. Corporate Structure

Distribution activities will, as now, be carried out
by many companies based on long term regional Above, we have set out changes that would be
franchises. Distrbution and marketing of required to the corporate structure. In this
electricity businesses offer good opportunities for section we consider how these adjustments could
sourcing out: be done. We focus on changes in ownership,

since this is the major change recommended.

1W Maintenance of the network, as is currently
done in many countries, is suitable for Chapter m showed that ENDE presently holds
contracting out; 73% of generation capacity on the interconmected

network. Some break up of this generation
w meter monitoring, calibration and repair are capacity will be required to promote competition

also suitable for it; and (although this requirement would be minimized
if the suggested CPA was introduced). As far as

bilMing and revenue collection may also be possible, the new companies should be of similar
undertaken by private enterprises. size, to avoid anyone having excessive market

power.
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The ability to unbundle vertically integrated balance of capacity would be realized if Santa
utilities in Bolivia is hindered by the size of the Isabel and Corani were combined to form a
largest generating plant, the 170MW Guaracachi hydro company of 126 MW (ENDE 2), and
plant, which accounts for a little over 31% of Aranjuez, Karachipampa and Valle Herxnoso
installed capacity. This plant should probably be were combined to form a thermal company of
placed into one separate company (ENDE 1). 105.6 MW (ENDE 3). ENDE 3 could also include
COBEE holds 125 MW in two plants, and the new 40 MW Carrasco plant, which would
COMIBOL's capacity is not significant. The key give it 145.6 MW.
issue would then be how to allocate the
remainder of ENDE's plant. Assuming the small COMIBOL holding stayed as

is, this would give the following distribution of
generation by shares of total capacity shown in
Figure IV-1. The figure shows that four
companies could be created from present
capacity, ranging from just under 20% (ENDE 3
with 105.6 MW) to over 30%/O (ENDE 1 with 170.2

_ X 7. MW) of available capacity.

The main merits of this proposed break up of
generation are that it would set in place a

sBJl - -- 231% 1 structure which would:

w be attractive to the private sector;

Z ENDE 1 * ENDE 2
ENDE 3 * COBEE 2U' facilitate the emerging capital market in

E COMIBOL Bolivia by having relatively small

Figure IV-1: Possible Break-up of Generation and

or facilitate the implementation of the
The size and type of ENDE plants are shown in government's capitalization program for the
Table IV-4. Grouping the capacity on a power sector.
geographic basis would probably reduce
administrative and other costs of the new The GOB intends to move ENDE's generation
companies. However, if this were done the plant into private hands, as well as transmission and
based in Cochabamba would create a sizeable distribution. This means that existing
company, with mixed hydro and thermal transmission assets owned and managed by
capacity, which would be often greater than the ENDE, COBEE and COMIBOL will be separated
company holding the other plant. out and configured into a single company. The

small amount of distribution that is publicly
A more equal distribution would entail some owned will move into private ownership. This
geographic break up and basing the new will apply to ELFEC (in which ENDE has a
companies by type of generation. A better majority stake) and SEPSA (which is state owned

Table IV-4: ENDE's Plants

Plant name Location Available MW Type

Guaracachi Santa Cruz 170.2 Thermal

Valle Hermoso Cochabamba 72.2 Thermal

Santa Isabel & Corani Cochabamba 72 + 54 Hydro

Aranjuez Sucre 18.6 Thermal

Karachipampa Potosi 15.5 Thermal
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through a regional development authority). BOO, BOT, and BOOT. The differences between
these are:

The first step in change of ownership is to value
the assets to be transferred. The Chapter on w BOO. Here the investor builds, owns and
franchising sets out two broad approaches to operates the project. The investor receives
valuation, with variants on each. These are: a return through the sale of electricity on a

long term contract. When the contract
NW Asset valuation, whether using indexed expires the investor is free to enter into

historical costs or through calculating the another contract, to sell to a spot market or
value of modem equivalent assets; and to close the plant down. Most of the new

independent generation projects in the U1K
'or market valuation, where a company is fall into this category.

quoted on the stock market, the market
valuation is dear. Otherwise, an estimate aS BOT. Where the investor builds the plant,
of the future discounted profit stream owns it, and then the holding company
associated with the capital assets can be takes it over at the end of the contract
used as the basis for estimating market period. During the contract period the
valuation. asset, once built, is effectively leased to the

host utility that operates and maintains it.
Ownership change can be achieved in several At the end of the contract period the
ways after valuation has been determined. These holding utility takes it over, either with or
include trade sale; flotation; placement (which without payment. Here the investor does
combines elements of both); and transfer of some not take the market risk on electricity and
part of ownership to the employees. (In England acts only as a source of construction
and Wales this is known as an Employee Share expertise and project finance.
Options Plan.): Bolivia has developed its own
proposals on ownership change, known as BOOT. Here the investor builds, owns,
capitalization (Chapter 5). The objective of operates, and then transfers the asset to the
capitalization is to attract expertise and capital host utility at the end of the contract
funds into the company, while maximizing the period. During the contract period the
economic rent for the country. Participating investor may or may not have some
companies would set out: exposure to the market risk on electricity or

the contract may just pass through the fuel
a- The value they attribute to the existing costs, or may even make the plant available

assets, which will represent (under the with its operation and maintenance crews
capitalization program) the equity to the holding utility for a fixed price. At
participation by Bolivians; and the end of the contract period the utility

takes over the plant with or without
a modernization plan. payment. In all these cases the country and

the utility are absolved from the need to
The Bolivian government would select those bids raise project finance, and from technical
that maximize the present value of the company. and construction delay risks. The
Clearly this would depend on the valuation of transmission project in Corrientes,
assets, and the proposed tariff regime. Besides Argentina is an example.
attracting private investment into existing
publicly owned assets, the GOB wants to attract 4.05 Cooperatives and Corporate
private capital into independent power Structure
generation projects. Demand is expected to grow
at 7% per annum. Capacity will need to double
in less than 10 years. Funding is secured until OveLiew
the end of 1994, but a minimum of 200 MW of
plant will need to be financed from 1995 to 2000. Cooperatives are widely used in the Bolivian
The total expansion plan to 2005 is equivalent electricity sector. More than 120 small
U.S. $476 million. cooperatives operate isolated systems in rural

areas. The cooperative organization is not,
Private sector participation in new projects can however, limited to such activities. CRE, one of
take several forms, often used with the acronyms Bolivia's largest distribution companies is also a
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cooperative. This section focuses on the Case Studies
strengths and weaknesses of this form of
corporate structure for the Bolivian ESI. Cooperativa Rural de Electrificaci6n: CRE was

founded on November 14, 1962 and began
As a form of corporate structure, cooperatives operations on October 31, 1970 with a
have several attractive properties. In theory, at concessionary loan from USAID which was
least, cooperatives: guaranteed by the Government of Bolivia. Then

it had 4,000 members and 620 km of lines. CRE
ew Can be financially viable where a private is now one of the largest cooperatives in Latin

company would not. There is no America, serving more than 120,000 members
requirement to produce an acceptable with approximately 4,000 km of lines.
return for shareholders - only to cover This rapid expansion (9% per annum) has been
operating costs and to meet the cost of achieved with government assistance and
capital; additional concessionary loans. This expansion

has been partly financed by a membership fee,
Lw can raise capital where private capital may which is set at US$400 (as a lump sum) or

not be available or with such a risk US$600 paid over a 10-year period at a rate of $5
premium that a private enterprise is per month. The amount of $400 was set in 1985
uneconomic; to represent the value of a member share of the

cooperative, valued at more than $40 miilion in
Lw seek to maximize the welfare of their total assets.

members. If the cooperative in question is
an electricity distribution company -a CRE is a success story both in terms of
natural monopoly- supplying to its operations and ability to raise capital. However,
members, the standard problems of several factors are attributable to CRE's location
regulation do not apply. A private and historical development that make it unlikely
monopoly would seek to raise the price and that its example can be replicated elsewhere in
lower the quantity supplied compared with Bolivia. There have also been some problems
the competitive position, transferring directly linked to its cooperative structure.
consumer to producer surplus. This would Despite its success there have been problems
simply serve to disadvantage the members -mainly related to the concentration of power in
of a cooperative who would suffer the the hands of a few members. This has led to
welfare loss that this entailed. Therefore, a powerful local groups dictating policy and, on
cooperative serving its members actually occasion, has resulted in claims of corruption.
has an incentive to produce the competitive
solution; and The city of Santa Cruz has grown very rapidly

following the oil boom of the early 1970s.
have better incentives to serve the local Besides providing a ready source of relatively
community than state owned enterprises. affluent potential members, the expansion of
Managers are accountable to local people as local industry has provided an experienced and
opposed to distant bureaucrats. This means skilled management and workforce. A large
that poor managers are more likely to be proportion of people now living in this region
fired and, consequently, are more likely to are immigrants who have contributed to the
do better. dynamic, entrepreneurial and "Santa Cruz-

specific" culture of the area.
Despite these conceptual advantages, the
performance of cooperatives in the Bolivian ESI While "affluent expansion" is a major factor in
has been mixed. Two aspects of their the demand-led growth of CRE, the region's
performance are of particular concem particular history explains its cooperative
-economic efficiency and their ability to raise structure - the supply-side element. It was the
capital. We assess these using three case studies. lack of central government services that led local

people to turn to cooperatives as a form of self-
reliance. All the major infrastructure services in
this area are provided by cooperatives and
several these (the telecom provider for instance)
are regarded among Bolivia's best utilities.
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Another reason for CRE's success is the long present, the president of the board of directors
standing relationship with Blue Ridge Electric and the general manager were brothers.
Cooperative of North Carolina. This relationship
has helped CRE through the years, particularly Matters have improved significantly since this
early on, in all areas of management, engineering time due to a concerted effort by the Instituto
and planning. Nacional de Cooperativas, the Direcci6n Nacional

de Electricidad and NRECA. However, it stands
Cooperativa Rural de Electrificacion La Paz: as a powerful example of how weak the internal
CORELPAZ was established in 1979 to provide regulatory pressures on management can be, if
electricity to communities in the altiplano via the general membership lack information and
cooperative ownership and management of the local political power to exercise control over a
electric utility. CORELPAZ currently provides management determined to pursue their own
service to more than 20,000 members from Kolla objectives.
Kolla in the south to just north of Puerto Acosto,
with over 500 kmn of primary and 200 km of Cooperativa Electrica de Riberalta: CER has
secondary distribution line. been providing round the clock service to its

consumers for more than 30 years. Riberalta is a
CORELPAZ was established with the technical community of approximately 46,000 inhabitants
assistance provided by the Phase II electrification situated on the northem Amazon frontier of
program financed by USAID, implemented by Bolivia with Brazil, at the confluence of the
the National Rural Electric Cooperative Madre de Dios and Rio Beni rivers. The
Association (NRECA). The project was ended principal industries are nut production and wood
before the completion date, and before the processing.
transition from NRECA to CORELPAZ
management was accomplished. The result was The power plant currently is composed of
that the technical and administrative processes to medium and high speed diesel engines with a
er-ure the long-term development of the total installed capacity of approximately 1.5 MW.
c, :perative were not properly established. Diesel is transported overland and by river to the

city to be used in power production. Shortfalls
By January 1993, CORELPAZ had been subject to in fuel availability are often experienced during
six interventions by the Instituto Nacional de months of heavy rains due to the frequent
Cooperativas (the national regulatory body for difficulties in transportation.
cooperatives), none of which proved to be
effective in reformning poor management CER has had limited direct assistance from the
practices. The cooperative was suffering from central government (although diesel fuel is
very high system losses (over 200% combined subsidized), the cooperative has managed to
technical and nontechnical losses); the tariffs maintain a high level of reliability and provided
being applied guaranteed that the cooperative electricity at prices comparable to isolated
would perpetually lose money against its asset systems in more accessible areas. Electricity costs
base; and there was strong evidence of financial US$0.22 per kilowatt-hour with no demand
malpractice. charges. The cooperative is solvent although it

does not have the financial means to make the
In February, a "convenio" was signed between necessary investments in additional generation
NRECA and CORELPAZ to do a comprehensive capacity, investments that are very important to
analysis of the administrative, technical and the future of the economic growth of the
institutional changes necessary to place the community. This is vital as its geographic
cooperative on solid ground. What NRECA location makes connection to the national grid
found because of this study was nothing short of unrealistic in the foreseeable future.
apl 3ing. The cooperative was financially Nonetheless, capacity will need to double to be
ins}vent, owing more than $250,000 in past due able to provide the energy required by local
energy bills to COBEE. It had virtually no industry for the mechanization of the Brazil nut
technical or administrative capacity; the processing plants and sawmills working the
cooperative experienced six linemen's deaths tropical forest.
over the past five years; the state of four
substations was critical; and, all delegates to the CER has succeeded in establishing the structures
general assembly were also bill collectors for the necessary to provide an effective electricity
administration. Signs of nepotism were also service to an isolated town. However, it lacks
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the managerial capacity to develop a long-term price regulation, since prices are observed by a]'
business plan to attract additional capital. customers whereas corruption is .typically
Without some form of external assistance, it is hidden. There is a trade off, therefore, between
unlikely that it will be able to provide the power easier regulation of monopoly behavior when
to meet the development needs of the local cooperatives operate and the need to add
community. cooperative-specific regulation.

Implications for Cooperative Forms of If a cooperative operates a monopoly franchise
Corporate Structure but serves the wider community rather than its

members the incentives faced will be more
Cooperatives present a particular kind of similar to those of a private monopolist.
regulatory (principal-agent) problem. It can be Therefore price regulation will need to be
argued that it is the monopoly which allows stronger than if it only its membership were
whichever type of corporate structure to operate served.
and transfer resources away from the consumer.
Nonetheless, the type of corporate structure that The advantages offered by a cooperative

exists determines how these monopoly rents are structure for electricity providers in Bolivia do
used and thus has implications for regulation. appear to vary with the scale of enterprise. If

the supply of electricity to a small isolated area
In the private sector, these rents accrue to is considered, then a private company may not
shareholders and managers while in the public be viable and a cooperative, with all its
sector, management and workers typically weaknesses, may be the only corporate structure
benefit. In a cooperative that supplies only its available. A solution therefore is to establish
members, there is less scope for raising such mechanisms to help offset managerial weakness.
rents. However, when these rents are possible, This might indude a central body offering
managers (or powerful interest groups within the technical assistance and training for such small-
cooperative) are likely to appropriate it. scale enterprises. If this support is directed

specifically to cooperatives, asking whether a
Regulation, as a substitute for competition, is private company could provide the service is
needed for private monopolies as the customer essential if the subsidy implied by the technical
has no power over the service provider -unless assistance were explicitly offered.
he is a shareholder. In the public sector, the
same is true as customers of a monopoly Even when very large cooperatives behave
constitute only a small percentage of voters -the differently than a private company, CRE does
government being in control of the company. A appear to maximize its members' interests -this
cooperative is different to the extent that itself requires regulation- but not against
members being the customers have the incentive monopoly practices. A great difficulty facing
to make the management behave as if they faced larger cooperatives is how to raise capital. The
competition. The problem lies in translating this option used by CRE is probably the only one
incentive into enforceable regulation. This available, if rate of return regulation limits the
requires members to have all the necessary return to 2%. Private sector institutions will
information and to have structures that allow require a much greater yield to lend for growth
them to control management. of the electricity sector. CRE has managed to

raise sufficient capital for expansion by charging
It appears that benchmarking is particularly well for membership. However, this makes
suited to cooperatives -as the membership electrification of the poor very unlikely -as they
needs to know the relative competitive situation cannot afford US$5 a month- something like the
of their cooperative to undertake any form of total electricity bill currently paid by the poorest
self-regulation. This is not sufficient, however, as 50% of those electrified.
the power of key member groups allied to the
management may prevent the adequate flow of Medium sized cooperatives, which in Bolivia
information or the operation of democratic probably means more than 20,000 customers, are
structures within the cooperative. in direct competition with the private sector.
Consequently, an element of cooperative-specific Unless particular circumstances favor a
regulation is needed. It is arguable that this cooperative, e.g., being in an area where similar
form of regulation is actually more difficult than activities are organized, having any advantages
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over a private sector enterprise is unlikely and, w ENDE 3 with 106 MW of the Aranjuez,
as shown, may be more difficult to regulate. Karachipampa and Valle Hermoso thermal

plants.

4.06 Summary 'The main merits of this break up are that it

The analysis has substantially endorsed the would put in place a structure that should be
opening of the ESI to competition and private attractive to the private sector, facilitate the
sector participation. However, Chapter 3 argues emerging capital market in Bolivia (by focusing
for the establishment of a new entity, the Central on relatively small companies) and speed the
Purchasing Agency to facilitate competition at successful implementation of the government's
the generation level. Some functions that would capitalization program for the power sector.
normally lie with the new transmission company The transmission company will be responsible
(such as despatch) and with the distribution The transion op and willnb e of
companies (such as making bulk supply forthe expansion, operation and uaintenance of
purchases from generators), would need to be the transmission network. A suitable cost
transferred to the CPA. reflective transmission tariff will be needed. We

do not recommend that it should be responsible
Generating companies would operate and for despatch. Rather, this should be given to the
maintain equipment. They would also be CPA.
responsible for contractual relations within an
unbundled power sector. The arrangements will Distribution companies will be responsible for
depend on the precise nature of the reforms but both distribution and marketing of electricity,
are likely to involve trading with the CPA and although later marketing could be opened to
other generators. Generators will have incentives other players. The companies would be
to pursue non-core activities, as in other accountable for the expansion, operation and
countries. However, these should be ring-fenced. maintenance of the distribution network, under

the terms of their franchises. They would have
The analysis has recommended breaking up incentives to develop non-core activities and to
ENDE into three new generating companies (the invest in IPPs. While this would not be
three Gs as they later became known): compatible with competition under the existing

reform proposals, it would be with the
ea ENDE 1 with 170 MW of the Guaracachi implementation of the CPA.

thermal plant. While the central functions of generation,

Ma ENDE 2 with 126 MW of the Santa Isabel transmission and distribution will be carried out
and Corani hydro stations. by the major companies, many activities could be

contracted out. These range from office cleaning
through to the operation and maintenance of
generating plant and networks. Efficiency gains
can be expected from the appropriate use of
contracting out.
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"The simple opposition between the people and big business has disappeared because the people themselves have
become so deeply involved in big business."
Walter Lippmann (1889-1974)

The preceding chapters set out proposals for a generating groups is recapitulated in the last
new organization structure for the ESI. The key section.
points include:

w unbundling of generation, transmission 5.01 Outline of the Issues
and distribution;

break up of ENDE generation into three In most respects the objectives of the
competing utilitiEND gnationd intothrecapitalization program and the electricity
competing utilities; and reforms are in harmony. However, there is one
privati-ing large.state-owned.enterprises, area of possible conflict. The private investor
w privafizing large state owned enterprises. in a capitalized ENDE will be required to inject

substantial quantities of additional investment.
This restructuring and introduction of private This could commit ENDE to supplying a large
ownership will be done in the context of proportion of Bolivia's new generating capacity
Boliviacs capitaihzahton program-an innovatve to the end of the century. This would conflict
approach to the introduction of private sector with the objective of competition between
capital, ownership and management in Bolivia's EiNDE, COBEE and IPPs for the supply of new
largest SOEs. Private investors submit bids capacity. We consider how the size of this
equivalent to the market value of the company. conflict can be determined, and evaluate
The proceedings from the winning bid, instead options to reconcile capitalization with
of going to the treasury, are plugged back into competiton in the supply of new generahtng
the company to fund new investment. The capacity.
government then divides its 50% ownership capacity.
into individual shares and distributes them The Capitalization Program
among the Bolivian citizenry through pension
funds transferring them the ownership stake in The Bolvian Capitaliztio Progrm is designed
the company. to transfer the management of the six largest

This Chapter outlnes ESMAP's analysis and public companies to the private sector (see text
recommendations for the capitalization of the box V-1). Its aims include:
ESI. It starts with a discussion of the
caI Itstalizartio programwith thn esione the rw attracting investment capital to revitalizecapitalization program. It then examines the etrrss
steps needed to apply capitalization successfully enterprises;
in the ESI; from restructuring and valuing
enterprises, through decisions on the selection attractig new management sklls;
of private sector partners, to mechanisms for elminating state monopolies in key
control of the enterprise and sharing of economic sectors, tus boosting
dividends. The next sections consider the
control of the capitalized enterprise, and the cod
potential conflicts between the capitalization an
program and the proposed reform of the ESI, as
well as the options to overcome these conflicts.
The actual capitalization of ENDE's three
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E large scale distribution of property among
citizens, so that all Bolivians can a Empresa Nacional de Electricidad (ENDE)
participate in the benefits of economic reform. Electricity e

o Yacimientos Petrolfferos Fiscales Boliianos ¢YPFB)
In a taditioal priatizaton, ofthe ~HydrocarbonsIn a traditional privatization, of the sort e Enmpresa Nacional de Telecomunicaciones (ENTAL)

pioneered by the UK, a publicly owned Telecommunications
company is sold directly to the private sector, s Empresa Nacional de Ferrocarriles (ENFE) Railways
either to a single private buyer, or to a group of o Empresa Nacional de Fundiciones (ENAF) Smelting
investors through a public sale of shares. The sr Aero Lloyd Bolivianos (LAB) Airline
proceeds of the sale go to the national treasury.
In contrast, capitalization can be thought of as Box V-1: SOEs to be Capitalized
the creation of a joint venture between a State
Owned Enterprise (SOE) and a private partner, recapitalized enterprise in proportion to its
combined with a share give-away. investment in it. The private investor can

receive a maximum of 50% of the shares in the
State Oed new enterprise (Capitalization Act Art.4). The
Znterprue ! Act does not specify a miinimum capital

injection. However, the GOB's current intention
is that the private investor should match the

MixeidI Government's contribution, doubling the initial
corporation | [butioa asset value of the SOE. The private investor

would then receive 50%/O of the equity in the
new corporation, and would take responsibility

Capitalized Enterprise | for managing it. Further, the Act does not
specify whether the investor's payment will be
made as a single lump sum or phased over a
number of years, and the way in which the

49% 0%w commitment to pay will be incurred.
1% Regarding the latter, it could be a specified

sharm hld by Share hel by ShaS held by down payment and phased disbursements
Pension Funds 3mp1@yesS Prrat. Investo

Figure V-1: Capitalization of an Enterpise thereafter; the provision of a bond guarantee; or
tied to specific investments in, say, the least
cost generation expansion program.

The capitalization model was originally
proposed for the East German economy by Sinn Employees have a preferential right to purchase
& Sinn in their book Iurnistart'. While this a limited number of shares. The remaining
referred to rather unproductive industries in equity is then distributed to all adult Bolivian
East Germany, often of low value, the principles citizens. After considering a range of options
involved can be extended to more market for distributing the sham, the GOB has decided
oriented SOEs, such as those in Bolivia. the to use Individual Pension Funds. There will be
GOB has decided to use the capitalization several such funds, directed by Pension Fund
approach for its large SOEs. Smaller Managers appointed by international tender.
enterprises, such as hotels, will be sold outright The Goverzment's shares in the capitalized
in simple privatizations. SOEs will be placed in the pension funds. All

Bolivian citizens will be entitled to a pension
The steps in capitalizing a SOE, are set out in from their fund on retirement. The fund
Figure V-1. The first stride is to transform the admrnistrator will be charged with managing
SOE into a mixed corporation -a necessary the assets on behalf of the pension-holders.
prelude to issuing equity shares under Bolivian
law. The SOE contributes its existing assets to Figure V-2 sets out the key steps in the reform
the new venture. The private investor program. On the legal front, all of the laws
contributes new funds to recapitalize the have now been ratified. The National
company. Each partner receives shares in the Regulatory Commission will supervise the new

markets, and remove the need for direct
Government control. Fitting as a platform

MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass, LISA 1992.
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beneath these laws, will be the Regulation and Figure V-2: Key Steps in Capitalizing the ESI
Market Organization laws for each industry.

For each enterprise, the GOB will put together Selcton of

a team of legal, financial, and investment
banking specialists. With this team, the GOB
will design a capitalization strategy for each
sector. Financial and economic consultants will
ensure that transparent and reliable financial
information is available, and will establish asset
and cashflow based valuations of the
businesses. Investment banks will estimate the
market value of the enterprises and attract
international investors.

teCapitalized
Entapas

the GOB had planned that, simultaneous with
the preceding, it would design the pension
funds, approve the laws required to regulate w
them, and hold an intemational tender for
pension fund managers. Parallel to this, the 5.02 Capitalization in the
Government will run a communications Electricity Industry
campaign, keeping Bolivians and international
investors informed of the planned changes and
their benefits. Transitory arrangements will be Figure V-3 shows the key steps for capitalizing
needed for the managing the proceedings the electricity supply industry. This section
earmarked for the pension funds. Pending the discusses each step in turn.
establishment of the latter, the proceedings
could be put in a special trust. This state of
affairs should not impede implementation of
the capitalization program.

Phase I Phase II Phase Pham IV

National Regulatory Sectorai Regulation Transformation of
Legal CapiuhzLtion ~ Commission Law, an MTkct Public Enterprises

Framework ILaw Admisfajve Oazon La into Private
Procedures Law Corporstions

Hiring Fifl5flci5l Design of Secural Valuation of Public
Hiring Fitrancial Desip of SedoralEntcrprise: aeig

Entarprise and Legal Capitlialion 4BooiVanu
Level Consultants and Ctazatios 4 oValut and Negotation

Merchant Banksuttge 40 Fiaca au

Design of LogTerm SeuiisEcag mi.iiPnin interngational Tender

Pension Fund Pension FundLEFudAcmfoPesn
Accounts Distribution Peso udIE udAcon Ford Pensio

Design oflInterna
Communication an Exe-a

i Straegy Communication

Figure V-3: Capitalization Program: Basic Implementation Strategy
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Selection of Enterprises to be In option 2 the distribution companies would
Capitalized become part of ENDE which would then be

capitalized. In option 1, the GOB would need

The current organizational structure of the to decide how it wanted to involve the private
Bolivian electricity industry has been sector in the resulting vertically integrated
summarized in Section 1.5 and Figure I-6 in utility. In option 3, the GOB would want to
Chapter I. To be a candidate for capitalization, decide whether the third party could purchase
the enterprise must be state owned. The public the assets outright, or whether another process
electricity enterprises are shown in Table V-1. should be used. In both options 1 and 3, the
Of these, ENDE has already been selected for relatively small size of the isolated utility
capitalization, and explicitly mentioned in the suggests that outright privatization could be
Capitalization Act. preferred.

Table V-1: State Owned Electricity Enterprises Enterprise Restructuring

Name Type The Electricity reforms require:
maximum demand)

ENDE Generation 1280 GWh e unbundling of generation, transmission
437 MW and distribution; and

ELFEC Distribution 282 GWh
71 MW or break-up of ENDE.

SEPSA Distnbution 68 GWh It follows that ENDE should first be
11.8 MW restructured before it is capitalized. Figure V-3

SETAR Isolated sys. 42 GWh outlines the necessary configuration. The
unbundling of Bolivia's power sector has been
examined in more detail in Chapter IV. Here,

COBIJA Isolated sys. 2 GWh we highlight some of the most relevant issues
for capitalization.

The Electricity Law states that distribution will The restructuring will require a register of all of
also be privatized. ELFEC and SEPSA are not ENDE's assets. Decisions will be needed on the
included in the capitalization program. the nature and value of those assets and how they
GOB will seek some other form of private will be split up between transmission,
sector participation, such as outright distribution, and a number of generating
privatization. The method chosen will need to companies:
be consistent with the reforms in distribution
analyzed in Chapter IV. a in splitting out transmission and

production assets, a decision will be
The isolated systems of SETAR and COBIJA are needed on whether the generation assets
also not included in the capitalization program. should include only the plant itself, or also
The options for reform of the isolated systems the associated transmission assets which
are discussed in Chapter IX. In the case of connect the station to the grid;
SETAR and COBIJA, which receive all their
power from generating plant owned by ENDE, a the value of ENDE's hydropower stations
we recommend the creation of vertically will be higher if ownership is granted in
integrated utilities through one of the following perpetuity than if they are franchised;
methods:

a the resulting generating companies from
o the distribution company purchases the unbundling of ENDE should be

ENDE's generation assets; capitalized, rather than ENDE itself;

a ENDE purchases the distribution assets; or W tramission assets will be transferred to a
new company, which may also receive the

a third party purchases both generation transmission assets of privately owned
and distribution assets. generating companies;
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'w if a Central Power Purchaser is established, / financial value; and
the assets of the National Load Despatch / market value.
Center should be ceded to it, otherwise
those assets should be offered to the The first two valuations will be estimated by
transmission company; the GOB's financial and economic advisers,

while the GOB's merchant bankers will estimate
'w isolated generation assets would be the market value. Accurate enterprise

transferred to vertically integrated private valuations are essential for a number of reasons,
utilities. These utilities would either be including, determining the value of the GOB's
owned by one of the new generation contribution to the capitalized enterprises and
companies, and capitalized, or sold to the hence its reservation price for each enterprise.
private sector; Each of the valuation methods has advantages

and disadvantages.
w as part of the privatization of the state

owned distribution companies, ENDE The book value of an enterprise is based on the
would divest itself of its shares in ELFEC; cost of the enterprise's assets. This can be at
the simplest way to do this could be for the time they were bought (historic cost value),
ENDE to sell its shares to a private or what they would cost to replace, which can
investor; be estimated in various ways (current cost

values). The 1992 current cost book value of
or there is no apparent reason why YPFB and ENDE's assets was a little over Bs 2 billion. The

COMIBOL's could not continue being book value of equity was over Bs 1.5 billion.
shareholders in the newly capitalized the GOB is likely to ask its financial advisers to
generation companies, however this check and refine these estimates. The book
question could best be answered as part of value has the advantage of being conceptually
the restructuring programs for YPFB and fairly clear, and objectively verifiable.
COMIBOL. However, it may bear little relation to the

market value of the assets. It can be technical
A key issue in this context concerns the number and time consuming to calculate. We
of entities into which ENDE should be broken recommend that the GOB adopt a simple and
up, and the trade off for the GOB between quick approach to book valuation of the assets,
maxinizing the "value" of ENDE and meeting in tandem with the compilation of a integral
the objectives which the GOB has set for the asset register (required for enterprise
reform of Bolivia's power industry. In Chapter restructuring), this should provide private
III, we recommended that ENDE should be investors with the information they require,
divided into three generators (the three Gs) to while saving on time and expense compared to
facilitate competition. However, private more elaborate methods.
investors are likely to place a higher value on
ENDE if it is capitalized as a single entity. The financial value of the business is calculated
While doing so might facilitate the immediate by forecasting the free discounted cash (income
success of the capitalization of the ESI, it would minus expenses and investment) that the
not be consistent with the GOB's broader enterprise will generate, and working out the
objectives for the reform and unbundling of the value of the stream of cash. This is called the
industry. Hence we would advise against this enterprise's Net Present Value. Since investors
approach. are interested in the discounted cash their

investment will eam, the financial value, should
Enterprise valuation be a good assessment of market value. The

main focus in calculating the financial value
The capitalization program calls for three should be as a preliminary estimate of the
approaches to valuation:2 market value. The former can also be used in

negotiations with private investors, to influence
/ book value; their opinion of ENDE's worth.

2 "Capitalization in Bolivia: An Orderly Revolution" Ministry
of Capitalization, Government of Bolivia, April 1994.
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Now Corporate Restructuring After capialzation

s_ j84%00 ;L: :;: : ;::: ;:;f:f:: f¢:: f:;|:;f|: Pension Funds

t0 YPFB12 % Empbyees
i Private Investors

YPFB? COMIBOL?

I 4' ~~~~~~Sharholdin 4'
ENDE I ENDE 2 ED 

I~~~~

77 C - t| , |Power Purchase Authority

isolated generation assets ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ VeUcll litgrte

8~~AR COBEJA ~~~~~ELFEC (plivatised)

j ~~~~~~~~poA . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~Distribution company
SEPSA ivtised)

> Distribution companyFigure V-4: Corporate Structures Before and af-ter Capitalization
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The market value is simply an estimate of what against uncertainty. This means that there is likely to
investors would pay for the asset. It is the highest be a trade-off between the speed at which ENDE is
valuation that any private investor would place on the capitalized and the prices bid by potential investors.
Government's assets. Therefore the market value is
the most relevant for the capitalization program. Once firm decisions are made on the industry

structure and regulatory regime, this information
The market value of ENDE may well be below or should be circulated to private investors, along with
above the book value. It can be below because ENDE's the GOB's own estimates of book value, the asset
return on the book value of its assets, is well below register, and estimated financial value. By reducing
the return that a commnercial investor requires. This uncertainty, this will increase the worth investors place
return may not rise very fast in the future, especially on the assets.
given the plans to restrain average price increases
through long term contracts. Therefore a private Selection of Strategic Private Partner
investor may not be willing to pay the full book value
of assets for ENDE. It may also be above book value The governnent needs to clearly define the criteria to
if investors consider that attractive profits can be made use in drawing up short lists of potential private
under the price and regulatory regimen. partners, and the criteria for selecting the winning

bids. Prequalification of potential partners is required
This illustrates that, unlike the book value, the market to lessen the risk of attracting (and selecting) the
price and financial value cannot be determined wrong type of investor. Presumably the COB will
independently of the other components of the reform want to attract partners who will take a long view of
package. These values depend on what the their involvement in Bolivia's power sector and will
enterprise's costs are likely to be, and the future want to discourage speculators. This suggests that the
revenue it will be able to generate. These in turn criteria which should be used to pre-qualify potential
depend critically on the planned structure and investors should include the equity stake which they
regulation of the industry. For example, as noted in are prepared to commit to the industry and also
the previous section, bidders will pay more for ENDE details of how they would propose to transfer
the more market power it is expected to retain. knowledge (technical and other) to Bolivia.
Likewise bidders will pay more for ENDE if it can sell
all its output at system marginal cost than they would It was also recognized early on that the key to
if it was constrained to sell substantial blocks at below securing the highest offers from potential strategic
marginal cost. partners was to attract a large number of candidates.

Sinr & Sinn suggest that the private partner should be
More generally, bidders will require substantial selected as follows:
information on the "new" power industry before they
can estimate the market value of the entities to be " private investors must make a bid in which they specify
capitalized. In particular, they will need information
on: (i) the capital they are willing to inject

(ii) the value they attribute to the existing assets
e the future structure of the industry and the (iii) a modernization plan.

number of enterprises to be formed out of
ENDE; The information under D) and ii) specifies the fractional

ownership of the government and the investor. Together
a full details of the regulatory system which is to be with iii) the government estimates the present value of

employed, including any price caps which are to dividends that can be expectedfrom itsfractional ownership.
be imposed; and The government chooses an investor that maximizes this

details of the contracts (see Chapter VI) for the p
sale of power from generators to the Power Only (I) and (ii) above will probably need to be
Purchaser or to the distribution companies. These specified in bids for ENDE: given the state of ENDE's
must specify the payments to be made for energy assets, a modernization plan should not be needed.
and capacity.

Thnere are, however, a number of details within the
If the preceding information is not provided to above procedure that need to be spell out. In
potential bidders, they may reduce their estimates of particular, bidders may have an incentive to make
the market value of ENDE to protect themselves over-optimistic forecasts in their business plans. These
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Steps in Electricity Capitalization
Step Pre-requisite Output

> ENDE - Capitalization
I Select Enterprises

Other State Electricity
Enterprise - Privatization?

Restructuring - Create Asset e Split out tmnsmission
Restructuring Register Split generation in 3

Sell ELFEC shares?

> Sell isolated generators?

Valuation ,
_____________ _ >Book value

Fhnalise industry Financial value
structure and 

Drafts regulation Market value
required

Select Private Decide selection Select highest offer
Partner procedure

! s ~~~~~~~~~~~~~Guard against
I over-optimistic

business plansI _ _ _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

l ->; Decide who has Specify management
Control powers over what oontract
I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~II

Specify company
I ~~~~~~~~~constitution

Dividend payout ______________________ i Specify Split to
DMdend payout maximise efficiency

Figure V-5: Steps in Eletricity Capitalization
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over-optimistic forecasts will translate into promises of the power to replace management? Alternatively, if the
high dividends for the GOB. The worry is that the pension fund sold some of its shares to a third party,
most optimistic bidder (as opposed to realistic) could leaving the private investor as the largest single
win. shareholder, would there be any limits on the private

investor's powers? Would the private investor be free
There are a number of mechanisms the GOB can use to take decisions which the GOB might consider
to guard against over-optimism in the bids for ENDE. affected the national interest, such as selling all
These include the internal consistency of the bid. The ENDE's assets to a foreign company?
value of ENDE should be equal to the present value of
the profits it generates. It is also equal to the private These questions should be answered before
investor's contribution plus the GOB contribution. If capitalization takes place. We recommend that the
forecast profits are exaggerated, then, since the private GOB urgently specifies:
investors contribution is objectively determined, either:

/ who will have control over which decisions; and
the bid is internally inconsistent, (i.e. the value of / how that control will be conferred and exercised.
the business calculated from the profit forecast is
not equal to the value calculated by adding the the GOB wants the private investor to manage ENDE,
GOB and private contributions together); or even if he does not have a controlling share holding.

This is the spirit of the public-private partnership, and
w the GOB contribution must be exaggerated also, will ensure that the aim of injecting private sector

which if it is, the GOB's share of dividends will management is achieved. On the other hand, the
be increased, providing some compensation management team should not be protected forever.
against dividends falling short of forecasts. They should know that if their performance is below

expectations they could be dismissed by the
Thus the internal structure of the bid provides some shareholders.
safeguard against exaggerated profit forecasts. the
GOB will want to assess whether this protection is These factors suggest that the GOB should develop
adequate, or whether it should be supplemented by management contracts (possibly extensions of the
other mechanisms such as: administration contracts specified in Art. 4) which

clarify the private investor's management role. The
W government officials or consultants checking contracts would specify that the new management

business plans for reasonableness; and team will have power to run the company for a
specified number of years (e.g. five), and that they

lw sanctions imposed on successful bidders who fail cannot be ousted during that time except in
to achieve forecasts dividends. For example, if accordance with the contract. The contract would
dividends fell below forecast, the proportion of specify minimum performance standards, breach of
dividends paid to the private sector could which would be grounds for penalties, or in serious
decrease, and the proportion paid to the GOB cases, termination of the contract. It could also specify
could increase. bonuses for exceptional performance, and maximum

costs in order to avoid spinning off funds through the
management contracts. A key issue will be for the

5.03 Control of the Capitalized GOB to decide what happens at the end of the
Enterprise contract. The two main options are:

er the contract is renewed for another specified
The private investor will have 50% or less of the pe or
shares in ENDE, and will be prohibited for a term period; or
specified in an administration contract from acquiring s the majority owner would then determine the
more than 50% of the shares (Capitalization Law Art. operation of the entity's plant.
4). The remainder of the shares will be held (at least
initially) by a pension fund. In this situation it is not Given the objectives of the capitalization program and
clear who will have final control over ENDE. reform of the power industry, implementation of the

second option will be required at some time.For example, the GOB intends that the private investor q
should take over management of the company. If the The contract would also need to draw the line between
pension fund had 51% of the shares, would they have decisions which the management team can take
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autonomously, and those for which Board or example, competition (antitrust) law should prevent
Government approval is needed. As many as possible ENDE from reducing competition, and company law
of operational and investment decisions should be left should provide protection against the oppression of
to the management team. However some decisions minority shareholders. In areas where the general law
should be subject to Board approval, such as: is inadequate, the GOB will want to develop new ways

to protects its interests. One option used in other
/ raising significant finance through loan or equity countries is to specify in ENDE's company constitution

issues; that certain decisions require Government approval, at
/ making large investments; least for a limited period after capitalization. The UK
/ selling substantial quantities of assets; and and the New Zealand governments have both used
/ large changes in employment levels; such provisions. For example in the UK, a "Golden

Share" prevents take-overs of the privatized water
We recommend that in these areas, the management companies for a limited period. In New Zealand, a
team be free to decide in line with the business plan "Kiwi Share" in Air New Zealand ensures that the
submitted to the GOB as part of the bidding process, proportion of shares held by New Zealand nationals
but that substantial deviations from that plan (e.g. does not fall below a minimum level.
changes in magnitude of more than 10%, or in timing
of more than a year) go to the Board. This would be Dividend Division and Incentives
spelled out in the management contract.

Capitalizing ENDE will also require a decision on how
The Government may also want to retain some powers dividends are to be split between the private investor
over decisions affecting strategic national interests. and the GOB. The most straightforward way would
These could include: be to share dividends in proportion to ownership of

ENDE. The disadvantage of this approach is that the
/ sale of all shares to foreigners; private investor will have most control over ENDE's
- large and unexpected redundancies; performance, but will not get all the benefits of
- oppression of minority shareholders; and improvements in that performance. the GOB will
i attempts to reduce competition. want to consider options to maximize the private

investor's incentives to run ENDE as well as possible.
The strategic decisions which are to remain with the One option would be to allow the private investor to
GOB, particularly redundancies, must be fully keep a larger proportion of any profits which exceed
articulated before capitalization. It will be necessary those forecast in the business plan.
for the GOB to define large and unexpected
redundancies and to make clear who is to be The dividend division, the management contract, and
responsible for paying the unnecessary workers if the the bidding process should be designed as part of a
entity is prevented from making them redundant. If single system. The key steps in capitalizing the
consumers are required to bear this cost then there Bolivian ESI are summarized in Figure V-5.
could be a significant distortion of prices, particularly
in the more labor intensive part of the industry
(distribution). Given the potential importance of this 5.04 Sector Reform and
issue, (since treating companies' employment as a.
strategic national interest is what has caused many of Capitalization: Compatibility
the power sector's inefficiencies in the first place) we and Conflict
would recommend that the redundancy issue should
be put into the business plan from the beginning. Reform and Capitalization Objectives
Only large deviations from that plan would go to the
Board. The objectives of the electricity reform program

(outlined in previous chapters), and those of the
So far as possible the GOB will want to ensure that the capitalization program are surmmarzed in the table
general law is adequate to cover these problems. For below.
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As previously mentioned, the 1992 current cost book
Reform program Capitalization program value of ENDE's assets was a little over Bs 2 billion.

The book value of equity was over Bs 1.5 billion.
-4 Promote-through - Attract new Thus a simplistic interpretation of the rule that the

competition and private investment and private investor must match the existing asset value
sector participation-an management to with new investment could force the capitaled
efficient and reliable supply revitalize enterprises ENDE to supply all or most of the generation capacity
of electricity -0 Eliminate state to to end of or cen tura.

-0 Promote the efficient use of monopolies in key to the end of the century.
electricity economic sectors,

-0 Ensure that sector thus boosting This inveshment would be split between the three Gs
enterprises have clear competitiveness (ENDE's generating offsprings), so there would be
objectives, adequate throughout the some competition. However, COBEE and IPPs would
autonomy and are economy be unlikely to invest, since they would fear that the
accountable for their - Distribute large scale capitalized companies would be forced to underbid
performance state owned property them, in order to achieve the investment levels

- Mobilize sufficient among citizens, so specified in the capitalization agreements.
resources to finance the that all Bolivians can
sector's investment participate in the The best way to ensure that capitalization promotes
programs benefits of economic competition in generation, rather than conflicts with it,

- Minimize the reform. is to enure that the private investor is only required
environmental costs of
electricity production and to invest as much as is needed to bring ENDE's
use at acceptable cost existing operations up to peak efficiency. Fortunately

there is enough flexibility within the framework of the
proposed reforms to allow this.

Compatibility Scoping the Conflict

In most areas the capitalization program reinforces the
electricity reforms. The injection of private sector The first step in solving the conflict is to determine its
ownership and management will contribute to the size. One way to measure the size of the conflict is to
goal of an efficient and reliable electricity supply estimate the proportion of new capacity to the year
industry. It will promote autonomy, and 2000 which the capitalized generators would be
accountability for sector enterprises. Private required to supply. This can be estimated as follows:
ownership will help to encourage competition, as the P = V-E)/C
fear of Government protection of ENDE is removed.

The capitalization program will also help to ensure where:
that the sector receives enough external resources to
finance its investment program. This is because the P = Proportion of capacity capitalized generators
private investor will be required to a commit new required to supply
investment up to the value of ENDE's existing assets., V = Value of capitalized company
Paradoxically, this could lead to a serious conflict with E = Investment to bring exising ENDE plant up
another key objective of the electricity reforms to peak efficiency
-promoting competition in generation. C = Capacity investment required in Bolivia to

Conflict Thus if the value of ENDE was equal to the book
value of its assets (Bs 2 billion), if no investment in

Electricity demand in Bolivia is expected to grow at ,eND f eitseti oprtons wa r e i fethe
7°/c, per annum. We estimate that a minimnum of 200 ENDE's existing operations was required, and ff the7% pe annm. W estiate hat minium o 200 investment in new capacity required to the end of the
MW of plant will need to be financed from 1995 to c ent s 2 billion, ten to would be
2000. The precise cost of this could be 2 billion Bs. century was also Bs 2 bilion, then P factor would be

Achivingcomptiton i genratin mans hat PPS 100%/. That is, the capitalized enterprises would beAchieving competition in generation means that IPP1s rqie ospl l e aaiy- eiu
and COBEE should be able to compete with ENDE on required to supply all new capadlty -a serious
equal terEss to supply the new capacityh An problem, which would be more grave if ENDE was
equgalion te toe supplathe partnew capacity. An not split into the three Gs as recommended here. Onobligation on the private partner in ENDE to invest the other hand, if ENDE's value was only Bs 0.5
heavily in the company could prevent this. billon, Bs 0 l wuied toupa new* ~~~bilhlon, Bs 0.4 billion was required to upgrade new
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investment, and the new capacity needed came to Bs Flexibility in the Private Partner 's
2 billion, then the P factor would be 5%. That is, the Contribution
capitalized enterprises would only need to supply 5%
of new capacity -a minor problem. Requiring private partners to match the GOE

contribution with new investment raises acute
To estimate the actual size of the problem, therefore, problems in electricity. It will also cause problems in
the GOB needs to refine its estimates of: other capitalized SOEs. Sinn & Sinn state:

'o the value of new generation capacity that will be "The 50:50 rule is somewhat at odds with '
required in the coming decade; participation model because the ownership shares arc-

be determined by the relative values attributed to the
or the value of ENDE -this should be the market resources contributed by the two parties. There is no

value, which can be estimated from the financial reason to believe that an optimal amount of restructuring
value, once decisions about industry structure would just imply equal shares"3.
and regulation have been taken; and

In other words, the size of the equity injection should
i the cost of investients that will be needed to be determined from the SOE's need for new capita.

bring ENDE's existing operations up to peak Setting it equal to existing asset values could force
capacity. inefficient levels of investment.

If this analysis shows that the capitalized enterprises If this is likely to be a serious problem for a number
would be required to fund a significant proportion of of the large SOEs, the GOB could allow more
new generation, the GOB will need to examine options flexibility in the size of the private partner's
to reduce the conflict between the capitalization contribution. Such flexibility would be consistent with
program and the electricity reforms. the objectives of the capitalization program. TF.,

private partner could still be required to suppli'
5.05 Options to Reconcile capital equal to the enterprise's needs. All shares will

Capitalization and Electricity end up in the private sector, either through the private
Reform partner or through the pension funds. And themanagement contract will ensure that the benefits of

the private partner's rnanagement skills are retained.
The flexibility of the capitalization program allows a
number of options for reconciling capitalization with Company Financial Structure
competition in generation. In all these options, the p
key feature is to reduce the amount of investment the If the GOB needs to retain the equal contribution rule,
recapitalized enterprise must commit to new it would be possible to achieve the desired of
generation. This can be done either by decreasing the investment by altering the capital structure ol E.
ab'olute level of investment required from the private The private investor needs only to match thL -
in or,or by allowing investment in areas other ta equity contribution. ahe GOB an reduce its equity
gertiation. Options based on reducing the level of equitcntrin ThE and reduc its equity

investment requred include: ivestment in ENDE, and increase its loans to theinvestment required indude: company until the value of the GOB's equity stake is
/ more flexibility in the size of the private partneequal to the desired capital injection from the private/ more flexibility in the size of the private partner's investor.

contribution;
/ changes to ENDE's financial structure; and hncreasing the GOB's loans to ENDE might appear to
/ investment timing. conflict with the aim of reducing Government

involvement in the sector. However, it should beOptions based on allowing investment in other areas possible to tr e tetrascon in ahway wi
incl ~~~~~~~~~~~~possible to structure the transction in a way whith

removes this problem. For example, the private

i -,unting "soft investment"; investor could lend ENDE funds which ENDE would
/ an electricity fund; and
/ contributions to the pension funds. 3 'Partc.tion, Capitalization and Pnvtization: Report on Boivw's

Current Poliical Privatizaton Debate' Univerity of Munich Centerfor
Economic Studies Workng Paper No. 49 1993 p.9 . AU subsequent
reerences to Sinn & Sinn are to this paper.
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then use to repay the GOB. The change to the competition. This effect would be reduced if it
financial structure need only be a paper transaction was clear that the Power Purchaser would only
designed to bring the 50:50 rule in line with the allow least cost projects to proceed, and if there
amount of investment ENDE actually needs. were no targets for a certain level of investment

by a certain date. This would reassure other
Soft Investment generators that ENDE would only build new

capacity if it could offer the most economic
There is a question about which expenditures will solution;
count as investment. Traditionally, investment is
taken to mean expenditure on hardware: turbines, r Commercial Risk: the private partner could go
wires, buildings and the like. Investment in bankrupt before the investment was complete.
intangibles is just as important to efficient business All else being equal, the longer the investment is
operation. One option would be to allow "soft delayed, the greater the risk of this. This risk
investment" in human and organizational capital (e.g. could be reduced by requiring the funds to be
training, new management systems, etc.) to be paid into escrow at the time of capitalization.
capitalized and counted as equity contributions. This The funds would be held by a reputable foreign
will increase the proportion of the capital injection banker, who would pay them out as suitable
that can be spent in bringing ENDE's existing projects emerged; and
operations up to peak efficiency, and so reduce the
amount which must be spent on new generating er Political Risk: the longer the investment is
capacity. However, the scale of this soft investment is delayed, the greater the risk that political changes
likely to be minor in relation to generation will alter the industry structure. On the other
investments. hand, future governments can be expected to take

account of the benefits of committed private
Investment Timing sector investment when making their decisions.

The Capitalization Law does not specify over what
time the promised investments must be made. This is Electricity Investment Fund
important because the quicker investment must be
made the greater the proportion of new capacity If the private investor is required to supply the capital
which the capitalized ENDE will have to fund over for new generating capacity, one way to prevent that
that period, and so the less the scope for competition. requirement from reducing competition would be to
At the extreme, requiring investment to be completed pay the capital into a fund which would lend on equal
in less than five years could lead to over-capacity, as terms to all investors in the electricity industry. In
new plant comes on stream before it is needed. this way the capital could fund generation, while the

generation projects could be controlled by whichever
If the required investment could be spread over a very generator could offer the best project.
long period, the proportion which ENDE would be
required to build in any year would be reduced, and The fund would have to be managed by an
the scope for competition increased. This would also independent body, so that its decisions do not reduce
have the effect of reducing the real value of the or distort competition. The fund manager would need
private partners investment, since money in the future the confidence of the investors, or they would not
is worth less than money now. Reducing the value of contribute capital to it.
the capital injection could be seen as a disadvantage,
in that it reduces the new investment committed to The advantage of such a fund is that it would achieve
the sector. On the other hand, it brings the the GOB's objective of increasing the supply of private
investment in ENDE closer to that needed simply to capital to the electricity sector. The disadvantages are
bring existing operations to peak capacity, and so that it would impose administration costs, and the risk
could be seen as an advantage. that it would distort normal commercial decision

making. On balance, we think the disadvantages may
Allowing the investment to be spread over a long time be significant. We would recommend such a fund
entails the following risks: only if an immediate and large commitment of private

sector investnent to the electricity industry is an over-
or Competition Risk: other generators would face a riding objective in capitalizing ENDE.

longer period over which the three Gs were
committed to invest. This could itself harm
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Contribution to Pension Fund aspects of the Bolivian ESI, as well as on the three Gs
themselves. The data rooms were available only to

The GOB wishes to ensure that the private partner in those companies which formally applied as
ENDE commnits a substantial amount of new capitalization candidates and which met the minimum
investment to Bolivia. However, it may decide that requirements of the Bolivian Government. This
this investment need not be in generation. The GOB allowed the separation of those companies serious
could require the private investor to contribute to the about investing in Bolivia from those which were
pension funds created under Art. 7 of the merely interested bystanders. The data room
Capitalization Act. The amount contributed would be technique, which works well in mergers and
the market value of ENDE, minus funds required for acquisitions, also worked well in the capitalization as
modernization of its existing operations. potential suitors were in effect pursuing the same due

diligence process as in an agreed takeover.
The pension fund would invest the capital in suitable
Bolivian enterprises. It would thus achieve the Table V-2: Companies that Presented a Formal
capita', -ation objective of increasing investment in Expression of Interest
Bolivi- All Boivian citizens would benefit as the AES Entergy
procee.s of the investment increased their pensions.
The investrnent funds would not be tied to any BHP Petroleum Falcon Seaboard
particular area, and so could be used where they Central and South West Gestion Electrica
offered the greatest benefit. The capital would be Chilectra Houston Industries Energy
manaied by international pension fund operators. Chilgener Iberdrola
No new bodies would need to be created. The fund CMS Generation Latin America Electricity
managers would be more likely to command
investors' confidence. The fund managers would be COBEE LG & E Power
unlikely to invest anti-competitively. Community Energy Liberty Power

Condor International National Grid
In ESMAP opinion, the contribution to a generalized Consolidated Edison O'Brien Environmental
fund would be preferable to a specialized electricity Consolidated Hydro Ontario Hydro
fund. It would be less costly, less likely to distort
commnercial decision-making, and more acceptable to Constellation Energy SADE Ingenieria y
private investors. Destec Southern Electric

Dominion Energy Tauernkraftwerke AG
5.06 Capitalization of ENDE's Endesa Chile Tractebel

Generation: Outline of the Energy Initiatives Westcoast Energy
Process Enron Development

With the foregoing analysis and recommendations
guiding the capitalization process, the GOB set out to
capitalize the ESI. The process begun in 25-27 April, Immediately after the Miami conference,
1994 with the Presidential Conference on the advertisements were placed in international
Capitalization of the Power Sector. International publications seeking formal written expressions of
power producers (13), investment and merchant interest from "international power sector operators or
bankers (2), Bolivian investors and utilities (4), and operator-led consortia considering investment in the
GOB representatives attended. The remarkable three power generation businesses of ENDE". These
attendance and interest shown, lead to a Second expressions of interest were due in La Paz by 8 July,
Capitalization Conference in Miamni on 16 June, 1994. 1994. Companies not deemed to qualified as potential
Given the success of the firs conference, the list of operator partners were informed by 15 July, 1994,
atte . es broadened to twenty four power producers. following a screening process with international

adjudicators. As of the 15 July cut-off date, the
An :portant conclusion from the Miami conference 33 companies listed in Table V-2 presented an
was that private investors needed access to sufficient Expression of Interest.
information to enable them to determine the
opportunities for electricity investment in Bolivia. Of these companies, the 31 that qualified outright
Data rooms were thus established in La Paz, London represented the world leaders in power generation.
an.r New York containing detailed information on all The companies were immediately allowed to use the
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data rooms. Subsequently, when a company some US$25 million of shares with a requirement
requested additional information which, when to use the proceeds of sale to pay down
provided by ENDE and its advisors, it was also made borrowing.
available to all companies simultaneously on an equal
basis. These requirements dictated the form of the issue. It

was recommended that the flotation be a fully
ELFEC underwritten offer-for-sale along the lines of the

European privatization issues pioneered in the early
During the process of restructuring ENDE's borrowing 1980s. Underwriting should involve as many Bolivian
and allocation of debt to each of the three Gs, the financial institutions as possible, not only to spread
assets which needed to be divested were examined. the risk of the underwriters being left with shares but
Foremost of these was ENDE's 70% share holding in also to involve as many banks and brokers as possible,
ELFEC with a book value of $41 million. It was first thereby educating them for further Bolivian public
recommended that ENDE's stake in ELFEC be sold by issues. Most important of all was the leadership of
way of an underwritten public offering of shares in La the issue; it should be sponsored by an investment
Paz and Santa Cruz. It would be the first ever public bank with an undoubted reputation in the electricity
offering of shares in Bolivia and would also represent industry worldwide and by an investment bank with
the first instance of shares being traded on Bolivia's a strong presence in the development of capital
two stock exchanges, which at that time were limited markets in the region. Fieldstone Private Capital
to trading debt instruments. ELFEC also sought a Group, one of the leading investment bank in the field
secondary listing on the London Stock Exchange to of electricity, and Corporaci6n Andina de Fomento
give the issue credibility for Bolivian investors who (CAF), the development bank of the five Andean
might otherwise view a novel Bolivian share issue countries, were invited to collaborate as joint sponsors
with suspicion. in London and Bolivia and to act as primary

underwriters, thereby giving a lead to Bolivian
ELFEC was an excellent candidate for a listing in institutions.
London and in Bolivia -it was a consistently
profitable utility with a protected concession in a fast- During July and August 1994, a number of symposia
growing area with an existing private shareholder were held with the Bolivian bankers' association, the
base of some 2,000 holdings, most of which dated CNV, the Bolsa de Valores and individual brokers
back to 1908. It was evident that a trailblazing issue with the intent of building confidence that a public
would require strong regional support to build issue was possible and to encourage an interest in
confidence in the eyes of local investors. In June 1994 stock exchange procedures. These presentations
the Bolivian banking system had over US$2 billion of culminated with the announcement by the Ministry of
savings on deposit, and yet there were no traded Capitalization on 29 August, 1994 that ELFEC was to
shares or any culture of share ownership in Bolivia. be Bolivia's first publicly quoted company with a full
To create popular share ownership overnight, which share offering set for November, 1994.
was one of the objectives of the ELFEC flotation, it
would be necessary to do the following: By early October it was apparent that the ELFEC issue

was likely to be popular indeed. The management of
establish the procedures for share trading to an ELFEC believed that the bulk of the issue would be
intemational standard with the Comisi6n easily sold in Bolivia without the need for any special
Nacional de Valores (CNV) and the Bolsas de sales to foreigners. The 350 ELFEC workers sent a
Valores; delegation to President Sanchez de Lozada requesting

that they be given priority to purchase up to 15% of
gw educate local financial institutions as to the merits the Company using, in part, their own savings. Other

of share ownership and the mechanisms for share approaches came from Chilean and Spanish utility
issues and share trading; companies attempting to buy a key stake of 20% in

ELFEC in advance of the flotation.
w convince small savers that an equity investmnent

(in a utility stock at least) could be as safe as, if From late June 1994 onwards, when the flotation of
not safer than, a deposit with a bank; ELFEC was approved. The GOB convinced the

various municipalities of Cochabamba to sell their
w ensure that the first Bolivian public offering was stakes in ELFEC. The Alcaldia of Cochabamba holds

a success from every point of view but especially 22% of the company but a further 3% is held by the
from the standpoint of ENDE as the seller of seven regional municipalities. The regional
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municipalities agreed to sell their entire holdings, By the beginning of July 1994, settling the COBEE
while the Alcaldia had agreed to sell only 80% of its issue was vital for the success of the process. Finding
holding. a buyer for Leucadia's shares in COBEE was of the

essence. Meetings were arranged with Liberty Power
By October 1994 it was clear that the Bolivian banks Latin American (Liberty), a New York limited
were keen to participate in the issue as underwriters. partnership which had expressed interest in investing
It was proposed originally that there should be three in hydro electric projects in the region. Liberty was
Bolivian primary underwriters who would act as lead sympathetic to the reform of the Bolivian electricity
managers of the issue. Each would be responsible for industry. Furthermore, Liberty had been involved in
between US$5 million and US$6 million of takeovers in the United States and, hence, would be
underwriting. familiar with the idea of a takeover of management

control of COBEE.
During November 1994 in meetings with the World
Bank it was further suggested that, to ensure The GOB was briefed that a potential buyer of
international participation in the issue, thereby Leucadia's shares was found, and it was arranged for
encouraging foreign investment in Bolivia, the ELFEC Government representatives to meet with management
offer-for-sale in Bolivia should be accompanied by an so that they could be satisfied that Liberty would be
institutional placing in London to give guaranteed a suitable buyer. This included arranging meetings
allocations to foreign investors. This was rigorously with officers of Cogentrix Energy Inc, Liberty's largest
debated but the principle was accepted by President participant and an operator of 900 megawatts of
Sanchez de Lozada at a meeting on 9 November, 1994. installed electricity generating capacity in the United
As a result of this decision, a foreign placing agent, States.
acting in the capacity of international lead manager,
was selected in December, 1994. On 27 October, 1994 it was announced in New York

that Liberty Power/Cogentrix Bolivia Inc had agreed
However, with the Mexican financial crisis at the start to buy Leucadia's stake in COBEE. It was agr I to
of 1995 and its aftermath, a process of capital flight replace COBEE's Chairman for a Liberty execLtive.
started affecting all capital markets in developing On 28 October, 1994, the new COBEE management
countries. The Government then decided on a announced in La Paz their intention to separate
straightforward privatization. On August 1995, three COBEE's generation and distribution businesses. They
Chilean companies and a Bolivian one presented also announced COBEE's intention to proceed with all
econonic bids for ELFEC. The Chilean company Emel haste on the Zongo Valley hydro electric expansion
S.A. won with a bid of US$ 50.3 million. project which had been halted in June 1994 as rt of

the crusade against the reorganization of the b..vian
COBEE electricity industry.

Since 1986, COBEE had been controlled by Leucadia COBEE thus became an active supporter of the
National Corporation, a highly successful investment restructuring of the ESI and provided technical
group. As is the case with existing vertically assistance in some key elements of the electricity law
integrated utilities, the managements of Leucadia and and the associated regulations. The ground-breaking
COBEE were opposed to the unbundling and opening ceremony for the Zongo Valley expansion project was
of the sector to competition, specially as it concerned on 15 December, 1994, roughly the same time when
the separation of generation and distribution interests. the Electricity Law received final approval from
After several discussions and negotiations of the Congress.
GOB's representatives with Leucadia's management,
Leucadia agreed to consider selling its 17.1% stake in Capitalization of the Three Gs
COBEE to a buyer sympathetic to the idea of splitting
COBEE into two companies, generation and Capitalization of ENDE's generation assets was
distribution. At $25 per share, Leucadia would sell its completed on June 29, 1995. A total of 14 economic
entire holding in COBEE and deliver management bids was received, five for the first generating group,
control. In the meantime, Leucadia's management did six for the second and three for the last group. It
their best to prevent the restructuring of the ESI in should be noted, that this considerable interest shown
Bolivia, by actively lobbying the GOB, the World Bank by investors, and the overall 1.4 margin over book
and the US State Department. value, results from the carefully plaruning of the

process, the confidence provided to private investors
and the low perceived risks. The Bolivian
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Table V-3: Generators Book and Bid Values

tNL)F Book Value Winners bid Value
Generators Million US$ Names Million US$

Corani-Santa Isabel (Hydro 120 MW) 33.0 Dominion Energy (US) 58.8

Guaracachi (Thermal 186 MW) 35.3 Energy Initiatives (US) 47.1

Valle Hermoso (Thermal 148 MW) 30.7 Constellation (US) 33.9

Totals 99.0 F 139.8

stakeholders, including ENDE's workers who were to
become shareholders of the capitalized companies, ew developing privatization plans for the smaller
were very satisfied with the outcome. The three Gs state owned electricity enterprises (ELFEC,
with their net-worth book value, along with the SEPSA, and the isolated systems of SETAR and
winners names, and values are presented in the table COBIJA), which are not included in the
below. capitalization program.

The requirement that the private partner in ENDE
invest an amount equal to the value of ENDE's

5.07 Conclusions existing assets could cause conflict with the
competition in the supply of new generating capacity.

Capitalization is an innovative approach to injecting If the recapitalized ENDE has to invest significantly in
private sector management and expertise into ENDE, new generation capacity, it will reduce competition in
while ensuring that all Bolivians benefit from the generation.
reforms. Capitalization is in most respects in
harmony with the objectives of the electricity reforns. We recommend that the GOB estimate the likely size

of this problem by calculating the proportion of the
For capitalization to achieve its full potential, a new capacity which the capitalized ENDE would be
number of issues must be addressed quickly. The required to fund, if the capital injection had to match
steps are summarized in Figure V-6. The most the value of ENDE's current assets. If the problem is
important are: significant, we recommend that the GOB reduce the

private investors' contribution to ENDE to the level
s specifying how transmission and distribution required to bring existing operations to peak

assets will be split out from generation, and how efficiency.
generation will be divided into competing
enterprises; Figure 5.5 summarizes the options for reconcihng

capitalization with competition in the supply of new
defining industry structure and regulation, so generating capacity, and scores them against key
that market and financial values of ENDE can be reform criteria. If feasible, we would recommend the
calculated; first option - allowing more flexibility in the

capitalization program generally. A similar result
s identifying and negotiating with potential could be achieved by allowing flexibility in timing of

investmnent partners from the generation industry investments, or by altering ENDE's capital structure.
worldwide who would act as operators of three In all these options the benefits of private sector
new Bolivian generation companies formed from management would be retained through the
ENDE's existing power business; management contract.

e defining how ENDE will be controlled, drafting If the GOB wants to attract more investment than
management contracts and the company required for ENDE's existing operations, we
constitution, specifying how good management recommend asking the private partner to pay the
performance will be rewarded and poor additional capital into a fund, which would then
performance penalized, and determining how invest it, or to flote shares which can be purchased by
dividends will be allocated; and workers' pension funds. The options include setting
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up an electricity sector fund, or using the existing and investors on the three small generating groups into
planned pension funds. We would recommend the which ENDE generation was split, and on ELFEC, the
pension funds as less costly and more likely to make distribution company of Cochabamba, with the overall
efficient investment decisions. 1.4 and 1.2 margins over book value of the winning

bids for the generating companies and distribution
In spite of being new processes, the restructuring of company, respectively, were testimony to the
the ESI and the capitalization of the three Gs, as well soundness, openness and transparency of the reform
as the privatization of ELFEC, remained on track. and capitalization processes.
ENDE became the first Bolivian state enterprise to be
capitalized. Opposition to the process, (which was
damaging not only the Government but also the
people of La Paz with the threat of power rationing
from the delays to the Zongo hydroelectric expansion
project) was finally dropped thanks to the carefully
planned reform and capitalization processes and the
unyielding political will of the Government of Bolivia.
The considerable interest shown by international
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Options to Reconcile Capitalization and Competition in Generation

1. Flexible cortributons X

2. Company finandal structure \ stonglyctrte

to objectiv

3. Soft Investment \ _ \ = contributes somewhat
__________ __________ __________ ~~~~~to obJective

4. Investment timing / _ \ \ neutral
X = detracts from objective

5. Electricity Investment Fund V/// X X

6. Contribution to Pension Funds \/V\/
Figure V-6: Options to Reconcile Capitalization and Competition in Generation
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2) VI. CONTRACT OPTIONS

"A nan is his word."
Mexican proverb.

The model recommended by ESMAP for the their use in other countries. Section 6.4 deals
restructuring of the Bolivian ESI envisages that with issues relating specifically to the contracts
a Central Purchasing Authority (CPA) will buy for new capacity. Section 6.5 considers
energy and capacity from generators and sell to contracts between the CPA and distribution
distribution companies. The prices that companies. Section 6.6 considers the aDlocation
generators receive could be set through long of risk within contracts.
term contracts. Altematively, they could be set
by competitive bidding, but with a contractual
cap on price levels. The CPA would then sell 6.01 Objectives of Power
to distributors at a bulk supply tariff that .PC
incorporates losses and the CPA's own costs. Purchase Contracts

At present consumers supplied by some Two key objectives of the Bolivian electricity
distribution companies have access to low cost sector reform process are to:
electricity. A switch to a single wholesale
electricity tariff would mean that these Improve the efficiency of electricity
consumers faced sharp tariff increases. To generation and supply; and
avoid this, the CPA will set low capacity
payments for some existing generators, increase private sector investment in the
reflecting the existence of old and largely sector.
depreciated generation. The benefits of those
low prices will be passed on to selected Efficiency requires that plant be wel
distributors, who will have access to a fixed maintained, that the system is operated at least
volume of electricity at a reduced price. The cost, through merit order despatch, and that the
volume of low cost electricity will reflect system is also expanded at least cost.
present generation by specified generators. Efficiency also requires that risk is properly

managed within the contracts. Overall, risks
This will involve two sets of contracts: the first should fall to those best able to manage them.
between generators and the CPA and the
second between the CPA and distributors. In Private sector investment will be forthcoming
addition, short-term spot contracts could be provided the investments appear profitable,
introduced to facilitate generator trading. and commercial risk is not too great.

Profitability will be determined by the price
The structure of this chapter is as follows. levels. Commercial risks will indude those
Section 6.2 defines what a "good contract" has related to construction, those posed by the
to do and provides criteria by which to assess main costs (fuel, debt payments etc.) and those
alternative contractual and trading structures. related to payment and country risk.
The options available to the Bolivian ESI are
discussed in Section 6.3. Here we set out the We have assumed the additional objective of
pros and cons of each option with examples of ensuring a smooth transitional period which
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allows movement to the new structure without As the energy charge exactly covers the
undue increases in prices. This will require incremental costs of operation, it makes no
intervention to avoid undue price increases in contribution to fixed operating costs or to the
areas such as La Paz that have benefited from need to earn a return on capacity costs.
low cost electricity. Generators also need to receive a payment for

their contribution to capacity. This payment
would be made based on availability, whether

6.02 Contract Options the plant was despatched or not.

The Bolivian power sector presently has a high It is therefore envisaged that each contract
degree of vertical integration. Full unbundling between the CPA and a thermal generator will
will require the introduction of commercial consist of a separate energy price and a
relations between the entities undertaking capacity, or availability, price. The contractual
generation, transmission and distribution. structure to be put in place between individual
After analyzing possible approaches to these generators and the CPA will need to contain
commercial relations we recommnended that several specific features:
there be a Central Purchasing Authority, with
contractual relations to generators and / The prices paid for energy under the
distribution companies (Chapter 3). contract;

/ the conditions under which contract
The contracts need to give correct price signals. energy prices will be paid;
Pr to the distribution companies should i the indexation of energy prices over time;
si& . the costs of supplying consumption at i the frequency, and basis upon which,
different locations, times of day and seasons. contract energy prices will be revised;
Prices to the CPA need to give correct signals / how generators will be recompensed for
on the SRMC of generating plant, to ensure that making capacity available;
the least cost plant is despatched. Payments to V indexation of the capacity payments;
generators need to provide a return on their / the term of the contracts, and
capacity investments as well as meeting their arrangements for contract revision and
short run operating costs. arbitration;

/ whether and how generators will be
The contracts for distribution companies are permitted, encouraged or obliged to trade
relatively straightforward, and will pass within the specified contractual structure;
through the costs of bulk generation purchase / maintenance scheduling and coordination;
faced by the CPA in each period. The cost / actions to be taken in emergency
passed through could be either the average or situations;
marginal cost, and this is discussed in greater / contributions to reactive power and system
detail in Section 6.5. The costs of consumption voltage control;
at different locations vary substantially because / despatch arrangements and penalties for
of losses and transmission constraints within failure to respond to despatch instruction;
the system. These costs could in time be and
incorporated in transmission pricing, to give V termination points, metering, audit and
correct signals to consumers and correct payment schedules.
incentives for the location of future generation. In the followig subsections we outlne a

Contracts with the generators need to ensure number of options for the contractual relations
that the least cost generator is despatched, and between generators and the CPA. Our
that generators receive adequate revenue. assumption is that most or all energy would be
Despatch decisions will be taken based on an govemed by long term contracts, but we also
energy charge per kWh. This charge should look at the possible role of generator trading at
ideally exactly reflect short run operating costs, the margin. The determination of despatch
and be paid for each kWh generated. and of new investments in capacity given the
Generators will be indifferent whether or not new contractual position is described.
they are despatched, since they will make no
incremental profit or loss.
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Energy Prices and Generator Trading possible. As discussed in earlier chapters, the
small size of the Bolivia power sector and the

Energy prices should form the basis of substantial transmission constraints create
despatch decisions. This means that they difficulties in applying this model in Bolivia.
should reflect the SRMC of the plant. Their
initial level will be set in relation to current The energy charge would therefore be set at
SRMC. They should also be updated (through initial levels and updated to try to ensure that
an index or benchmark) to ensure that they it reflected SRMC. There are two methods of
continue to reflect SRMC. revising the energy price component of the

contract price:
Where generating plant has binding contracts
to take fuel, the SRMC may be close to or / fuel cost pass-through; and
effectively zero. That is, the fuel has to be ' fuel price indexation.
taken no matter whether or not the plant is
running, and little additional cost is incurred Fuel cost pass-through allows the generator to
by running. Existing take or pay contracts for recover the actual cost of fuel purchase. The
fuel should be reflected in the contractual contract has a formula passing through actual
relations with the CPA through appropriately fuel costs, assuming a target efficiency of
structured take or pay agreements for the conversion. This mechanism removes the fuel
generating plant concemed. However, any new price risk from the generators. Provided they
take or pay contracts for fuel supply should be meet the target efficiency, it is guaranteed that
at the commercial risk of the generating their fuel costs will be covered. Generators
company. If these risks are felt to be great, retain any benefits from efficiency
these may be offset through vertical integration improvement, but also take the risk on poor
between fuel suppliers and generators. efficiency performance. By removing the fuel

price risk this approach also removes the
The energy charge for thermal generators will incentives to purchase fuel wisely. Generators
be related to their thermal efficiency and their may incur a cost in seeking out better fuel
cost of fuel. Hydro plant has an SRMC dose to deals, but receive no benefits from them.
zero in financial terms. However, where
storage is available, the water has an The alternative is to use fuel price indices or
opportunity cost through its ability to displace benchmarks related to appropriate measures of
thermal generation at different periods. fuel price movements. The use of fuel price
Accordingly, different approaches need to be indices in energy supply contracts is
taken to thermal and hydro generation. These widespread and relatively straightforward. It
are discussed in turn below. has the advantage of limiting the uncertainty

(and so, risk) faced by generators. Generators
Thermal Generators capture the benefits of wise fuel purchase.

The energy charge for thermal generators will The index can be use in two possible ways:
be set on the basis of their present thermal
efficiency and cost of fuel. This information Changing the energy charge to reflect
will be available for publicly owned generators. movements in the index fully; and
Imposing a legal obligation to divulge such
information on private generators will also be w changing the energy charge to reflect
necessary. This is needed both for setting movements in the index less X, where X
initial charges and for periodic review of the reflects possible efficiency gains over the
energy charges. period.

Our recommendations assume that energy X factors have been common in price capping
prices would be set by contract between the in the UK, where they are periodically reset to
CPA and the generators. There might, as reflect the regulators' expectations on
discussed below, be scope for generator trading achievable efficiency gains. Their suitability in
based on bids but this would be trade between Bolivia would depend on the scope for
generators rather than with the CPA. Setting efficiency improvements by existing generators.
all prices by competitive bidding would also be No recommendation is made on this, as we
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have not undertaken a detailed review of o Each generator will have a separately
potential efficiency imnprovements. registered thermal efficiency and fuel

price. The generators' energy prices will be
No matter how well the index is selected, the calculated from these;
energy charge will inevitably increasingly
diverge from actual SRMC. The charge should or prices should be fixed for start-up, for
be reviewed every few (around five) years, to spinning reserve, for hot standby, and
ensure it does not lose touch with reality. This operation at part loads;
is common practice in regulatory regimes
where prices are set and indexed. It is w each generator's fuel price should be
important that the regulator who sets and indexed to the price of its fuel in
reviews the prices is genuinely impartial, is free international markets, with allowance for
from political pressure and has a clear remit. changes in the domestic tax regime or
It is also necessary that the relevant legislation other domestic costs outside the control of
and regulatory codes stipulate a requirement the generator;
for the regulator to have access to the
information needed to assess the SRMC of mr fuel indices and thermal efficiencies should
different plant. be reviewed at five year intervals to

ensure that actual thermal efficiencies and
For the period over which the energy charge is fuel prices do not diverge for long periods
indexed, (possibly subject to the X-factor for from those contractually specified;
cost reduction), generators will have an
incentive to increase their thermal efficiency or the contract should specify any restrictions
and to search for the cheapest fuel sources, as on fuel availability; and
gains made over and above the incdices and/or
X-factor will be kept as profits. or the energy price should cover the cost of

fuel purchase, and the marginal wear and
As generators reduce their costs, the energy tear costs associated with operating the
charge will diverge from actual SRMC. This is plant. Fuel is the largest component.
unavoidable if generators are to be given strong
incentives to cost minimi-ze. This divergence Hydro Generators
will generally increase generator profits. If it is
sufficiently large, it may also lead to sub- Contracts with hydro generators will differ
optimal despatch. Generators will be from those with thermal generators, because
despatched when their energy charge is the direct short run marginal cost of hydro
cheapest. If their actual cost is very different energy production is effectively zero.
from the energy charge, they may then be Furthermore, the quantity of energy that can be
despatched at times when another plant could generated is usually limited by how much
be operated more cheaply. water flows in the river. This will vary

seasonally and will have an element of
Generators do not have an incentive to run out unpredictability. Generally, hydro plant has
of merit, since paying the lower cost generator associated reservoir and water can be used
to operate would be cheaper for them. System imnmediately or stored. "Freeboard" has to be
costs can therefore be reduced through left in the reservoir for the mitigation of floods.
allowing generators to trade. The details of With "run of river" plant, storage may only be
generator trade are discussed below. a few hours, whereas another plant can store

water for weeks or months.
Our recommendation is therefore to set energy
charges on present SRMC, to index these to The value of hydro generation depends on
energy price movements, and to revise them future estimates of production costs, and an
every five years. There should be scope for optimization over time of the best regime for
generator trade at the margin. Contract energy using the limited water, taking mto account the
prices to cover payments made for electricity various physical and environmental constraints.
generated at the thermal stations should have Therefore hydro generation contracts will likely
the following features: specify a capacity payment only - which may

be made contingent upon availability. The
hydro plant should be despatched according to
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its opportunity cost as calculated by the CPA Option A: Generator Trading
on a system-wide basis.

Under the contract structure described above,
If system despatch is to be optimized, a contract energy prices will have been set for
consistent approach to determining the value of each thermal generator. An opportunity value
hydro plant will be required. Direct operating for hydro power will also be deternined by the
costs are very low. The variable costs of hydro CPA. Each day - 24 hours in advance, say -
are therefore largely set by the opportunity cost generators would inform the CPA of their
of water in reservoirs, and this should be used expected availability for the following day. The
as the basis for despatch. As a first CPA will then determiine the least cost despatch
approximation, the opportunity cost, c, is given schedule for generation based upon contract
by: prices and the hydro value, and announce this

to the generators. Such an announcement will
c = pf"Ie [1-Prob(overflow)] act like a short-term contract. The CPA will be

offering to purchase given quantities of energy
where pfutule is the expected future price and from each thermal generator at contract energy
Prob(overflow) is the probability that, at the prices. The thermal generators will be obliged
margin, storage capacity will be insufficient. under their long-term contracts to supply this,
Consequently, the opportunity cost is low when within the limits of their announced
reservoir capacity is near or at full utilization availabilities.
and/or if the expected future price is low. The
opportunity cost of water for generators will If energy charges exactly reflect SRMC, this
differ to the extent that reservoir capacity system will lead to optimal despatch. If
differs. An approach of this kind would form charges diverge from SRMC, there may
the basis of despatch. however be scope to improve despatch. Such

divergence might arise because energy charges
had not been revised for some years, and

6.03 Least Cost Despatch and meanwhile generators had improved efficiency

Generator Trading or reduced unit fuel costs. Alternatively it
might arise because of a one-off fuel price - for

Each of the p.cing mechansms outhned below example a spot price for gas - that diverged
could be used as a basis for despatching the from average fuels. The cost of despatch could
plant by the CPA. Provided the indexation then be reduced by trade between generators.
works reasonably well, this mechanism alone Suppose generator A has a contract energy
wi capture most of the benefits of least cost price of $1/MWh, a SRMC of $0.90/MWh and
willscaptch. most of the benefits of least cost is scheduled to provide 100 MWh in a given
despatch. hour. It may wish to purchase some of this

However, it would be desirable to put in place energy from generator B with a SRMC of
a mechanism to ensure that thebenefitsof"fine $0.70/MWh, so long as generator B is not fullya mechanism to ensure that the benefits of fIne comteinhedsah.Drgpros

tuning" the despatch can also be captured.
This would then, for example, allow the when contract and actual prices diverge, inter-
despatch to reflect a temporary reduction in the generator trading will allow production to be
efficiency of a particular thermal unit, or a one- shifted away from more expensive generators
off low fuel price not reflected in the price and towards more efficient generators. If the
index. contracts have been well designed, inter-

generator trading should not be high.

This section outlines two trading mechanisms Generator trades would be short-term spot
that would permit these benefits to be contracts. The generators concerned would
captured: inform the CPA who would adjust the despatch

• Trading between generators; and schedule accordingly. Generator payments
v v . . , ~~~~~would be deterrmined by their contract energ/ bidding of prices wituin a price-cappeldand the

pool. prices and the pre-announced despatch
pOOl. schedule. However, actual generator despatch

would be modified to take account of generator
trades. The CPA would act as a clearing house
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to calculate the inter-generator payments The operation of a pool along these lines would
arising from these trades. retain all of the benefits of the long-term

contracts described above. Generator payments
Generator trading may occur in a variety of for energy would never exceed contract energy
ways. Generators may communicate with each prices. It could also capture some of the
other privately until all desired trades have benefits of competition. Generators would
been arranged. Altematively, the CPA may act compete to be despatched by offering prices
as a "market maker" taking offers to purchase lower than their contract prices. To the extent
and sell energy from the generators and that contract energy prices differ from actual
arranging trades to clear the market. This generation costs, competition between
would be done by matching the highest "buy" generators will permit improvements in both
offers with the lowest "sell" offers, until no productive and allocative efficiency. That is,
profitable trading opportunities remain. system operating costs will be lower and some

of these cost savings will accrue to the CPA -
Given that the CPA will have obligations to and finally to consumers - rather than to
deal with transmission constraints, and with generators. It would also reduce the
system security and reserve, the latter importance of ensuring that contract energy
mechanism is to be preferred. The CPA would prices accurately reflect costs.
have a veto on trades that infringe security or
reserve criteria. This veto could also be used Because of the relatively small size of the
where anti-competitive behavior was taking Bolivian power sector and its substantial
place. transmission constraints, reliance on

competition is uncertain, and the contract price
Option B: A Price-capped caps should be set at cost reflective levels. This
Competitive Pool means that bidding will only occur when low

cost opportunities arise. As with generator
The advantage of Option A is its relative trading, the bulk of energy would be supplied
simplicity. It also provides security for at contract (or "capped") prices, with other
generators concerning both the prices they will trading mechanisms only being used
receive for energy provided to the CPA, and occasionally.
the amounts of energy they will be called upon
to supply. However, efficiency gains made by Capacity Payments
generators will be kept by them in profits
rather than passed on to consumers, at least Energy charges will be designed to cover
until contract energy charges are next revised. incremental operating costs exactly.
Effective inter-generator trading may ensure Generators will require additional payments if
that deviations from least-cost despatch are they are to cover fixed operating costs and
educed, ensuring productive efficiency. financing charges, and to make a profit.
ricing or allocative efficiency will be Capacity payments should have the following

successfully met. features:

An alternative is for the CPA to operate a o Capacity payments should only be made
regulated, competitive pool. Such a system to generators when their plant is available
would operate as follows. Each day the thermal for despatch;
generators would supply the CPA their
expected availabilities and the price(s) at which w expected availabilities for each generator
they are willing to supply energy. These prices should be registered with the CPA;
*could not be higher than contract energy prices.
Based on these bids and declared availabilities s the per period capacity availability
the CPA would determine the despatch payment should provide an adequate
schedule and despatch generators accordingly. return for the investor. In the case of
Hydro would be scheduled according to its existing capacity, this will depend on an
opportunity cost. Generators would be paid implied purchase price. With new
their bid prices for energy supplied. construction, it will depend on the capital

cost, and on fixed overheads of
maintaining capacity;
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expected availability performance for each and supply from revenue. Sometimes the
generator should be revised periodically to resulting price of generation will be low,
reflect performance gains; reflecting the use of plant that has been

substantially depreciated.
' arrangements for declaring plant available

and unavailable will be specified; Capacity payments would be indexed. This
would be designed to maintain the real value

capacity payments should be "sculpted" to of the profit element, through indexation to an
make them higher at periods of the year appropriate price index, and to compensate
when capacity is more urgently needed; generators for real increases in their loan

repayments due to exchange rate movements.
'w terms of contract, and renewal options on It would not compensate generators for changes

both sides; in loan repayments due to interest rate
movements. While exchange rate movements

w long notice of termination, so that CPA are outside the generators' control, the terms of
gets advance warning of plant closure and loans are managed by the generators.
can allow for it in its new capacity
contracting plans; and Capacity payments for existing plants will be

set to maintain earnings at present levels. This
higher penalties for declaring availability will often be lower than the capacity payment
and subsequently failing to respond to required to make new investment profitable.
despatch. Cost saving will therefore occur from some

existing plant. As described in Section 6.5,
Capacity planning would be carried out by some of this cost saving could be earmarked for
CPA. The capacity payments do not need to consumers who presently pay low tariffs. This
act as pricing signals to optimnize capacity would avoid large tariff increases for particular
additions (see Section 6.4). Rather, they should consumer groups.
give signals to encourage availability at the
appropriate times of the day and seasons of the Recommendations
year. This can be done (as in Argentina) by a
two or three component prices with peak and We recommend a system of indexed energy
off-peak periods, or peak, off-peak and price contracts, with the generators allowed to
shoulder periods, each with different payments. trade through a CPA clearance mechanism.

Capacity payments would incorporate a
We have recommended that payments should distinction between payments to existing
be for availability rather than for capacity. generators and to new generators.
Declaring availability falsely when they are
unlikely to be despatched is possible for System despatch would be on the basis of
owners of peaking plant. Two factors need to energy prices. Where these diverged from
be borne in mind when considering this: costs, trade would form a mechanism to ensure

optimal despatch. Bids for new capacity would
a In off-peak times capacity is less scarce, be invited by the CPA. This would be done by

and payments would be lower, so under- determining the quantity of capacity and then
performance is also of less concem; and inviting bids from the private sector for

whatever technology or location they see fit to
availability can be tested with random out bid.
of merit despatches, and penalties for
failure to respond to despatch, having
declared availability. 6.04 Procuring Investments in

As mention earlier, generators must also submit New Capacity
to control of maintenance outage scheduling.

In ESMAP opinion the Bolivian ESI is not large
The price of generation is not transparent in the enough to allow capacity planning to take place
present vertically integrated system. It can through market price signals. We recommend
however, be estimated as a residual, after that the CPA should take the responsibility for
deducting the costs of transmission, distribution assessing the quantity of generation capacity
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that needs to be added to the system to meet 20 years). They will be asked to specify energy
demand and to ensure adequate security of charges that are cost reflective and would
supply. render them indifferent whether they were

despatched or not, and capacity charges that
There are two ways that this can be done, each would give them the desired return on their
with a different level of private sector investmnent.
involvement in the optimidzation:

s Invitation of bids for power stations where 6.05 Contracts with
the size, location and fuel type is specified Distributors
by CPA; and

ew invitation of bids for give tranches of The CPA would have long term contracts with
power station capacity, leaving the private distribution companies. These would reflect
sector to bid altemative locations, unit the purchase price for electricity faced by the
sizes and fuel types. CPA, plus an allowance for transmission losses

and for the CPA's own costs. Differentials
The first of these represents a continued high between the purchase price from generators
level of public sector planning of the capacity and the selling price to distributors might lead
requirements of the electricity sector. There are to surpluses or deficits for the CPA. Surpluses
advantages in this system. These include: would be passed on to the distribution

companies (and deficits recovered) through
Taking account of macro economic and adjustment to the price in the subsequent
local land use planning is easier period.

sw In a country with a large land area and The electricity cost passed through to the
relatively sparse population, transmission distribution companies in each period could be
costs are significant, and the high degree the average cost faced by the CPA during that
of central planning should make it easier period, or its marginal cost. The average cost
to ensure appropriate balanced investment will be determined by the CPA's capacity and
between transmission and generation energy payments during the period, divided by

kWh sold to the distribution companies. The
e Taking account of non-financial/economic marginal cost would be determined by the

aspects is easier. costs of the marginal plant on the system.

This type of capacity contracting however, Several countries have arrangements for
suffers, from the fundamental disadvantage of distribution companies to receive marginal cost
all public sector central planning, in that the signals. In England and Wales for example, the
mechanism for responsibility for the planning distribution companies all pay a pool price that
decisions tends to be diverse, and the rewards reflects the system margial price. The system
for least cost planning accrue to others. marginal price in turn reflects the price paid to

the most expensive generator called, that is the
It is quite possible to have competition for the marginal plant during the period. As a result,
most economic means of generation between all generators whose bid was below those of
different fuel types, locations and unit sizes by the marginal plant receive payments that are
inviting general bids for capacity and then above their bid prices and presumably their
comparing the different bids for minimum over costs.
life cost.

A similar arrangement could be adopted here.
If the latter system is to be implemented, it is It would provide better signals to distribution
essential to private sector confidence in the companies, and through them to consumers, on
bidding process, that the criteria against which the marginal cost of consumption during
the competing bids will be judged will be open different periods. The disadvantage with this
and transparent. approach is that the CPA would accumulate

substantial funds which would have to be
In both cases, bidders will be expected to offer reallocated. Our recommendation is therefore
contracts for a specified period (ideally, 15 to that the distribution companies are charged the
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average cost for each period. This will still This approach represents a one-off intervention
provide (muted) marginal cost signals, since the to ensure a satisfactory transition to the new
average cost will rise in peak periods. arrangements. Steps would be taken to avoid

this intervention reducing confidence by
At present consumers supplied by some potential investors:
distribution companies (e.g., La Paz) have
access to low cost electricity. This is because or The arrangements for ring-fending access
the generation by which they are supplied is to existing low cost generation would be
largely depreciated. A switch to a single applied equally to all generators. In
wholesale electricity tariff based on average practice the main beneficiary would be the
generation costs would mean that these distribution arm of COBEE
consumers faced sharp tariff increases. A
structure is needed to ensure they retain the w The arrangements would be set in place
benefits of low cost electricity for a transitional before capitalization, and would be
period. transparent, and

This can be achieved if (a) some existing ow All purchases above the fixed amount
generators are paid a low capacity charge, and would be at the national tariff, ensuring a
(b) this cost saving is provided to consumers of gradual transition to a national tariff that
particular distribution companies. This will be fully reflected the long run marginal costs
done through setting low capacity charges for of supply (LRMC).
some existing generation. The distribution
companies would have access to this low cost It should also be noted that this intervention
electricity. The quantity to which they had does not violate the role of the CPA as a
access would be equivalent to their current monopoly wholesaler. No point to point
sources of electricity generation. The price contracts between generators and distribution
would be determined to ensure that the impact companies would be created, and no generation
on retail tariffs was acceptable, after allowing would be allocated to a particular distributor.
for losses and distribution charges. All new The CPA would have access to some generation
purchases of electricity by distributors above at below LRMC. The benefits of this would be
the levels set for access to existing generation passed on in fixed proportions to distribution
will be at a tariff sufficiently high to attract companies, favoring those who currently have
new independent generators into the market. access to the lowest cost generation. This

mechanism would be inherent in contracts
It should be noted that the value of a company between the generation companies and the
is set by its expected future costs and revenues. CPA, and between the CPA and the
Lower capacity payments would reduce the distribution companies. No contractual
value of generation assets, and the price paid relations between generation and distribution
by investors in the capitalization program. companies would be implied or required. So,
COBEE's existing generation assets are already it is fully consistent with the GOB's objective of
in the private sector. The contract price for this breaking the vertical integration of the ESI.
plant would need to be set to ensure
continuation of the returns earned given the
retail prices currently being charged by COBEE. 6.06 Allocation of Risk

The benefits of substantially depreciated Investors in the power sector will face risks.
generation would then be reflected in the They will increase their costs to cover these
contracts. These benefits would be retained by risks, and will not go on with investments if
consumers who presently benefit from low cost the commercial risks are seen to be too great.
generation. New generators will however The contracts will need to allocate risk
receive capacity payments that reflect the fill appropriately. The main risks faced in
cost of capacity. As new generators take up an completion of new projects, and operation of
increasing share of total generation, the bulk existing plant, under the new commercial
supply tariff for distribution companies will regime are summarized in Table VI-1 and then
become increasingly cost reflective. This discussed in turn.
mechanism ensures a gradual tariff increase for
final consumers.
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Table Vl-1: Risks in Power Sector Investments

Activity Nature of risk Who can influence risk

Delays in project completion Contractor, other bodies
Con s trct ion

Increases in project costs Contractor

Fuel supply Fuel supplier

Operation Plant availability Plant operator

Plant performance Plant operator

Fuel costs Plant operator

Cost Loan repayment Project sponsor and Government

Other costs Plant operator

ue Delays in payment for retail and bulk electricity Distrtibution companiesPower purchaser

Regulatory risk Changes in regulatory regime, including price and Goernment
environmental obligations.

Profit transfer Difficulties in accessingforeign exchange 1n mentor

The project construction stage presents a high fixed operating costs. A major element of costs
degree of risk. Project sponsors will pass some will be financing charges. These will be set in
of these risks onto contractors and insurers. foreign exchange, and revenues will be set in
Turnkey contracts will fix a price and local currency. The indexation of capacity
completion date, and set penalties and bonuses charges will pass through changes in project
for performance. Other causes of delay will be financing costs due to real movements in the
outside the control of the sponsor and exchange rate. Building a more explicit link is
contractor. Site possession, the issuing of also possible. Payments for some ICPAs have
required licenses, and customs clearance are all been denominated in dollars. In Argentina,
areas where a clear statement of procedures tariffs are set in US dollars (although paid in
and government obligations will be required. pesos) and adjusted every six months against

the US Producer Price Index.
Once the plant is conmmissioned, plant
performance will be the responsibility of the Delayed or nonpayment is a major risk.
plant operators. The contracts provide good Payment performance will depend upon the
incentives to improve plant availability and distribution companies enforcing its contracts
thermal efficiency. It is also possible that some with retail customers and on the CPA enforcing
of these risks will be passed on to contractors. its contracts with distribution companies.
Recent Indian ICPA contracts have included Tough and credible enforcement policies will
contractor guarantees on heat rate and need to be in place to reassure investors that
availability. their contract payments will be met and that

the contracts can be enforced.
Plant availability will be vulnerable to fuel
supply disruptions leading to reduced capacity The wholesale electricity market in Argentina is
payments. Force majeure clauses will need to administered by CAMESA, a nonprofit body
set out the handling of disruptions to fuel owned by government, the electricity supply
supply. industry and large consumers. CAMESA

ensures payment discipline by progressive
The contracts also give good incentives for cost disconnection of distribution companies in
minimization. Project sponsors will be able to arrears. On the 39th day after payment is due,
retain as profit any reductions in unit fuel costs CAMESA is entitled to disconnect a delinquent
below indexed levels, and any real savings in distribution company for one hour per day.
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Seven days later this is increased to two hours regulatory regime. In extreme cases, countries
per day, and a further hour's disconnection is have also allowed buy-back clauses to reassure
added every seven days. This approach has investors.
been tested, and found successful at enforcing
payment discipline. A large proportion of costs will be in foreign

exchange. Revenues will be in Bolivars.
Regulatory risk poses problems for new Investors will need to be reassured that they
investors until the regulatory regime has been can convert profits into foreign exchange and
tested and the government has proved its export them. Attracting private investment will
adherence to the regime. The best way of require demonstration that the convertibility of
reducing this risk is by ensuring that there is a the currency will be maintained.
transparent and coherent regulatory regime.
The government's political commitment to Finally, contract enforcement may require
future private infrastructure funding will also arbitration. Investors will be reassured if there
reassure investors. It will mean that the is provision for final arbitration through a
government stands to lose future capital neutral third party, or court, in a country other
inflows if it fails to maintain and enforce the then Bolivia.
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VII. FRANCHISE OF NATURAL MONOPOLIES

"(1) Never give anything awayfor nothing; (2) never give more than you have to give (always catch the buyer
hungry and always make him wait); (3) always take everything back if you possibly can."
William Burroughs (1914 -) describing monopolistic practices in drugs.

Franchising provides a means of utilizing relevant both as water distribution and
market forces for the provision of a service. It electricity distribution are natural monopolies
can play a particularly valuable role when the and because it illustrates the range of franchise
activity in question is a natural monopoly, the types available. The preceding theory and
focus of this chapter. evidence are summed-up and brought to bear

on the Bolivian situation in Section 7.7. This
Natural monopolies are industries where, contains our recommendations concerning
because of economies of scale, only one franchising transmission and distribution in
supplier can be economically viable. In the ESI, Bolivia. A translation of key clauses for a
transmission and distribution networks have sample contract for a long-term franchise, as
natural monopoly features. While competition well as the references quoted in this Chapter,
within these markets may lead to unnecessary are presented in the annexes.
duplication, competition for the right to supply
can yield efficiency gains. This is where
franchising can play an important role. 7.01 Distribution Franchises

This Chapter is organized as follows. Section in Bolivia
7.1 summarily reviews distribution franchises in
Bolivia. Section 7.2 considers the economic Bolivia currently uses a form of franchising for
arguments for franchising. In practice, and the allocation of rights to distribute electricity in
particularly when applied to natural monopoly a given area. Table VII-1 presents the
industries, several difficulties exist to make it distribution franchises up to 1994.
work. Sections 7.3 to 7.6 discuss the major
issues involved in franchising. While these Table VWI-1: Distribution Franchises

focus on franchising natural monopolies, they Distributor Contract Renewal
also apply to franchising in general. The L.Cength date
subjects consider in detail include: I

COBEE-La Paz no contract current
/ The optimum franchise period; ELFEO no contract current
V alternative auction procedures and CRE 40 2031

methodologies; ELFEC 40 2031
/ contract design and enforcement; SEPSA 40 2005
/ the relationship between franchising and CESSA 30 2005

regulation; and SETAR 30 2005
/ the valuation and transfer of assets from

one franchise holder to another.

Within Section 7.5 we present, as a case study, The form of the contract, awarded by the
an overview of the French experience of regulatory authority DINE, is to provide a
franchising the distribution of water. This is service for a specific geographic area, e.g., CRE
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has the responsibility for the provinces of service, the objective of maintaining service
Vallegrande, Florida and Caballero in the quality is also met.
department of Santa Cruz.

In practice, the Bolivian Government faces
These franchises are competitive only in a very several obstacles which limit the competitive
limited sense as each distributor owns the benefits from franchising in natural monopoly
assets in its area. At renewal, potential bidders industries. We concentrate on four key areas:
have to explain how they would lease, purchase
or replace the incumbent's assets. Without the / Franchise award criteria;
agreement of the incumbent a third party / methods of auction and auction design;
cannot bid. / contract design, duration and monitoring;

and
/ asset valuation and transfer.

7.02 Why Franchise?

Chapter m summarized the Government of 7.03 Criteria for Award
Bolivia's objectives for the reformed ESI as:
improve and sustain efficiency, attracting Methods of Pricing
private capita through fair pricing and sound
regulation, and maintaining service quality. The method of choosing the winning bid can
The objectives of ensuring social acceptability have a very important impact on the behavior
and a reasonable regulatory burden are also of the winner during the concession period.
imnportant. There are two distinct types of pricing that can

be used. The first is to award an exclusive
These objectives are most likely to be realized franchise to a bidder who offers to pay the
in a competitive envirorunent. However, largest lump-sum fee to secure the contract.
transmission and distribution of electricity have This effectively capitalizes any monopoly profits
the characteristics of a natural monopoly. which are expected to accrue from running the
Consequently, it is inefficient to have more than business.
one distribution network serving a group of
consumers'. In this situation the issue becomes The advantage of this approach is that the
how to bring competitive incentives to bear on government (or whoever awards the contract)
monopoly utilities. gets a cash sum at the beginning of the period.

The disadvantage is that having bid a given
Franchising has been used in many industries sum of money the winner will have an
for many years. More recently it has been incentive to run the business as a monopoly
advocated as an ideal means of introducing -charging more and supplying less than under
competitive incentives for natural monopolies'. competition, and hence strong regulation will
Competition for the right to operate a be required.
concession can lead to the price of the service
offered being bid down to the competitive level. An alternative scheme, proposed by Demsetz
With unrestricted access for companies (1969), is that of bidding to supply at the lowest
interested in providing this service there is per-unit price. In this case, provided there are
every incentive for private sector involvement. many qualified and non-collusive bidders for

Moreover, if the franchise winner faces a the franchise the winning price should be
realistic (credible) threat of losing the similar to the unit cost of production. Selling
concession should it fail to deliver the promised public sector enterprises on price criteria does

not raise revenue for the government -any
benefits will be passed directly to consumers.

The distinction between distribution (the wires) and supply The need for regulation is reduced but not
(the energy sold vta the wires) has to be drawn. Supply is removed as price increases in the future will
potentialy campetitive business although practimi considerations need to be monitored (even if this is just to
rule out the separation of the two functions in Bolivia at the ensure the terms of the contract are being met).
present time.

2 In practice, franchising by unit-price is rareDemsetz suggested pacnre compared with that by fixed-fee (lump-sum).
utilities in his famous 1969 paper.coprdwtthtbfie-e(lmsu)
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This may be due to the inability of the scheme problems, e.g., Corelpaz and SEPSA6.
to raise revenue for the government. However, Nonetheless, distributing to rural areas with
this is not an objective of the Bolivian low population densities can be inherently
governmnent. The question is whether applying unprofitable and, if the governnent decides to
this scheme for transmission and distribution is subsidize rural electrification, the franchise
feasible3. process may offer an efficient means of

choosing subsidized distributors. Local
The immediate problem is that without authorities in the UK have used competitive
knowing the future price of bulk supply, a tendering for some years now for allocating
distributor cannot offer a given unit-price. concessions to operate subsidized bus services
Although, judging bids based on the addition to (often in rural areas). Here the winning bidder
bulk (wholesale) supply price ("distribution is the one who agrees to provide a specified
added value") proposed by potential service for the lowest subsidy. This idea can be
distributors4 is possible. However, this would directly applied to investmnent in rural
conflict with proposed regulation by benchmark electrification7.
pricing if the franchise winner proposed to add
a different margin to the price of electricity to The competitive tendering approach may offer
that used by the model company in regulation5. the advantage of greater transparency.
This could be addressed by specifying a bid Providing subsidies for activities, where the
about the performance of the model company. private sector is already involved, raise the
The disadvantage is that this would make it danger of providing a xiubsidy for an
difficult for any potential bidder to estimate its investment that would have been made
likely revenue, and hence would discourage anyway. However, if the amount paid has been
private investors. We return to the question of the subject of competitive bidding, the
the need for regulation under franchising in opportunity for inefficient or rnisuse of public
section 7.5 below. funds is minimized.

For a transmission franchise specifying the Bidding on Price, or on Price and
award criteria in terms of the required levy on Quality?
electricity carried is theoretically possible. The
bidder with the lowest costs should bid the Two principal methods exist to enter quality
lowest unit levy. In practice, this rnight into the franchise bid. The first is to make it a
conflict with an altemative, preferred, a variable along with price. This leads to the so
transmission pricing scheme of the government. called "menu auctions" in which the body
There is also the problem that this scheme awarding the franchise can choose from a menu
would cause uncertainty over the final price of of altemative price and quality (service)
electricity, which might deter private sector options.
investment in generation. For this, and other
reasons elaborated later, we do not recommend An attractive feature of menu auctions is that it
that transmission be franchised in Bolivia. allows firms to compete in terms of innovation

and investment in new technologies. The basic
So far, the discussion has been in terms of the problem is that evaluating in monetary term.'
winring price or cash bid. However, several the value of a quality improvement is difficult.
distribution areas in Bolivia are not profitable. Also, menu auctions have no well defined
Sometimes this can be attributed to managerial criteria for winning and as such introduce

6 NRECA are currently assisting CORELPAZ to improve their
.managerial capacity while SEPSA has been unable to get an
auditor to approve their accounts since 1991.

3 Our interest in the feasibility of the unit-price case is that it
can provide an incentive for a monopoly to price competitively. 7 This does, howvr, have regulatory imliatins
The lump-sum bid does not do this. iprticularly under price-apping. With a cap on the average
4 pnce charged there is a strong incentive for a distributor to

Although this w-ould need to be combined with a requirement compensatefor the low prices charged to subsidized customm by
to purchase wholesale supply at minimum cost. raising the prices to non-subsidized groups. This requires the

restriction on cross-subsidy (included in the draft Electricity
See Chapter 8. Law) to be rigorously enforced.
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uncertainty for the bidders that can lead to industry suggest a preference for simple price
more cautious .ds and higher prices for the criterion. A problem with mixing the two
consumer. Mc .ver, it will be the authority criteria is that "the dish chosen from the menu
who will be .cing important decisions on may suit the taste of the local authority more
development issues and not the industry itself. than the customer."
Perhaps the greatest problem with menu
auctions is the need for a substantial element of The second method of introducing a quality
managerial judgement. This raises the component into the franchising process is to
possibilities for influence, favoritism and define explicitly what is required of the bidder
bribes8 . (in terns of resources, experience, etc.) and

what service targets (including investment)
Franchise contracts in the French water industry would have to be met. The franchise of UK
have sometimes been awarded on price and television licenses attempted to do this by
quality criteria and sometimes on price alone. specifying a "quality threshold" which would
Our discussions with those involved in this have to be passed to go to the second round of

Table VII-2: Guaranteed Standards of Performance: Summary of Standards Setfor 1992 by the
Director General of OFFER

Service Performance Level Penalty Payment

1. Restoring electricity supplies 24 hours £20 domestic customers
after faults £50 non-domestic customers

Plus
£10 for each further 12 hours

2. Notice of supply 2 days at east £10 domestic customers
interruption £20 non-domestic customers

3. Company fuse failures Within 4 hours of any notification £10
during working hours*

4. Providing supply and meter Within 3 working days for domestic £20 domestic customers
customers (and 5 working days for £50 non-domestic customers
most other customers)* £10forfailing to agree a day to call

- Estimating charges for Within 20 working days for simple £20
connection jobs or 20 working days for most

others*

6. Voltage complaints Visit or reply within 10 working days £10

7. Meter problems Visit or reply within 10 working days £10

8. Charges and payment A substantive reply within 10 working £10
queries days

9. Appointments on supply All appointments to visit on a day £10
business must be kept

10. Payments owed under Write to customer within 10 working £20
standards days offailure

Note: Companies do not have to make payments iffailure is caused by svere weather or other matters outside their control. The
details of the Standards are set out in Regulations made by the Director General. The company is also required to send an
explanatory leaflet to customers at least once a year. The standards apply to tariff customers and those marked* may vary between
coapanies.

Discussed in some detail by Whinston and Berheim, 1983.
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price bidding9 . 7.04 Methods of Auction and

One of the most important reasons for quality Auction Design
criteria is that a bidder who wins a franchise
based on price will always have an incentive to Fortms of Auction
lower quality and improve profitability. This is
particularly the case if the franchise winner Getting the right type of auction mechanism for
overestimates the revenue or underestimates transmission and distribution franchising in
the cost of operating a franchise. In Sri Lanka, Bolivia is one means of trying to meet the
electricity meter reading was contracted out objectives set for reform in this sector. For
with the wining bid offering a very low price example:
per household. However, it appears that they
had underestimated the cost of the operation / Efficiency translates into competitive
and tried to recoup this by overestimating bidding;
meter readings. This was only stopped after / maximizing private sector capital into
considerable public protest. minimizing the barriers to auction entry;

and
In the UK electricity industry distributors face / ensuring service quality can be written into
several specific targets. Failure to meet these the auction contract.
results in fixed penalties which generally take
the form of payments to the consumer. These Unfortunately, as we will see, these objectives
are summarized in Table VII-2. conflict to some extent. This precludes one

"right" answer for the optimal auction design.
The inclusion of minimum quality standards is Nonetheless, identifying the auction forms most
far less likely to suffer the problems of opacity likely to meet each objective is possible
and unaccountability of the menu-auction. It -leaving the relative importance of these
can also serve to eliminate unqualified, but objectives to the government.
cash-rich bidders, who would not be suitable
winners. However, imposing service quality There are four types of auctions which can
requirements does have a cost. As with the serve as a mechanism for the award of a
menu-auction, discussed above, it imposes the concession. These are:
official view of what constitutes quality on the
customer. There is also a danger of scaring A the "English" auction;
away private investors by imposing i the "Dutch" auction;
unnecessarily detailed service provisions. / first-price-sealed-bid; and

second-price-sealed-bid auctions.
We would recommend the specification of
minimum quality of service and quality of The English auction is arranged so that bidders
applicant criteria for distribution franchising in successively bid against one-another in an open
Bolivia. This should be explicit, nonnegotiable market with the winner being the highest
and be kept to genuinely essential bidder. The Dutch auction works in reverse in
requirements. It is important that bids are that a sum is called out by the auctioneer and
assessed carefully to ensure they are realistic successively lowered until someone intervenes
and that the government can credibly monitor by accepting the price last called. The major
any quality criteria specified. markets for flowers and fish in Holland use this

system. In the sealed-bid auction, bids are
submitted secretly and cannot be subsequently
revised. In the first-price auction the highest
bidder wins and pays his bid and in the
second-price auction the highest bidder wins
but pays the second highest bid. Sealed-bid
auctions are the most frequently used in the
award of concessions and procurement
contracts. The first-price version is by far the

9 Political considerations led to something of a menu-auction, most common, although the New Zealand
howeur, with the potential of "bids of exceptional quality being Government has used second-price auctions for
allowed to win even if a not the lowest price". the allocation of broadcasting rights.
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It may seem strange that a second-price auction encourages more competition among the high
may sometimes be favored over a first-price bidders. If the reserve price is too high there is
auction. The reason for this seemingly a chance of being left with the product and so
paradoxical result is that there is an incentive an element of inefficiency arises. Introducing a
for bidders in the first-price-sealed-bid auction minimum price also reduces the gains from
to shade their bids to allow for profit. In a collusion and is therefore of particular benefit.
second-price-sealed-bid auction, bidders tend to
bid right up to their valuation thereby stiffening An important feature of a reservation price is
competition. However, when the item for that the seller must be able to credibly
auction is not well-defined (not all firms offer withdraw from the auction if the minimum
the same service) then bids cannot be easily price is not met. Since this would mean that
compared. A second-price auction in this the governmnent would face the risk of having
circumstance would therefore be less to undertake distribution or transmission itself,
appropriate. it is unlikely to be suitable for use in Bolivia.

The action of charging or imposing a cost of
Early theoretical work by Vickery (1961) participation can have a similar effect to setting
produced the surprising prediction that all a reservation price in that it also increases
auction designs extract the same revenue. His bidding competition -see Riley and Samuelson
theory relies on having several bidders which (1981). A participation fee may, however, deter
implies a continuum of bids. However, auctions potential bidders from entering the auction and
in practice will tend to have a more limited conflict with the objective of maximizing
number of bidders and so discontinuities arise. private sector participation.
Bidders will not bid right up to their valuations
if they believe that a small reduction will not The suitability of each type of auction also
inhibit their chances of winning. Moreover, depends on whether bidders have independent
with few bidders there is a greater risk of private values of a franchise or a single
collusion between bidders to rig the auction. common value. For example, in an auction for
This type of behavior leads to an uncompetitive an oil painting we might expect subjective bids,
auction and a correspondingly poorer deal for but for the auction of a service such as
consumers. In transmission and distribution transmission we would normally expect bids to
franchises in Bolivia, the threat of a few bidders be closely aligned. In the latter case firms will
for each franchise is a very real one. evaluate costs and future revenue flows and so

come to an objective valuation of the service.
As noted above, with very few bidders the The distinction between private and common
danger of collusion rises. This tends to favor value is an important one. If bidders have a
sealed-bid auctions and the use of reservation common value, they can infer information from
prices or entry fees. With a sealed-bid auction what other parties are bidding.
the nidder cannot know the extent of the
cor- ,etition and is therefore likely to bid higher The notion of common value has also lead to
than if they observe themselves to be the only what is called the "winner's curse" whereby the
or strongest bidder in an open auction. highest bidder realizes ex-post that he or she

has overbid. The winner's curse essentially
Overall, committing in advance to a minimum anses because a lack of information means that
price is a profitable strategy for a seller the item being sold cannot be valued accurately.
Myerson (1981). If the revenue gained from the Let us say that some overestimate and some
auction is not an issue, but the quality of underestimate the item to be sold. Then, clearly
supply is, the reservation price could be the bidder who overestimates the most wins the
restated as a binding commitment to a given auction and is "cursed" with the resulting loss.
level of expenditure on investment or provision A rational bidder should realize the dangers
of a particular service. This may be more involved and bid less aggressively. Therefore
appropriate in Bolivia. fears of the winner's curse lead to a lower price

or quality commitment being obtained by the
The seller's aim in setting a minimum price is seller.
to set it high enough to induce a high bid, but
not so high that no one will bid. The The government can reduce anxieties about the
reservation price works because the low quality winner's curse by:
bidders are replaced by a nominal bid that
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w specifying the requirements for the ' however, if there is a danger of only one
franchise very clearly bidder, the sealed-bid auction is

K establishing a regulatory framework that preferable. This will also be the case if
limits large changes in franchise earnings, collusion would result from a small
and number of bidders recognizing each other

W issuing all relevant information about the in an open auction.
distribution and transmission franchise
before the auction. Auctioning of Many Franchises

These actions reduce the uncertainty faced by The discussion so far has assumed that a single
bidders and encourage them to bid closer to franchise is to be auctioned. This is appropriate
their true expected value. for a single transmission franchise. In the

auction of distribution franchises, the additional
If there are many bidders and common values question must be faced of whether to auction
are held, the English auction, which by its the franchises simultaneously or sequentially.
nature yields the most information about
others' values will also yield the highest If the auctions are held simultaneously, there is
expected return. This advantage over the the risk that a bidder may acquire more
sealed-bid auction diminishes as the number of franchises than he or she wants or can afford.
bidders drops. The uncertainty of the outcome may lead to an

inefficient matching of franchise and bidder.
W.ohen auctions have some common value
aspect, bidders can be expected to adjust their On the other hand, experience with sequential
valuations partially on hearing others' auctions shows that incentives for strategic
valuations. "Affiliation" is a concept behavior exist when several items are to be sold
introduced by Milgrom and Weber (1982) and and the same bidders participate. Earlier bids
is based on the observation that bidders' convey information about bidders' valuations of
estimates will be correlated even if their similar objects and can therefore reduce
estimation errors are independent. That is to anxieties about the winner's curse. However, if
say it captures the idea that as a bidder's the auctions have an element of common value
valuation of the franchise rises, he expects and bids are "affiliated" (in the sense of the
others' estimates to rise as well. Such a process subsection above), a bidder may have an
can only be observed when bids are incentive to underbid in early auctions to
successively announced which is the case in an acquire later franchises at a lower price.
English auction. Depending on circumstances, either of these

effects may dominate. Generally, the greater the
To summarize for distribution franchising in anxiety about the winner's curse, the more
Bolivia: likely that a sequential auction, rather than a

simultaneous auction, through its higher yield
aw Reservation prices or entry fees can raise of information, will raise the higher revenue or

the competitiveness of bidding when few agreement to charge the lowest price to
bidders exist -improving efficiency. This consumers.
can, however, leave the government
running distribution franchises; Engelbrecht-Wiggans (1991) observed that in

many actual sequential auctions of similar
W as much information on the future costs objects, for example auctions of farmland, used

and revenues of the franchise should be restaurant equipment, of dairy cattle and so on,
available to all bidders - increasing the price tends to drop as the auctions progress.
efficiency and private sector participation; He notes that this contradicts much of the

existing sequential auction theory that asserts
ow a franchise is likely to be valued in the that prices will stay the same or even rise - see

same way by most parties hence the Weber (1983). He identifies two further
English or Open auction should generate phenomena which affect prices in sequential
the most information and therefore auctions. The first is that decreasing
competition -improving efficiency; and opportunity works to raise prices on later

objects. Not all is lost if you lose in an early
auction, but bidders might tend to bid more
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aggressively in later auctions. The other effect this gamble. If the franchisee (agent) is more
arises from the tendency for later auctions to risk averse than is the government (principal)
have fewer bidders. With fewer bidders, the then it is in their mutual interest to share the
tendency is to bid less aggressively and so burden of risk. This is achieved by a revenue-
reduce the gains of the seller. sharing scheme whereby the government takes

a fixed proportion of revenue. It falls into the
The ordering of items in a sequential sale category of fixed-fee (lump sum) bidding
matters to the extent that bidders can shade described earlier as bidders bid a lump sum
their bids on initial sales to signal lower value given the revenue share. Naturally, bids will
and so through affiliation induce others to bid correspondingly be lower since the firm's
lower in later auctions. Hausch (1986) considers income will then be lower. In consequence, the
this a significant problem and advocates often firm's risk in undertaking the service will be
the use of simultaneous rather than sequential reduced.
auctions. In a reply to his analysis Rothkopf,
Dougherty and Rose (1986) cite the example of Parties involved in contracts are often large so
the US design of the OCS oil sales. They risks associated with any one contract are small
conclude that "While there was some compared with their overall operations. In such
recognition that deception of the kind that cases, contractual provisions for risk-sharing, as
occurs in Hausch's model might play a part in seen in many procurement contracts, cannot be
bidding behavior, this was not considered likely explained by risk aversion. McAfee and
unless the lowest-valued tracts on a prospect McMillan (1986) have shown that even when
were offered in the earlier sessions." Profits participants are risk neutral, there is an
from sales come from high variances in the incentive for the principal to share risk. They
bidder's valuations, not from the high value identify the following three effects in the
itself. A general rule prescribed by process of risk sharing.
Engelbrecht-Wiggans (1991) is that objects with
high variances in bidders' values should be sold w Revenue sharing tends to induce high total
first. payments by the winning bidder, as it

encourages the risk-averse to raise their
It appears that several distribution franchises in bids -narrowing the gap among all bids.
Bolivia will be due for renewal at the same time Hence it strengthens the competitive
(see Table VII-1 above). Given the discussion pressure that bidders with relatively low
above the following should apply: estimates of the value of winning can put

on bidders with high estimates of the value
m Franchises should be auctioned of winning. Bidding is fiercer the smaller

s quentially; and the differences in the bidders' evaluations
of winning;

Mr those likely to be lowest valued should not
be sold first. w the revenue-sharing scheme shifts some

uncertainty of future revenues from the
winning bidder to the government. If the

7.05 Contract Design bidders are risk-averse, they are willing to
pay more in return for being sheltered

Risk Sharing from risk, in effect incorporating aninsurance premium in their bids. Thus,

The literature on the "principal-agent" issue they will bid higher in the less risky case
provides important insights into how the of revenue sharing than in the fixed-price
allocation of risk between the goverrnment and case, when the bidder bears all the risk;
bidders for distribution franchises can improve and
the outcome for both parties. In practice, mr a third effect, on the other hand, tends to
bidders for franchises are likely to be risk lower the total amount of revenue
averse. Risk aversion implies that they would available to be shared between the
prefer US$50 with certainty to a 50%/6 chance of organizers and the winning franchisee. The
winning US$100 and a 50% chance of winning revenue-sharing scheme alters the winner's
nothing; risk neutrality implies a willingness to incentive to reduce costs since the
take the bet, while risk lovers will pay to take franchuse holder wil also have to sha the
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benefits of this cost reduction with the even more likely to be so in developing
principal. Clearly, if the government countries such as Bolivia. This weakness is
extracts 100% of revenue there will be no exacerbated by the fact that interruption to an
incentive to reduce costs or undertake essential service, such as electricity, cannot be
actions that will generate additional tolerated for any length of time.
revenue.

The enforcement problem is reduced by the
The optimal revenue-sharing scheme will clear and careful drafting of contracts, but as
involve a tradeoff between reducing risk to give the length of contract rises the contingencies
more competitive bidding and the weaker that have to be written into the contract also
incentives for cost minimization that rise.
revenue-sharing induces.

In an attempt to create credible enforcement,
The simplest form of a risk-sharing scheme for the award of concession contracts has often
a distribution franchise involves introducing a involved posting performance bonds (in escrow
flat-rate levy on kWh sales and inviting bidders accounts) in advance. Failure to meet agreed
to compete for the franchise subject to that levy. targets results in set fines. This may be highly
If the levy is set high, the winning bid for some appropriate for Bolivia as it encourages a
franchises may be negative. The process would contractor to meet clearly specified targets,
then be akin to bidding for the minimum without the need for lengthy litigation.
subsidy to operate a franchise. However, this does not offer a solution to all

enforcement problems and can sometimes make
One cautionary point made by Cave (1984) is service quality poorer. For example, if the
that bidders should not be allowed to compete reason for failing to meet the service target is a
by choice of levy because then the authority cash crisis resulting from an underestimate of
must accurately forecast revenue itself and franchise operating costs, fining the company
there is also an additional incentive for bidders will leave them even less cash.
to spread disinformation in terms of potential
revenues. The ultimate sanction available to the

government is the withdrawal of a franchise.
Contract Monitoring and Enforcement This must be truly available to the government

to be credible. It has to be dear to a franchise
It is generally recognized that the authority's holder that an alternative to their operation
ability to set procedures for the auction gives it could be found.
the potential to appropriate much of the
monopoly profit available, if it chooses a In Mexico City, this threat has been achieved by
procedure calculated to achieve this end. franchising water supply and sanitation
Nevertheless, this power depends on the management to four companies -two Bnglish
agency's ability to convince bidders that it will and two French. There is a dear indication that
behave as stated -to commit itself to the subsequent renewals will go to only the most
auction's rules. Unless bidders are convinced efficient of current operators. So active
that they will be held to the terms of the competitive pressure is applied to the franchise
contract, their bidding behavior will be holders. Unfortunately, this type of scheme is
distorted. In particular, they will be tempted to less suitable where franchise holders have to
pursue the strategy of bidding high and then make investments, as the knowledge that they
seeking to negotiate the terms down once the may lose the franchise discourages sunk costs.
contract has been won. This may result in the
allocation of a franchise to an inefficient firm In Bolivia, sufficient distribution companies
with higher tariffs and a poorer service. Thus could (at least temporarily) run another
the regulator needs some form of credible franchise to make removal of a franchise on the
enforcement rule once the authority has grounds of poor service a credible option.
conmmitted itself to a particular bidder. Nonetheless, experience elsewhere suggests that

the loss of a long-term franchise in mid-period
Unfortunately, contract remedies can be among imposes such high costs on both parties that it
the weakest of those the legal system can almost never happens.
deliver. This holds for countries with abundant
expertise and experience i contract law and is
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Duration of Contracts If asset maintenance (as opposed to investment)
is a condition of the contract, very short

Two crucial issues need to be considered. The franchise periods are ruled out: the winner
length of the contract awarded can itself would have little incentive to maintain
influence how efficiently the franchisee equipment if they were not around to suffer the
performs. Additionally, if the franchisee is consequences of a breakdown. The French
expected to make investments, then the length water supply industry has many examples of
of the contract period will affect his investrnent franchise contracts that stipulate maintenance.
behavior. These "affermage" contracts are 12-15 years to

encourage continuous maintenance. Shorter
Leaving aside the question of investment, short- contracts are thought likely to result in
term rather than long-term contracts put more franchisees running down assets as they cannot
competitive pressure on the franchise holder. be sure of operating the contract for long
If they do not perform acceptably, they are enough to make maintenance financially
replaced. It is the threat of losing the franchise worthwhile. While this might be a sufficiently
that serves to ensure compliance with the long period for the water industry, companies
contract terms. with this type of contract have every incentive

to get the municipality to overinvest in capital.
As the contract length increases, the existing This would lower operating costs and raise
franchise holder (the incumbent) gains more their profits. The French system gets round this
specific knowledge about the concession. A by requiring the company to justify all requests
greater knowledge of costs and likely growth for investment and subjects them to scrutiny by
opportunities confers a strategic advantage on the Department of Equipment and the Prefet
this firm. This may manifest as a higher bid at (the official in charge). This is thought to
the time of franchise renewal. However, it is prevent overinvestment as municipalities are
the fact that potential bidders know this firm unwilling to spend voters' money.
has a great deal of inside knowledge that causes
problems -other firms do not bid. If they lose, Once the franchise contract includes a
the} incur costs of bidding while if they win responsibility for investment a new set of issues
they may face the "winner's curse"- if the is introduced. If an objective of awarding a
incumbent is thought to have a better estimate franchise (concession) contract is to encourage
of costs than they do. private investment, it is essential that those

making the investment believe that they can
The longer the time horizon, the more difficult make an acceptable return on this investment.
it becomes to write complete contracts -those If they are not, the investment will not be
in which service provision and price are made.
specified under all eventualities. Complete
contracts are not always desirable as they fail to Four possible scenarios can be considered:
take into account technical innovation.
Nonetheless, the greater the incompleteness, the 1) Unlimited Concession: This is franchising
greater is the need for regulation of the contract in the sense that a contract can be awarded
holder. If a contract is very long term, the for the indefinite provision of a service
franchise holder is an effective monopolist. (which requires the winner to invest in,

operate and maintain assets). It is
S1, ser franchise periods do, therefore, have superficially different from the sale of
sol advantages regarding efficiency. This is ownership rights in that failure to meet
offset to some extent if the risk facing a bidder conditions of the contract can lead to the
is increased as the duration of the contract falls. transfer of assets to the State.
This leads them to bid less (or charge more) to
run A shorter franchise. There are also costs In practice, however, there is no effective
asF ted with frequent franchise renewals. difference between such an arrangement
Th(. issuing the contract (e.g., the and privatization or capitalization. Under
government) incur the "processing cost" of all alternatives a regional monopoly is
writing contracts and requests for proposals created which has to be regulated. Failure
while potential bidders spend substantial to meet the termns of regulation can lead to
amounts of time preparing evidence of their loss of the right to operate. This form of
suitability to operate the franchise. franchising does not provide any threat of
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competition. Moreover, a private depreciation provision. From the limited
distribution company faces the threat of a evidence available, it appears that when
takeover (if managerial slack leaves scope the service has gone from public to private
for profitable cost reduction) whereas the (concession contract), investment and prices
holder of an unlimited franchise is less have increased.
likely to face this discipline"0.

4) Asset life longer than concession period:
2) Concession Period No less than Asset For asset lives that are very long, as they

Life: Provided the regulatory system are in electricity distribution and
allows the consumer tariff to reflect transmission, a strong argument can be
capacity costs, a very long concession made for limiting the franchise period to
period ensures the incumbent an adequate less than asset life. Even with contract
return on investment. The cost of very periods of 25 years, the main gains from
long concession periods (e.g., 60 years) is franchising are derived from the
that the threat of losing the franchise is competition for renewal. Strategic
removed and a regional monopoly is advantages mean that the longer the
established. As writing a contract contract period the less likely it is that any
governing all aspects of price and existing franchise holder will face a serious
performance over very long periods is challenge for the contract when it expires.
impossible, the concession holder has to be When a company knows it will face the
regulated as if they were a private test of competitive franchise renewal, it
monopoly (which in effect they are). The will work harder to improve services
gain from franchising per se is very small before this competition, than a company
as the threat of competitive renewal rarely which can only lose its franchise if the
occurs and, given the strategic advantages service quality becomes very poor. For
any long-term incumbent would have, these reasons a franchise period of 25
there is almost no risk of losing the rather than 40 years offers greater potential
franchise. efficiency.

In Argentina, concessions have been However, this potential will only be
awarded for 60 years in the ESI. This is realized if the incumbent can be sure of
principally a means of achieving getting a fair price for his investment.
privatization where the legal framework Without this belief the franchise holder
makes transfer of assets from the state very will make too little investment. It would
difficult. also increase the risk of entering into a

franchise, raising tariffs to consumers and
3) Guaranteed Payback Within Concession limiting private sector involvement. The

Period: By accelerating the depreciation of viability of a 25 rather than a 40-year
an asset over say 15 rather than 30 years franchise rests, therefore, on finding a
and allowing the customer tariff to reflect suitable mechanism for asset valuation and
this, the concession holder can be transfer.
guaranteed to recoup the cost of
investment. The cost of doing this is, of Regulation and Natural Monopoly
course, that the consumer pays more for Franchising
the franchised service than necessary. The
potential gains from competitive franchise The evidence from the academic literature
renewal do remain (unlike the example presented above is conclusive on the need for
above). There is, therefore, likely to be a regulation of monopoly franchises. Franchising
tradeoff between higher capacity charges introduces competitive pressures which can
and greater operating efficiency. modify the behavior of monopoly suppliers and

hence lessen (but not replace) the need for
In France, concession contracts for water regulation. The extent to which this is possible
supply sometimes have this accelerated depends crucially on the length of the franchise

contract awarded.

10 Contract provisions may prohibit transfer of operations to
another company.
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In distribution and transmission in Bolivia, the There are three broad types of franchise
need for regulation is likely to remain high. contracts: management, "affermage" and
The reasons for this are that: "concession.' These differ in the degree of

responsibility passed to the private operator.
aw New investments and expansion of the Table VII-3 presents a summary of contract

network are required; types by responsibility.

w ~ae contract period would need to be The most common form is affermage or lease-
sufficiently long to justify such investment; holding contract. Here the municipality retains
and so responsibility for financing and commissioning

new investment. The role of the company is to
s regulation has to extend beyond operate and maintain the system, advise on

monitoring the contract to the standard new investment and often, but not always, to
range of price and quality issues of undertake renewal investment. This type of
monopoly regulation. These are discussed contract is typically for between 12 and 15
in depth in Chapter 6. years.

The gain from relatively long-term franchising, Concession contracts devolve the greatest
e.g., 25 years for distribution, lies principally in responsibility to the franchise holder, making
the threat of non-renewal of the contract. This, the company responsible for all new (as well as
we would argue, assists the regulator but is far renewal) investment. At the end of the contract
from sufficient to replace him. all assets revert to municipal ownership, with

the consequence that the franchise period has to
Contract Types in Practice be sufficiently long (25-30 years) to permit cost

recovery'.
The Case of Water Distribution in France:
Although water and sewerage service provision Management contracts have various forms but
have the characteristics of natural monopolies the common feature is that responsibility of the
in any particular locality, many attempts have franchisee is limited to operating the network.
been made to use market forces in this The franchisee has no role in investment
industry. In the UK, the government privatized decisions. Remuneration generaDy comprises a
water companies by region, relying on set fee and, sometimes, a productivity bonus or
comparative competition between them -via profit share. These are the shortest contracts of
data reported to the regulator- to provide the three types considered -generally lasting
incentives for cost minimization. In France, for five years.
competition for franchises to operate water and
sewerage assets owned by local municipalities For affermage and concession contracts, initial
has been the method chosen. This serves as a prices are set within the contract. Afterwards,
valuable case study. prices are indexed based on a weighted average

of economy-wide price indices for key inputs.
France's 36,000 municipalities hold This reduces the risk to long-term franchise
responsibility for the provision of water and holders. In contrast, under management
sewerage services. Municipalities individualy, contracts prices are set by the municipality.
or grouped as syndicates, can choose whether
to provide services themselves or to offer All forms of contracts specify many
franchises for competitive bidding. It is performance criteria which have to be met
claimed that this tradition can be traced back to ranging from quality and quantity of supply to
the Renaissance and is well documented from provision of fire hydrants. A key element of
the mid 19th Century". Nowadays, water the contract specification is that local services
treatment and distribution is often franchised are to be monitored by local government.
with the result that more than 40 million people Provided the performance criteria are
in France receive some water or sewerage
services from a private comipany. 12

s An alterrtive usd until recetly in UK (ITV) commercial
teklviswn uas to require the mcommg operator to buy the assets
from the outgoing fnchse holder. Prices are not fired, but the
requirement to begin broadcasting on a rtain date encouraged

The Compagnie Ginirale des Eaux was created in 1853. agremnt.
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Table V11-3: Main Types of Franchising and Service Contracts: Comparison of Their Main Features

Type of contract Concession Lease hold Management Service

English Franchise Franchise Contract Contract

French "concession" "Affermage" "Gerance" Services

Who finances new works? operator municipality' municipality municipality

Who sets rates paid by the subscriber? municipality as municipality municipality municipality
per contract as per contract

Subscribers are bound contractually to operator operator municipality municipality

Operator's remuneration included in included in as per physical as per contract
rates rates parameters

municipal expenses surcharge surcharge receipts receipts

Duration of the contract 20/30 years 10/12 years French 5 years short

Responsibility of the private operator very high high average minimal

Financial commitment of the private very high high average minimal
operator

Note: ' Municipalty or association ofm unicpjalities (or any other public authonties)

transparent (they mean the same thing to both quality vary across bids. Discussions with
parties) municipalities are in a good position to industry analysts suggest that straightforward
observe the behavior of the franchise holder contracts based on minimum service quality
and successfully enforce the contract at with competition over price have produced the
reasonable cost. On the other hand, greatest benefits.
comparisons across the industry -to identify
best practice- are much more difficult. There has been increasing concentration in
Corruption may also be easier at a local level. ownership in the French water industry over

the last 20 years. Two large diversified
Perfornance companies (Compagnie Generale des Eaux and

Lyonnaise de Eaux-Dumez) together now
The initial motivation for a municipality comprise 63% of the market. It appears that
franchising was often the prospect of having to competition for new contracts has decreased in
make substantial investments. It is generally recent years -to the extent that the French
thought that private companies would be more Office of Competition threatened intervention in
successful in raising capital, would have the late 1980s. A necessary condition for
management skills lacking in small franchising to introduce competition into a
municipalities and that customers would more monopoly industry is that competition exists for
readily accept price increases (to pay for the franchise.
investments) from private suppliers. Even where competition for the initial franchise

Traditionally, the bidding for initial franchise has been intense, criticisms have been made on
contracts has been fiercely competitive. As a the ability of this system to sustain competitive
result, efficiency gains have almost certainly pressures during and beyond the first term of
been achieved -leaving the consumer with a the franchise.
better price and service quality mix.
Apparently competitive bidding has been The initial efficiency gains (often accompanied
criticized for failing to choose the combination by redundancies) are diluted by the French
favored by customers, when both price and public service law which elevates continuity of
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service above other contractual agreements. of much plant and equipment. As the company
Therefore, if a company can point to unforeseen has to recoup its investment cost over this
circumstances (force majeure) it will be entitled shorter period (as it may not get a renewal) the
to pass cost increases onto municipalities. Such customer pays higher bills to cover artificially
circumstances include steep price rises of accelerated depreciation of assets".4
inputs, implications of governrent policy
decisions and new international conventions Water supply and sewerage are seen as
and treaties. separate functions with independent franchise

contracts. Despite this, sewerage contracts have
In the event of a franchisee submitting an usually gone to the company holding the water
unrealistic bid, the municipality faces the option supply franchise. This has led to some doubt
of enforcing the contract and seeing the private as to the extent of genuinely open competition.
company go bankrupt or allowing standards to
drop. It is often argued that the latter option The Case of Electricity Supply in Cote
would be preferred -further encouraging D'ivoire:'s The national electricity utility
unrealistic bids. In the French case this is -Energie Electrique de la Cote d'lvoire
unlikely to be a problem as the three main (EECI)- was created in 1952. Starting from a
companies are very powerful commercial base of MW installed capacity and 2,500
entities. This has not, however, resulted in customers it has grown to 918 MW and 415000
many cases of companies losing their franchise customers (1991 figures).
either mid-period or to competitors.

The financial position of the company
Of more general relevance is the problem of deteriorated sharply during the 1980s due to a
incumbent advantage and duration of contracts. combination of drought (requiring a switch
The former is a problem because having owned away from hydro power), mismanagement and
a franchise for a long period, a company has rural electrification projects which produced
such a large information advantage (e.g., lower than expected benefits. To solve its cash
knowledge of asset quality and market cost and flow problem, EECI used bank overdrafts,
demand) that it stands a good chance of paying commercial interest rates. By October
winning a renewal even if it is not the most 1990, EECI had a negative net worth of US$500
efficient bidder"3. Indeed, to date contracts mnillion.
have rarely changed from one private company
to another. In November 1990 a 18-year contract was

signed with a private sector company
Management contracts (in which the company -Companie Ivoirienne d'Electricite (CIE)- to
simply operates the assets) suffer least from this operate and maintain the assets of the power
problem as contract renewals are relatively company. Ownership is 51% overseas and 49%
frequent. However, the separation of operation local (24% government, 5% CIE employees and
and maintenance brings its own problers. The 20% private investors).
municipality does not have the detailed
operating information necessary for effective Although the Government is bound to pay for
maintenance while the franchisee can make any new investment, CIE has the responsibility
operational decisions that ignore the for maintenance. The contract was awarded by
implications for maintenance. negotiation rather than via the auction process.

The longest franchise periods are those for
concession contracts. Nonetheless, a contract 14 The French als aU,o provisinfor rewml investment costs
life of 25 years is much less than the asset life to be oft s against profit bg'ore the i,vment, is acualy

required. Companies can therfore build p large mneal funds
and hae used thee tofund acquisitions.

13 This is not an issue when the franchise is first offered 15 This section draws on a paper presented by L Cosenma to a
provided all of the relevant cost/demand information is placed in seminar in Kenya on the importance of electricty m a developmg
the public domam -where all potential bidders have equal access. country and the rokl of the pnvate sector in its development.
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CIE receives approximately 62% of the average result in an agreed sale of assets. The range of
tariff (US$0.15) and pays 38% to the potential values for these assets lie between
Govermnent as a lease payment. No regulatory scrap value on one hand and replacement value
framework is in place although the contract for on the other. In this case, access to expert
operation specifies several conditions that have arbitration or at least clear guidelines on
to be met. acceptable asset valuation will be required.

This concession contract has produced a general It is also true that the financial bids for a
improvement in utility performance. This is concession have to contain some estimate of
shown by: asset values. Without the ability to assess the

accuracy of the bids there is a risk that over
Kw A 38% reduction in the annual outage bidding will occur and that the subsequent

time; winner will be forced to reduce service quality.
Hence even if free negotiation between parties

gw a reduction in private sector accounts is the route chosen for asset transfer, there will
receivable from 10% to 4% of billing; be a need to establish a mechanism for asset

valuation.
NW a move into modest profitability after a

year of operation; Methods of Asset Valuation

ow an increase in the resources devoted to Assets are often valued at the price originally
customer service; and paid, their historic cost. However, in a country

such as Bolivia, which has experienced periods
plans for additional private sector of high inflation, the actual cost of replacing a
participation in the electricity sector. long-lived asset will be far greater than its

historic cost. Thus, a concession holder would
7.06 Asset Valuation and need to revalue assets before selling them at the

Transfer end of the concession period (assuming they
lost the franchise).

Are Fornal Procedures Required? Methods of reevaluation fall into four

In the auction of independent television licenses categories:
in the UK, several changes of ownership took / Replacement cost less depreciation (net
place. As a result, the new regional license replacement cost);
holders entered into negotiation-s with the losers / indexed historic cost less depreciation (net
for television studios and other assets. The historic cost);
negotiations were only sometimes successfully / net realizable value; and
concluded (e.g., TVS sold their assets to v modern equivalent asset value less
Meridian). Usually, the loser chose to use the depreciation (net modem equivalent
assets for a new purpose, or the new license value).
holder chose a greenfield site (i.e., new assets).

Net replacement cost is based upon the cost
today of an identical asset, less depreciation.

In electricity distribution, the value to anyone The expected lifetime of particular electricity
else but the franchise holder (shadow value) of sector assets can be deduced by suitable
distribution assets is very low as these assets international comparisons, and depreciation can
have few, if any, other uses. On the other be taken to occur over this lifetime. This
hand, the new franchise holder would not be method may not be feasible in practice as
able to run local distribution without these changes in technology make it impossible or
assets (assuming building replacements is nonsensical to find an identical asset to the one
prohibitively expensive). There is no guarantee, purchased 35 years previously.
however, that the coincidence of need will
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Indexed historic cost less depreciation takes the historic costs'6 . Obtaining tenders for most
original purchase price of the assets and electricity supply industry assets is relatively
updates the value using suitable indices to easy and these show the MEA value that can
reflect the current replacement cost. This value then be depreciated as necessary.
is then depreciated as above. Where indices are
accurate, the valuation will be identical to the Asset Valuation in the Bolivian ESI
net replacement cost. As above, there is the
problem of basing the value of an asset on Our understanding of the current situation is
possibly outdated technology. However, this that three different methods of asset valuation
method does have the advantage that it is are effectively in operation:
straightforward (once the indices are agreed)
and transparent to all parties. w COBEE's assets are valued in historic cost

terms in US$ and depreciated using
Net realizable value of an asset assumes that standard asset life times. Expressed in
the asset can be sold and represents the local currency, these assets will have been
expected market price under such a sale. While revalued broadly in line with the inflation
the opportunities to sell the assets of a natural differential between Bolivia and the USA
monopoly are extremely limited, selling the -but they are undervalued (in current cost
company as a going concern may be possible. terms) to the extent they have not taken
In this case, the market valuation of the account of US$ inflation:'7
company can be taken as an indication of the
expected present value of the future earnings of e ENDE's assets have traditionally been
the company's assets. If a stock market valued in historic cost terms -with
functions reasonably efficiently, the market revaluation each year and depreciated
valuation over a given period will itself be using standard assets life times. We
fai 'objective. This has led to its widespread understand that recent changes have
use. Three problems with this measure should, brought these closer to depreciated MEA
however, be noted: values; and

sr Companies may not be quoted on the r Other distribution companies governed by
stock exchange; DINE's regulation have used historic cost

valuation with periodic revaluation. Given
o trade may be so low, or speculative the pattern of inflation in Bolivia, this has

activity so high, as to make valuation led to large swings in asset values between
unreliable; and revaluation periods.

any change to the regulatory regime, A uniform method of asset valuation might be
which influences future earnings, will be required to encourage competition for
reflected in the market valuation. Hence a franchises and ensuring agreement on what is
company making an investment today will fair asset transfer value'8. The standard practice
probably be less certain over its value in for the purposes of taxation (used in the UK,
future if this valuation method is used.

The modern equivalent asset (MEA) notion of 16 Potential problems arise zf an asset is part of a larger network.
asset valuation recognizes that technological The MEA value of the asset will dpend on the network which
and other changes may mean that equipment should, in theory, be itself re-rstimated bosed on modern
in-, alled today to fulfil the same function as teimology.
older plant would be different and cost much 17 This is because the exchange rate Ls assumed to movw to reflect
less in today's prices. This is generally thought the inflation dfferential in the long tem.
to be the most sound method in economic
teni.s relying on current costs rather than is This shouid be m Bolivianos although there is no rwson why

COBEE or any other cmpany should not also report the USS
value.
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Australia and Argentina among others) is to The problem with all these measures is that
take the minimum of recoverable and revaluation to current cost standards would
replacement cost. This usually means a choice probably raise consumer tariffs. Thus, a conflict
of: exists between the objectives of efficiency and

attracting private capital on one hand, and
/ Indexed historic cost less depreciation; social acceptability on the other.
/ audited MEA value less depreciation; and
/ market valuation of assets or the estimated Calculating the size of the tariff increase is

present value of their future earnings'9 . difficult. It may not be large -ENDE, for
example, already uses current cost valuation.

This implies some form of current cost The effect of this revaluation -at least from
valuation -which is theoretically appealing indexed historic cost- is easy to calculate. This
-new assets are, after all, purchased at today's has to be undertaken before the implications for
prices. There can, however, be a vast disparity tariffs can be assessed. It is quite possible that
between methods. For example, the initial with this information the government may
market value of the privatized water companies choose to phase in any implied tariff increase
of England and Wales was approximately over a transitional period of five years.
£15,000 million (US$23,000 million) in March
1993. At this time, the total net value of Asset Transfer
industry assets at current cost was £140,000
million. Establishing a uniform method of valuation

would help asset transfer in case of a franchise
In the Bolivian context, only some distribution being lost. In fact, investment throughout the
companies would have market values. If all the franchise period will be encouraged if a formula
major distributors had a reliable market exists for repurchase at an independently
valuation, splitting the required asset valuation audited value. Auditing is likely to be required
into two categories may be possible. All large as a franchise holder who is to be replaced will
distributors would have to satisfy the criteria have an incentive to overstate the asset value or
set out above. Small distributors could rely on to run down the assets before the handover.
indexed historic cost less depreciation, perhaps
with audited MEA revaluation every 10 years. An argument has also been made that reducing

the bargaining costs associated with an asset
This would assist meeting efficiency objectives transfer (which a valuation rule and transfer
and provide a stable basis for private sector procedure would do) makes competition for the
involvement. The latter would, however, be franchise more likely in the first place. 20

contingent on a regulatory environment that
allowed future revenues to be forecast with So far, we have concentrated on physical assets.
reasonable confidence, e.g., no frequent However, the inability to transfer human capital
resetting of allowable retums. It could be (resources) can act as a serious impediment to
argued that relying on just one measure would competition for the franchise. This arises if
lower the regulatory burden carried by employees are more valuable with the existing
companies -although a choice of measures is franchise holder -which they may be if they
usually preferred by the private sector. If one require retraining to work in a new company.
measure is to be used, MEA is the most This may discourage competition but it is
accurate (efficient) while indexed historic cost is highly questionable whether it can, or even
the simplest to administer. All these measures should, be prevented.
require some auditing as a franchisee will often
have incentives to misrepresent their asset A separate issue concerns repaying the
values. franchise bidder for some of the initial fee if the

franchise is taken away from them due to poor

19 When both can be calculated recoverable cost is the maximum
of the two. 20 Vickers and Yarrow (1989).
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performance. The idea is that they bid based the time of writing, been renewed. However, it
on estimated earnings over the life of the is far from clear that bidding under new terms
contract. This might appear unnecessary as it could be entered for COBEE. This leaves the
is "fair" for the franchisee to lose out if they fail renewal in the year 2005 of the SEPSA, CESSA
to perform. The problem lies in the definition and SETAR franchises as probably the earliest
of the conditions for removal of the franchise. option for restructuring the franchising
If these are not clear any private investor will arrangements.
face a large risk and bid either less or not bid at
all. For this reason, it may be better to have a Here, our conclusions do not imply any need
set range of fines for failure to meet specific for an immediate change in policy regarding
performance criteria (levied against a distribution franchising. However, it is always
performance bond lodged in advance by the possible that a company would be unable to
company) and an agreement to repay a fixed complete its franchise because of poor
proportion of the bid if the franchise is performance or bankruptcy. What follows,
removed due to more generally defined therefore, is our analysis of the best means of
unacceptable performance. A formula for such modifying the current franchising arrangements
repayment is contained in the sample French to introduce the threat of competition at
water contract given in Annex C. renewal.

The obstacle to competitive franchising is best
7.07 Summary and removed by establishing an acceptable method

Conclusions of asset valuation. International practice
suggests that companies should choose the
minimum of:

The current situation in Bolivia is one where
distribution is carried out under long-term / Indexed historic cost less depreciation;
franchise agreements but where competition for / audited MEA value less depreciation; and
franchises cannot effectively occur. Assets are / market valuation of assets or the (audited)
owned by incumbents and potential bidders estimated present value of their future
must obtain an agreement to lease or purchase earnings.
these assets before making a bid.

hNew franchise contracts should require existing
Our analysis suggests that the existing method assets to be valued before bidding. Restricting
of allocating distribution franchises can be smaller distribution companies to the first two
modified relatively easily to make it more options -with the government providing the
competitive. Competitive franchising can bring relevant cost-inflation index to reduce the
efficiency gains for electricity distribution mn regulatory burden- may be appropriate. It
Bolivia. It cannot replace regulation but can will become important to establish an
bring some competitive pressure to bear on arbitration procedure where the parties disagree
distributors, over asset valuation. Typically, each party

would have the right to appoint an expert to
Given this situation, two key questions arse: the arbitration panel with an agreed

/ How can franchising be made competitive? cirperson
/ what is the optimal form of competitive Both theory and evidence from franchising

franchise for distribution in Bolivia? water distribution in France suggest that
incumbents are, in practice, likely to secure

One option for more competition would be to contract renewals even with a formal asset
modify the franchises for the areas presently valuation procedure. The threat of competition
served by COBEE, SEPSA, CESSA and SETAR is only significant where the potential cost
to introduce genuine competition into the saving from eradicating inefficiency outweighs
bidding process when they are to be renewed. the costs of bidding.
The franchises awarded to COBEE have not, at
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As for the optimal form of a distribution reservation prices or entry fees can raise
franchise, we have considered several issues. the competitiveness of bidding when there

are few bidders -improving efficiency.
The duration of a contract has a key role in This can, however, leave the government
determining the efficiency of a franchise. As running distribution franchises;
the duration of the contract increases, the threat
of losing it falls. The length of a contract o as much information as possible on the
should therefore be as short as is feasible. In future costs and revenues of the franchise
the Bolivian context, investment in distribution should be available to all bidders
assets requires a longer contract life. This does -increasing efficiency and private sector
not have to be as long as the asset lives participation;
themselves provided an acceptable mechanism
for asset valuation and transfer exists. 'w since a franchise is likely to be valued in

the same way by most parties, "the English
Asset valuation can be carried out fairly simply or Open auction" should generate the most
according to international norms. If this is information and therefore competition
combined with an accepted arbitration -improving efficiency;
procedure, investors will have a strong
guarantee of receiving a fair return on their sw however, if there is a danger of only one
assets even in case of losing a franchise. bidder, the sealed bid auction is preferable.
Formal asset valuation and transfer procedures This will also be the case if collusion
have been in operation in France for many would result from a few bidders
years. Establishing acceptable asset valuation recognizing each other in an open auction;
and transfer procedures in Bolivia is possible.

or franchises should be auctioned
Discussions with the major distributors in sequentially;
Bolivia suggest that a franchise period of 25
years is no less acceptable than the 40-year or those likely to be lowest valued should not
period currently in operation. Given the be sold first; and
advantages of a shorter franchise duration,
distribution franchise contracts should be w competition for a franchise contract may be
limited to 25 years. sufficient to get terms which appear to

serve the consumer efficiently, but the
The following conclusions can be drawn from govemment still faces the task of making
the literature on franchising that we have the franchisee keep to the terms of the
considered: contract. It is therefore essential that the

contract is very dearly specified and that
' The Governnent must specify clear the franchise holder faces credible penalties

minimum standards for the service to be if the promised service is not delivered.
provided. As the aim is to provide the This is easier if distributors are required to
best service for the consumer, rather than open escrow accounts or lodge
to raise the most revenue, bidding should performance bonds against which fines can
be in terms of the minimum price a be levied for the failure to meet clear and
supplier is willing to charge. agreed targets.
Unfortunately, this is unlikely to be
workable either for distribution or The arguments in favor of franchising for
transmission. Bidding can, however, be in distribution broadly generalize to transmission.
terms of monetary investment in the However, here the franchising option is less
franchise or the minimum subsidy attractive for several reasons:
required. It should not be in terms of a
range of choices over quality and price; sr Transmission is not currently franchised in

any form;
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or we are unable to find any examples of While this leads us to reconmmend against
transmnission being franchised in other franchising the transmission entity as a whole,
countries; and good reasons exist to use a form of franchising

-contracting out- for specific transmission
M capitalization would be more complex with activities, e.g., operations as we have argued in

franchised transmission. Chapter IV.



) VIII. COST OF CAPITAL FOR DISTRIBUTORS

"Capital is money, capital is commodities.... By virtue of it being value, it has acquired the occult ability to
add value to itself It brings forth living offspring, or, at the least, lays golden eggs."
Karl Marx (1818-83).

This Chapter discusses alternative methods for inflation rate divided by one plus the Bolivian
calculating the cost of capital to be used for inflation rate. (To the extent that the peso's
setting distribution tariffs. While we discuss value compared with the dollar fluctuates with
the calculation of the overall cost of capital, the other factors, investors will require higher rates
emphasis is on methods for computing the cost of return to compensate for exchange rate risk.)
of equity capital. We look at alternatives to
setting the investor's base cost of capital on the
method prescribed by the draft Electricity Law 8.01 Cost of Capital
("the Law"). All the methods are consistent
with the reform and capitalization objectives. The Basic Notion
The Chapter assesses the strengths and
weaknesses of each method based on the The cost of capital is that rate of return an
specific circumstances and objectives of the investor anticipates receiving in return for
reform and the Electricity Law. providing capital for an investment of a given
Section 8.1 discusses the notion of cost of risk. Since any investor has alternative options
Scapitioand 8.1 discsesathe notion offe t cest of to invest his capital, the required rate of return

captalandhowit eltesto iffren tr,eo will be driven by the overall market for capital.
risk. Section 8.2 outlines the overall objectives w
of the reform and the Electricity Law (the Law)
as th ey relate to the cost of capital. Section 8.3 Th coto aia a w opnns-asthy-eatertive method for Sestima t.i "risk-free" return which can be equated to the
descnbes the v "time-value of money" and a risk component
the cost of capital consistent with these reflecting the fact that the expected return on
objectives. Section 8.4 examines the issue of investment is not guaranteed. The risk-free
country risk, and section 8.5 puts forth the cost of capital reflects the facts that money
conclusions and recommendations. today is always worth more than tomorrow,

Although this Chapter addresses the cost of and that a return must be paid to induce
caia,the cost of lending money. In the United States, 90-day

capital as an independent issue, the cost of U.S. Treasury bills are often used to measure
capital is linked to asset valuation issues and this risk-free rate of return since these bills are
must be considered together. The analysis is short-term and it is believed that the likelihood
based on the current Bolvian accounting of a default of the U.S. government is virtually
practice for the valuation of assets. The . . v r
Bolivian law mandates a form of current cost n
accounting where the value of a company's rates of return and thus have higher costs of
assets and equity are adjusted at the end of the capital.
year according to the U.S. dollar's value The relationship between risk and the cost of
relative to the Bolivian peso. We assume that capital is shown on Exhibit 1. The horizontal
the peso is allowed practicaly to float against axis measures the risk of an investment. The
the dollar such that the change in relative vertical axis measures the required rate of
values in any year is equal to one plus the U.S.

COST OF CAPITAL 115
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return (i.e., the cost of capital) for altemative individual capital structures vary based on
investments. The risk free rate of return, rr, can specific conditions.
be seen on Figure VIII-1 along the vertical axis.
The upward sloping curve to the right of this Return on Equity vs. Return on
rate measures the risk-return relationship. For Investment
example, an investment of risk i has a required
rate of return of ri. The vertical difference A natural question arises whether the ESI
between ri and N measures the additional rate reform should focus on setting a return on
of return that must be paid to an investor to equity or a return on investment (i.e., base net
comr-nsate him for the investment risk. In assets or rate base). With the latter, a specific
matL . - capital markets, the risk-return curve is determination would be necessary for both the
set by competitive pressures. It is important to cost of equity as well as the cost of debt to
note that the risk-return curve changes with calculate an overall weighted cost of capital.
economic conditions and monetary policies With the former, no need exists to set an
(money supply). allowed cost of debt separately. Interest

Required payments on debt would flow through to the
ROR income statement as an expense and be treated
A similarly to other expenses.

Risk-return
line Under "benchmark" and "price-cap" regulation,

the process should focus on setting the cost of
-s r __ equity capital assuming a balanced capital

preim k structure. Under both types of incentive
regulation, the utility will have every incentive

1--- t to reduce the cost of debt since reducing
rf ;interest expense will increase net income.

Risk-freei Thus, there should be no need for the
comr. ent I additional effort of an independent

determination of an appropriate cost of debt as
i Investment Risk the benchmark and price-cap mechanisms are

Figure IX-1: Risk & Required ROR essentially self-regulating. However, this
requires that the cost of equity determination is
made assuming an appropriately balanced

Capital Structure capital structure. The more leveraged the
capital structure is (i.e., the more debt

Companies find capital in two basic ways. included), the higher the resulting cost of
They sell ownership shares to investors (equity equity due to the risk to the equity investor
capital) and they borrow money from banks or from the higher fixed obligations associated
by selling bonds (debt capital). Debt capital, with the interest expense incurred by the
because it has first claim against a company's utility. The utility should not be allowed to
assets, is viewed as less risky and therefore is recover the incremental cost of equity
less expensive than equity capital. On the associated with maintaining an inappropriate
other hand, the major disadvantage of debt capital structure. Although stating an ideal
compared with equity is that debt is inherently capital structure without knowing a specific
less flexible. With debt, the company acquires utility's circumstances is impossible, the 40/60
fixed interest obligations that must be routinely equity to debt ratio currently envisioned in
paid despite financial performance. Equity is Bolivia is within the generally reasonable range
more flexible in that the payment of dividends for utilities.
can be altered or even suspended during
periods of poor financial performance. Well- Types of Risk
run firms attempt to balance the greater
flexibility of equity with the lower cost of debt There are several categories of risks that relate
by maintaining a balanced capital structure. In to cost of capital issues, such as:
the United States, most utilities maintain capital
structures of approximately 50 percent long- o Business risks
term debt and 50 percent equity although
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w Financial structure risks Currency risk is a related factor that increases
the cost of capital to foreign investors.

Er General economy risks Uncertainty about future exchange rates has
similar effects to the uncertainty about future

w Political risks. inflation rates.

These risk categories have direct relevance to Another general economic factor that will affect
the Bolivian ESI reform process. the cost of capital is the level of borrowing

throughout the economy. For example, large
Business Risks. These risks are perhaps the public deficits can compete for the same
most fundamental category of investment risks, sources of financing as other users of capital.
although often not the primary source of The resulting increase in demand for
overall risk. General business risks stem from investment can drive up local interest rates and
the business conditions faced by the particular therefore the cost of capital across the entire
entity including the markets for its products economy.
and services and its costs. These factors will
drive operating earnings and asset values. Political Risks. Investors will require a risk
Particularly for regulated utilities with premium to compensate for political and legal
franchised service territories, general business uncertainty, such as the potential for political or
risk is usually not a major source of concern for civil unrest or the uncompensated taking of
investors. In the United States, the cost of assets. These risks can be mitigated at the
equity capital is lower for regulated utilities outset with contractual guarantees and a strong
than for industry in general. commercial code. Over time, the political risk

premium can be reduced by demonstrated
Financial Structure Risks. These risks are long-term stability and credibility of
associated with a company's capital structure. Government intentions.
Companies with relatively more debt generally
have higher costs of equity capital because of Cost of Capital in Tariff Setting
their greater amount of fixed interest
obligations. The stockholder has only a Significant benefits to consumers and the
residual claim on a company's earnings and economy will accrue from setting rates of
assets, after lenders have been paid. This return for utilities that properly reflect their
increases the chances that there may be underlying costs of capital. Setting the rate of
insufficient resources from which to pay return as close to the cost of capital as
dividends to equity holders. To attract equity practicable will help ensure that consumers will
capital, the greater the proportion of a pay the lowest rates over the long haul. If the
company's debt financing, the greater the risk rate of return is set higher than the cost of
premium that must be paid to investors. capital, investors will earn a return higher than

they could obtain elsewhere for an investment
General Economy Risks. Inflation is a big of similar risk. That extra return will be
determinant of the nominal return required by collected by the utility through tariffs, thereby
investors. If investors require a real rate of harming customers. If the rate of return is set
return (i.e., net of inflation) of 5%, and inflation lower than the cost of capital, investors will
is equal to 10%, then investors will require a earn less than they could elsewhere thereby
nominal rate of return of 15.5% (1.05 x 1.10). making it difficult to continue to attract new
However, inflation itself does not cause risk. It capital to the sector. This will also have
is the lack of stability and certainty of price negative effects on customers over time as the
levels that creates risk for investors. That is, if utility finds it more difficult to finance system
expected future inflation is greater than current expansion and even system maintenance thus
levels, required rates of return will be higher reducing the relability of the service.
than historic levels due to the increased risk. Reliability concerns will in tum harm the
Similarly, if expected future inflation is less ability of the Bolivian economy to attract new
than current levels, the cost of capital will fall. investments and sustain overall economic
Since the direction of change in inflation levels growth.
is uncertain, investors demand a risk premium
for this uncertainty (if they earn retums in Setting the proper rate of return also benefits
nominal dollars). the economy by inducing the available capital
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to flow toward the most productive uses. If the some time in the future to account for both
rate of return is set too high, capital will flow base and country risk factors directly but
to the utility where it could be used more cannot now be applied because of a lack of
valuably elsewhere. If it is set too low, capital historical data.) We are overall agreement with
will flow to other less productive uses. the principle of allowing potential investors to

bid on the "country risk" factor. However, we
strongly suggest that bidders be allowed to bid

8.02 Sector Reform and the on a real return basis, net of local inflation,
Cost of Capital thereby protecting investors from variability in

potential price level changes. Nominal returns
would float with local price changes. IfThe Law sets out a revised structure for the potential investors are required to bid nominal

Bolivian ESI. The highlights of the proposed rates of return, the bids might be excessive
reforms include unbundling of the industry. because of past variability in Bolivian price
The envisioned structure would include levels. Although, this issue is partly mitigated
multiple generators, a single translnc ission by Bolivia's current cost accounting methods,
company and multiple distribution companies. we recommend addressing directly the question
The distribution franchises would be set up as of nominal vs. real returns.
conc. -ns for fixed periods. Distribution
comF .s would enter into long-term contracts
with .e generators for 80% of their energy 03 Alternative Methods for
needs. A spot market (electricity pool) would 8 A
be created to supply the remaining 20%. Large Calculating the Cost of
industrial customers would be free to enter into Capital
long-term contracts with generators,
distributors or purchase from the pool. We focus on four alternative methods for

estimating the cost of capital for distributionThe Law also favors the "Price-Cap" method franchises in Bolivia. These include:
for setting distribution tariffs. Under the
proposed method, the utility's revenues would w Comparable Eamings (CE)
be set to recover its costs, including a return on
investment. The return required by investors r Benchmark Rate of Retum (BRoR)
in Bolivian utilities would include a base cost
of capital component and an adjustment for e Discounted Cash Flow (DCF)
incremental risk associated with local
conditons. The base component would be Er Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM).
roughiy equal to the risk-free rate of return
plus a risk premium for general business and The methods have been modified where
ordinary financial structure risks described in a necessary to ensure that they remain consistent
previous section of this Chapter. The Law with the reform objectives. The following
specifies that the base cost of capital should be sections describe these methods in detail and
set equal to the three-year average of the highlight their relative strengths and
annual returns earned by electricity utilities weaknesses.
listed on the New York and London stock
markets. Although it is not addressed in the Comparable Earnings
Law, we understand that a separate country
risk factor would be structured to account for The CE method is the most consistent of all the
local economic and political risk factors. As methods with the Law. It is used to estimate a
currently envisioned, it would not be directly company's cost of capital by looking at the
set by the industry's regulator, but would book returns on equity (ROE) achieved by a
rather be determined through offers from sample of other companes deemed to be of
entities bidding for the distribution concessions. comparable risk. These achieved ROEs are

The alternative cost of capital methods, then averaged, the result being used to set the
evaluated i the next section, addresses the target rate of return for the target company.evaluated in ~~~~~~~The use of the method relies on the assumptiondetermination of the "base" cost of capital. that the book returns of these comparable risk
(Two of these methods could also be used at companiesbequalttheir true cosoapal.companies equal their true costs of capital.
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This in practice is unlikely to be the case but if relative value of the peso to the U.S. dollar,
the differences are believed to be small, the U.S. inflation is an appropriate component of a
result is deemed to be satisfactory. Bolivian distribution company's base cost of

capital.
In the Bolivian ESI reform, the CE method
would be used to calculate the base rate of Step 3: Calculate the average, real book ROE
return component for its distribution utilities. for the comparison utilities. This step would
The country risk component would be follow only if the Bolivian asset valuation
determined outside this process. As such, the system is not tied to the U.S. dollar. The
comparison utilities would not represent truly nominal ROEs calculated in Step 2 should be
"comparable risk" companies to the Bolivian adjusted for inflation. Different utilities will
distributors but would serve the same purpose have different associated inflation rates on a
for determining the base rate of return year to year basis. To separate the base cost of
component for those distributors. capital component from the country risk factor

component cleanly, the ROEs should be stated
Implementation Steps. The CE method is in real terms (i.e., adjusted for inflation). To do
relatively easy to implement. It requires the so, obtain the official inflation statistics (eg.,
following steps: GNP Implicit Price Deflator or Consumer Price

Index) from the U.S. Department of Commerce
Step 1: Select the comparison utilities. The for each of the last three years. For each year,
Law proposes the use of the three-year average compute a real book ROE by dividing one plus
of the annual returns earned by electric utilities the nominal ROE by one plus the inflation rate.
on the New York and London stock exchanges. Thus, for example, assume that the calculated
We would recommend that some smaller nominal ROE for the comparison utilities in
subset of these utilities be used, perhaps a total 1993 is 11%. Also assume that U.S. inflation for
of 20 to 25 utilities (more than 100 electric that year is 4%. The real ROE achieved by the
utilities are listed on the New York Stock comparison utilities would then be (1 + 0.11) /
Exchange alone). One possibility is to select (1 + 0.04) = 1.067, or 6.7%. This real ROE is a
the electric utilities included in the Dow Jones proxy for the real risk free rate of return plus
utility index. These utilities are used by the an adjustment for business risk and financial
financial community to measure utility financial risk faced by U.S. utilities.
performance. Also, because of different
accounting practices used in the United States Step 4: Calculate the average ROE over the
and the United Kingdom, particularly three-year period. The final step is a simple
regarding asset valuation, reported returns will averaging of the annual ROEs calculated in
not be comparable. We recommend that the Step 2 (or Step 3, if applicable).
comparison group be companies on the New
York exchange or the London exchange, but not Strengths. The primary strengths of the CE
both. For this discussion, we assume that the method are that it is easily calculated, data
comparison group consists of utilities on the requirements are small and easily obtained, and
New York exchange. calculations are transparent. Since the

comparators will all be utilities, it can be
Step 2: Calculate the average, nominal book argued that the resulting estimate will fairly
ROE for the comparison utilities. For each reflect the general business risk associated with
comparison utility, calculate its book ROE for the utility industry.
each of the last three years. The book ROE is
calculated as total earnings reported by the Weaknesses. The primary weakness associated
company divided by the book value of equity. with the CE method is that the returns
For each of the three years, compute a simple achieved by the comparison group are unlikely
(unweighted) average of the comparison to equal their cost of capital at any given time.
utilities' annual ROEs. The result is an U.S. market conditions and the regulatory
average, nominal book ROE for each year. It is policies of the different U.S. state regulators
a proxy for the real risk free rate of return plus will determiine the ROE's earned in any period.
an adjustment for business risk, financial Book rates of return will equal true rates of
structure risk, and U.S. inflation faced by U.S. return only by chance. Differences in
utilities. Since Bolivian accounting methods accounting treatment across regulatory
revalue assets and equity annually based on the jurisdictions and inflation add to the problem,
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particularly if one uses a historical cost asset equity holders for general business risk and
valuation system. (Replacement cost systems ordinary financial structure risk.
reduce, but do not eliminate, the difference
between book and market values -true rates of Implementation Steps. The Benchmark
return.) Focusing on real rates of return and method as set out in the previous paragraph is
expanding the size of the comparison group the easiest of all the methods to implement.
will reduce the size of the problem but will not The National Superintendency of Electricity
eliminate it. could use the FERC benchmark directly. It

could also substitute for U.S. Treasury bonds
Benchmark Rate of Return with another index.

The BRoR method was formerly used by the Step 1: Calculate the appropriate index.
U.S. Federal Energy Regulatory Conmuission Calculate the U.S. 10-year bond interest rate (or
(FERC) in setting tariffs for wholesale power other index) for the year in question.
transactions in the U.S. The FERC moved away Alternatively, simply use the FERC's
from calculating specific rates of return for each calculation published annually. Add 400 basis
utility under its jurisdiction during the 1980s points to this rate to arrive at the nominal
because of disagreements over methods and benchmark cost of equity.
their implementation and the resulting time
consumed addressing the issue during rate- Step 2: Adjust for U.S. inflation, if applicable.
setting proceedings. Until the end of 1991, the As with the CE method, if asset values are not
FERC calculated a generic rate of return to tied to the U.S. dollar as under current Bolivian
apply to all the utilities under its jurisdiction. accounting practice, the base rate of return
This generic rate of return was adjusted component should be stated in real terms to
quarterly. However, the rate of return for a separate it from the country risk component.
specific utility did not automatically adjust to Adjust the nominal rate calculated in Step 1 by
the new level. The new rate was only applied the U.S. inflation rate for that year as in the
to utilities who filed tariff adjustments during calculation for the CE method. That is, divide
the period in which it was in effect. This rate one plus the nominal rate by one plus the U.S.
remained in effect for that utility until it came inflation rate to arrive at the estimated real cost
before the FERC for another tariff adjustment. of capital for that year.
Depending on a particular utility's
circumstances, the FERC would make upward Strengths. This is the easiest method to
adjustments to the benchmark if a specific implement, requiring the least time and data.
utility bore the burden of proof that a higher All data are easily obtainable. As with the CE
return was necessary (eg., because of serious method, the calculation is transparent to all
financial difficulties). In large part because parties.
more utilities began to attempt to show that
higher returns were necessary because of their Weaknesses. The Benchmark method shares
specific circumstances, the FERC gave up its the major weakness of the CE method. The
experiment with its benchmark and went back benchmark cost of capital will equal the true
to calculating the cost of capital on a utility by cost of capital only by coincidence. In fact, it is
utility basis. less likely than all the other methods to track

the true cost of capital because its risk adder,
However, the FERC continues to use a the 400 basis points, is a proxy for the
benchmark cost of equity for certain other "average" business risk across business cycles
regulatory purposes. This benchmark, set once and does not reflect changes in business
a year, is calculated as the interest rate on 10- conditions or financial markets.
year government bonds (the U.S. Treasury
Department's 10-year constant maturity series), Discounted Cash Flow
computed on the monthly average, plus 4
percentage points (400 basis points). The The DCF method is the most commonly used
interest rate on 10-year bonds theoretically method for setting allowed rates of return on
captures the time value of money (i.e., the risk- equity for electric utilities in the United States.
free real rate of return) and expected long-term Under the method, the market price of a stock
inflation. The 400 basis points can be thought is equal to the present value of the sum of the
of as the premium required to compensate
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cash flows that investors expect from the stock. Bolivian utilities by applying it to a comparison
The basic formula is stated as: group of U.S. or other utilities.)

()PV= - g CFY Step 1: Calculate the dividend rate of growth,
() + ( rJY g. Several approaches for estimating g exist.

The first is to use historical averages of
dividend growth over some period, for

where: example, five years. Historical growth in a
company's earnings or book value per share is

PV = net present value of a stream of sometimes substituted for growth in dividends
future cash flows if the latter is erratic. The second approach is

Cfy = expected cash flow in year y to use forecast dividend growth rates, if
r = the discount rate, equal to the cost of available, from an independent source such as

capital. a rating agency. The third approach is to use
the book ROE multiplied by the proportion of

The method assumes that the cost of capital is earnings not paid out as dividends but retained
expected to remain constant over time, that the within the company, often called "b". This
cash flow in any year is equivalent to the retention ratio can be either historical or
dividend that stockholders receive in that year, forecast, but is generally thought to be stable.
and that the dividends are expected to grow at
a constant rate into the future. Equation (1) can Step 2: Calculate D, next year's dividends.
then be represented as: The most common method used to calculate D,

is to multiply last year's dividends by the
(2) po= = _ estimate for g, calculated above.

e(r-g8)

Step 3: Calculate r, the rate of return.
Substitute the calculated values for g and D,

where: into Equation (3). P0 is represented by the
current stock price.

P0 = the price of the stock at the time of
evaluation Strengths. The DCF method is superior to the

D, = the expected dividend at the end of previous two in that it directly estimates a
the year 1 given firm's cost of capital. Thus, if its

g = the constant growth rate of dividends. assumptions hold, the estimated cost of capital
resulting from this method is likely to be very

Solving Equation (2) for r, the cost of capital, close to the true cost of capital and thus more
yields: likely to achieve the benefits described earlier

Di m this Chapter. That is, such a method may be
(3) r = + g more likely to ensure that customers receive a

Po reliable source of electricity at the lowest cost
possible over the long-term and that capital
flows to its most productive source. Its

The DCF method, then, calculates a company's widespread use is also likely to add a level of
cost of capital as the sum of the expected comfort for both investors and the utility. The
dividend yield at the time of purchase and the data required by this method is easily
expected, constant growth rate of dividends. obtainable.

Implementation Steps. Obviously, because Weaknesses. The method cannot be used to
none of the Bolivian distribution utilities have set an initial cost of capital for Bolivian utilities
yet issued shares, this method cannot be used directly. In addition, if it were to be used at
to estimate their initial cost of capital directly. some time in the future to adjust rates of
The method can be used, however, to adjust return, it still faces some serious limitations.
these companies' costs of capital in the future The DCF assumptions require generally stable
after they have shown dividend yield and conditions to hold. Inflation presents a
growth histories. (The method can also be particular difficulty for this method. When the
used to set the initial "base" cost of capital for historical period is characterized by variable

rates of inflation, estimating g is very difficult,
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the dividend growth rate, or any of its proxies one fluctuate more than the market and have
described above. We would not recommend more risk, companies with betas less than one
that this method be used to estimate a Bolivian fluctuate less than the market and have less
utility's cost of capital directly. risk. For example, a company's stock with a

beta of 2 will decrease on average by 2 percent
Its use has some potential benefits if applied to when the market decreases by 1 percent.
a comparison group of U.S. utilities to derive Similarly, a company's stock with a beta of 0.5
the base cost of capital, but even here, will decrease by M of 1 percent when the
shortcomings exist. The primary disadvantage market decreases by 1 percent.
of using the DCF approach over the CE
approach is that there may be disagreements Once Pf has been determined, its risk-adjusted
among the parties over how to calculate g or its cost of capital can be calculated using the
proxies. A significant proportion of rate (tariff) following formula:
proceedings in the U.S. are spent debating the = r + ff3 (r -

proper calculation of the cost of equity for a I ' '
given utility using this method. There is
seldom, if ever, a consensus among the utilities,
regulator and customer groups. where:

Capital Asset Pricing Model r1 = expected rate of return for company j
rf= current risk free rate of return

The CAPM method explicitly considers the rm = expected rate of return for the market
types of risk for which investors of equity
capital must be compensated. As with any The current risk-free rate of return has the
investment, the ultimate risk to the investor is same meaning as described earlier. In the U.S.
that the realized rate of return will be less than it is frequently measured as the interest rate on
the expected return. The greater the perceived 90-day U.S. Treasury bills. The expected rate of
risk, the higher rate of return demanded. This return for the market, rm, is the return that
is the reason that the risk-return line on Exlhibit investors would expect if they invested their
1 is upward sloping. The CAPM measures risk funds across the full range of potential assets in
using the concept of "beta". Beta is a statistical an economy including stocks, bonds, real estate,
concept. The beta for a given company equals gold, etc. In practice, however, the overall
the covariance of the rate of return on that return of a broad stock market index is often
company and the rate of return on the entire substituted since it is more easily calculated.
market divided by the variance of the rate of Thus, the Standard & Poor's 500 index is
return of the market. Beta can be restated and frequently used in the United States to measure
expressed algebraically as: the market return.

(4) Pi- p .= p0° Im2lementation Steps. As with the DCF
0o method, the CAPM method could not be used

to measure a Bolivian distributor's initial cost
of capital directly since they have no historical

where: financial performance. The CAPM method
could be used in the future to adjust initially

= company j's beta set rates of return and could be used to set the
PO = the correlation between the company base cost of capital component using a subset

and market rates of return of U.S. or British utilities.
a, = the standard deviation of the

company's rate of return Step 1: Calculate P. The calculation of 1
°m = the standard deviation of the market requires the use of standard statistical

rate of return. techniques. As with most such techniques, the
more historical observations available, the more

A company's P, its relative risk, is thus accurate the results obtained. The CAPM
dependent on the correlation of its rate of method becomes less reliable for companies
return with that of the market as well as the with short operating histories. Using as much
size of its return's variability relative to the historical data as available, calculate the
market's. Companies with betas greater than standard deviations of the company's earned
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annual rates of return and the overall market sufficient to measure relative market risk,
rates of return. If being used to estimate a historical estimates of beta do not adequately
Bolivian distributor's rate of return directly, the reflect current betas, and that market risk
annual market rates of return should be based premiums change over time. In short, to the
on a broad measure of returns on Bolivian extent that any of these criticisms are true, then
assets. If being used to calculate the base the use of the CAPM method is not likely to
component by looking at U.S. or British calculate the true cost of capital. The biggest
utilities, use the S&P 500 or similar broad weakness we see from a Bolivian perspective,
market index as proxies for the market returns however, is that the costs of implementing such
in those countries. Also, calculate the a method are greater than for the others
correlation of the market and company annual considered. It is doubtful that the theoretical
retums. Calculate the company P by dividing strengths of this method could offset its more
the standard deviation computed for the annual costly and complicated implementation.
company rates of return by the standard
deviation computed for the annual market
returns, and then multiplying the result by the 8.04 Comments on the
correlation between the market and company Determination of
returns. "Country Risk"

Step 2: Calculate the current risk free rate of
return. Use the 90-day U.S. Treasury bill The measurement of a specific country risk
interest rate or similar short-term government factor to apply to Bolivian distribution utilities
note rate. is difficult since an investor's assessment of

specific country risk factors is inherently
Step 3: Estimate the expected market rate of judgmental. The difficulties are mitigated
return. If using the S&P 500, for example, somewhat by Bolivian current accounting
calculate the average annual real return practices, since any excess of local over U.S.
(reported return less annual inflation) for recent inflation will be captured by annual revaluation
years. No general agreement exists on the most of assets. Nonetheless, difficulties remain. In
appropriate number of years of historical theory, a specific country risk factor could be
experience to average. Ten years will probably calculated by comparing equity returns of
be representative. As in the other methods, if similar companies in Bolivia and elsewhere that
the CAPM is used to calculate the base face similar business risk. In practice,
component of the cost of capital for Bolivian determining comparable business risk
distributors, it is preferable to state it in real, companies in most industries is very difficult,
not nominal, terms. particularly if the companies produce mostly

for the domestic market. Comparing, for
Step 4: Calculate the company cost of capital. example, earned returns of Bolivian copper
Calculate the company expected rate of return producers and U.S. copper producers is
(i.e., the company cost of capital) using unlikely to yield a reliable estimate of country
equation (5) shown above. risk. However, since country risk is inherently

judgmental, the market for capital is the only
Strengths. CAPM is the most sophisticated of potentially reliable guide, difficult or not. One
the methods discussed. It uses a combination possible measure of how foreign investors may
of established financial theory and statistical view Bolivian risk factors in the utility industry
techniques in a way that mirrors how capital is to compare any proposals received by the
markets are suppose to work. In fact, it is often Bolivian government by foreign developers of
argued that the CAPM method is the most private power generation projects to U.S.
consistent of all methods as for theory. experience. U.S. and European firms have been

very active in promoting private power projects
Weaknesses. There are several criticisms of the in South and Central America. For U.S. private
CAPM method that relate to its ability to power projects, developers require returns on
estimate the cost of capital accurately. Many of equity between 15 and 20 percent in nominal
these are quite arcane and are not discussed in terms. Proposed returns greater than these
detail here. These include the fact that stock may be an indicator of how the financial
market indices do not reflect asset market markets perceive financial risk.
returns, the contention that betas are not
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Another possible measure of how the markets Under the second method, a simnilar calculation
view country risk is the passive rate of return could be made using changes in the rates paid
for dollar deposits in Bolivia. (A necessary to commercial lenders by the government of
assumption for the following argument is that Bolivia relative to changes in rates of U.S.
this rate is essentially market driven.) We government securities of similar duration.
understand that the current rate for dollar bank
deposits of approximately 12 months in Bolivia
is about 11 percent. Twelve month certificates 8.05 Conclusions and
of deposit (CDs) in the U.S., a rough equivalent Recommendations
of this passive rate of return, currently pay
approximately 5 percent. Since both these rates
are in dollar terms, this difference should not We assessed the altemative methods for
reflect expectations of local inflation nor estimating the cost of capital, with an emphasis
exchange rate risk This leaves only differences on methods for computing the cost of equity
in risk associated with the banking systems in capital. Under incentive regulation, estimating
the two countries (CDs are insured by the U.S. the cost of capital should assume a balanced
government) and general country risk factors. capital structure. This provides the utility
While the difference in these two rates is likely incentives to reduce the cost of debt since
to provide only a rough guide, it can be used reducing interest payments will increase profits.
with any other estimates, such as the difference
in equity retums between private power Electricity consumers and the economy will
projects, to develop a reasonable range of also benefit from setting rates of return for
estimates for the country risk factor. utilities that properly reflect their underlying

costs of capital. Setting rates of return that
Because of the length of the concessions, being closely reflect capital cost, help to ensure that
able to adjust the country risk factor and the end-user rates are the lowest over the long
base cost of capital component periodically is haul. Proper rates of return also benefit the
desirable. Unfortunately, there is no obviously economy by inducing the available capital to
ideal way to do so. Two possible alternatives flow toward the most productive uses.
to consider are using either the change in risk
premium as measured by the passive dollar The Law favors the "price-cap" regulation for
bank deposit rate or changes in the rate that the distribution tariffs. Under this regulation, the
government of Bolivia pays for new loans from utility's revenues would be set to recover costs,
commercial international lenders. including a return on investment. This return

would include the base cost of capital and a
Under the first method, the country risk risk adjustmnent for local conditions. The base
premium would be adjusted by the percentage component would be equivalent to the risk-free
change in relative risk associated with dollar rate of return plus a risk premium for general
deposits in Bolivia vs. dollar deposits of similar business and ordinary financial structure risks.
length in the U.S. Thus, for example, assume
that a country risk premium of 4% is Based on our assessment of the alternative
negotiated with a concessionaire at the methods for estimating the base cost of capital
beginning of a concession. Also assume that, for Bolivian distributors, the CE method is
while, the passive rate of return as measured recommended. CE would yield the risk-free
by 12-month dollar deposits in Bolivia is 11% rate of return and the risk premium demanded
while the equivalent U.S. rate is 5%. Also by investors for the general business and
assume that at the end of the first tariff financial structure risks faced by U.S. and
Standard Term these rates are 8% and 6%, British utilities.
respectively. The country risk implied by these
rates has thus fallen from 1.11 divided by 1.05, We have to bear in mind that the financial
or 5.71% at the start of the concession, to 1.08 structure risk depends upon how much debt
divided by 1.06, or 1.82%. One could then there is in a utility's capital structure. Long-
adjust the country risk component of the term debt typically makes up about 50/o of a
concession by 1.82/5.71 = 0.32. The country U.S. utility's capital structure. If Bolivian
risk component for the next tariff Standard franchises have capital structures with
Term would then become 4% x 0.32 = 1.28%. proportionately more debt, they will require
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higher returns on equity than U.S. or British is to use such a method to estimate the "base"
experience. component of a Bolivian distributor by using

proxies (i.e., U.S. or British utilities), the extra
We are in general agreement with the principle sophistication represented by applying the DCF
of allowing potential investors to bid on the or CAPM methods is not likely to yield more
"country risk" factor. However, we strongly accurate estimates for Bolivian utilities than the
suggest that bidders be allowed to bid on a real CE method. Although the earned rate of return
return basis, net of local inflation, thereby will equal the cost of capital for a particular
protecting investors from variability in potential utility only by chance in any given year,
price level changes. averaging the earned ROEs for a larger number

of utilities will provide a more accurate
The CE method is consistent with the intentions estimate for the true cost of capital. This
of the Law. We recommend that only U.S. or estimate will almost be better than by using a
British utilities be used as the comparison predetermined estimate of, for example, short-
group, not both. The CE method is both easy term money rates plus 400 basis points such as
and relatively inexpensive to implement as well described earlier under the Benchmark method.
as transparent to all parties. Since the intention
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IX. PRICES AND TARIFFS

"The Price system is just one of thoseformations which man has learned to use after he stumbled upon it without
understanding it."
Friederich A. Hayek

One pillar of the ESI Reform Program is the the creation of the Central Purchasing Agency
draft Electricity Law, which sets up the new to enhance competition in generation, avoiding
regulatory framework. Among other important the tendencies toward vertical reintegration of
matters, the draft bill formulates a new pricing the industry. This recommendation has
system of electricity that intends to provide discarded in favor of direct contracting between
efficiency incentives and sends appropriate cost generators and distributors.
signals to consumers. At the generation level,
the draft bill encourages an open market with Chapter VII examined contract options for the
economic despatch -based on marginal costs. reformed ESI. Although generation prices were
Transmission and distribution prices are to be discussed, most of the recommendations were
regulated. done in the context of a CPA. This Chapter

examines price formation in all segments of the
Transmission and distribution are natural supply chain, but within the regulatory
monopolies which make it inefficient to have environment envisioned in the Electricity Law
competition between either transmission (the "Law")-negotiated prices between
companies supplying the same distributors, or generators and distributors, a short-term (spot)
distributors serving the same consumers. market, transmission charges based on node
However, the monopolist choice of output and prices and the forms for regulation of
price made is not socially optimal -consumers distribution likely to be more suitable for
pay more and receive less than they would Bolivia.
under competitive conditions. Regulation is
therefore required to replace The Chapter starts with a review of the pricing
competition-ideally to make monopolists objectives to assess the regulatory options for
behave as if they operated in a competitive distribution pricing later. Section 9.2 explains
environment. generation and transmission prices. Section 9.3

examines the alternative methods of price
Transmission and distribution entail the regulation in distribution. The last section
operation and maintenance of the "wires" of contains a summary, conclusions and
the high-voltage for the former, and the low- recommendations.
voltage network and distribution of electricity
to final users for the latter. The distribution
function can be separated from the business of 9.01 Pricing Objectives
marketing or selling (or, as it is known in the
UK, supplying) electricity to final users, The GOB pricing objectives are contained in the
although in Bolivia the two functions will be policy letter and the Law. These prices should:
unified.

/ be based upon realistic cost estimates;ESMAP analysis has endorsed the opening of / encourage efficiency; and
the ESI to competition and private sector v/ provide adequate incentives to attract
participation. However, Chapter 3 argues for capital.
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The first two criteria are encompassed by w The 9% nominal rate of return achieved by
efficiency objective. Prices that reflect marginal COBEE is in US$. Thus while 9% is below
costs are a necessary condition for the efficient commercial borrowing rates in Bolivia, it
allocation of resources as only then is the cost represents a significant real return on
of using an additional unit of a resource capital. Indeed, many US$ investments do
reflected in its price'. not yield such high returns.

The objective of providing adequate incentives sw State owned distribution utilities have not
to attract capital is sometimes stated as had to pay commercial rates for their
ensuring the financial viability of private borrowing. Assumning these utilities will
companies-if this is jeopardized capital will raise funds from the private sector in
not flow into this sector. future, commercial rates of return will be

required to fund future investment.
If the options for economnic regulation are to be
evaluated solely on the efficiency and financial For CRE and COBEE (and even for the State
viability objectives, then the outcome may be owned distributers in the near future) a very
socially unacceptable. To illustrate, consider large increase in tariffs would sirnply create a
the effect of regulation that allowed tariffs to very large rise in their profits. All that would
reflect the long run marginal cost (LRMC) of be achieved by this process would be to
distribution. As tariffs set under the current transfer income from consumers to distributors,
rate of return regulation are below LRMC this and the governmnent through corporate taxes.
new regime would result in a substantial The efficiency and financial viability objectives
increase in prices for consumers2. have to be augmented, therefore, by a social

acceptability objective to ensure the viability of
Despite this, distribution companies connected the electricity reform process as a whole.
to the national grid are nearly all financially
viable at current cost and tariff levels. This Discussions with those involved in the ESI
presents something of a paradox as LRMC- suggest that the broad pricing objectives are
based tariffs should cover short-run (marginal) supported in Bolivia. Of course, it does not
operating costs and the cost of capital necessarily follow that the detailed inplications
investment. Tariffs below this level should not of these objectives are either well understood or
permit long-run financial viability, if utilities palatable.
use current cost accounting.

It is important to note that the aims of
The answer to this paradox lies in the (allocative and technical) efficiency fit well with
divergence between the commercial cost of the broader efficiency objectives of the draft
capital embodied in the LRMC calculation and Electricity Law. The same can be said for the
the rate of return currently required by desire to attract private capital. We have
distribution companies to raise capital. That is: already noted the importance of social

acceptability in modifying the original pricing
CRE finances its capital expenditure objective. To be compatible with the goals of
largely through the US$400 initial fee for the reform process discussed in Chapter m, the
membership. Hence, its current rate of regulatory objectives in Bolivia can be stated as
return of approximately 2.5 percent is not ensuring that:
an impediment to either its current
operation or planned expansion. 4 distribution pricing is efficient;

4 private capital is attracted into the
industry;

4 service quality is maintained;
We are assuming no difference betwn prvate and social 4 the outcomes are socially acceptable; and

costs, and that the rest of the economy functios efficiently. 4 the regulatory burden on firms and the
2Frst round estimates prepared by SYNEX wnsultants suggest regulatory agency are reasoable given the
that residentW consumers wouldfa increases of approximately resources at their disposal.
200°h. See Chapter X. This may well be an overestimtate
although theffact that current tariffs are well below LRMC is not
in dispute.
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9.02 Generation and Node Prices

Transmission Prices The maximum price generators can charge

Generation prices will be competitively buyers in the long-term market will be capped
determined, with open access to the by the node price set by the regulator at each
transmission system. Prices will be negotiated node of the interconnection system plus the

transformnation and subtransmission costs.in long-termn contracts between generators, rnfrainadsbrnnisincss
inslong-term condtlaractusers. Node prices are based on the SRMCs of energy

distributors and large users. and power, the transmission loss factors and

Optimal system operation will be achieved by the "toll fees".
meeting system's demand by despatching The basic peak energy and power prices are
generating plants in increasing order of their first calculated on a system's wide basis, and
short-run marginal costs.i then adjusted for each node in the transmission

The wholesale market wil have a spot market, network. Node peak prices depend on the
governed by prices based on short-term amount of additional generating capacity
marginal costs (SRMC). Spot market prices will needed at that node.
be regulated by the Load Dispatch Committee, Peak energy and power loss factors are also
and will be used for electricity transactions estimated for each node. These are based on
among generators, and for supplng distributors the transmission losses associated with meeting
and large users those requirements not cover an additional kWh and kW of demand at each
by their contracts with generators. In the case
of distributors, at least 80% of their node.
requirements will need to be cover by Transmission "toll fees" at each node are added
long-term contracts. onto the power price. We now explain what

The valuation of the electricity delivered by we mean by "toll fees".
generators to the spot market consists of an T
energy and power charge. The energy charge Transmission Revenue
is based on the short-term marginal cost of the
system at that hour of the day, which, in the A dedicated transmission company will manage
absence of supply restrictions, is the the interconnection system. The company's
incremental cost of the marginal generating primary responsibility will be to transport
unit at that moment. Under supply restrictions, electricity, without participating in its
the short-term marginal cost is equal to the commercialization. The transmission company's
unserved energy cost, or outage value at that income will consist of tariff revenues and toll
time. fees. We explain each of these in turn.

The basic energy price corresponds to the Tariff revenues come from the difference in the
expected short-term marginal cost (SRMC) over value of electricity inputs at the production
a 48 months period. These SRMCs are node and the value of electricity withdrawals at
weighted by the forecasted demand in each sub the distribution nodes. Marginal costs of
period and discounted with the opportunity electricity at the various nodes vary by the cost
cost of capital for Bolivia of 10% per year. This of transmission losses. Transmission tariffs are
energy price is estimated for three energy paid automatically together with the transfer
blocks, peak, intermediate and base energy. values of energy and power from the

generators.

Firm power is estimated for each generating
unit by the Load Dispatch Committee from the Transmission tariffs equivalent to these
unit investment cost plus the operation and differentials can be proven to cover the
maintenance costs of a peak-supply gas turbine. operation, maintenance and administration
The estimated firm power cost is increased by costs of the transmission company. However,
the reserve margin necessary to maintain due to economies of scale, this revenue is not
adequate system capacity. enough to cover investment needs.
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Because of economies of scale in transmission, w Specific uses are associated with the
the LRMC is below average cost. Under electricity carried from the main market to
constant returns to scale, LRMC-based the distribution nodes. Thus, while the
transmnission tariffs (equal to SRMC when the basic use is associated to the facilities
system is optimally dimension) would lead to displaced by each plant, and consequently
cost recovery. Under this hypothesis and the corresponding toll fee is paid by the
electricity prices based on marginal costs, the plant as a transmission cost, the uses
transmission company would be willing to buy associated to specific consumption
at any production node in the system, and to correspond to the facilities whose scales
sell at any distribution node. However, depend on such consumption, and
because of economies of scale, setting therefore the amount of toll fee must be
transmission tariffs at LRMC would lead to explicitly included in the node prices.
financial losses for the carrier. It thus becomes
necessary to cover the difference between Efficiency and Attracting Private Capital
average cost and marginal cost, through the
so-called "toll fee". Economically efficient prices lead to correct

resource allocation. When a production system
To cover the remaining investment cost, users is optimally adjusted, it lies along the long-run
pay the carrier a toll fee calculated as the marginal costs curve and SRMC equals LRMC.
difference between the yearly investmnent, SRMC represents the marginal operation costs
operation and maintenance costs and the tariff plus the reliability costs of meeting an
revenue. additional unit of demand when system's

capacity is fixed. LRMC refers to the increase
From the standpoint of economic efficiency, toll in investment and operation costs to supply the
fees must be charged in such a manner to alter forecast increment in demand with a given
in the least possible way producers and standard of reliability.
consumers' choices. Thus, a first efficiency
measure is to identify those parts of the Conceptually, if the system's generating
transmission system where toll fees may be capacity is at an optimum, setting generating
charged to generators without the possibility of tariffs at marginal costs leads to financial
being pass-down to consumers as additional equilibrium -in the absence of significant scale
energy charges. In any case, the inclusion of economies. The above implies:
toll fees must bear into consideration that node
prices should not exceed the price from sr that energy should be sold at the variable
alternative sources of supply. This implies that production cost of the marginal generating
regulation of transmission should consider unit, and
potential competition from local supply, a for power, that the user maximum
relevant consideration to prevent a transmission demnand should be charged the cost of
network from becoming obsolete, or developing peak capacity.
overdimension.

These are the prices considered for the
Toll fees are paid by generators to the carrier. regulatory framework of generation in the Law
This payment depends on their use of the
transmission system. To this effect two uses of
the transmission system by generators are 9.03 Regulatory Options in
distinguished: Distribution

w A basic use is associated with the plant's
output carried by the network. Three forms of economic regulation of
Transmission starts from the production distribution charges need to be considered: Rate
node, where the plant is located, towards of return (RoR), price cap and benchmark
the node where the displaced marginal pricing. In benchmark pricing we distinguish
plants in the system are located. This node two further options, one based on yardstick
generally corresponds to the
interconnected system load center or main
market.
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regulation and the other on ideal companies.3 Recognizing this, regulators in the US have
Each of these is discussed in detail below. insisted on very detailed regulation of asset

valuation and investment. This has not
happened in Bolivia and we do not know

9.04 Rate of Return whether existing rates of return reflect
Regulation overcapitalization.

If the level of capitalization is controlled, there
This form of price regulation is currently used is a danger that a firm that has achieved its
in Bolivia. Rate of return (ROR) regulation is allowable rate of return will have no incentive
widely use around the world, especially in to reduce costs. If it does so, it will exceed the
North America where is very popular. Key permitted RoR.
aspects are the use of court-style hearings with
emphasis on "due process" and rule making Attracting Private Capital
through general rules ("Orders") and
adjudication on a case-by-case basis. The permitted RoR must at least cover the cost

In theory the permitted RoR should cover the of capital or else no one will want to invest.
cost of capital and a "fair return" on its use. I The apparently contradictory observation that
practice, distributors are allowed a 9% rate of a 9% RoR has been feasible in Bolivia-with an
return (averaged over four years) on their asset inflation rate above 9/io-can be explained by
b3ase. As we have seen, this has adffferent the fact that distributors have not relied onbase.~ ~ ~~ ~' Asw.aese,ti a ifrn capital from the Bolivian banking sector.
meaning for the various distributors. We now
turn to assess this form of regulation based on COBEE's return is in US dollars. This turs a
the pricing objectives. 9 percent nominal rate into a real return of

approximately 5 percent. As this has been
virtually guaranteed, it has been adequate to
raise capital. CRE achieves only a 2.5% return

The primary criticism of RoR regulation is that but meets its cost of capital from membership
it fails to produce incentives for efficiency4. In fees. State owned distributors have also not
fact a distributor will always have an incentive had to face the comnmercial cost of capital.
to lower the rate of return seen by the regulator
by overinvesting in capital (the asset base). If RoR regulation is to be a realistic option for
Since the ROR is limited by regulation, the only distribution in the reformed Bolivian ESI, a
way a distributor can increase profits is uniform 9% rate is unlikely to be acceptable.
therefore by investing more. This encourages The need for change will arise if (as is likely)
"gold-plating," promoting both an inefficient ELFEC, SEPSA and SETAR are privatized,
level of capital input (technical inefficiency) and perhaps with some foreign shareholders. In
a poor mix of capital and other inputs this case they will need to earn a colmercial
(allocative inefficiency). In its pure form, RoR rate of return which is very unlikely to be less
regulation also shelters operators from the risk than LUBOR + 2%. Overseas shareholders
of business failure. If inefficiency increases, or would require a higher rate of return in local
business falls off, the tariff is simply raised to currency to compensate them for the risk of the
generate the same ROR. Bolivian currency weakening against the

foreign currency.

The rate of return governing COBEE eliminates
this foreign exchange risk leaving their

3 Bendark regulatwn follows the orig notion dev d bshareholders with a real return in US$. The
the Chileans of benchmark companies. These companies can be difficulty of allowng all distribution companies
the best existing performers in the country or elsewhere in the with some foreign capital to earn a US$ rate of
world, or simply ideal companies. In this sense, the derived return is that it introduces potential distortions
benchmark costs are forward looking. On the other hand, if the real return in $US differs from the return
yardstick regulation is based on the besft performer within a in Bs. In this case companies might seek
country or region. nominal overseas shareholders to gain US$

4 The famous academic reference on this subject is the 1962 regulation. A switch from Bs to US$ also
paper by Averch and Johnson. transfers the risk of exchange rate movements
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onto consuMers who are not best placed to bear type of utility regulation, it has taken the form
this risk. of RPI - X. RPI is the retail price index and X

is set periodically by the regulator to capture
Any regulation should establish a level playing efficiency gains (cost reduction) for the
field for distributors. Both domestic and consumer. Sometimes, where it is felt that cost
foreign owned companies have, at least, to be pressures are not adequately captured by the
able to cover their cost of capital. CRE, whose RPI, (the BBC is one example) the formula is
capital has largely come from concessionary restated as RPI + X, again with a periodic
loans and fees to join the cooperative, has a review of X.
lower cost of capital than other distributors5 .
This would have to be reflected in the RoR they To assess whether this mnight be a suitable form
were entitled to earn to ensure fair comparison of regulation for distribution in Bolivia, we
across the industry. consider how well price-capping meets the

objectives specified above.
Service Quality

Efficiency
This is not a particular problem under RoR
regulation (as it is with price-capping). In theory, price capping has a major advantage
However, a distributor earning less than the over RoR as once "X" is set the firm has an
permitted RoR would have the incentive to incentive to reduce costs which accrue as
reduce service quality as a means of reducing higher profits until the next regulatory review
costs and raising its return. Hence, some form of X. There is also no incentive to overinvest as
of service quality regulation is required. this only hurts the firm naking the investment.

Despite these apparent advantages, several
Social Acceptability criticisms have been made to price-capping on

efficiency grounds.
This objective is potentially in conflict with that
of offering a sufficient return to attract private e If the existing tariff structure is inefficient,
capital. As noted above, this would require a with poor cost signals and cross-subsidies,
fairly sharp rise in the permitted RoR with a price-capping will do nothing to change it,
consequent effect on tariffs. unless the regulatory system specifically

rules out cross subsidization (as with the
Regulatory Burden ESI in England and Wales);

The experience of utility regulation in the US or Great care has to be taken over what price
has shown very detailed and interventionist to cap (for example, it could be the
regulation is required to avoid assets being average price charged by the utility or the
"gold-plated." This is probably less of a average price for each consumer group).
problem in distribution than generation, If the average price is capped, a distributor
although US style regulation would require a will have an incentive to price
periodic audit of all investment. Given the discrininate-with markets that have
relatively large number of distributors and their inelastic demand facing the highest price.
geographic dispersion the regulatory burden There would also be no incentive for
with RoR regulation would be demand side management This is because
high-particularly for the regulatory agency. successful demand side management, by

defirition, reduces demand and a utility's
revenues. However, it is not usually

9.05 Price Cap Regulation accompanied by a proportional reductionin the utility's cost. Consequently, the
Inthisfornthe price increase average cost per unit sold will increase

pnathis for to rultionbr . and, with the price cap, profitability wouldpassed on to customers by a distributor iS deln. Thi p *be ca beprtal
linked to a measure of cost outside the control dessed by al the utility to treat
of the utihlty. In the IJK, where this is the main ediress on DMon the same basiseasexpeditctures on DSM on the same basis as

other expenditures to increase supply, and
thus to include them in the cost base used

5 Membership fees are US$ 400 f paid as a lump sum. for the setting of "X";
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There is a fairly large literature that investigates
The retail price index (or any other general the efficiency of price capping where the
price index) relates very little with the regulator has incomplete information about
industry-specific costs faced by a utility. companies' costs. While specific results often
There is the much quoted case of the US depend on specific assumptions, a general
natural gas industry where inflation-linked result is that the more difficult it is for the
prices rose while gas was in oversupply. regulator to gain the necessary information on
In theory, however, industry-specific cost firms, the less efficient he will be at extracting
movements should be picked up by the surplus profits. Since distribution in Bolivia
choice of "X"; involves very heterogenous companies, for this

reason alone, simple price cap regulation is
I It is very difficult to choose the right "X" unlikely to be efficient.
to provide adequate incentives to reduce
costs. If it is set too low then technical Attracting Private Capital
change alone can produce windfall profits
for firms while if it is set too high The uncertainty associated with a regulatory
profitability may be insufficient to attract review (which may lower profits) usuaLly adds
new capital. Where the operating to the risk faced by companies and raises their
environment of each company is different, cost of capital. This tends to raise the tariff
e.g., distribution companies in Bolivia, charged to consumers, although it should be
several "X" values would be required offset by cost savings produced if the
across the industry. regulation works efficiently. Given that tariff

increases are limited by social acceptability, this
Although the choice of "X" should be the additional uncertainty may effectively deter
result of a process to achieve particular private investment. Whether this would
efficiency targets (for example, losses, actually occur, depends on how this form of
productivity, reliability levels), there is a regulation would affect the cost of capital for
danger that it might become part of the potential investors.
political process. This would lead to
protracted negotiations and bargaining It is important to note that the choice of "X" is
with the value of "X" determined more by fundamentally influenced by the rate of return.
the lobbying power of the utilities The Governrment will enter into negotiation
concerned than by efficiency with the companies concemed to establish a
considerations. However, much the same value of "X" which yields an "acceptable rate
can be said for the decision to set a rate of of return". A key determinant of this is the
return for regulation. ability to attract private capitaL The difference

between price cap and RoR regulation in this
More generaly, there is the question of how case is that it is more difficult to say a priori
often to change "X." A fixed review period of what the RoR will be under a given price cap.
3-5 years is thought necessary to both limit the This is illustrated by the privatized electricity
risk faced by companies and provide enough transmission company in England and Wales
time for cost saving policies to pay off. The (National Grid Company) which was initially
problem of fixed term regulatory reviews, regulated under a price cap of RPI-O%. This
however, is that companies anticipate the led to a pretax, pre-interest rate of return of
review and behave strategically to influence it. approximately 34% in 1991/2-more than twice
At the very least, they assess the value of the expected level. The regulator (OFFER)
making a cost saving before the review against reacted by changing the price cap to RPI-3%.
the higher value of "X" that will result from
being seen as a more profitable company. Service Quality
Unannounced reviews make investments more
risky and might therefore raise the cost of There is an incentive to reduce service quality
capital and tariffs. There is also the problem as a means of reducing costs and raising profits
that with frequent intervention to "fine tune X" without raising tariffs. British Telecom was
price capping becomes effectively RoR heavily criticized for doing this immediately
regulation. after privatization and was forced to make

improvements by the regulator. Service quality
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regulation is essential if price capping is used. This can be illustrated by means of an example.
Even without this form of regulation, there is a Consider two distribution companies, A and B,
strong a --ument to support the publication of serving similar towns. If the regulated price of
distribut .n service quality indicators (currently A is tied to the costs achieved by B, firm A will
only done by ELFEC in Bolivia). have a good incentive to beat firm B in

reducing costs as this results in higher profits.
Social Acceptability The same rules and incentives apply to firm B.

Hence we have a form of
As distribution companies move to commercial competition-yardstick competition-even
sources of capital, their cost of capital rises. though the two companies are monopolies in
This will inevitably raise consumer tariffs separate parts of the country.
which conflicts with the objective of social
acceptability. This will occur whichever form The key requirements for this scheme to work
of regulation is in place. If social acceptability are that the two companies do not collude to
depends on the extent of tariff increases, the raise costs and that the cost of one is a good
regulatory method which best meets this guide to the cost of the other.
objective will be the one which is least risky for
firms (lowering the cost of capital) and most In practice, of course, there are major
efficient at transferring cost savings to differences in the operating environments of
consumers. Given the divergent circumstances companies which need to be taken into account
of distribution companies in Bolivia it is when comparing costs. This can be done using
unlikely that a simple price cap would be statistical techniques6 . If Z is a vector of
successful in achieving this objective. characteristics which determine costs (c) for

company I, then cost variation across the
Regulatory Burden industry can be explained by an equation of the

form:
Regulation with an "RPI-X" type price cap can
b. more straightforward and less c -a+ Z (I)
i' rventionist than RoR regulation. Detailed
analysis of investment plans is not required,
although careful monitoring of service quality
is necessary. Service quality can, however, be where the coefficients (a., ; ) capture the
monitored by requiring distributors to publish sensitivity of costs to the various factors
k"x statistics, e.g., interruptions to supply from contained witiin Z The equation functional
d. )ution-much as ELFEC does now. The form has been assumed to be linear although in
prL.,_.em lies in the unsuitability of a simple practice it need not be.
uniform measure to capture the cost conditions
of each distribution company. If several values Once this equation has been estimated,
for "X" were chosen, it is not clear that this predicting the costs of any company is possible
form of regulation would be less burdensome based on the actual values of the cost
than RoR. determining characteristics Z for this company.

The price this firm can charge is then based on
its predicted cost Profits can be earned by

9.06 Benchmark Regulation being more efficient than average, as actual
company costs will be lower than those

-Yardstick Competition predicted. The same argument applies to firms
that imnprove efficiency during the regulated

Benchmark pricing was originally introduced in period.
the power sector in Chile. We have seen how
price cap regulation (described above) is
crucially dependent on information about
company costs available to the regulator.
Benchmark pricing is an attempt to use forward
costs, using the costs of efficient comparable
companies. 77Te mam tmiy use s anayss (whu* Ls what

we describe) although dired estimates of eiciency defrnces
between firms are sometimes made usmng data envlopment
analysis (DEA).
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Whether this form of regulation is feasible in w MWh sales-economies of scale in
Bolivia, depends on how it meets the operation typically result in lower unit
regulatory objectives specified earlier. costs for large distributors.

Efficiency Kw Environmental and reliability
standards-differences in the required

In order for benchmark regulation to be an quality of the network or service are
efficient mean for setting distribution prices the generally reflected in costs. For example,
regulator needs a "good" estimate of equation if some areas require underground
(1). In practice this means that: distribution lines the cost faced by

distributors will rise.
sr All the factors likely to determine cost

(and which lie outside management W Region specific and community service
control) have to be identified; obligations-any service obligation that is

specific to a particular distributor and
gw this data has to be accurately which affects operating cost should be

collected-free from any manipulation by captured by the model.
the companies; and

Probably, the factors driving costs for large
w the cost model has to be estimated so that public service distribution companies are so

the variation in costs across companies is different from those serving small isolated
fully explained by the data. communities that equation (1) would have to be

estimated separately for each group. This
These conditions are extremely demanding. As presents a problem because the number of
a result most countries shied away from this variables (explanatory factors) required would
form of regulation. An exception is regulation be almost equal to the number of observations
of the privatized water industry in England and (distribution companies in each group). In
Wales. Here a detailed yearly return of cost such circumstances getting reliable regression
and operating environment data is required results to serve as the basis for regulation is
from each of the 32 companies. From the work virtually impossible. It may be possible to add
undertaken by several consultants for various (pool) subsequent years' data on these
players in the industry, getting the required companies together for the statistical
data and a generally accepted model are very estimation, but it is hardly certain.
demanding tasks.

Yardstick competition for electricity distribution
A good idea of what data would be required does not seem workable in this form in Bolivia
from electricity distributors in Bolivia can be presently. Therefore, we do not consider its
gained by international experience of what performance relative to the additional
determines distribution costs. Analysis of a regulatory criteria. Instead we tum our
wide data base of distribution utilities around attention to a form of benchmark pricing that
the world shows their operating costs to be attempts to replace the statistical determination
principally determined by: of expected costs with a negotiated formula.

w Customer density-the more meters of
"wire" per customer, the more expensive 9.07 Benchmark Regulation
the network. Hence distribution to a given -Ideal Companies
number of consumers in rural areas costs
more than in urban areas. In this scheme regulated price increases are

gw Customer mix-industrial and commercial based on the costs faced by an "ideal" or model
users provide more consumption per company deemed adequate to serve the
connection and a flatter load profile than distribution franchise in question. This is the
residential consumers. Hence distribution form of regulation used in Chile, where the

that suppl mallowable markup on the price of energy
companies tatpurchased from generators is known as
energy to industrial customers are likely to "distribution added value".
have relatively low costs.
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Table VIII-1: disttibution Companies and Cost Drivers

Customer Customer mix Scale Labor use:
density

customers per residential GWh employees employees
km line share of GWh /GWh /km line

Interconnected

CRE 27.8 54% 498 0.90 0.10

ELFEC 27.5 45% 282 1.06 0.07

CESSA 31.6 33% 68 1.35 0.12

SEPSA 41.5 45% 16 6.13 0.20

COBEE (La Paz) 53% 595

ELFEO 73.5 50% 71 1.07 0.18

Isolated

SETAR 59% 42 4.19

COSERELEC 54% 14 3.93

COBIJA 53% 2 8.75

To calculate this added value we begin with and low density (8 companies). One company
equation (1) above. Variables such as from each group is taken to be the model
customer density, customer mix, sales, etc. company for the purpose of comparison. In the
continue to enter into the vector Z. However, case of disagreement over the parameter values
the equation is modified in two ways. First, (and hence costs) an agreed dispute resolution
the intention is to incorporate all costs in the mechanism is that the government's values
equation including those controlled by the carry twice the weight of the companies'
company (W) and expected investment costs (I). values.
The cost equation for company I can be written
as: Initial costs for the ideal (model) company will

be influenced by the cost of capital specified
Cl = P + PIZ, + P1 + (3WI ) (which affects I) and the level of transmission

losses (affecting W and pa; In Chile these
values were specified as 10% and 8-10%

where investnent costs in turn depend on the respectively. Clearly, there has to be some idea
quantity invested and the cost of capital. The of what is an "acceptable rate of return" but
second difference is that equation (2) is not this does not imply RoR regulation. A
statistically estimated. The weight of each company that lowers its cost below that of the
variable in determining distribution cost "ideal company" during the regulatory period
(distribution value added) -the 3 can earn more than 10% return. If costs rise
parameters-is the subject of negotiation above the comparison company level, its rate of
between the regulator and the companies return will be lower than 10%.
concemed.

Four key detemunants of the model companies'
To take the Chilean example, the calculation of costs in Chile are indexed linked, with the
ideal company costs since 1982 has been provision for automatic tariff increases if their
undertaken every four years with technical combined cost rises by more than 10%. These
assistance, where necessary, from consultants. variables (with the indices in parentheses) are
Only three types of company are identified-on equipment prices (wholesale price index from
the basis of customer density-high density (4 the Bureau of Statistics), labor costs (wages
companies), medium density (20 companies) index from the Ministry of Labor), copper
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prices (index from the London Metal Exchange) adjusting prices. However, viewed in this way
and the exchange rate and custom duty (given it is not surprising to find that some of the
by the Central Bank). criticisms leveled at price capping can also be

made of benchmark pricing. These are that:
The question of how many ideal companies are
required depends on the variation between or If the existing tariff structure is inefficient,
actual distribution companies. In particular, if allowing average tariffs to rise in line with
the major determinants of cost are the same, ideal company costs will do nothing to
few ideal companies would be required. Table change it.
VIII-1 below summarizes data on some key
factors typically determining operation w If the average price is tied to ideal
costs-for the largest nine distributors. company costs, a distributor will have an

incentive to price discriminate-with
If the Chilean model is used CRE, ELFEC and markets that have inelastic demand facing
CESSA would all be grouped together based on the highest price.
customer density. However, evidence from
distribution utilities across the world suggests w If the average price charged is tied to ideal
that customer mix and scale are also relevant. company costs there will be no incentive
Provided scale effects are not too strong, it may for demand side management. This would
be possible to group together CRE, ELFEC and leave ideal company costs largely
COBEE (La Paz). Separate model companies unaffected by demand side management,
would probably be needed for CESSA, SEPSA but raise the average price charged. A rmix
and ELFEO. of total and average revenue might

therefore be a better target to link to ideal
The isolated systems have higher operating company costs.
costs as indicated by the much higher
employee/GWh ratios. Only SEPSA has a w The dispute resolution should consider the
comparable ratio, which serving a densely possibility of gaming. In Chile, the law
clustered population, casts some doubt on its established that the regulator and the
ability to control costs. It can be shown that utilities could commission studies to set
SETAR and COSERELEC have similar the benchmarks. In cases where the
customer/GWh ratios (which is sometimes resulting benchmarks were different, an
taken to proxy customer density) and this averaging of one third the companies'
might allow them to be grouped together benchmark and two-thirds of the
despite their difference in size. regulator's is taken. This however has

lead to ever increasing distribution tariffs,
Even this rough assessment suggests that there as the companies' benchmark keeps on
will need to be almost as many model increasing every period.
companies as actual ones for this form of
benchmark pricing. This precludes using w Using national indices to reflect price
existing companies as models-these have to be movements (wages etc.) may be a poor
created by the regulator. To decide whether reflection of local conditions. The
such a system is feasible in Bolivia, we assess efficiency objective demands that each
its pros and cons according to the objectives set ideal company reflects the operating
out in Chapter III. environment of a particular distribution

company. The more aggregated the ideal
Efficiency company, the closer to price-capping this

form of regulation becomes.
Regulation via ideal companies can be thought
of as a form of price capping-with the price Attracting Private Capital
cap being set by a relatively sophisticated
process for estimating company costs. This The uncertainty associated with a regulatory
process involves a similar degree of political review is probably lower than under price-
wrangling and detailed negotiations as the capping as a company can allude to both the
other forms of regulation in establishing the existing cost equation and a dispute resolution
parameters for regulation but, once established, mechanism. There is, however, a problem that
should provide a more objective means of the cost of capital will vary across distributors
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in Bolivia. This raises the question of whether system-provided, of course, service quality
ideal companies should have the same fixed also remains acceptable.
rate of return (as in Chile) or allow it to vary
according to domestic or foreign ownership Regulatory Burden
and private or cooperative structure.

More data, more time and more effort are
If the government can in effect price- needed to make an ideal company approximate
discrimninate between ownership types, it can an actual one. So, a tradeoff exists between the
offer the same real return to companies but in objectives of maximizing efficiency and
different currencies. The advantage of this is minimizing regulatory burdens.
that foreign companies who do not have to
bear foreign exchange risk will accept a lower The burden placed on the regulator is greater
rate of return. If the government paid this risk with this form of regulation than simple price-
premium (in the ideal company rate of return) capping. Moreover it is essential that sufficient
it would probably have to offer this higher rate regulatory strength exists to ensure that
to all companies-which would cause the reasonable ideal companies are constructed. If
average tariff to rise. not, any initial distortions will be carried

through the full regulatory period via index
The disadvantage of such a policy is that the linkdng of key variables.
consumer now bears the foreign exchange risk.
As the government is less risk averse than It is beyond the scope of this study to suggest
small consumers it may make sense for them to what the optimal tradeoff should imply for
bear this risk using appropriate financial how close ideal distribution companies would
instruments to minimize it. Price have to approximate actual ones. However, it
discrimination is unlikely to hold if the real is unlikely that the Bolivian electricity industry
return varies significantly as companies will is in a position to bear a greater regulatory
seek foreign shareholders. An eligibility burden than the Chilean one. For this reason
criterion of, say, 40% would prevent resources ideal distribution companies in Bolivia are
being diverted into seeking nominal foreign unlikely to be any closer to actual ones than
shareholdings. they are in Chile. Nonetheless, we think this

form of benchmark pricing is likely to be doser
Service Quality to an improved form of price-capping than

yardstick competition.
As with price-capping, any distribution
company will have an incentive to reduce
service quality under benchmark price 9.08 Summary and
regulation. Service quality would have to be Conclusions
explicitly regulated.

Social Acceptability This chapter has examined the pricing
directives contained in the Law and the manner
in which they may work in Bolivia.This form of regulation appears to offer less

uncertainty to companies from the regulatory
reform process tan price capping or RoR. Thetnerationprices arbed on note long-
tends to lower the cost of capital and hence eterm onathsycped'b node prices

tariffs. ~. .hte iti.oeefiin eed determtned on the system's short-run marginaltariffs. Whether it is more eaflcent cepenes costs. Generators can also sell and buy
crucially on how wel the ideal companies electricity in the spot market, where
correspond to the actual ones. If sufficient . .

resources~~~~~~~~, exs.oetals,esoal ,da distributors and large users can purchase atresources exist to estabhsh reasonable ideal systemt's SRMC. Risks however exist in the
companies that fairly reflect local conditions sstm BoMC. sks ow exisin the
and to update their costs continuously, generatorsv and between generators and
benchmark pricing via ideal companies may be distritor an beotwe geratos n d
the most effective form of listribution Chapter IV we recommend the central
regulation. This would translate into lower purchasing agency. In the absence of the CPA,
tariffs and a more acceptable pucaigaec.nthabneofheCAthe regulator will have to ensure that contracts

are cost reflective and competitive awarded.
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Transmission charges based on the different solely based on the rate of return to ensure that
marginal costs of generation, transmission returns on assets are "acceptable".
losses, the running and expansion costs of the
transmission network, and the costs of Benchmark pricing using ideal (model)
alternative local sources of supply should also companies offers a means of modifying the
provide the right cost signals to producers and price cap to take account of the differences in
consumers of where to locate, to reduce operating environments of Bolivia's distribution
network losses and to operate and maintain the companies. This approach has worked in
network efficiently. Chile and ESMAP believes it could work in

Bolivia. The key issue is the resources required
Distribution charges can be based on RoR, price to make it work. We think it does not make
caps or benchmark prices. Table VIII-2 sense to use Chilean (or other) distribution
summarizes the performance of the regulatory companies as the basis for comparison.
options in distribution according to the chosen International experience can, and should, be
criteria (efficiency, attracting private capital, used to establish the major cost items for ideal
etc.). Yardstick competition based on statistical companies and as a cross-check on the
comparisons across companies is not viable in parameter values.
Bolivia for the foreseeable future and is
therefore not included. As the Table shows, The task of choosing or creating appropriate
each option for regulating electricity Bolivian model companies (of which there are
distribution in Bolivia has some problems. likely to be almost as many as actual ones) will
However, the two alternatives that appear least fall to the regulator. The principal concem in
satisfactory are statistically-based yardstick recommending this form of regulation is
competition and a straightforward RPI -X form whether the regulatory agency will be
of price cap. The former is simply unworkable sufficiently strong to undertake it.
in Bolivia's small and fragmented distribution
sector while the latter is unlikely to be effective Note that the practical difficulties associated
given the large variation in the operating with each form of regulation are likely to be
environments of distribution companies. similar. Political lobbying is comrnon to the

setting of the targets of regulation-whether
Rate of return regulation is simple for the these are RoR, the X in RPI - X, or the formula
Government to decide but extremely difficult to used for benchmarking to the model company.
implement to achieve efficient tariff setting. It Establishing benchmark companies does require
should be noted that whichever form of more resources than the other options at the
regulation is used, the performance of the outset, but this is balanced by lower future
regulatory framework will be monitored by the costs as adjusting tariffs using cost indices is
rate of return achieved by distribution cheaper than detailed regulatory review.
companies. It is not necessary to regulate
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Table VI11-2: Alternative Regulatory Structures

Regulation Rate of Return Price Cap Benchmark-ideal
Performnance Companies

Efficiency Poor. Incentives exist for Good only if "X"is correctly Good only if the benchmark
"gold-plating" of asset base set. Difficult to ensure in companies fairly reflect the

Bolivia as 'X" will vary costs of the distribution
across distributors and be companies. This can be
subject to protracted lobbying achieved but it will take

time and resources

Attracting Private Good. Provided this is set Fair. Presents opportunities Good. The use offixed
Capital above the cost of capital. The for companies to exceed formulae for cost escalation

distributorfaces only limited previous RoR but there is the reduces uncertainty
uncertainty constant risk of regulatory

review

Service Quality Fair. A company earning Poor. There is always an Poor. There is always an
the set RoR has no incentive incentive to cut costs by incentive to cut costs by
to reduce service quality. If reducing service quality reducing service quality
they earn less, they have.

Social Depends on RoR set Depends on "X" set-which Potentially better than other
Acceptability depends, among other things, alternatives as the tariff

on Gov'ts target RoR setting process is more
objective

Regulatory Burden Poor. Regulator has to Fair. Detailed auditing is Poor to Fair. Establishing
audit investments of not needed but regulation of good reference companies is
distnrbution companies. service quality is required. difficult. Once achieved, the

regulatory burden is limited.

Possibility for Medium Low High
Rents and Gaming



) X. IMPACTS OF THE REFORM

"Here lies the tragedy of the age: not that men are poor-all men know something of poverty; not that men are
wicked-who is good? not that men are ignorant-what is truth? Nay, but that men know so little of men."
William Edward Burghart Du Bois (18868-1963)
"People will not readily bear pain unless there is hope."
Michael Edwards (1930-)

The sector reforrn seeks to improve efficiency However, raising electricity tariffs may not only
through competition and private sector affect residential users. Other impacts are sure
involvement. To achieve this, electricity tariffs to follow and need consideration. These
will need to reflect the costs of supplying impacts can be divided into macro- and
electricity. Indeed, the Electricity Law sets out microeconomic categories. The macroeconomic
the pricing principles to produce tariffs that impacts include the effects on the general price
reflect the cost of supplying electricity. This level, the fiscal budget, and aggregate income
will almost certainly require significant tariff and output. Isolating the macroeconomic
increases for some users. growth impacts of energy price changes from

other effects requires general equilibrium
The sector reform will need to address tariff models that were beyond the scope of this
distortions. To start, residential tariffs are work. This Chapter examines only two
cross-subsidized by industrial users, tariff levels macroeconomic impacts, i.e., the inflationary
do not reflect marginal costs of supply, and (Section 10.1) and fiscal (Section 10.2)
their structures do not reflect cost differences consequences of raising electricity tariffs.
between locations nor times of supply.
Variations in transmission costs between nodes The microeconomic effects consist of the
in the interconnected system are not reflected impacts, on the one hand, on costs and outputs
in the bulk supply tariff charged by ENDE to of producers, and, on the other, the
the various distribution companies. consumption, income, and welfare of
Furthermore, the process of setting tariffs in La households. This Chapter concentrates on the
Paz has been politicized, preventing past effects on households. To decide the
attempts to align them with economic costs. appropriate form and extent of transitional

arrangement, we address four issues. First, who
Economic theory suggests that Bolivia will benefits from the present system of subsidies
benefit from aligning tariffs with opportunity (10.3) Second, what will be the impact on low-
costs. Efficient pricing enhances growth income users (section 10.4)? Third, what are the
prospects by reducing productivity losses available options to reduce this impact (section
(deadweight losses), improving allocative 10.5)? Fourth, what is the optimal policy in the
efficiency, and the outlook for industrial output Bolivian context (section 10.6)? The last section
and exports. The overwhelming share of provides our recommendations and
electricity subsidies benefits the wealthy -not conclusions.
the poor- households. In spite of this, poor
users would still suffer if all subsidies are
removed without proper compensation.
Fortunately, adequate compensation
mechanisms can be put in place at a lower cost
than what present subsidies cost Bolivia.

CORPORATE STRUCTURE 141
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10.01 Price Impacts constitute maximum values. The real
inflationary outcomes are likely to be lower.

Initially, cost-push inflation-when input prices
rise faster than productivity, observed with Pricehikesaffectconsumerprices and producer
major increases in energy prices- will affect costs in two rounds. In the first round, there
costs of living and production. Depending on are the direct and indirect effects. The prices of
the response of wage settlements to the increase goods and services with electricity inputs are
in consumer prices, the effects of the tariff affected directly via their input-output
raises may spread through the economy, relationships. The indirect effects result as the
leading to a general price increase. There are, cost increases to other sectors (e.g., industry,
of course, compensatory effects. Since the and services) are passed on to consumers as
Government generally subsidizes the public higher prices for the goods and services they
utilities, raising tariffs to cost recovery levels purchase. An example of this type of indirect
reduces fiscal subsidies, which in tum effects is the increase in the costs of metallic
(depending how these are financed) reduces the products that follows the rise in electricity
need for taxation or the need for deficit finance prices. The second-round of effects occurs once
(less money creation). Since these are the entire effects of the increase in energy costs
deflationary effects, the net inflationary effect have worked their way around the system and
depends on each country's structural and relative prices have found their new long-run
policy conditions. equilibrium. A typical example of a

second-round effect is the increase in the sales
Table IX-1 presents preliminary estimates of the prices of new of vehicles that follows the
likely tariff increases used in the analysis. increase in the costs of metallic products in the
Given that the increases needed to align domestic first-round of effects.
prices with opportunity costs are significant,
adverse inflationary effects are likely to follow. Table IX-2: Effects on the Cost of Living and

of Production

Table LX-1: Expected Increases in Electricity (%)
Tariffs in Bolivia Impact on:

(%) Effects
Consumer CtPduccr CostsLonsumers IU LItLL K I is on ot

Residential 100.00 77.00 73.00 86.44 First Round
Industrial 50.00 6.00 6.00 30.62 Direct 2.26 0.68

Commercial 10.00 -36.00 -8.00 3.48 Indirect short- 0.20 0.26term
Total 54.00 31.00 27.00 58.23 Second Round 0.27 0.29
Note: Average tariff increases for the interconnected
Sytm Total Effect 2.73 1.23Systemn.
SYNEX (ESMAP) Consultants (1993).

Input-output (I/O) analysis techniques are Table IX-2 provides a summary of the impact
generally used to assess the inflationary effects, on the costs of living and of production in
specifically the impacts on the cost of living Bolivia. We use in the estimates the
and producers' costs. An I/O table shows, for consumption weights in Bolivian input-output
each industry, the distribution of inputs mnatrix. Sector and tariff reform will increase
purchased and outputs sold. All inputs and the cost of living by 2.7 percent, consisting of a
outputs are in currency units (i.e., the first round direct effect of 2.3 percent and an
expenditures for inputs and the market value indirect one of 0.2 percent, plus a second round
for outputs). A caveat is in order, however: increase of less than 0.3 percent The impact on
Since inflation estimates derived from I,o producer prices of 1.2 percent is slightly lower.
analxv do not consider the dampening effects Producer costs will increase by about 0.9
on ir ion that would result from a decline in percent in the first round and by 0.3 percent in
taxe: i in deficit finance, nor do they account the second.
for increases in productivity and energy
end-use efficiency, these inflationary estimates The price impacts are modest considerng the

size of the expected tariff increases of about
58.2 percent in average for the country. Cost of
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Table IX-3: Basic Assumptions of the Fiscal Model

Current Situation Reform Scenario

Cost and Prices LRMC of generation and transmission Generation: Long-run marginal costs
US$41.00 (US$38.171MWh); Average price for transport of
Consumer prices are subsidized energy: US$7.7; Marginal Cost of generation and

transmission about US$45--10% increase

Demand Growth Less than 7% per year About 7% per year in SIN (Sistema Interconectado
Nacional) -mainly La Paz, Oruro, Cochabamba
and Santa Cruz, including mining areas (south and
central)'

Supply Additions 590.3 MW in 1992; Investment To satisfy demand growth: Supply 2,189 MW in
(public) 2004

Investment, mainly generation and transmission:
US$642 million (private)'

Tax revenues Direct transfersfrom ENDE to -, VAT of 13%
treasury VAT and IT -, IT of 3%
Parts of sector exempt from IRPE -# Corporate income tax of 25%

One Time 4 Seniority/Severance Payments: 505 people
Reforrn Costs @ US$6,163 in 1995 = US$3.1 million

-4 Investment Bankers Fees: US$7.5 million
- Institutional Strengthening: US$2.5 million

ESI Structure Generation/Transmission -ENDE (S) Generation: 4 (3 Capitalized ENDEs and 1
Generation/Subtransmission/Distri COBEE)
bution -COBEE (P) Transmission: 1 (Public ENDE)
Distribution: ELFEC (M), ELFEO Distribution: ELFEC (P), ELFEO (P), CRE (C),
(P), CRE (C), CESSA (M), SEPSA CESSA (M), SEPSA (M)2/

- _ (M)2' __ -__

1/ For the outer years (1998-2003), the model includes the output growth generated by exports to Peru, Chile and
Brazil.

2/ Type of ownership provided in parentheses: (S)-State; (P)-Prvate; (M)-Mixed; and (C)-Cooperative.

living is expected to rise by 2.7 percent, while Interconnected System. The National Plan of
the tariff increase for households is estimated at Electrification prepared by the GOB contains
86.4%. Similarly, producer costs are expected the investment plan for generation and
to increase by 1.2%, while the estimated tariff transmission expansion both for the integrated
increases are 30.6 percent and 3.5 percent in system and rural electrification. It represents
average for industrial and commercial users. the least-cost option to satisfy a demand for
Furthermore, we have to emphasize that these electricity expected to grow at 7 percent per
numbers represent the initial response to annum during the 1990s. To satisfy this
changes in energy prices, not a permanent demand growth, between 1995 and 2005, an
response that is likely to be lower. increase of 600 MW in generation capacity is

necessary. This is estimated to require an
additional US$640 million in new investments.
Table DC-3 presents the basic assumptions of the

10.02 Fiscal Impact model.

A simple spreadsheet model of the The model assumes that a single transmission
sector-incorporating the reform scenario-was company would operate the transmission
developed to simulate outputs, including network. This new company will begin
revenues to the treasury. The model is based operating in 1995 and would also be
on the investment program of the National Plan responsible for construction, operation and
of Electrification defined for the National maintenance of future extensions. The

transmission assets of ENDE would be
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Table IX-4: Estimated Gross Revenues to the Treasury
(US$ Million)

Taxes 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002

Transactions 1.7 5.6 6.6 8.0 9.3 10.5 11.7 23.4 15.0
Value Added 3.3 7.4 10.1 13.2 15.4 17.5 19.0 23.9 31.0
Corporate Income 5.9 3.4 3.3 3.6 4.0 5.3 5.6 9.1 9.6
Gross Tax Revenues 10.9 16.2 20.0 24.7 28.7 33.2 36.4 46.2 55.6

Of which: ENDE
Transactions 0.4 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.4
Value Added 0.8 3.9 4.4 4.8 5.0 5.6 6.0 6.3 6.2
Corporate Income 3.2 2.2 2.6 2.9 3.0 3.6 4.0 4.0 4.0
Total ENDE's Tax 4.4 7.0 8.0 8.8 9.2 10.4 11.3 11.7 11.6

transferred under the following conditions: (a) transmission-that is 10 percent higher than
payment of an initial quota in the amount ENDE's existing tariff (US$41 as of end-
equivalent of 30 percent of net value; and (b) December 1993). The other elements of the
payment of the balance (70 percent) in 16 years average sales tariffs are company specific.
with an annual interest rate of 8 percent. The
average energy transmission price was Based on the above assumptions, financial
estimated as US$7.7/MW. This price includes statements were projected for each company
an energy loss adjustment. over 11 years (1994-2004). Based on these

so projections, revenues to the treasury were
estimated by applying the transaction and
value added taxes to sales and a corporate

40 X income tax on profits. In 1995, the model
predicts gross revenues of approximately US$16

30 ///million, of which 35 percent is generated from
the transactions tax, 45 percent is generated by
the value added tax and 20 percent is generated
by the corporate income tax (see Table IX-4).

Net revenues from the sector to the treasury
10 will initially be negative, due to the short term

costs associated with capitalizing ENDE and
implementing the reforms-including assuming

0 seniority/severance payments, unfunded
obligations, and transactions costs (see Figure
DK-1). In the medium to long term, net

-10- i ; [ 2 2 I | revenues will increase from the expansion in
1994 1996 1998 2000 2002 the tax base and, hopefully, improvements in

Figure IX-1: Fiscal Impact of the ESI Reform tax collection efficiency. The tax base expands
(Current US$ Million) because: (a) all enterprises will be subject to

the new income tax;' (b) tariffs will increase in
response to commercial pricing applied to a

The average sales tariff for each distribution fairly inelastic demand (with an estimated
company has been estimated so that it covers elasticity between -0.2 and -0.5); and (c)
the: (a) costs of purchasing electricity; (b) costs production increases to satisfy expected
of operation, maintenance, administration, demand growth of about 7 percent per anum.
commercialization, etc.; (c) costs of From a fiscal standpoint, given the relatively
depreciation; and (d) profits estimated low costs and high returns -as measured by
assuming a 6 percent return on net fixed assets. the expected increase in revenues to the
The average cost of purchasing electricity has
been estimated at US$45.8/MW-this covers
the US$38.1/MW long-run marginal cost of ' Currently, ENDE is the only comnpny m the stor which
generation and the US$7.7/MW average cost of pays the presumed corporate income tax (IRPE).
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treasury- the reform of the ESI will be very ,
positive. * 

10.03 Electricity Subsidies Urban

Electricity Coverage Rural

Data from the 1992 Bolivian census shows ___

that only 55% of households have electricity.
As Figure D(-2 illustrates, the electrification Non- poor -

rate hides a large disparity between social
groups. While most urban households (87%)
have access to electricity, less than 16% of 1
rural households are electrified. Moreover, Poor .
less than a quarter of poor households has
electricity in contrast to nearly 90% of the
non-poor2. Moreover, poor households with 0 20 40 60 80 100
electricity comprise only 12% of all Figure IX-2: Electrified Groups
households in Bolivia. Thus, increases of
electricity tariffs are unlikely to significantly
affect the poor as a whole simply because so Electricity in the Household Budget
few of the poor have electricity.

This result does not, however, removes the As Table D(-5 shows, poorer households spend
problem for two reasons. First, this definition a far higher proportion of their total
of poverty probably understates the numbers of expenditure on electricity than do richer
urban poor (who typically have electricity), households. The poorest 20% of households
Secondly, while only 12% of the population is spend nearly three times as much of their total
poor and electrified, the effect of tariff increases budget on electricity as do the richest 20% of
on the households concerned might be severe. households. Comparison with other
This is the question we now tum to. developing countries shows a broadly similar

Table IX-5: Spending on Electricity by Households by
Expenditure Quintile

Quintile

Ql Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5

% of expenditure on electricity 5.8 4.4 3.9 3.6 2.3

Monthly expenditure (Bs) 259.2 462.8 684.4 1034.1 2616.1

Monthly spending on electricity (Bs) 15.1 20.5 26.9 37.5 60.5

Monthly expenditure (US$) 59.0 105.4 155.9 235.6 595.9

Monthly spending on electricity (US$) 3.4 4.7 6.1 8.5 13.8

Bs/US$ exchange rate used: 4.39
Source: Derived from data provided by the 1992 Census, INE

share of electricity in the household budget:
If poverty is defined on the basis of dwelling type, 49.5% of for example, in Venezuela and Costa Rica, the

Bolivian households are poor. Even though this definition average household spends approximately 1
encompasses most of the poor, it is clearly a rough definition of
poverty -households in rural areas am likely to live m percent of total expenditure on electricity, in
traditionally built housing even i more affluent than tho m Peru 1.4 percent, in Paraguay 2.9 percent, in the
urban areas living in more modern housing. Dominican Republic 3.7 percent, in Lithuaria
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and Bolivia 4 percent. In India, this share ,,
varied between two and 4 percent?. When we
compare electricity's share in household
budgets by income classes in Bolivia (5.8 for Ql
and 2.3 percent for Q5) with Venezuela (1 c25 4
percent for Ql and 0.7 percent for Q4 -income 25
quartiles), the poor clearly spend more of their 20 A I
budgets on electricity than do richer
househiolds.

These figures suggest that it is in Ql and Q2
that the brunt of any tariff increase will be
bome. Consequently, we focus the analysis on I
these two groups. o

01 Q2 03 04 Q5
Distribution of Subsidies Figure IX-3: Per capita Subsidies by Income

Class
Before we estimate the effects on low income
users of the tariff increases, examining the the rich one gets more than 27 dollars -i.e., the
present subsidies and who benefits from them richest 14 percent of the population receives
are important This will allow us to find out nine times the subsidies per person that the
how the different income groups benefit from poorest 26.4 percent receives.
the subsidies, and who will bear the absolute
brunt of their removal. Based on the 1992 If on equity grounds it is considered unfair that
census and market data, we could estimate the tax payers (or industrial and commercial users)
distribution of subsidies among income classes. should subsidize non-poor consumers, then the

necessary subsidies to benefit only poor
The i st finding of the analysis is that energy households would have amounted to 8.3
subsides are regressive: The higher the household percent of current electricity subsidies, a.
income the higher the subsidy. The current savings of US$ 22 mnillion (0.4 percent of GDP),
subsidy scheme is based on per-unit usage. As which could have financed 217 primary schools
a result, higher-income households, the major or 34 secondary schools.
energy users, benefit more than poor
households. The present system of subsidies
therefore favors households in Q4 and Q5 more 10.04 Impact on Low Income
than those in Q1 and Q2. As Figure D(-3 and Users
table 'X-6 shows, while a poor consumer
recei 3 dollars a year in electricity subsidies, Methodology

Table IX-6: Energy Subsidies per Capita

I Ql Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5

Total Subsidies (US$ M) 2,003.3 2,906.2 5,748.4 5,748.4 9,594.0
Population with electricity (million) 662.5 552.6 489.2 448.3 350.6
Shares (%) 26.4% 22.1% 19.5% 17.9% 14.0%
Total subsidies per person (US$ per capita) 3.0 5.3 11;8 12.8 27.4
Fain Ei.e ....ai.,e. to e1 1.0 1.7 3.9 4.2 9.0
3 Sources: For Costa Rica, Paraguay and Dominican Republic,
Westiey 119921, Table 3.8, page 71; for Venezuela, Gutuermz In order to undertake this analysis we use a
119951, enerrv Efficienc, Repncine of Enerr', IBRD, page 66; spreadsheet model to simulate the effect of a
for Penm, INE, 1992 Census; for Bolivia, ESMAP, Refon of the
Electaritv Supply Industry: An Outline for Change; for India tariff increase on purchases of electricity and
IBRD, Lone Term Issues in the Power Sector, Annex 9. hence expenditures. A detailed discussion of
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Two key criteria by which the social impact of
Tariff A a tariff increase can be judged are 1) the share
(price) S. of the household budget taken by electricity

purchases and 2) losses in consumer surplus.
PI N \ /S In the case of the former, policy makers may

have a view on the maximum acceptable
proportion of the household budget that should

p -------- r~~~~~^t be spent on electricity. Subsidies, or income
\ /; \ D support, would then be required to keep the
D 0 share below this maximum level. This measure

does not, however, takes into account the
reduction in consumption that households

Q Q kWh (quantty) typically undertake when the price of electricity
rises. Both the increase in monthly electricity

Figure IX-4: Consumer Surplus and Tariff costs and the loss in quantity are incorporated
Changes in the loss in consumer surplus6. This is

illustrated in Figure IX-3.
how these alternatives were modeled is given
in the annexes to this report.4 Denoting the existing tariff paid as P and the

new tariff as P', the difference between them is
The extent to which consumption of electricity then AP. The same goes for the kWh
falls because of a price rise depends on the consumed (Q and Q'), with the change in
price elasticity of demand for electricity. Bohi quantity identified as AQ. The loss in
(1981), Westley (1989) and Gutierrez (1991 and consumer surplus (CS) resulting from a tariff
1995) present summaries for several country increase can be written as:
studies of both short and long-run elasticities.
Price elasticities of demand vary considerably, ACS = APQ' + ½(APAQ)'.
although the studies quoted suggest a value of
-0.3 for Bolivia as reasonable. A key This can then be expressed as an annual loss in
determinant of this elasticity is the scope for money terms, or in relative terms as a
substituting alternative energy sources for percentage of the household income budget.
electricity. In the short run it is generally only
feasible to replace electric lighting (with
kerosene pressure lamps or candles), as the
capital investment in electric refrigerators and
other durables makes consumers unwilling to
switch. In practice, the far lower quality of
lighting produced by candles, and even
kerosene lamps, makes households with
electricity slow to switch back to other lighting
options at anything other than very large tariff
increases5. This suggests that for the
transitional period in question an elasticity of -
0.2 should serve as the base case.

4 If charges were split according to energy use and fixed costs,
tariff increases to reflect marginal costs of consumption would be
reflected only in higher energy charges. Howeer, in Bolivia, the 6 It is important to bear in mind that total social welfare is not
monthly fixed charge is primarily an energy charge -for a given captured solely by the consumer surplus but by the sum of
number of kWh. For this reason, tariff increases were imposed on consumer and producer surplus.
both components. The effect of raising only the energy charge is
investigated by calculating the (lower) equivalent overall tariff 7 This linear approxmation to the demand curve is presented
increase. only to illustrate the concept of consumer surplus. in the

analysis we employ the more conservative (and concrptually
Kerosene wick lamps for example achieve only approximately sounder) constant elasticity demand curve for all consumer

a 20th of the luminous flux of an 18W fluorescent lamp. surplus estimates.
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100 T-3.O%
I 2 Subsidies (YI) As shown in Table DI-1, the preliminary

ere loss( F 2.5% j analysis of LRMCs shows tariff increases of
i \ ~ S ;gapproximately 100 percent for residential

2t 1O-~ _ 2.0% . consumers in La Paz, 77 percent in
0 - 602 > Wj ] " Cochabamba and 73 percent in Santa Cruz.

f1.5% " These figures are, however, the upper bounds
" 40- ~ / ^ 4 *of the required increase, and do not take into
n X Si X -1.0%,- account the distribution companies' financial

8 objectives. The tariff increases are likely to be
0.5% lower. Therefore, we carried out a sensitivity

analysis to different tariff increases (from 0 to
0 t"9 <!> w x, f o.0% 100 percent) and different price elasticities of

Q1 Q2 Q3 04 05 demand (from -0.2 to -0.5). Figures IX-5 and
Income claes D(-6 present the effects of tariff rises of up to

Figure IX-4: Electricity Subsidies and Welfare 100% on budget shares taken by electricity and
Losses per Income Class consumer surplus. The higher the price

elasticity of demand, the lower the share of
Results electricity expenditures in the household

budget and the lower the loss in consumer
Considering the tariff increases in Table D(-1, surplus. This means that as we go from short-
we have estimated the likely impacts on the term elasticities (lower values) to long-term
expenditure budgets and welfare of the five elasticities (higher), the user adjusts
income classes of residential users in Bolivia. consumption to lower levels.
Figure D14 tells a compelling story. Wealthier
users, although getting most of the subsidies, Tariff increases are either necessary to reflect
will experience the less welfare loss from the increased charges by generators and in
tariff increases. On the other hand, lower transmission (as they move to LRMC), or such
income users, those in Ql, although receiving rises will simply raise the rate of return of
less of the subsidies, will experience the highest
drop "L. welfare from raising electricity tariffs.
A lower income household, while receiving
19.8 dollars a year in subsidies, will experience
an increase in electricity expenditures of $15.11
dollars -2.13 percent of its budget-, a
demand reduction of 8.3 percent, and a welfare
loss of close to 3 percent of its annual income.

% Price Elasticities Price Elasticities

~~ 9.1%-j ~~-0.2 -00

D8.3% -0-3 / 0 13
i~~~~. .... .f ....... wOA -0v34 .- 0.4 

7.~ 4% - 0.50 -~ - -o.5

6.)

5.7%-

4.9%

4.0% 0 T
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Taiff Incases Tariff ncreases

Figure IX-5: Tariff Increases and Budget Shares offigure IX-6: Annual Consumer Welfare Loss of
Low Income Households Lower Income Households
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Table IX-7: Tariff Increase Scenarios for Ql and Q2

Tariff increase (%) 0.0 20.0 45.0 85.0

Annual kWh consumption 903.4 871.1 838.7 798.8

Annual expenditure on electricity (US$) 48.66 56.30 65.50 79.59

Share in total expenditure (%) 4.9% 5.9% 7.1% 9.1%

Annual consumer loss (US$) 0.00 9.55 21.05 38.67
Key assumptions: Price elasticity of demand -0.2, and households considered poorest = 40%.

distributors above the current level8. The tariff increase would raise expenditure by
distribution companies supplied from the almost US$17 a year. The budget share taken
Bolivian national grid are nearly all financially by electricity rises to 7.1% (from 4.9% before
viable and generation charges are relatively the price increases). Electricity consumption
close to marginal costs.9 falls by some 65 kWh, which when combined

with the price rise yields a consumer surplus
Thus imposing distribution tariffs at LRMC loss of US$21.1. The effect of the much larger
would simply transfer resources from increase of 85% would be to raise expenditure
consumers to distributors, who under rate of by almost US$31 a year. As a result, the
return regulation would be forced to return budget share taken by electricity rises to 9.1%.
much of these to the government. Our model estimates that electricity

consumption would fall by some 105 kWh a
Given this situation we suggest three scenarios. year and combining this with the price rise
The first is an average tariff increase of 20% -a gives an annual loss of consumer surplus of
lower bound. The second consists of applying approximately US$38.7, which is relatively
the required increase from going to LRMC large relative to the annual expenditure on
pricing only to the variable portion of the electricity of just over US$79.6 for these two
energy charge (above 50 kWh per month for groups in average.
COBEE and ELFEO and above 20 kWh for the
other distribution companies). This would The impact on the poorest 20% of electrified
yield an effective tariff increase for the poorest households is even greater. A tariff increase of
20% of households of approximately 35% and 45 percent rises the budget share of electricity
for the next poorest quintile of 51%. Taken as expenditure to 7.8%, and reduces consumer
a group the total tariff increase would be about surplus by US$17.9. Detailed results for this
43%. The most likely scenario for our analysis quintile of the population (Ql), with the full
is therefore taken to be 45%. The upper bound analysis of various tariff increases over a range
consists of the LRMC-based tariffs. Table DC-7 of price elasticities can be found in the annexes.
summarizes the effects given the base case
assumptions for the lowest two income 10.05 Options to Deal with the
quintiles. Price Impacts on the Poor

A tariff increase of 20% raises the share of
expenditure on electricity by 1% for the average
household in the lowest two quintiles. Social Welfare Payments
Nonetheless, this household will consume
approximately 32 kWh less and pay over US$8 As illustrated in Table DC-7 above, the effect of
more a year. This is reflected in a loss of some an increase in electricity tariffs on the poor is to
US$9.6 in annual consumer surplus. A 45% raise the share of expenditure taken by

electricity. Given less to spend on other items,
the poor effectively become poorer. This has

8 Assuming coLecion rates do not Ml to offst this. led some governments in similar positions to
seek a transitional solution by replacing some

9 ENDE claims generation LRMC in 1992 was in the region of of this lost income in the form of additional
4 - 4.4 cents USS/kWh with an average bulk supply price of welfare payments.
roughly 4.1 cents/kWh.
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Economic theory suggests that targeting the increases. Figure IX-5 illustrates the
poor directly via income support is more cost- altemative charging mechanisms. If the low
effective than any indirect support via income household wants to consume less than
subsidizing goods or services, such as Q, he still needs to pay P0, although the actual
electricity, consumed by all types of cost to the system of supplying his
households. In Bolivia, data derived from the consumption is TC, which is less than T(; up
1992 Census shows that less than 21% of to consumption Q0.
electrified households are classified as poor. It
would naturally be more efficient to target
relief to these households directly rather than Cost
to subsidize the consumption of electricity by A
the 80% of households defined as non-poor.

Unfortunately, the options for direct income PO
support to low income consumers of electricity
are extremely limited. No national social
security programs could fulfil this function. it-"__l ____

Those programs that exist offer either work
opportunities from public works (FIS) or
localized food for work. Consequently, the
Goverrnent of Bolivia would face grave
difficulties in identifying the poor among
electricity consumers (as they are not generally l
existing welfare recipients) and no obvious Figure IX-7: Alternative Charging
method of delivering targeted income support. Mechanisms
Given these obstacles it appears that any
transitional relief from tariff rises will Therefore, the current tariff structure poses a
necessarily be in the form of subsidies on problem for poor households consuming less
electricity consumption. than Q0 the miniimum block -which would

occur if it uses electricity solely for lighting. To
A Change in the Tariff Structure illustrate, consider the (rather extreme) example

of a household with a monthly consumption of
We begin by considering the existing tariff 10 kWh. The cost per kWh of electricity
structure as it has a fundamental influence on would be approximately US$ 0.28 in La Paz.
how price rises are transmitted to various This is much higher than the standard unit
income groups. The tariff structure faced by cost, partly because the household is paying for
retail consumers connected to the national gnd 40 kWh of electricity which it does not
in Bolivia is both unusual by international consume. If the tariff were split into fixed and
standards and, sometimes, regressive. That is energy components, it is very likely that the
to say that the poorest consumers pay monthly payment for this household would
proportionally more for their electricity than fall.
richer households. International comparison
reveals that residential electricity tariffs Connection Charges
typically comprise a standing (or fixed charge)
which does not vary with consumption, and an In some countries, the charge to be connected
energy charge per kWh. Economic theory to the electricity grid can be the main barrier to
suggests that the fixed charge be related to the the electrification of low income households.
costs of connecting consumers to the electricity The cost of providing a conmection depends on
grid and servicing the connection. The charge the length of the low voltage line, the type of
for energy should then reflect the marginal meter installed and whether or not a new
costs of generating and distributing electricity transformer is required. In areas already
to the consumer. electrified, the cost is restricted to low voltage

line and a meter, and a range of $US 80-300 is
In Bolivia, the fixed and energy charges are typical.
combined into a minimum annual fee for a
minimum consumption block. After this first
level, more tariff bands exist as consumption
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Table IX-8: Connection Charges commercial interest rate of 12% would require
a monthly payment of US$ 1.46.

Company BT Connection fee ($US)

COBEE - La Paz 3.5 To assess whether this would be acceptable or
whether a connection subsidy would be

ELFEO 3.5 required to improve access to electricity, a

ELFEC 87.0 household survey is needed. Nonetheless, an
idea of the impact of the large existing subsidy

CRE 412.0 provided by COBEE, could be gained by
comparing the electrification rate of those
defined as poor (by the 1992 Census) in the La
Paz area (supplied by COBEE) and this group

Table IX-7 illustrates the range of current in Cochabamba (supplied by ELFEC).
charges in Bolivia. The charge by CRE reflects
a membership fee of US$ 400 which is a If a subsidy of the connection charge is found
prerequisite for connection plus a connection necessary, it should be:
fee of US$ 12. While we could not establish the
connection fees of the other distribution w Explicit and visible to consumers -one
companies, it appears that many charge at well element of the regular payment would be
below the actual cost. Where the cross-subsidy "the subsidy provided for the connection
for this comes from may vary from company to of low-income households"; and
company, but it does not appear to result in
higher residential energy use charges. w Targeted, where possible, to reduce the

cost of the subsidy -this could be done
These figures suggest that two important policy using the number of rooms as a criterion
questions regarding the subsidized connection for subsidizing the connection. Any such
charge need to be address by the Government policy should give most households in any
of Bolivia. The first is the lack of a uniform one area the same connection fee -if not,
connection charge. This is likely to become a there is a danger of houses with
problem if benchmark pricing is the form of subsidized connection illegally re-
regulation used for distribution. If the ain of supplying slightly larger houses.
straightforward regulation is to be met, a
model company used for this exercise should Where the main obstade is a high initial cost of
only reflect one level of subsidy. connection, any lump sum subsidy would have

to be very large to bring the cost down to an
The second policy issue concerns the affordable level. Here the combination of a
appropriate level of the subsidy. The optimal long-payback period and a subsidy on the rate
solution will be to meet the social objective of of interest charged is likely to be more efficient.
the government at least cost. If the objective is
to encourage electricity connections of low Lifeline Consumption Blocks
income households and the obstacle preventing
this is the large initial cost of connection, the In this section we are seeking to identify
solution is to limit this initial cost. This does relevant options for minimizing the impact of
not necessarily imply a subsidy. electricity tariff rises on low income

households. It is important to note that this
CRE offers potential members the option of rules out a general subsidy on the price of
paying a US$ 400 lump sum, US$ 500 over five electricity as currently granted in Bolivia,
years or US$ 600 over 10 years. In Sri Lanka, because as we have seen this type of subsidy is
the distribution entity has acted as a facilitator regressive, The benefit of the general subsidy
to persuade banks to make loans on very rises directly with the amount consumed.
favorable terms to cover the cost of connection. Richer households, who consume most
Instituting a 10-year payback period for the cost electricity, would thus gain most and poorer
of connection could well achieve the objective households would gain least.
of making connection to an electricity supply
affordable for relatively low income households This argument is reinforced if money raised by
without a subsidy. To put this in context, a taxation is used to finance the electricity
US$100 connection fee paid over 10 years at a subsidy. Sales tax is paid by all Bolivians
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whereas only some 12% of the poor have
electricity. There is a danger, therefore, that Cost A
subsidies spent on electricity (rather than on S
services used more extensively by the poor)
would be transfers to the richer sections of the p -------
population. To reduce this danger, a means of
targeting subsidies to low income electricity i

consumers is required. The method typicaJly PO- - I

used to do this relies on the fact that electricity
consumption is lowest among low income - Do
groups. Hence attention is focused on some
minimum or lifeline consumption block. F QI IWb (qut)

Table IX-9: Lifeline Blocks
Table_IX_9_ Lifeline__ Blocks _____ Figure IX-8: Impact of Exceeding the

Co: t/ kWh Block ULS$IkWh Minimum Block

Kenya 0-50 0.010

Tanzania 0-100 0.014 As for the question of who should have access
(energy to a subsidized lifeline block, two possibilities
charge) exist. The first is to restrict the subsidy only to

0.36 those with consumption of, for example, 20
(service kWh per month or less. This has the advantage

Sri Lanka 0-10 charge) of targeting the subsidy to the poorest
11-50 households and should, therefore, be the

0.014 cheapest option - as relatively few households
0.027 consume so little. There are, unfortunately, two

major difficulties with this approach. As
Figure IX-8 shows, this policy can lead to a

Splitting out the fixed cost element of the tariff huge jump in the marginal cost facing
and the first energy segment (e.g., 20 kWh or consumers as they pass the minimum
50 kWh per month) allows a subsidy to be consumption block. This tends to trap
targeted to this minimum consumption consumption at this low level, and is
(lifeline) block. Many developing countries economically inefficient, leaving many
have adopted such a policy. Some examples households frustrated. Administrative costs
are provided in Table IX-9. can also be significant in identifying those

consuming only the minimum and billing
An average of 30-50 kWh per month appears to accordingly. Households who exceeded the
be the range for such lifeline blocks. However, minimum consumption slightly may refuse to
if the rationale for such a policy is to ensure pay the full cost of their consumption,
hghting and, perhaps, use of a radio for potentially creating problems of nontechnical
electrified low income households, then the losses.
lifeline block should be limited to 20 kWh per
month45. Given the difficulty of targeting the lifeline

block only to those who consume very little,
goverunents have typically chosen to make a
lifeline block available to all electricity
consumers. That is to say that the first 20-50
kWh per month are subsidized despite the
household's monthly consumption level, e.g.,
(20 kWh or 220 kWh per month). It is likely
that this would also be the most practical
alternative in Bolivia.

45 For a household with 2 x 60W bulbs and a 5W radio all Having identified who should receive any
operated for 4 hours per night the monthly energy amsumptwn subsidized lifeline block, we need to consider
wuould be 15 kWh. the question of how the tariff structure of such
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a block should be organized. There are 3.0
arguments to suggest subsidizing the fixed cost FC = Fixed charge
(standing charge). By doing so the actual cost 2.5 - - ST = Only energy charge 
of increasing consumption (the marginal cost) CT = Tariffas is Total bill
can be reflected even at low consumption 2.0 - ET = LRMC S2.11
levels. As detailed information on the fixed ET .4#
costs of customer connection for each n 5 '
distribution company is not yet available the 2 1I

viability of this option cannot be accurately _
assessed. Nonetheless, the various altematives SE *ST

can be compared by means of an example. 0.5 -o I
00 FC = S0.50

The existing weighted average minimum 0.o C = I
consumption block across all grid-connected 0 32.9
distribution companies is 32.9 kWh per month kUM colwmpton

-with an implied average unit cost of US$ Figure IX-8: Subsidy Ophons
0.064/kWh. Let us suppose that this is split
into a fixed (standing) charge of US$ 0.5 per
month and an energy charge of US$ In the above example, the fixed charge was a
0.049/kWh. If an examination of costs shows sufficiently large proportion of the lifeline block
that the energy charge should rise by US$ 0.015 cost to make its subsidy realistic. If, however,
(a 31% rise), the Government may wish to the fixed charge comprises only a small
grant a subsidy to this minimum consumption proportion of the block cost, a subsidy on this
block. If the objective is to keep the cost faced item would have minimal impact. Here a
by the consumer of this minimum block the subsidy on both fixed and, some proportion of,
same as before, two options exist: energy charges would be required.

/ subsidize all of the fixed charge of US$ 0.5 Using the Existing Tariff Structure
and pass on the new marginal cost-based
energy charge (subsidize tariff ST in Within the existing tariff structure, transitional
Figure IX-8); or relief can be provided to low income

consumers of electricity. The easiest way
/ continue as is, leaving the fixed charge would be to restrict tariff rises to the

unchanged and subsidize the marginal cost consumption blocks above the minimum, i.e.,
by US$ 0.015/kWh (cunrent tariff CT in the above 50 kWh in La Paz and Oruro and above
figure); 20 kWh in all other grid-connected areas

(although this would raise an important equity
The economic tariff (ET) in Figure IX-8 is the issue).
full LRMC-based tariff.

For example, if the policy objective is to keep
The option of subsidizing the monthly standing the share of electricity in the household budget
(fixed) charge has the advantage that the of the poorest 40% of electrified households to
poorest households - who choose to consume 6% or less, tariff increases would have to be
less than the full lifeline block are better-off kept to an average of 20%"6.
under this scheme. Moreover, it continues to
send the "right message" about increasing How Long to Subsidize
consumption as the energy tariff reflects
marginal cost. Administering it may also be It appears likely that residential electricity
easier as the subsidy is per connected tariffs will need to rise, at least in some areas,
household and its value does not depend on to reflect the LRMC of generation, possibly
(metered) household consumption. The cost of substantially. The benefit of these higher tariffs
this subsidy (based on the number of grid- is to offer sufficient return to generators to
connected consumers in 1992) would be encourage private development of additional
approximately US$ 2.6 million per annum. capacity. However, the additional costs this

46 Assuming a price elasticity of dmnd of -0.2.
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imposes on poorer households may prove this "fairness objective" should be transitory in
difficult to bear and be politically unacceptable. nature, probably not less than five years and no

more than 10 years. If a relatively long
This provides a justification for some form of transition period is chosen, e.g., 10 years, the
government subsidies. In deciding the form, subsidy could be gradually phased out after the
extent and duration of the subsidies it has to be 5-year period.
noted that there is little evidence to suggest
that the consumption of electricity by one
household provides other, non-electrified, 10.06 Alternative Financing
he ,eholds with significant benefits"7. This is M
I diminish the importance that households MechaiSms
at[dcn to having electricity, but to emphasize
that the benefits from electrification The primary means of financing current
overwhelmingly accrue to those who receive it. subsidies to domestic consumers appears to be
The fact that electrification provides private, via crosssubsidies from industrial and
rather than public, benefits suggest that those cormmercial users. The Electricity Law
who receive them should pay for them. That is proposes the removal of cross-subsidies. This
t( ', no intrinsic reason exists for subsidizing raises the question of how the Bolivian
elh-ricity in the way that there is, for example, government will finance future subsidies to
in subsidizing the provision of primary domestic consumers. The options we consider
education. next are:

ci.; eover, it has been noted previously that a - additional tariff increases on electricity
sur)sidy on residential electricity tariffs is consumption above the minimum
regressive and a very poor mean of directing consumption block
income transfers to low income households 4 excise taxation
-as most of these are not electrified. There are direct taxation, and
far more effective means of redistributing 4 addition to IVA (VAT).
income. For these reasons a long-term subsidy
seems undesirable. The Government can meet We begin, however, by considering just what
its welfare objectives more effectively if it does would be required to sustain the subsidy and
not rely on a subsidy on electrcity the criteria to be met by any financing
consumption. mechanism.

This leaves the objective of mitigating the Magnitude of the Required Subsidy
sudden effect of a cost-related tariff increase on
low income households, which we call the Following our discussion of lifeline
"fairness objective." A sharp rise in the budget consumption blocks, we consider the example
share taken by electricity may cause hardship of the governument agreeing to provide a 100%
ana prove sufficiently unpopular to derail subsidy for the first 25% of any increase in cost
reforms which would provide benefits for the on the minimum consumption block From the
country as a whole. existing average of US$ 0.064/kWh this would

be US$ 0.016/kWh. Given an average
To target those electrified households with low minimum consumption block of 32.9
incomes we have suggested directing any kWh/month and total grid-connected
subsidy to a lifeline block of electricity. Over households of some 438,000, the total annual
timrn, households' incomes are likely to expand cost would be approximately US$ 2.8 million or
with economic growth, reducing the budget Bs 12.1 million at current exchange ratesu. To
share taken by electricity. They will also be put this in context, data on household
able to restructure their energy use and switch expenditure shows total household spending on
away from electricity if necessary. This electricity of approximately US$ 58 million in
suggests that a subsidy on electricity to meet 1992.

47 This is particularly so in Bolivia where the vast majority Of
electrified hsholds live in urban armas unth alternatioe sources 41 The figure for total grid cnnected husdtis Ls dmoa frm
of energy to electricity. ENDE statistics 1992.
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Criteria to Be Met by Any Financing large distortions in other prices in
Mechanism economy. Each of the various tax

instruments available to governments has

Whether a cross-subsidy or more general tax some advantages and drawbacks, but
revenue is used to support a lifeline block, the strong reasons exist to believe that broad-
criteria for a "good" tax should be applied. based taxes on domestic consumption
Such a tax should: provide an appropriate platform for

raising revenue:

ca generate enough revenue to cover state / Taxes on interational transactions.
expenditure (effectiveness); Overall, these should not be changed,

because this interferes with productive
rw wherever possible, be levied where it efficiency and external balance, and may

causes the least distortion in the economy, contravene treaty obligations.
both in the static sense of allocating
resources to the best use; and in the / Personal income tax. If this tax is
dynamic sense of creating the right sufficiently well-administered and broadly-
patterns of growth in production and based, it may provide a suitable platform.
consumption over time (least distortion); Yet in countries like Bolivia with a very

uneven income distribution, the tax is
treat consumers and producers fairly, usually paid by only a small proportion of
compared with those in other sectors, and the population and is difficult to collect.

not sbethpowireavThus direct taxation is unlikely to offer a
ntaxe subje the poor wfaimesh relatively higsuitable means of financing the proposed
taxes than the rich (fairness); and subsidy.

be levied where administering is easy for / Broad-based consumption taxes such as
the taxpayer and the authorities VAT or general sales tax. These taxes
(simplicity). generally provide a suitable platform,

because they are easy to admirnster, affect
These general principles have the following only final consumption and leave
implications if the subsidy is to be financed productive efficiency alone, and are levied
from the government budget: at relatively low rates. The only objection

may be that they fall partly on the

sg' The subsidy should be explicitly included population whose energy is being
in the budget and made a subject of subsidized. The validity of this objection

pohtcal. crutny,rather than being depends partly on details of the taxes:
politicalby someru ans often items important to the poor such asachieved by some transfer outside thebaifodtfsrexmporaedt
budgetary mechanism (e.g., a special levy lower rates E ie tax ortal
on hydrocarbons). The latter may be less lower ratesh Even cf the tax hs propordonal
controversial, but it is also a distortion and to household consumpion the burden is

is essope t srtn. shared much more widely than the
subsidized target group.

w The granting of the subsidy should be Excise duties. More narrowly-based

fiscally neutral, which is to say it should consumption taxes, such as those on road
be accompanied by a tax increase (or fuels, also provide a possible platform for
expenditure reduction) elsewhere in the t

budget sufcett fsti. Thi is tax increases. They are easy to adminiister,
necgesrto avofidie upoffsetitin Theis . and generally fall on goods which are not
baanecessary to tgov serentg whc fiscan very price sensitive. Nonetheless, there is

imprance consideration in managing the a danger of distorting input prices whenimportant fuel is taxed (but not if alcohol or
overall economy. cigarettes bear the burden). If this option

sr The accompanying tax increase (if this is was used, the tax authorities should avoid
what is decided) should be on as broadly- permanently allocating part of the revenue
based a tax as possible, to avoid creating to energy subsidies.
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If the subsidy is to be financed by raising the 10.07 Summary and
price of electricity consumption for larger Recommendations
consumers (a cross-subsidy) it should:

Er minimize the distortion in consumer The focus of this chapter has been to examine
behavior which implies raising the price of the effects on prices, the fiscal budget, and low-
the least price elastic fuels and those income consumers of raising energy prices to
consumed by the largest proportion of the efficiency levels, and to recommend options for
population; dealing with the negative impacts on the poor.

not artificially raise the price of inputs in An input-output analysis showed that
the production of goods and services; and efficiency repricing of electricity would lead to

small increases in consumer prices (2.7 percent)
be clearly identified on the monthly bill and producer prices (1.2 percent). Probably,
presented to consumers. after an initial period of adjustment, general

price increases will probably slow, and
The middle condition rules out cross-subsidies compensatory effects will take over. From a
between industrial or commercial and fiscal standpoint, given the relatively low costs
residential users. We are left with raising the of the reform and the high expected returns
price of electricity for larger residential -as measured by the expected increase in
electricity consumers and using this revenue to revenues to the treasury- the reform of the ESI
finance a subsidy on a lifeline consumption will be very positive.
block. Table D(-10 summarizes the most likely
options for funding the subsidies. At present, residential consumers pay a

o o g sinimum monthly fee for a minimum
Table IX-10: Options to Fund Subsidies for Lower Income Groups

Addition to VAT

Effective -given a broad base only a very small increase Unfair as only a minority of poor households are
is required. electrzfied but most households will pay this tax.

Low distortion on intermediate goods (businesses reclaim Possible distortion of demand for some consumer goods
VAAT) with a high income elasticity of demand.

Simplicity -it is already in place and accepted

Additional excise duty

Effective -widespread consumption of fuel and Possibly unfair as only a minority of poor households are
cigarettes, for example electrified but many households (but perhaps not most)

will pay this tar

Low distortion as the price elasticity of demand for these Distortion if fuel is taxed as an intermediate good -as
goods is low -the price of the taxed item does not rise even a small price increase could raise the price of other
much as a result, goods and services.

Sunple -if the system is already in place.

Increasing the cost of electricity for larger residenl consumers

Fair -those paying will almost certainly be richer than Ineffecnve/Limited base -the cost borne by each
those receiving. consumer will be greater than for VATfor example

Simple -metering and billing already exists

Limited distortion if (and only ij) the price elasticity of
demand is low
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consumption block. This leads to the poorest population), although receiving fewer subsidies,
consumers paying proportionally more for their will experience the highest drop in welfare
electricity than richer households. International from raising tariffs. A lower income
comparison reveals that residential electricity household, while receiving 19.8 dollars a year
tariffs typically comprise a standing (or fixed in subsidies, will experience an increase in
charge) which does not vary with consumption electricity expenditures of $15.11 dollars (2.13
and an energy charge per kWh. Economic percent of their budget), a demand reduction of
theory suggests that the fixed charge be related 8.3 percent, and a welfare loss of close to 2.7
to the fixed costs that do not vary with percent of their annual income.
consumption, e.g., the costs of metering and
billing. The charge for electricity should then If on equity grounds it is considered unfair that
reflect the marginal costs of generating and tax payers (or industrial and commercial users)
distributing electricity to the consumer. In should subsidize non-poor consumers, then the
Bolivia, these costs have yet to be determined necessary subsidies to benefit only poor
but it is very likely that poor electrified households would have amounted to 8.3
households, who consume less than the percent of current electricity subsidies, a
minimum block, would benefit from a division savings of US$ 22 million (0.4 percent of GDP),
of energy and fixed charges. which could have financed 217 primary schools

or 34 secondary schools.
The existing subsidy for connection to the
electricity grid provided by distribution Since the required tariff increases, given the
companies varies significantly across the financial objectives of the utilities, are likely to
country. This will cause problems in future if be lower than the estimated LRMC levels, we
distribution pricing is to be regulated by a carried out a sensitivity analysis to three tariff
straightforward system of benchmarking scenarios. With a price elasticity of -0.2, we
against a limited number of model companies. estimate that a tariff increase of 20% (lower
It is, in fact, unclear that subsidizing the cost bound) would leave the average household

of connection is the solution required. If the within Ql and Q2 (the poorest 40% of
problem is that lower income households electrified households) paying US$8 more per
cannot afford the large initial cost of annum and consuming 32 kWh less. If tariffs
connection, attention needs to be paid to rise 45% (a likely scenario), this household
developing credit schemes with long (e.g., 10 would pay approximately US$17 more a year
years) payback periods. and consume 65 kWh less per annum. Here,

the share of the household budget spent on
We have investigated who benefits from electricity would rise from 4.9% to 7.1% and
current electricity subsidies and what will be some US$21 of consumer surplus would be lost
the impact of eliminating them on the budgets over a year. If the increase is 85 percent to
and welfare of the five income classes of reach full LRMC (upper boundary), poor
residential users. We found out that energy households would face an increase in electricity
subsides are regressive: The higher the household expenditures of $31 per annum, a reduction in
income the higher the subsidy. The current consumption of 105 kWh, and a significant
subsidy scheme favors households in Q4 and reduction in consumer surplus of $33.
Q5 more than those in Ql and Q2. While a
poor consumer in Ql receives three dollars per To offset this sudden increase in the cost of
capita during the year in subsidies, the rich one electricity the government may wish to provide
in Q5 gets more than 27 dollars per capita a transitional subsidy to those most affected.
-i.e., the richest 14 percent of the population While this is clearly a valid political objective,
receives nine times the subsidies per person it has to be stressed that subsidizing electricity
that the poorest 26.4 percent receives. is a very ineffective and inefficient means of

supporting the poor overall. Poor households
The 20 percent electrified households with who have electricity comprise only 12% of
highest incomes, those in Q5 (containing 14 households in Bolivia.
percent of the population), although getting
most of the subsidies, will experience the less Ideally, these households would be identified
welfare loss from the tariff increases. On the and income support provided to them to
other hand, the 20 percent users with lowest compensate for tariff rises. However, direct
incomes (encompassing 26.4 percent of the welfare payments are not feasible in Bolivia
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and restricting subsidized energy charges to government's proposal of a 5-year transitional
those consuming very little creates a period.
lisincentive to move out of this group. A

compromise is to offset the rise in tariffs with As for the mechanisms available to finance this
a subsidy on the fixed cost of supply (the subsidy, only three options seem suitable.
standing charge). This is our preferred option These are increases in VAT, excise taxes or a
if the fixed cost (standing charge) is a cross-subsidy among residential electricity
sufficiently large element of the monthly consumers. The Bolivian Government will
electricity bill for poorer households to make need to take a policy decision on which is the
this feasible. If not, the subsidy should be preferred option. Our view is that all are
restricted to a lifeline block to cover essential workable, although if the subsidy is relatively
needs (which is unlikely to be more than 20 small, explicitly stated and the price elasticity
kWh/month) and made available to all of demand for electricity proves to be low a
households. It should be strictly temporary in cross-subsidy will be both feasible and is likely
nature and we would agree with the to be fairer than the other options.



2 lXI. ISOLATED SYSTEMS

"Like many businessmen of genius he learned that free competition was wasteful, monopoly efficient. And so he
simply set about achieving that efficient monopoly."
Mario Puzo (1920 -) referring to the Godfather.

The stated objectives of the power sector reform or Because of the need to provide a larger
in Bolivia (Chapter E) are: margin of reserve capacity, as a proportion

of system capacity, the cost of achieving a
4 attracting private sector investment; given level of security of supply on an
4 ensuring financial viability; isolated system will always be higher than
-4 efficient pricing and operations; on the interconnected system. As a result,
4 efficient regulation and govemance; security of supply will generally be lower
4 efficient investment; and significant improvement may involve
4 security of supply; and substantial expenditure.
4 political and social acceptability.

sw In any restructuring of the isolated
These objectives are broadly applicable to the systems, there may be additional objectives
isolated systems, but several aspects of these to those for the interconnected system.
systems require special consideration: Typical objectives may include:

T The higher cost per kWh delivered of / Encouragement of rural electrification: This is
these networks means that to be financally a perfectly legitimate government objective
viable, either customers must pay more in order, for example, to reduce population
than those on the interconnected network, drift to urban areas, or for purely social
or a substantial subsidy should be made reasons. However, while the existence of
available to the network operator. Some an isolated system could provide the
isolated networks currently enjoy a cross means to introduce a rural electrification
subsidy through ENDE providing program to the surrounding area, it is
generation below cost A fundamental imnportant that any such program does not
requirement for attracting private sector undermine the financial viability of the
investment to an isolated system is that it utility itself.
should be financially viable, or if a subsidy
is made, that it is open and transparent. / Introduction of uniform tariffs for isolated

areas: Uniform tariffs are likely to involve
o The introduction of competition would (possibly substantial) subsidy to isolated

promote efficiency in operations and areas and this may not be appropriate in
investment. However, introducing real Bolivia.
competition in small systems may be
impractical. If real competition is not an Section 11.1 describes the current situation in
option, then efficiency gains may be more the isolated systems. The principal isolated
difficult to deliver and would need to be subsystems of Tarija, Trinidad and Cobija are
achieved through either benchmark examined in Sections 11.2 to 11.4.
competition or regulatory pressure.

ISOLATED SYSTEMS 159
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11.01 Descrip tion of Isolated Generation capacity and energy production in
Systems the isolated systems is given in Table XI-1. In

Tarija generation is hydroelectric and thermal
Large areas of Bolivia are not covered by the (fueled by natural gas), in Trinidad, Cobija and
interconnected system, and their existing Camargo the production is thermal using diesel
supplies are provided by isolated systems. The plant, and in Camiri and Vilamontes-Yacuiba
principal isolated systems in Bolivia with gas fired thermal plant is used. These
maximum demands in the range 1 MW to 8 subsystems are likely to remain isolated, at
MW are the subsystems of: least in the medium term.

/ Tarija, Several autoproducers exist in Bolivia with a
/ Trinidad, total installed capacity of 108.2 MW, 92.2 MW
/ Cobija, of which are not on the interconnected system.
/ Camargo, Autogeneration represents almost 60% of the
/ Riberalta, and installed capacity which does not supply the
/ Camiri. interconnected network.

Besides these systems, several small local public Tarija Subsystems
service systems with demands of less than 1 SETAR has the supply concession in Tarija and
MW are found throughout the country. The operates through five companies in separate
installed capacity in the isolated systems in subsystems. Table XI-2 list these companies.
1992 was in the order of 67 MW (44% of which
is owned by ENDE), and represents around 9% Households consume the largest share of
of the total in Bolivia. electricity (24.5 GWh), followed by commercial

(5.1 GWh) and industrial uses (3.9 GWh).In the Tarija, Villarnontes-Yacuiba, Trinidad Figue XI-1 shows the numnber of consumers
and Cobija systems, ENDE owns and operates showsnthe cosumedoithinsumeja
the main generating plant with the distribution and energy consumed within Tarija.
functions undertaken by regionally based
companies.

Table IX-1: Generation Capacity and Production for Isolated Systems

Generation Capacity (MW) Production 1992
Subsistems (Gh

Nominal Effective (GWh)

TIMMHydro | Theral Total Total Hydro Thermal Total

TARIuA

-# La Tablada 2.8 2.8 2.8 14.8 14.8
- San Jacinto 7.9 7.9 7.0 19.1 19.1

- El Angosto 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

-# Villa Abaroa 4.9 4.9 3.7 0.1 0.1

-0 Villamontes 2.7 2.7 1.8 5.2 5.2

-0 Yacuiba 3.6 3.6 3.6 0.5 0.5

TRINIDAD (BENI) 5.6 5.6 4.8 18.1 18.1

COBIJA (PANDO) 1.8 1.8 1.4 2.7 2.7

Subtotal 8.2 21.5 29.7 25.1 19.1 41.5 60.6

OTHER

Carnargo! 1.1 1.1 0.8 2.1 2.1

Varioust' 7.8 28.8 36.6 29.4 11.3 41.3 52.6

Total 16.0 51.4 67.4 55.3 30.4 84.9 115.3

Not operated by ENDk
b Estimate
Source "Analisis de Reforma del Sector Electrico de Bolivia y Anteproyecto de ley de Electriddad", La Paz 1993.
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Table IX-2: Setar Companies operated by ENDE. In Trinidad, until natural
gas is available, the expansions will use diesel

Company Employees generating units, with capacities about 3MW.
Later, it should be possible to install gas

Setar Tanija 12.3 turbines or diesel engines capable of burning
Setar Villamontes 13 gas.

Setar Yacuiba 19
Setar Bernehi 15 Cobija subsystem (Pando)

Setar Entre-Rios 6 The Cobija subsystem in the Pando area is
100% owned by ENDE since August 1991,

Total 176 when ENDE was forced to take over. It has 15
full time and 5 part time employees. The
structure of consumption in Pando is similar to

Generation in Tarija is mixed. The hydro and that of Tarija and Beni. Households account for
thermal plants are all owned and operated by the largest share of consumption (53.5%),
ENDE (Table XI-1). Expansion of the systems followed by commercial (43%/6) and other (3.5%)
at Tarija and VilLamontes-Yacuiba will be based uses. The number of consumers and energy
on generating units fueled by natural gas with demanded within the Pando region is shown in
capacities of around 2 MW and 5 MW, Figure XI-2.
respectively.

Trinidad Subsystem (Beni) 11.02 Industrial Structure and
Coserelec, a private cooperative has a supply Competition in Generation
concession in the Beni region and employs 55
staff. The cooperative has no generation
capacity and all energy is supplied by ENDE. At present the structure of the isolated system
Consumption in El Beni follows a similar varies from one to another system. Some are
structure to that of Tarija. Households account disaggregated with ENDE carrying out the
for the largest share of consumption (7.5 GWh), generation function with either a cooperative or
followed by commercial (2.4 GWh) and other company undertaking distribution and
industrial (1.8 GWh) uses. The number of supply. In others, a single, vertically integrated
consumers and energy demanded within the organization undertakes the generation,
Beni region is shown in Figure )X-2. distribution and supply functions. Those

isolated systems currently supplied by ENDE,
Generation is by diesel plant owned and on an uneconomic basis, will inevitably be
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Figure IX-1: Number of Consumers and Consumption in Tarija
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Figure LX-2: Number of Consumers and Consumption in El Beni and Pando

affected by the changes of ENDE itself. Problems with payment discipline. A single
utility would have to ensure that
customers paid their bills promptly. With

Two basic options for the future structure of disaggregation there is the danger that a
the isolated systems exist: distribution company has inadequate

incentive to pay for generation promptly.
-, functional disaggregation; and
4 vertical integration. A vertically integrated utility in an isolated

system would have the following benefits:
In any system, functional disaggregation offers
the potential benefit of greater transparency w economies of scale could be fully exploited
and introduces the possibility of competition in
generation. Competition in generation falls w scarce managerial and technical resources
i- r) two categories: (i) short term competition would be concentrated within a single
i espatch, and (ii) longer term competition utility, rather than being spread around
through investment in new plant, where several companies
generators bid to construct plant financed on
long term contracts. w Generation, transmission and distribution

planning could be integrated. This would
The disadvantages of functional disaggregation be of particular benefit to small systems,
(unbundling) of small systems indude: and

Duplication of effort. Inevitably, there will e A vertically integrated utility would be
be more effort associated with running best placed to undertake least cost
several small businesses instead of one expansion planning as it would have an
integrated utility. incentive to minimtize the total cost of

generation, transmission and distribution.
Potential loss of economies of scale. For
example, in small utilities each member of On the other hand, vertical integration would
staff can carry out several functions. If the have the disadvantage that there would be no
utility is desegregated, the potential for effective competition for electricity supply
this arrangement is diminished. because a single vertical integrated company

would be in charge of operating the whole
system.
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This theoretical disadvantage is largely nullified If an isolated system is interconnected with the
because it is very unlikely that any benefits main system, its structure will need to be
from actual, as distinct from benchmark, reviewed. It is important to ensure that such a
competition will be achieved in practice for review does not result in a deterrent to
small isolated systems. A small system may interconnection where this is economically
only have one or two generating units and, to viable.
provide a reliable service, needs a high plant
margin. Thus, there can be no short term
competition. The vertically integrated system 11.03 Future Regulation of
could be forced to seek tenders for contract Isolated Systems
supplies of electricity when new generation is
required, but the practical outcome is unlikely
to be fierce cornpetition. In these Article 50 of the draft Electricity Law states that
circumstances, there is little possibility of such "all the businesses that operate isolated systems
competition reducing costs, even if competition will be subject to the jurisdiction of the
could be introduced. Superintendencia Nacional de Electricidad

(regulator)."

As the size of an isolated system increases, the
relative advantages and disadvantages of Many isolated systems in Bolivia are currently
vertical integration will change. The choice of unregulated while others are regulated by the
system size below which to permit vertical local municipality. The appropriate form of
integration is ultimately an arbitrary one. regulation for a power utility depends upon its
However, the following considerations are size. For the isolated systems, a form of
relevant: regulation could be created which involves

increasing sophistication as the number of
To obtain real competition in the despatch utility customers rises. For very small utilities,
of generation, it is our view that no one having regulation of quality of service or price
company should control more than 20% of would be inappropriate, as this could restrict
the total capacity on the system. Whether new entrants in areas where there is no supply,
generation ownership in an isolated thus slowing the progress of electrification in
system can be broken up to permit real rural areas. However, basic regulation of safety
competition will in practice depend on standards would be appropriate. As a utility
individual power station size and fuel mix becomes larger, it becomes more able to the
on the system; and exercise monopolistic powers and protecting

customers from excessive prices or poor service
For competition in the provision of new therefore becomes increasingly important. For
capacity to be practical, there must be the large isolated systems, the regulator would
several companies of sufficient financial need to protect consumers' interests with
robustness interested in providing new respect to price and quality of service, and
plant on a competitive basis. This criterion ensure that reasonable requests for new or
becomes progressively more difficult to increase demand are met.
fulfil as a system becomes smaller.

To ensure that a vertically integrated utility's
With an isolated system having an installed tariffs only increase by the ninimum necessary,
capacity of 20MW or more, competition in the regulation must provide:
provision of new generation by independent ..

power producers may be a credible option. 4 An incentive to the utility to minimize
However, it depends on the capacity of the operation and maintenance costs; and
individual generating stations inherited on any 4 a mechanism to ensure that any new
particular system, and on the hydro: thermal investment is the least cost option.
plant nix. Since generalizing is impossible, we
support the ad hoc approach, proposed in the Regulation must pernit an adequate revenue to
Law with its recognition of the merits of the utility such that it remains viable and
vertically integrated systems for the immediate invests in new plant and equipment as
future. required. The cost base of isolated systems will

vary greatly depending upon their size, their
customer mix and density and the availability
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The Cooperativa Electrica de Riberalta (CER) has been in operation for over 30 years. Riberalta is a community of
approximately 46,000 inhabitants situated on the northern frontier of Bolivia with Brazil at the confluence of the Madre
de Dios and Rio Beni Rivers. The principal industries are brazil nut production and wood processing.

The electricity cooperative has been providing 24-hour services to the community for over 30 years. The plant is
currently comprised of medium and high speed diesel engines with a total installed capacity of approximately 1.5 MW.
Diesel is transported overland and by river to the city to be used in power production. Shortfalls in availability are often
'-perienced during months of heavy rains due to the frequent difficulties in transportation.

Although CER has had little assistance from the central government, the cooperative has managed to maintain a fairly
high level of reliability and provided electricity at more or less affordable prices. Electric energy costs US$ 0.22 per
kilowatt hour with no demand charges. But while the cooperative is solvent, it does not have thefinancial means to make
the necessary investments in additional generation capacity, investments that are very important to the future of the
economic growth of the community. Capacity will need to double to be able to provide the energy required by local
industry to neet the additional demand that will be experienced through mechanisation of the brazil nut processing plants
i. cawmills.

.. connection in the near future with the national grid is unrealistic, so the cooperative will have to plan its own
generation expansion for perhaps twenty years into the future. It will have to operate independently of all other
institutions for many years to come. While the cooperative has managed to provide power at affordable prices to its

ibers, and while it may be able to do so for some years into the future, it is evident that assistance is required from
.ntral agency, be it private or public.

i- this case, while the cooperative has established an operational structure that is adequate for dailyfunctions, it has not
been successful in solving longer term problems. There does not exist an institution that has been established in Bolivia
to assist in the process of electrification planning or financing, and therefore in cases like this, the cooperative is left to
its own means to seek the financial and technical assistance for future expansion.

Box XI-1: Cooperativa Electrica de Riberalta

and cost of fuel. Regulation must take into Those systems that are currently independent
account the costs base (for generation, of ENDE are already vertically integrated.
transmission and distribution) of a utility and
yet ensure that there are incentives to reduce The success of cooperatives for electricity
costs where appropriate. It is particularly supply in Bolivia has been mnixed. Where these
important that the regulatory burden (the are financially viable, they will require little, if
amount and detail of the transactions with the any, restructuring. An example of a reasonably
regulator) on isolated systems is not excessive, successful isolated cooperative is given in Text
to ensure that regulation is practical to Box )(-1. However, there are two potential
administer. In these circumstances, we would constraints on a successful isolated cooperative
recommend price regulation by some kind of expanding its system to satisfy load growth:
benchmarking process, to establish reasonable
targets, and then indexation by an appropriate - A lack of technical expertise to undertake
basket of indicators. It will need to be expansion planning; and
reviewed every few years. Further, it must be 4 the inability to raise funding for
transparent and free from direct political expansion.
involvement.

These problems could be overcome by
establishing a national organization that would

11.04 Corporate Structure of offer technical, fincial and commercial advice
Isolated Systems to such cooperatives. As similar expertisewould be required for any rural electrification

program, the organization established for the
Isolated systems currently fall into several rural electrification program could carry out
categories: the public services supplied by ruis function (see Chapter X).
ENDE, the cooperatives, and autoproducers.
Recommending one corporate structure for al In some cases through lack of technical and
isolated systems would be inappropriate. managerial expertise, and in others through
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financial difficulties, several cooperatives have 11.05 Social Impact
run into problems in operating their systems.
These obstacles may be resolved by the Some isolated systems currently have price
cooperative employing specialist expertise from regulation that would result in the utlity not
outside. Alternatively, the assets of such being viable without subsidized generation
cooperatives could be taken over by the private from ENDE. Once ENDE has been
sector. However, if the problems arose from restructured, isolated systems will need to
lack of revenue, this may not be become financially viable either by:
straightforward and would imply a substantial
increase in tariffs or a much more concerted 4 An explicit subsidy; or
effort to collect any accounts due. Before any 4 an increase in tariffs.
sale, the new regulatory structure would need
to be in place. If an explicit subsidy is offered, operators of

other isolated systems will also expect such a
Those isolated systems supplied by ENDE will subsidy. Rural electrification undoubtedly
require restructuring at the time that ENDE is brings real benefits to people living in remote
restructured. As indicated above, a sensible areas and support for isolated systems is a
option for such systems may be to form practical method of encouraging rural
vertically integrated utilities. This can be done electrification. Whether a subsidy for rural
in three possible ways, the principal problem electrification should be provided, and how
with each option is given in brackets: long it should be applicable for, depends upon

ow The distribution company purchases government objectives. The arguments for and
genhedistribution assetsbeloning tthases against subsidized rural electrification are
generation assets belonging to ENDE (the considered in Chapter XII.
company may not have the financial
strength to do so); Undoubtedly, any substantial tariff increase for

isolated systems will have an adverse social
3 ENDE, or its successor companies, impact-particularly in the short term. The

purchase distribution assets from the question of the impact of tariff increases on
distribution company (ENDE would porrhueodisnvtgadinCperX
becoraie larger resulting in less opportunity poorer households is investigated in Chapter X.
for yardstick competition);

W a third party purchases both generation 11.06 Franchise Arrangements
and distribution assets (finding willing for Isolated Systems
buyers may be difficult).

When a franchise for electricity distribution in
Except for the ownership of generating plant an isolated area is granted, the geographical
currently belonging to ENDE, the restructuring area for the franchise needs to be well defined.
of the interconnected system will have no direct If a particular zone within the franchise area is
impact upon the isolated systems. However, it not being provided with electricity supply by
will be important to ensure that the regulatory the franchise holder, a mechanism is required
structure for the isolated systems does not whereby another party can be granted a
diverge too far from that of the interconnected franchise for that zone. The granting of a
system. Otherwise, the regulatory risk franchise in a particular region should be
associated with interconnection of isolated accompanied by an obligation to cormect
systems, to the main system at a future date customers in defined categories (usually by
may be excessive. This requirement would be referral to distance from an existing supply).
met through the introduction, as recommended
in Chapter DC, of benchmark competition in The quality of service to be provided within the
Bolivia's ESI. franchise area needs to be well defined such

that it can be regulated appropriately. Poor
performance in providing the service should
result in rebates to customers, fines or
ultimately the revoking of the franchise.
Different quality of service standards may be
appropriate in different franchise areas,
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recognizing that intermittent supply may be all 11.07 Summary
that is practical in some regions.

The size of the isolated systems means that:The franchise period needs to be of sufficient
length to permit adequate investmnent in the 4 Real competition is unlikely for many
network. Many issues addressed in Chapter years; and
VII carry over to franchising isolated systems. vertical integration is the most suitable
Asset valuation should, however, be kept as utlty structure.
simple as possible, using indexed historic cost
with MEA revaluation only occasionally. Satisfying the objectives of power sector reform
Franchise periods of 25 years are likely to be for isolated systems will therefore largely
sufficiently long. It should be recognized that depend upon the regulation of these systems.
competition for most isolated franchises will be We recommend regulation based on benchmark
very limited and incumbents could probably competition with the setting of appropriate
renew constraints if their performance has been technical and financial targets. However,
satisfactory. because of the diversity of the isolated systems,

regulation will need to be tailored according to,
say, the number of customers on each system.
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"I know of no pursuit in which more real and important services can be rendered to any country than by
improving its agriculture."
George Washington (1732-99).

Rural electrification has been a priority in With this central role in mind, we develop
Bolivia for decades. Lack of resources, very recommendations for institutional (Section 12.5)
isolated dwellings, and institutional weaknesses and financing arrangements for rural energy
mean that the great majority of the rural (Section 12.6). Our conclusions are presented
population are still without electricity. in Section 12.7.

This Chapter describes the rural electrification
strategy set out in the Electricity Law (Section 12.01 Proposed Rural
12.1), and summarizes the key areas of Electrification Strategy
Government involvement in rural energy in the
reformed system (Section 12.2). In a number of
cases rural consumers are willing and able to The Law proposes a Rural Electrification
pay for improved energy sources. In these Financier (REF) with the following functions:
cases the electricity reforms will assist rural
electrification greatly (Section 12.3). Privatized r attract and administer financial resources
energy suppliers will have the incentives and for rural electrification;
investment funds to provide local consumers
with the service they demand. W co-ordinate with the Executive Power and

the regions, rural electrification programs
In many cases rural consumers will be unable and projects;
to pay the full cost of improved energy
provision. We discuss the arguments for advise and assist in the preparation of
government subsidy in such cases. The studies and projects, use and application of
Chapter describes the main options for new technologies;
improved rural energy provision, and their
advantages and disadvantages are described in w approve projects and grant the
Section 12.4. We conclude that a flexible, corresponding resources; and
consumer-driven scheme is required. We
suggest that the proposed Rural Electrification e supervise the correct application of the
Financier (the Governnent body which will be resources assigned to projects.
responsible for rural electrification) develop a
Rural Energy Credit Scheme as the central part The structure of REF appears similar to that
of its work. This scheme would assist rural proposed for DIFER in MEH/ESMAP joint
consumers in choosing and paying for their work. This is illustrated in Figure XII-1.
preferred energy option. The subsidy would
be on the demand side, not the supply side, so The Law states that electricity companies will
it would be consistent with the development of be able to perform the operation and
the private energy supply industry. The use of management of rural electrification systems
loans rather than grants will ensure consumer funded by the Regional Development Entities.
commitment. The regulation of the rural electricity will be

RURAL ELECTRIFICATION 167
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the ultimate responsibility of the National 12.03 Benefits and Costs of
Superintendency of Electricity (SNE), which has Rural Electrification
overall regulatory authority for the electricity
sector.

Rural electrification has clear benefits. These
include:

12.02 History and Extent of lighting;
Rural Electrification

/ better and cheaper source of power to
For the past 20 years the GOB has tried to rural small industry-for example
assist the planning and implementation of rural traditional ceramic and brewing activities;
electrification by establishing coordinating
bodies. INER (Instituto de Electrificacion / health benefits-for example, effective
Rural) was brought into being in 1974, vaccine refrigeration is essential for
subsequently replaced by COFER (Corporaci6n primary health care; and
de Fomento Energetico Rural) which was itself
replaced by DIFER in 1988. These agencies / educational benefits-for example adult
have faced chronic shortages of funds which literacy is easier if people have lighting
has curtailed their scope of operation and their which is sufficient to study by.
ability to retain highly qualified staff.

On the other hand, those using fuelwood for
Partly as a result of this, Bolivia's experience of cooking are unlikely to switch to electricity
rural electrification has been poor. There is until either their real incomes rise significantly,
relatively little to show for the financial support or fuelwood scarcity substantially raises the
to this sector over a number of years. The cost of collectiorL Evidence from other countries
great majority of Bolivians do not have access also suggests that it is unrealistic to expect any
to electricity. In particular, among the rural significant increase in economic activity as a
poor (who make up 70% of the rural result of rural electrification. Communities that
population) only 16% have access to electricity. are economically disadvantaged because of
The lack of household access to electricity in their isolation from potential markets are likely
rural areas is compounded by the institutional to remain so even if electrified.
weakness of many of the co-operatives serving
electrified communities. The benefits of rural electrification must be

weighed against the costs. Sometimes, the
Electrification is made more difficult by the consumers of rural electricity will be willing to
general poverty of the country, and by the fact pay the costs of supply. In such cases it is
that many rural households in Bolivia live in dear that the electricity industry should supply
isolated settlements. This varies by area, but in them. The Government's main role in these
the Altiplano less than 1 in 13 people live in a cases is to ensure that regulatory structure does
village. not get in the way of willing suppliers selling

to willing consumers. The planned
In this situation the poorest rural households privatization of the sector will greatly assist
rely on candles for lighting and gather wood with this. User-pays rural electrification is
for cooking. Richer households are more likely discussed in more detail below.
to use kerosene or liquefied petroleum gas
(LPG) for lighting and to make some use of A much more difficult question anses when the
LPG for cooking. However, only a small beneficiary is not willing or able to pay the full
proportion cook exclusively with LPG. The cost of supply. We discuss below the situations
reliance on fuelwood results from the low in which rural electrification could nevertheless
(opportunity) cost associated with its be justified.
collection-it is collected in conjunction with
the tending of livestock and those who do this
have very few alterative sources of
employment.
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Figure XII-1: Rural Electrification Financier

recover actual costs of connection and supply,
User Pays Rural Electrification which will vary from area to area.

If beneficiaries are willing to pay the full cost The GOB's main roles in this will be to:
of supply, it should be profitable for
distribution companies to supply them. The / ensure that the reforms produce
planned electricity reforms with their new innovative, profit seeking utilities; and
incentives for industry operators are therefore
likely to provide a boost to rural electification. / ensure that the regulatory system does not

prevent utilities from increasing profits by
The distribution companies and small utilities expanding their rural systems.
are not part of the capitalization program.
Rather, the GOB plans to privatize them. This The key dangers to guard against are:
is discussed in previous Chapters. Once
privatized, they will seek to maximize profits. / price capping or anti discnmination
It will be in their interests to extend supply to provisions which prevent companies from
new consumers who are willing to pay for it. recovering the full cost of supply from
It will also be in their interests to offer the most willing customers in rural areas;
efficient service, whether this be grid extension,
photovoltaics, or any other approach, and / regulatory systems such as pure revenue-
flexible commercial payments options, capping or rate of return regulation, which
including amortizing connection charges over could remove the incentive to increase the
a reasonable period. The privatized utilities will number of customers and volumes of
have access to capital markets, giving them the sales; and
investment resources they need to extend the
system. They would be able to set tariffs to
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./ excessively high technical standards which Besides conventional rural electrification (grid
could put the cost of rural electricity extension or construction of an isolated grid),
beyond consumers' reach unnecessarily. these options include:

The GOB may also have a role in the early / lower cost energy assistance, such as
development of the market in helping photovoltaics or LPG lamps;
consumers and utilities to see the potentials for
market solutions. This would fit well with the / direct intervention to address the relevant
REF's coordination and technological problem-for example, spending money
development role under the Electricity Law. directly on reforestation, or health or

education; and

Subsidized Rural Electrification ,V transferring cash directly to the rural poor.

In cases where potential customers are not
willing to pay the full cost of rural supply, Table XII-1 shows how rural electrification
electrification will only happen if it is compares with other options. for achieving the
subsidized. The first question is whether a same objectives.
subsidy is justified. The arguments for a
subsidy are: On poverty alleviation, rural electrification is a

relatively inefficient and poorly targeted tool
or environmental protection-if people used for the task, as discussed in Chapter X. Direct

electricity in place of fuelwood, income transfers will always be a superior
deforestation and environmental option: the poor will be able to spend
degradation would decrease. However, in according to their needs and the govemment
Bolivia low incomes and the relative low can target subsidies to those who genuinely
cost of fuel wood means that making require them. However in Bolivia, as in many
electricity available is unlikely to reduce other developing countries, it is not currently
fuel wood use. In Bolivia, therefore, possible to give direct income support to the
environmental protection does not provide poor. No mechanism exists for doing so and
a strong argument for rural electrification; none is likely to exist in the near future. In this

context, a subsidy which permits a service to be
w meeting basic needs-electricity itself can delivered to the poor has a potential

hardly be defined as a basic need. In redistributive role. On the other hand, similar
Bolivia the extent of poverty is such that arguments can be made for many other services
basic needs are likely to be those such as beside electrification. Communication and
reasonable shelter, nutrition, health and roads are just two examples. Moreover, the
education. Rural electricity can make rural inportance that rural communities attach to
clinics more effective, and adult study these new services will vary from area to area.
easier. Therefore it can contribute to the
basic needs of health and education; and On meeting basic needs, for lighting the

ESMAP Household Rural Energy Study (HRES)
w poverty alleviation-subsidizing rural identifies significant welfare gains from the

electrification can be a means of provision of LPG-lighting or electrification.
redistributing income to the poor. It is Health needs can often be met more efficiently
certainly the case that those without by direct health interventions. Environmental
electricity are more likely to be poor. needs can also often be better served by more
Some 70%/o of Bolivia's rural population is targeted programs.
defined as poor and approximately 16%
have electricity. Consequently, there is an Overall, rural electrification can be beneficial in
equity argument for subsidizing rural those circumstances where it is relatively low
electricity, much as there is for subsidizing cost, and where it can meet a number of
minimum levels of electricity consumption different needs at once. But it is always
by the urban poor. important to test the efficacy of rural

electrification against other means to the same
Subsidizing rural electricity therefore can boost ends.
social welfare. But it must always be weighed
against other options to improve welfare.
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Table XII-1: Rural Energy Objectives

OBJECnVES BASIC NEEDS

OP1ONS

Poverty Rural Lighting COoking HeatingAlleviation Development tng Coig Haig Euain elh teaiis

Rural electrification (grid) V X V X X V

Photovoltaic + LPG V X XX

Direct intervention to meet V X VV X X VV /' V
basic need or address

Cash transfers /V V V X X V V X
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Conclusions Grid Extension

The mai u conclusions on the GOB's role in ESMAP estimate that approximately 20% of
rural elcAtrification are: currently unelectrified households could be

served at least cost by grid extension. This is
e the reform and privatization program will necessarily a 'ball-park' figure. Least cost does

provide a boost to market-based rural not, however, mean profitable and distribution
electrification. The regulatory system must companies may find it uneconomic to extend
preserve incentives for this. There may be the grid in their area. A solution to this is to
a role for REF in getting the market offer a subsidy on the capital cost, if this can be
started; justified using the analysis of section 12.3. This

has to be done carefully as distribution
'r subsidies for rural electrification can be companies will always have an incentive to

beneficial, but they must be weighed declare grid extension uneconomic-even when
against other options, including lower cost it is profitable. There are two means of
energy supply and direct provision of cash reducing this problem:
or other services;

/ using competitive tendering (bidding) for
w local preferences should influence which engineering work to extend the grid; and

subsidized services are provided. National
electrification objectives should permit / using evidence from past or other grid
local interpretation; and extension projects to forecast the customer

mix and revenue that can be expected.
-w subsidized systems should take advantage These revenue forecasts will define the

of the market developments, drawing extent of subsidy required.
strength from them and in turn
strengthening them. Auditing of revenue forecasts and the marginal

cost of grid extension versus alternatives will
The rest of this Chapter discusses how the GOB be required. This is likely to be a function of
could develop a rural energy program in line REF. It is worth noting that as some degree of
with these conclusions. tariff subsidy is likely to persist for grid-

connected households in the short-term, grid
extension will automatically imply an increase

12.04 Rural Energy Supply in the operating subsidy required.
Options In order for grid-extension to be fully utilized,

households who can afford monthly electricity
The main options for improving rural energy expenditure have to connect to the newly
supply are: extended grid. As noted in Chapter XI, grid

connection charges appear to be some way
/ extension of existing grids; below cost. If these rise significantly it will be

essential for householders to repay them over
/ development of new isolated grids; a long period of time as part of their monthly

bill. This does not imply a subsidy. If,
^/ photovoltaic systems; and however, commercial rates of interest were

found to discourage connection charge
/ LPG based systemns. repayments, consideration should be given to

The advantages and disadvantages of each concessional lending for tis purpose.
approach are discussed below. We also Isolated Grids
consider the question of whether any subsidies
would be better targeted to operating or capital As noted in Chapter )(, operators wil typicaly
costs in each option. have the option to charge LRMC to ensure full

cost recovery. All consumers are likely to pay
the same tariff. A subsidy which covers the
capital cost of grid extension would leave the
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average operating cost per consumer roughly success of the project. A great deal of
unchanged. Thus, the average tariff would also work is needed to establish a successful
be constant. Lifeline blocks are unlikely to be lease or credit based PV scheme. This
used in an unregulated system. typically requires NGO or donor

assistance;
The principle here is that rural electrification
subsidy is used to get the maximum number of or experience from developing countries
new connections. If an operating subsidy was ranging from Mexico to India to Namibia
used, all consumers on the grid would have to shows that successful dissemination and
receive it. Hence, there is a trade-off between operation of PV systems requires a
adding new consumers and ensuring those number of factors in addition to financing
electrified can afford to consume electricity. schemes. Local users need incentives and
The problem with subsidizing the tariff is, training to carry out basic maintenance.
firstly, that it produces allocative inefficiency. Suppliers of PV systems must face
Secondly, it is difficult to target. incentives and have the local capacity to

carry out repairs. The systems should
The nature of the grid means that subsidizing meet appropriate performance standards.
tariffs in general benefits rich and poor There does not appear to be any
consumers. For this reason, we understand requirement for REF to ensure that this is
that the GOB does not plan to introduce done in Bolivia. It is important that
subsidies on tariffs currently charged by attention is paid to these criteria before
isolated grids. In this regard it is worth noting any large scale PV program is embarked
that the supply of diesel based grids, for upon. The GOB will need to identify an
example, may not be significantly less than organization which can assist
kerosene-based lighting. implementation of its PV program;

Stand-alone, Photovoltaic Systems or while a detailed analysis of willingness to
and LPG pay is beyond this Chapter, it should be

noted that the gift of free PV systems by
Here the effect of a subsidy on capital or donors is likely to kill any local supply
operating costs is likely to be the same. industry;
Whether the reduced lifetime cost of the system
translates into a lower purchase cost or e in Bolivia, it is likely that perhaps 20% of
operating cost depends on whether the rural consumers would be able to afford
photovoltaic (PV) system is sold outright or the cost of PV on a lease or credit basis
leased. without significant subsidy. If PV systems

are to be the means of electrification of a
In this context it is important to note that: further 30% or so of the rural population,

the required subsidy will be high. For
w consumers spending $8-10/month on example, a small lighting-based PV system

candles, kerosene and batteries for radios could be leased without subsidy at
are potential purchasers of PV systems; approximately US$10 per month.

Providing 100,000 households with a 50%
an important barrier is the high capital subsidy would cost US$6 million per
cost of PV systems. One solution is to use annum. This is unlikely to be viable
lending arrangements with long term without a high level of donor support; and
repayment. This is the approach used, for
example, in the Dominican Republic and - LPG lamps offer a much cheaper option
Indonesia. Alternatively, lease for low income households. A program of
arrangements (currently used in Bolivia on (potentially subsidized) credit could be run
a small scale) could be further developed; with the PV program.

various degrees of subsidy are used in the
examples quoted above. Intemational
experience clearly demonstrates that the
degree of subsidy is unrelated to the
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Conclusion participation in the energy projects which
serve them;

The advantages and disadvantages of the rural
energy op. ins discussed are summanrized in W integration of rural electrification projects
Table CI-1. The key conclusions are: into rural development strategies;

SW there is no single solution. It is question of o planning to ensure that rural energy needs
designing schemes to suit the needs of are met at least cost;

particular groups of consumers; sw monitoring and technical guidance to

gw successful projects must have local ensure that state-funded rural
commitment; and electrification projects meet the necessary

technical standards at minimum cost;
the subsidized projects should work with
the market, not against it. w strengthening rural electricity supply

utilities (many of which are co-operatives)
Our proposal to fit these objectives is a flexible to reduce the incidence of failure; and
"Rural Energy Credit Scheme". The main
plank of this scheme would be the provision of r provision of credit to facilitate access to
concessional loans to consumers for rural rural communities' preferred options for
energy purposes. This schemes could be energy.
administered by the REF. It would offer rural
con---ers in priority areas a number of loan We take these objectives in tum, and identify
opt and work with groups of consumers to appropriate institutional arrangements to
assisi them in choosing the energy options ensure that they are achieved.
which suited them best. The consumers would
then pay the market price of the chosen energy Identifying the Energy Needs of Local
option, supporting the development of the Communities and Ensuring Their
private and privatized energy industry. The Participation
concessional loans would allow the consumers
to afford the full price, and spread the burden This is an essential element if rural
of initial up front payments, such as connection electrification funds are to be effectively spent.
fees or the capital cost of a photovoltaic system. There are many examples of electrified villages

with almost no load and donated photovoltaic
The fact that the subsidy comes in the form of systems rapidly falling out of use. A large
a concessional loan rather than a grant will literature now exists on this subject with the
increase local ownership, since local consumers failure to work with the local community being
will be sharing the costs. It could also help to a reoccurring theme.
increase the overall funds available for rural
energy, by mobilizing consumers own The Electricity Law stipulates that Regional
resources. Development Entities (RDEs) will have budgets

to finance rural electrification. Co-ordination is
With this approach in mind, the following required at two levels. Local communities will
sections develop the institutional and financial need to articulate their energy needs through
options for rural energy provision. suitable local institutions. These will vary from

area to area-in some cases being linked to
local non-govenmmental organizations (NGO's),

12.05 Institutional traditional authority structures or formal local
Arrangements government. These institutions are well placed

to articulate needs and ensure the active
The institutional structure of the new rural support of the communities concemed. What
electrification system must provide for: they often lack is access to funds and the ability

to plan rural electrification to meet these needs
e identifying the energy needs of local in the most effective manner.

communities, and ensuring their
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Planning expertise will be located in REF and ur there is limited institutional capacity for
some NGOs. Funding may flow from REF, identifying and planning solutions to the
RDEs or NGOs. A key question to be energy needs of rural communities. This
answered is therefore how to establish the needs to be concentrated rather than
necessary institutional linkage between spread over many institutions;
planners, funders and local communities. We
recommend: gw there are many economies of scope

between rural electrification and rural
w working groups be established in each energy supply. For example, a rural credit

region to address the issue of linking local scheme for solar (PV) home systems could
development needs to funds available on also be used for LPG lamps.; and
a regional basis;

gw the cost of grid extension has to be
gw a national working group with delegates assessed against the alternatives for

from these regional groups, NGOs and meeting energy needs. Typically these
DIFER/REF to agree how to utilize would include PV systems for lighting,
DIFER's planning skills; and solar thermal water heating and LPG for

cooking.
rural electrification spending by RDCs
should ideally be channeled into the Rural The focus of REF should therefore be on rural
Energy Loan Scheme we propose at the energy supply, within which electrification
centerpiece of rural energy provision. could play a major role. The proposed Rural
Failing this, REF should at least be Energy Credit Scheme will assist in ensuring
consulted on proposed schemes, to ensure that energy provision meets local needs, in
best use of funds. However, care will promoting local ownership, and in ensuring
need to be taken to ensure that this is not that a range of possible energy options are
inordinately bureaucratic. considered and evaluated.

Integration of Rural Electrification Planning to Ensure That Rural Energy
Projects into Rural Development Needs Are Met at Least Cost
Strategies

It is essential for those interested in making
The Electricity Law specifies co-ordination as investments in rural energy to have access to a
one of the five areas of responsibility for the suitable planning tool. This would:
REF. As both the REF and those bodies
planning rural development are state ' derive the load associated with a given
institutions, the key issue is to ensure that need, for example, lighting and cooking
intra-Govemnment co-ordination mechanisms for a village of a certain number of
are working smoothly. households;

At least as important is the link between rural e calculate the life time cost of altemative
electrification and other forms of energy use by means of supply. Specifically, grid
rural comnmunities. The recent ESMAP report extension, supply using a supply of LPG,
on household energy strategy for Bolivia gives PV for lighting, micro hydro and isolated
a number of examples of options for rural grid or diesel systems; and
household energy supply that need to be
considered along side electrification. For ' identify the cheapest option for meeting
example, many very poor households who rely the given need.
on candles for lighting would benefit from LPG
lighting as electrification would not be viable at Large savings can be made by choosing the
this stage. It makes little sense for REF to focus appropriate means of meeting given rural
solely on electrification solutions to the energy needs. REF should develop a suitable
problem of poor rural energy supply. The least-cost planning model-with technical
reasons for broadening the scope of REF fall assistance if required. The model should be PC-
into three categories: based and be user friendly. It should be
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available for NGOs and donor organizations gr once the project is successfully completed
interested in funding rural electrification. it would be handed over to the local

electricity utility.
After using the model to calculate life time
costs of supply and the lowest cost options, the In order for this process to work, the REF will
results would be translated into repayment have to establish the ability to design and
levels under the concessional loans schemes. monitor tender contracts. Depending on the
The cost information would then be presented volume of this type of work, it may be
to consumers to assist them in choosing the necessary to use local consultants for much of
energy option they desire. this process. If REF is to have this type of

function, the Law might require amendment to
Monitoring and Technical Guidance make this clear.
to Ensure That State-funded re
Projects Meet the Necessary Technical Strengthening Rural Electrocity
Standards at Minimum Cost Supply Utilites (Many of Which Are

Co-operatives) to Reduce the
The Electricity Law states that electric Incidence of Failure
companies will be able to perform the
operation and management of rural This issue has been discussed to some extent
electrification systems funded by the Regional both in Chapter )a (isolated systems) and the
Development Entities. The Law also states that cooperatives section of Chapter IV. There is no
the REF will have responsibility for approving doubt that limited management capacity in
and supervising state-financed projects. small rural utilities and lack of regulation are

factors in the slow progress of rural
A range of electrification options are consistent electrification in Bolivia. Many such utilities
with these articles. Interpreted literally, it have failed in the past twenty years. lntelligent
would seem to imply a regulatory function regulation can improve this situation.
over rural electricity co-operatives. However, Regulation will be undertaken by the SNE.
this function is more properly the responsibility Flexibility, as we have argued previously,
of the National Superintendency of Electricity makes little sense to apply the same degree of
(SNE) and, indeed, the Law alludes to this. regulation to a large distributor and a small

rural electricity utility. We suggest regulation
What then should the monitoring role of the be related to energy delivered or turnover.
REF be? One possibility is as follows: Very small utilities would only be subject to

basic health and safety standards. For larger
w responding to locally-identified needs, REF utilities some degree of price and quality of

plans a rural electrification scheme; service would be needed with regulation of
large (e.g. 20 MW) isolated systems

o consumers agree to the project, and agree approximating that of grid-connected utilities.
to fund it through the Rural Energy Credit
Scheme; or credibility-there is no point in having

regulation unless it is credible. Rules need
or the engineering works are put out to to be simple and enforceable and penalties

tender by REF; sufficient to deter; and

bids have to be assessed on the basis of e capability-training and capacity building
technical ability and price-by REF; would seem to be a function of REF.

However, until this body establishes a
- REF (possibly in association with the solid institutional base it is unlikely to be

Ministry of Works) would draw up able to provide this kind of assistance. We
suitable contracts to provide incentives for would recommend that the possibility of
timely project completion and any establishing a training unit, seconding
necessary follow up training and larger utility staff or using local
maintenance; consultants be investigated further. This

will require funding and a vote for this
w the project is monitored by the REF; and purpose should be specifically identified.
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Provision of Credit to Facilitate 12.06 Financial Arrangements
Access to Rural Communities'
Preferred Options for Energy The options for funding REF include:

Credit for households and rural business can be o staff secondment;
very important in improving access to lower
cost and higher quality energy supplies. w funding from the budget;
Candles, for example, often have a higher
monthly cost and produce far less light than an gw electricity levy; and
LPG lamp. Their one advantage is that they
can be bought in very small quantities when K various forms of donor support.

money is available. The following subsections outline the

It is beyond the scope of this Chapter to specify advantages and disadvantages of each option.
how rural credit for rural electrification should
be established in Bolivia. We restrict ourselves Secondment of Staff
to the following observations:

Advantages include:
or institutions which have experience in

administering rural credit have a major / rapid availability of specialized staff;
advantage over REF in doing so. REF
should strongly consider contracting out / no or low cost to REF; and
management of the Rural Energy Credit
Scheme via existing institutions if these / an increase in capacity of the institution.
have been successful;

The disadvantages associated with this option
s REF would be in a strong position to are:

secure international assistance (via FINESE
etc) for a revolving Rural Energy Credit X a failure to address the underlying
Scheme; and funding problem. What happens when the

seconded staff leave? and
a as sociocultural environments partly

determine the form of lending that works X a possible loss of independence in decision
best (e.g. group versus individual), a making.
uniform policy is unlikely to be suitable
for rural Bolivia as a whole. This suggests that some use of secondment

would be useful but, by itself, if does not offer
REF should be responsible for facilitating a solution to the funding problem. Rather, it
contact and contracting between acedit-assisted should be used in conjunction with other
consumers and rural energy assistance funding options.
providers. Where grid extension is involved,
this will mean working with consumer groups Direct Budgetary Support in Line
and utilities to define the services to be with the Tasks Required
provided, and to develop payment systems.

The advantages of this approach are that:
In the case of photovoltaic systems REF may
need to encourage the establishment of private w a given budget can be prepared to meet
suppliers, local maintenance facilities and the well-defined tasks;
other special requirements of PV systems.

. a significant commitment of funds by the
government will signal a real commitment
to rural electrification; and

w rural electrification is considered alongside
other social and economic development
priorities when the government is
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allocating scarce resources, allowing trade- X trade-offs with competing priorities will be
offs between different objectives and much harder. If for example rural clinics
different ways of meeting those objectives, in fact have a higher net benefit than rural
to be made more easily. electrification in a certain area, it will be

hard for the Government to switch funds
Disadvantages include: from electrification to clinics.

,X tying pay and conditions to civil service Donor Assistance
scales-which have proved insufficient to
keep those best qualified for rural This could be in the form of salary
electrification planning and co-ordination supplementation, or direct budget assistance
in this sector; and

The advantages here are that:
XK vulnerability to budgetary crises. This is

the flip side of integrating rural / well-qualified local staff can afford to stay
electrification spending into the budget on in their jobs;
cycle, allowing choices between competing
priorities-organizations promoting rural / if general budgetary support is provided,
electrification are unlikely to be a priority better equipment etc can also be bought,
area in the event of revenue shortfall. This improving the overall capabilities of the
may not happen, but the threat that it will REF.
could be enough to prevent NGOs and
donors investing time and effort into But the disadvantages are that:
building a partnership.

X( tiis works ordy so long as donor funds are
A Levy on Electricity Sales available; and

The main advantages are: , donors may need to ensure that an
increase in their own support to the area

' an almost guaranteed and growing does not result in a decrease of
income. A levy of 0.05 US Government support.
cents/kWh-approximnately 1% of the
average domestic tariff-would raise Conclusions on Funding
roughly US$1 million a year; and

Our recommended funding structure is:
iin time, those who benefited from

electrification will themselves pay to e REF receives a cash budget from Bolivian
extend electrification to others. sources sufficient for its basic operations.

On balance we would recommend that this
Despite this there are disadvantages: come from the general budget, to ensure

accountability and consideration of
X the base for raising the levy is smaller than competing priorities. Funding from an

that for indirect taxation (IVA for electricity sales levy is also possible;
example). Hence the amount paid per
consumer is higher; E donors to whom rural energy is a priority

contribute additional funds to allow for
X it would distort electricity consumption to the retention of more qualified staff, and

some extent. How much depends on the the provision of better quality equipment,
price elasticity of demand, which than the GOB permits. This would need
international experience suggests is likely to be accompanied by agreement from the
to be low, hence distortion would be GOB that its contributions will be
minor; maintained at planned levels; and

X the secure revenue may reduce the REF's W REF use staff secondment flexibly to build
accountability to the GOB; and up its own skills, and encourage
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networking with interested professional r alleviate rural poverty; and
groups.

g meet basic needs for lighting, and
This funding structure is proposed primarily (indirectly) health and education.
with the REF's operational budget in mind.
Similar arguments and conclusions would The subsidies need not be for conventional gird
apply to funding of the Rural Energy Credit based systems. Other options include
Scheme. photovoltaic supply and LPG lighting. The

most appropriate solution will vary from place
to place.

12.07 Summary and
Con0Su usio ns These considerations mean that:Conclusions

gw subsidies for rural electrification must
Although rural electrification has been a always be weighed against other options,
priority in Bolivia for decades, for various including lower cost energy supply and
reasons the great majority of the rural direct provision of cash or other services;
population are still without electricity. The and
electricity reforms offer an important
opportunity to improve this situation. In w local preferences should influence which
particular the increased role of the private subsidized services are provided. National
sector in the ESI should be a boost to market electrification objectives should permit
based rural electrification. The government's local interpretation.
main roles in this area are to:

urn ensure that regulation does not blunt Ensuring that rural electrification is weighed up
inentives that pregation provisio, nor bunc e against other GOB priorities would imply that
incentives for private provision, or increase REF should be funded from a budgetary
costs unnecessarily; allocation. The other option is a levy on

electricity sales. This core funding could be
' assist the market to develop in the early supplemented by donor contributions, in which

stages by providing ideas and putting case donors would want to agree with the GOB
providers and consuers in touch with that its contribution to REF is protected.
each other; and

To meet local preferences and boost local
e ensurgy, tt doesnso the GOB fus rrat ownership, we recommend that the centerpiece
energy, it does so in a way that of REF strategy should be a Rural Energy
strengthens private provision, rather than Credit Scheme, providing concessional loans to
weakening it. consumers in priority areas. REF will help

consumers to choose the energy system that
Text Box naI-1 examines the relevant best suits their needs and resources. The
international experience of Namibia, which consumers will then pay for the system using
shares some signficant charasteristics with the concessional loan. Since the subsidy is on
Bolivia in this field. the demand rather than the supply side, it will

promote the development of the private
In several cases poor rural consumers will be market.
unable to pay for improved energy services. Inm
these cases there is some role for the GOB to
provide subsidies to rural energy to:
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Bolivia and Namibia share some fundamental characteristics:
4 low level of electrification among rural communities;
4 low population densities with households typically living in loosely connected settlements rather than villages;

- use of private sector companies to undertake grid extension based on a fixed capital subsidy (proposed for
Bolivia); and

- fairly widespread use of LPG for cooking.

In Namibia a major portion of the expected cost of grid extension was financed by bilateral aid under coordination of the
Ministry of Mines and Energy. Competition for the contract to build the new grid was used to ensure the government 's
objectives for grid extension were met. These were to prioritise connection of public buildings (schools, clinics, etc) and
to provide limited amount of "free" connections. In practice consumers less than a couple of hundred meters from a
transformer were automatically connected. This left many households having to pay the full cost of connection with the
result that the take-up rate in settlements away from main roads has been low.

The success of the grid extension programme has been in bringing electricity to peri-urban areas and small towns
previously unelectrified or served by isolated diesel grids. Pre-paid card metering has also been successfully introduced
in these areas (financed by a higher unit charge for those using this system).

The electrification of genuinely rural areas has been less successful. While many villages have been electrified relatively
few households have been connected. More seriously, no planning was undertaken to assess whether:

-, lectrification was a priority for local people; and
4 rid extension was the most cost-effective means of meeting energy needs.

As a consequence, small villages with low lighting-based loads were connected to the national grid when it would have
been far cheaper to meet these needs using photovoltaic systems.

The lessons for Bolivia appear to be that:
-. DIFERIREF has to be established on a firm financial basis and with sufficient planning capacity before a large

expansion of rural electrification takes place;
-, rural electrification has to be undertaken on a least-cost basis -with grid-extension as one option;
-s rural electrification should be driven by the needs of potential electricity consumers rather than the availability

offundsfor rural electrification. This reaffirms the importance of establishing a link between 1ocal development
institutions and DIFER/REF;

- credit for connection charges -if charged at full cost- is essential; and
-, private sector construction of grid extension with competitive tendering can work.

fjur recommendations on the structurefor DIFERIREF, and on the Rural Energy Credit Scheme, are consistent with
these conclusions.

Box XII-1: Relevant International Experience -The Case of Namibia
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Annex A: A Pool for Bolivia?

In Chapter III we suggested that merit order competition may be unlikely for Bolivia. However, since
the formation of a pool has figured prominently in the proposed reform of Bolivia's ESI, it is important
to consider a number of issues related to the establishment and workings of pools in more detail.

A.1 Pool Design

Many decisions are taken within a power sector; what plant to run, what plant to hold on spinning
reserve, what new plant to build, and so on. Within a vertically integrated utility these decisions can
be taken on a command basis by appropriate staff. When there is vertical separation, a market has to
be introduced. This is true whether there is simple regulatory unbundling (as in Scotland) or a full
change in ownership as in England and Wales. Changes in incentives can be a strong force for
efficiency, with or without full ownership change. For example, Pacific Power (the utility in New South
Wales, Australia) has introduced competitive bidding between generators - with considerable success
in reducing costs - by changing incentives within a single company.

Commercial relations can be introduced through long term contracts between consumers (distributors
and large customers) and suppliers (generators), as is proposed in Bolivia. This does not remove the
requirement for wholesale trade, since generators will need to trade between themselves to ensure the
cheapest plant is run. A wholesale market (or pool) can also be used by consumers to purchase some
or all of their energy, or as a reference price for contracts.

Introduction of a pool requires a number of decisions on structure. An important precondition for
markets to function well is that there are sufficient suppliers and consumers. The first, and to some
extent preparatory, issue faced by many power sectors has been whether existing companies should
be broken up.

Transmission may be retained as a single entity. Distribution businesses can be organized on a
geographic basis, and often already are. The key issue with r,espect to horizontal integration is whether
some break-up of generation is required to avoid a single company having excess market power.

Many countries, including Bolivia, have a degree of vertical integration in the power sector. Vertically
integrated companies have incentives to over-price generation costs and pass these on to consumers.
Vertical integration also reduces transparency in the sector and tends to exclude independent power
producers. It is important to note that these problems only arise if distributors enter into firm energy
or capacity contracts with generators. If they do not enter into contracts with generators, then common
ownership creates no incentives for inefficiency.

Other questions in the design of a pool (wholesale market) include:

-, who should run it. Is it simply an agreement between members, or is there an administrative
body?

4 who is in the market. Should generators compete with each other, to optimise supply under
contract, or should consumers also be in the market?

4 who carries out market functions. Collecting bids and making market settlements are often but
not necessarily associated with transmission businesses;

4 what does the pool cover. Should atl energy be traded through the pool, or only energy not
already sold on contract, or some other part of the total market?
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- how are suppliers picked. In most markets suppliers (of similar quality goods) are selected on the
basis of price. This is the approach in some but not all pools.

Most of these points relate to the supply and demand for energy. It is also important to consider
investment decisions (see also Section 7). Within an integrated system, investment decisions can be
taken by appropriate managerial staff. Planning departments integrate decisions on generation and
transmission. In an unbundled system, a market for capacity is required. Issues will include who if
anyone is responsible for ensuring there is sufficient capacity, who bears the costs if there are capacity
shortfalls, and how market signals are given for new capacity investments.

The characteristics of a pool are summarised in Table A.1. We consider these in turn below, and assess
what is feasible and suitable for Bolivia.

Table A.1: Pool Characteristics

Characteristics Options for Consideration

Number of Pool members At least 5 players with no member controlling more than
20% of total capacity

Organisation andfunctions Pool company
Contract betuwn parties

Membership Generators
Generators and customers

Scope All generation
Generation not already sold on contract
Exclusion of hydro plant, must run plant, or generation on
minimum taLtefueL contracts

Dispatch Free
Audited costs

Bidding Through contracts (definition of contract market)

A.2 Number and Size of Pool Members

The first issue for consideration is the number of pool members which are required for effective
competition in a spot market. Simulation of the England and Wales pool suggests that:

e incentives for over-bidding are reduced with increased numbers of similar sized generation
companies; and

e declaring capacity unavailable would not be profitable for a generator with a market share of less
than 20%.

This and other work suggests that there should probably be a minimum of five generating companies,
with no generating company controlling more than 20% of total capacity on the system. This raises an
obvious difficulty in Bolivia since the 170 MW Guaracachi plant represents over 30°/O of available
installed capacity.
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While this number of pool members is probably a necessary condition for the introduction of
competition, it is not sufficient. The discussion of merit order competition in Section 3.5.1 showed that
more than 50% of total energy supply in 1992 was by hydro plant for which there was either no
dispatch decision (run of river) plant or only limited decisions (storage plants).

Taken together, the issue of the 20% constraint and the limnited dispatchibility of much capacity, means
that it is probably not feasible to introduce an effective pool in Bolivia for many years to come. This
conclusion applies to both the introduction of a pool for all energy in the interconnected system and
to the proposed '20% pool". However, it is reinforced for the latter given its small size.

A.3 Pool Organisation and Functions

The pool organisations in England and Wales and Norway illustrate possible approaches. In England
and Wales the pool is organised as a contract between all participating pool players, where the pool
defines a set of rules. Norway has introduced a pool company that owns and operates the pooling and
settlement system.

The main difference is the ease with which pool rules can be changed. In England and Wales changes
to pool rules have to be agreed by all pool members, as they are bound by a contract. In Norway, the
pool company is able to change the rules after suitable consultation, but without having to secure the
agreement of pool members.

For a number of reasons, the second option would be preferable for Bolivia. The electricity supply
industry is small. There would be difficulties in introducing a pool, and it may be desirable to do this
in stages. The greater flexibility inherent in a pool company would assist this. In addition, there is
limited knowledge of pooling systems. Setting up contractual arrangements with all parties could
prove time-consuming. Concentration of expertise in one company would make the most of the limited
expertise, and of external advice sought.

A number of different functions are undertaken within an unbundled power sector. These include:

4 collation of information (bids or costs) on which plant will be dispatched;

4 operation of dispatch;

4 settlement between pool members;

4 purchasing and charging for ancillary services, such as frequency control, reactive power and
reserve; and

4 charging for transmission services, including the cost of losses and the cost of transmission
constraints due to being obliged to run generating units "out of merit".

There may be benefits in separating these out. The transmission company avoids any possible conflict
between revenue objectives and dispatch decisions. Bid or cost collation, dispatch and settlement are
separate activities. Greater transparency may arise if they are undertaken by separate entities, and this
is being proposed for the pooling system in New Zealand.

There are also costs in setting up and administering such a system. These costs are likely to be
significant for a power sector as small as Bolivia's and represent an additional reason for not
introducing a pool. If, however, it was decided to proceed as planned, then in order to minimise costs,
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these functions could all be combined in the new transmission company initially. As the transmission
company will remain in public ownership, separation out of different activities in future should not
present a problem.

A.4 Pool Membership

Pools can either be closed (that is, for generators only), or open to generators, large customers, and
supply and distribution companies.

A closed pool can be used to optimise dispatch by trading between generators. Power supply for most
or all customers may be on the basis of long term contracts with generating companies. If so, the pool
will not act as an additional source of power supply for most customers, or may only do so at the
margin. Rather, it will act to allow generators to sell or buy surplus energy, and so minimise the costs
of supply.

Until 1989, the pool in Norway was only open to generators. The pool acted to facilitate inter-generator
trade. This was the mechanism by which long term contracts between generators and distributors was
reconciled with short term optimisation.

The alternative is to open to the pool to both generators and large customers. Customers then have
an alternative source of supply from their long term contracts. Competition in supply is likely to
develop. The extent of competition will depend on how competitive the existing electricity supply
industry is, and the scope for new entry.

A.5 Scope

The pool can cover all energy. Alternatively, it can be used for marginal power. This could be defined
as power requirements above those covered by contract (as is proposed in Bolivia). The pool could also
apply to plant other than those - such as COBEE's run of river plant - which must run.

The proposal is that firm contracts should cover 80% of energy. The pool should cover the remaining
2090/. Implicit in this suggestion is the assumption that the pool is open, ie distributors can buy from
the pool. The pool price may then be volatile because it only covers residual energy.

This has been the experience in Norway, as discussed below, despite the much larger size of the
market. Volatility reduces the use of the pool as a reference price for contracts and a marginal source
of supply for customers.

It is highly questionable what efficiency gains Bolivia would realise from establishment of a small,
volatile pool.

One alternative would be for all energy to be traded in the pool, as in England and Wales. Contracts
could then only be contracts for differences, set against a reference pool price. The Bolivian market is
small, and carries a high potential for gaming. The issue then becomes whether the potential is greater
with all energy traded, or with a larger share for contracts.

If the pool is closed, then all energy purchase would be under contract. For contracts to be efficient,
purchasers must have an incentive to purchase economically. This would not be the case if vertical
integration is retained, and distributors are allowed to enter contracts with generators.
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A.6 Dispatch

Within a vertically integrated utility dispatch decisions are taken on the basis of costs, as shown in the
merit order. When an industry is unbundled, a market mechanism is required to duplicate this. In
most markets, purchase decisions (for goods of the same quality) are taken on the basis of prices
offered by suppliers. This implies dispatch on the basis of free bids by generators. Bids need not be
related to actual costs, although competitive markets should act to drive bids down to marginal costs.
This has a number of possible advantages:

- the connection between bids and/or costs and actual dispatch may be uncertain, and free bidding
gives generators scope to establish their preferred bidding regime;

- generator costs may be hard to determine; and

4 flexibility makes it easier for generators to respond to rapid changes in fuel prices (and so to take
more fuel from spot markets), and to adjust their bidding regime to the state of their fuel supply
contracts.

However, free bidding also opens up increased scope for market manipulation. Norway presents an
interesting example. It is a hydro-dominated system, and has operated a contract market (with inter-
generator trade) and a residual spot market of the kind under consideration in Bolivia. Given its
relevance to Bolivia, the experience since deregulation is described below.

After deregulation, and until the autumn of 1992, prices in the spot market were extremely low (see
Figure A.1). Although some in the industry blamed the new and more competitive environment, low
prices were mainly caused by an unusually large inflow of water.

In the beginning of October 1992, I -
spot market prices suddenly I 1
increased. The reason seems clear. 15 .2-!990-1992 , ......
The main producer, Statkraft SF,
accounts for about 30% of total 12
generating capacity (and an even
higher share of reservoir capacity). g : .. .

Statkraft publicly announced a
new policy not to supply at prices 
below 11 Nore/kWh. After some
initial turbulence, when Statkraft
demonstrated its determination to 3
discipline the market by punishing
'deviators' (by momentarily o
flooding the market and pushing , X V t V - VW 0 PV X 2
the market price down to zero), w
prices have stabilised at Figure A.1 Norway Power Pool Prices 1989/92
considerably higher levels than
those prior to October 199'2.

There are a number of reasons why (tacit) collusion is fairly easy to maintain, even though the number
of independent generators is quite large. The generators collectively have an interest in sustaining high
Pool prices. Small increases in supply cause large declines in prices. Any short-run gains to an
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individual generator from deviating from the collusive arrangement are small. Upsetting the collusive
arrangement (by "cheating") is potentially very costly since prices may fall considerably.

Market structure is also important. Statkraft has a sufficiently large market share that it can more or
less ensure coordination and discipline by acting as 'swing producer". Statkraft's market power is
further enhanced by the fact that a considerable share of the rest of the generating capacity is
accounted for by vertically integrated companies. Most of these firms are net buyers of wholesale
electricity on long-term contracts, i.e. their own output capacity is insufficient to cover the amount they
supply on long-term contracts to consumers. Since most of these companies will have to contract with
Statkraft to ensure stable supply prices, Statkraft is in a strong position to indirectly affect their pricing
policies in ths spot market.
Some aspects of this market structure would be replicated in Bolivia. The largest single plant accounts
for a similar share of capacity as Statkraft, although other generation is more concentrated than in
Norway. ENDE presently acts as the supplier of marginal energy to COBEE. That structure may
change, although on present plans COBEE will remain short of capacity to meet peak demand.

Another important factor in the Norwegian market has been the very low spot-market prices in 1992.
Coupled with downward pressure on contract prices, this has had serious financial consequences for
some firms in the industry. This has led the government to take a lax view of the on-going tacit
collusion in the spot market led by the (state-owned) Statkraft.

It seems probable that the spot-market prices in Norway are not currently being determined by
anything resembling free competition. The distortions to the Pool price may have adverse economic
consequences. Norway for a short-time imported Danish coal-based electricity priced at 8 Nore/kWh
during the night2, and Denmark has cut imports. Water utilisation may also not be optimised. Prices
in the Pool do not reflect the opportunity costs of reservoir capacity and water availability but rather
the revenue requirements of the main generators.

The objective is to set up a market structure which ensures least cost dispatch according to a merit
order. The simplest way of doing this is to allow generators to bid, and assume bids reflect costs. As
shown above, there are strong risks that bids will not reflect costs. The alternative is to dispatch in
on the basis of actual costs, which should be audited, to ensure accuracy and a consistent approach to
pricing. The opportunity cost of hydro plants estimated on the basis of long and short term simulation
models. To ensure consistency, national models could be made available to private operators of hydro
plant.

Dispatch on the basis of audited costs may also be subject to market distortion. As previously noted,
simulation of the England and Wales pool (where capasity payments are included within the pool
price) has shown that a generator with more than 20% of total capacity could have incentives to declare
plant unavailable. This applies for both unaudited (as in England and Wales) and audited bid prices.
However, the small size of the Bolivian system would, however, make it easier to monitor audited costs
and availability statements.

A.7 Capacity

Alfftet P r a md.,rd . t."mfte d #te w of 'Ont M.' hyrtpS

2 The most extreme anomaly occurred for a rif period when Statlkraft traded with Denmark over one link over which
it retamed control at a low price, while Denmark sold back into Norway at the higher Pool price.
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The basis for dispatch is relatively clear, and can be reflected in market structure. The second major
decision taken within integrated utilities, which needs to be "marketised" after full unbundling, is
construction of new investment.

A key issue will be who is responsible for ensuring sufficient capacity. This responsibility is retained
by government in many countries. It can be left with a national investment council composed of many
groups, as in Chile. Alternatively, distributors can be given responsibility for ensuring they have firm
capacity contracts for their requirements, as is done in NEPOOL (a pool operating in six States in the
USA). Finally, there may be no formal responsibility for ensuring sufficient capacity, and this may be
left to the market as is done in England and Wales.

In most industries, suppliers take investment decisions on the basis of expectations on the price and
quantity of sales in future, and their costs of production. This could be reflected in an unbundled
power industry by allowing investors to take decisions on the basis of expected movements in spot
prices. These spot prices could, as in England and Wales, incorporate spot capacity payments.

There are a number of disadvantages with this. The first is a transitional one. Generating companies
will inherit investments, and associated debt, and will require payment for existing capacity. Reliance
on spot price messages might produce periods of shortage, and sharp fluctuations in price. There is
also evidence from the England and Wales market that few generators are willing to invest on the basis
of forecast trends in the pool price.

One altemative is to have a separate capacity market that runs together with the pool. The advantage
of a separate capacity market is that contracts provide a more secure stream of revenue to generators
and so are likely to be more successful at attracting new, independent generators. However, because
of implementation and running costs this is unlikely to be a feasible solution for Bolivia.

Another alternative is to remove capacity expansion from the market. Means of more direct
intervention in.capacity investments could include:

-, public sector analysis of the least cost expansion plan, followed either by public sector construction
or letting of BOO/BOT contracts; and

4 co-ordination of future investment, for example by a national investmnent council that represents
a number of different power sector bodies. Greater scope can be allowed for variation in the
private sector response to identify supply deficiencies.

Capacity Investments: the England and Wales Example

England and Wales provides an illustration of the impact of perverse incentives on an unbundled
capacity market. Since privatization there has been a rapid expansion of gas-fired capacity. Much of
this capacity is independent and does not involve either of the two dominant generating companies.

Figure A.2 shows forecast movements in the capacity margin (the percentage by which capacity exceeds
ACS3 system maximum demand), assuming that only the presently committed 8 GW of CCGT is
commissioned. By 1995/96 the margin reaches 27%.

3 cef dU
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There have been worries that in the projects which are part-owned by the Regional Electricity
Companies (RECs), the cost of the CCGTs has been inflated so that the RECs receive a good return on
their equity investment. In turn, they hope to pass on these costs to the captive franchise sector of their
market. The RECs in England and Wales have a licence requirement to purchase economically to
prevent them passing on any inefficiencies in purchase to their consumers, and there have been
concerns that some projects may infringe that license requirement.

OFFER has investigated the REC igure 2 Anmp engSana anca waiess uacty ana i-an Margin

contracts with new CCGT stations
and ruled that they are not in 80000 TI 0

breach of their license condition.
This ruling is based principally on
a comparison of prices offered by 60000 t
new CCGT stations with prices in ........... .............
other contracts offered by other Mw *.. . . .%

generators. These comparator M Margin
prices could in turn be excessive if 4000 CapaCty4
generators are manipulating the -e System mandnumnidemand T
market.

20000
The experience in England and 2DA
Wales has a number of direct
lessons for Bolivia: o Lo.,

ow all new investment has been
gas-fired. In part this is historical accident. It reflects legal and regulatory changes in the gas
market that coincided with electricity privatization, and the move away from coal. However,
CCGT plant with its relatively low capital costs and fast pay-back periods, is likely to be attractive
to the private sector if it applies high discount rates. The decision by many players to move into
gas simultaneously also meant that the risks to individual plant were to some extent pooled. In
other words, although the ESI as a whole may face risks from this unanimity of fuel choice for
new investment, these risks are placed on consumers rather than generators. With its gas reserves,
a similar outcome could occur in Bolivia; and

e RECs have been allowed to invest in generation up to 15% of their maximum demand, partly to
offset the market power of the two large generators. However, this weakens their incentives for
efficient purchase. There have been concems that RECs could then enter into high price contracts
with independent power producers in which they had a stake and pass these higher costs on to
their customers. Similar concerns could arise in Bolivia.



Annex B: Capacity Planning in a
Functionally Disaggregated
System

The most comnmon structure for the Electricity Supply Industry in most countries in the world is the
vertically integrated monopoly where an electricity company which may be a parastatal, a government
organisation, or in the private sector, has a monopoly right and obligation to supply electricity to
customers in a particular geographic area. It owns all the generation, transmission and distribution
facilities to achieve that aim. It may or may not be interconnected with its neighbours.

In these circumstances, generation capacity expansion planning has been the function of the electricity
supply company and is generally carried out through a process of demand forecasting, an examination
of the options for generating capacity to meet that demand and choosing the programme of options
which results in least forecast cost. The quantity of generating capacity will also be set against some
target for the security of supply to customers. This target can be specified in many ways:-

- Plant margin

e Loss of load expectation (LOLE) or loss of load probability (LOLP)

3 Unsupplied energy

4 A value for unsupplied energy

While this type of capacity planning appeared to be fine in theory, in practice the monopoly nature of
the electricity supply company, exacerbated by the fact that it was often subject to political pressures,
often led to the real least cost path being distorted.

Most restructuring proposals for electricity supply industries recognise the potential for, and the
desirability of, introducing competition in the supply and operation of generating capacity as a means
of improving the discipline on planning. This is of course not the only objective of restructuring, others
being the introduction of private sector capital in order to mobilise resources, and to create pricing
transparency to improve regulation.

The introduction of competition in generation breaks the cycle in the least cost expansion plan of the
vertically integrated utility.

B.1 Specific and Indicative Planning

The simplest level of restructuring is to constrain the utility to purchase its new generation under
contract from third parties (usually private sector). In this case the quality of supply planning wiLl be
exactly similar to the traditional method used by the vertically integrated company but the approach
to choosing the type of capacity can be explicit (for a specific plant) or by implication (indicating only
the capacity requirement). That is, the electricity company could invite bids for the construction and
operation of specific types and sizes of generating plant, or, on the other hand, it could seek bids for
generating capacity, leaving the private sector to bid various types and sizes, the utility then making
the decision based on the bids it receives. The latter route is slightly more tenuous but has the
advantage of mobilising the inventive thinking of the potential third party generators.

In the first of these cases, competition is only at the level of providing and maintaining a specified
amount of generating capacity of a specific type, and possibly over the provision of fuel supplies. In
the second case, competition is extended to the optimisation of generating unit sizes and fuel types.
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If the restructuring of the industry involves further disaggregation, separating out the transmission
function, with or without the division of the distribution into separate regional entities, the options for
planning increase further.

The onus for capacity planning could be put on the distribution companies who would be obliged to
contract appropriate amounts of capacity to meet their own security of supply criterion. If there was
more than one of them they could get together as a buying consortium and seek bids from generators.
They would be subject to some form of price regulation and therefore would have a strong incentive
to buy from the lowest cost sources and the security of supply criterion would have to be laid down
in regulations in fairly simple terms, perhaps as a plant margin. This latter point in itself brings certain
inefficiencies, because it denies some potential ways of organising generation security.

In this functionally disaggregated world, a second means of securing capacity planning is for the
transmission company or some other body responsible for the wholesale market to act as a non-profit
making wholesaler, to purchase electricity from competitive contracts with generators on behalf of the
distributors, passing the costs through to them. If this course of action is taken, then the generation
purchase can be explicit or implicit in the same way as that of the vertically integrated utility, seeking
new generation contracts from third parties.

The ultimate in decentralisation of capacity planning is the model in England and Wales, and in
Argentina, where all generation is bought and sold through a Pool. The Pool is organised to provide
payments to generators for both capacity and for energy, and the capacity payment part can be adjusted
to reflect the perceived value (in socio-economic terms) of unsupplied energy. Having done this, it is
felt that the market can then be left to decide the quantity, type and timing of generation to fill the
needs of the market. In such cases centralised capacity planning no longer exists.



Annex C: Renewable Energy
Technologies for Isolated
Systems

In isolated areas, the transport costs of fossil fuels can be high and the cost of connection to a
distribution network can be prohibitively expensive. In such circumstances, the economics of renewable
energy technologies can be particularly attractive. The intermittent nature of some renewable energies
may also be less of a problem in systems where an uninterrupted supply is not currently an option.
They are particularly suitable in areas where agriculture is the main industry.

In an isolated, vertically integrated utility, renewable energies should be considered as a generation
option in the least cost planning function. Such technologies would then be induded in any expansion
plan if they proved economic and appropriate.
In addition to mini hydro schemes, there are three renewable technologies that may be applicable for
isolated systems in Bolivia: photovoltaics, biomass and wind energy. These technologies are briefly
described below.

C.1 Photovoltaics

Photovoltaics, or solar cells, convert sunlight directly into electricity. Some experience of this
technology already exists in Bolivia as a result of the Alti-plano project. A primary advantage of
photovoltaics is that it can be deployed at any scale (ie. few economies of scale accrue to larger sizes).
Because size is not a constraint, the technology is potentially applicable to all electricity-consumning
sectors. Photovoltaic technology can operate with diffuse sunlight, making it applicable in many
geographical areas. Photovoltaic systems require few, if any, moving parts and thus require very little
maintenance. Being a non-thermal energy-producing system, photovoltaic systems require no water
for cooling.

The principal disadvantages of this concept relate to the high cost of photovoltaic-, land requirements
for photovoltaic energy-producing facilities that are somewhat greater than conventional fossil-
generating plants, and the fact that the power output may not be available on demand (unless
integrated with storage capabilities).

C.2 Biomass

The principal advantages of using biomass resources, such as wood or agricultural wastes, for electricity
supply are that they are renewable resources with fairly widespread availability; the conversion systems
are relatively small scale and modular and can operate as baseload generating plants.

C.3 Windpower

Windpower technology converts wind flows to useful energy through the use of wind turbines. Wind
turbines have been deployed in sizes up to 4 MW. Historically, wind turbines have been used for smnall
stand-alone applications such as water pumping and farm power needs. Over the last several years,
wind turbines have experienced the largest deployment in clusters of so-called "wind farms".
Individual turbine sizes in wind farms have ranged from 18 kW to 600 kW; however, most turbines
installed to date have been in the 100 kW size range.

There are two basic technical approaches to wind turbine design:

- horizontal-axis machines, in which the axis of the rotors rotation is parallel to the wind stream and
the ground; and
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- vertical axis (Darrieus) machines, in which the axis of rotation is perpendicular to the wind stream
and the ground.

Most turbines in commercial use today are of the horizontal-axis type. Though simple in concept,
many are technologically complex, and their maintenance can be a problem in rural areas where
technically trained staff are not available.



Annex D: Social Impact of Tariff
Reform -Modelling
Methodology

D.1 Introduction

In chapter 11 of the text we examine the social impact of an increase in the tariff for electricity. This
annex sets out the methodology used to derive the results. The steps were as follows:

K calculate the average (per unit) charge faced by each income group - this per unit charge depends
on the electricity consumed in each group since tariffs are split between a standing (fixed) charge
and a variable charge;

K derive the average tariffs faced by each income group after an increase in the variable charge;

Kw calculate the effects on demand caused by the tariff increases;

Kr calculate the new expenditure ratios for electricity, and the consumer welfare loss caused through
the tariff increases.

D.2 Initial Data and Assumptions

Consumer expenditure on electricity (E) equals the price of electricity (P) multiplied by the (kWh)
consumption of electricity (Q). Rearranging, consumption equals electricity expenditure divided by its
price

(1) EQ=p

We have the following information - supplied by INE and based on the 1992 Bolivian Census:

gr Total monthly consumer expenditure for an individual in each quintile (TE). We are particularly
interested in the poorest two quintiles (groups) 1 and 2.

Kw Monthly consumer expenditure on electricity for an individual in each quintile (E).

We also know the price currently charged for electricity supply to domestic consumers. This tariff
(price) comprises a fixed charge (Pf) and a unit charge (Pu), each of which varies between distributers
(i). We cannot therefore go directly to equation 1.

The fixed charge (Pfi) gives the consumer a fixed amount of electricity per month (Qf ). This is 5OkWh
for Cobee and Elfeo and 2OkWh otherwise.

In order to calculate the effect on demand for each income group when faced by a tariff increase we
make two assumptions:

w distribution companies have the same proportion of each income group in their customer base; and

w there is a constant elasticity of demand for electricity.
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The first assumption allows us to calculate the average tariffs faced by the consumer; the second
assumption allows us to calculate the effect on demand from an increase in the tariff.

D.3 Calculating the Current Amount of Electricity Consumed by Each Income
Group

Using the first assumption above: let Pf, Pu, and Qf be the (weighted) average fixed charge, variable
(per unit) charge, and fixed quantity of electricity across all companies. The weights used for these
averages are the share of residential consumption for each company (z;) as given in 1992. So for
example, the weighted average fixed charge is:

Pf =E., Pfi *Zi

The variable quantity of electricity bought (Qu1) is found by calculating each income group's
expenditure in excess of the fixed charge Pf, and then applying equation (1):

EV, =E, -Pf

The total quantity of electricity purchased by each income group is given by:

Q91 =QO, +Qf

If we introduce the notation E,, and Ca to mean the expenditure and quantity of electricity currently
(ie time 0) bought by income group j, then the current average tariff faced by each income group
(remembering that the average tariff will depend on how much electricity is bought over the fixed
amount Qf) is:

pa Pff.Qmx

D.4 Tariff Increases

The Synex benchrmarking study provides estimates of relative tariff increases (M) for each distribution
company (i). We can write:

Pu, =PuOM,K

Puli is the new tariff. K is a scaling factor. If K = 1 the tariff increase is that predicted by the Synex
study. By changing K, tariff increases of between 0%/6 and 100% can be modelled.
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The new weighted average tariff across the n distribution companies is:

P= E., Pu11z,

The new tariff faced by each income group is then:

p=Pf.&^

D.5 the Impact of Tariff Increases

The effect of a potential tariff increase on consumption depends on how sensitive demand is to price.
This sensitivity is known as the price elasticity of demand. When tariff rises are large, the appropriate
formula is:

InQ, = InQ0 + e In(-n-)
Pe

Where

Q= initial consumption
Q,= consumption after tariff increase
E = price elasticity of demand
P. = initial price (tariff)
P, = new price (tariff)

This formula is just the logarithmic form of the standard Q = a - bP demand function. The logorithmic
formula ensures that the elasticity, C, is unitless. In practice, equation 3 is estimated for each
expenditure quintile 0).

Thus, for each income group, equation 1 can be re-written as:

El,= P1,Q1 f

Where Q, is the estimated electricity consumption under the new tariff.

There are two key measures of how increased tariffs affect consumer welfare. The first is simply to
compare the share of total monthly expenditure taken by electricity pre- and post- tariff rise. That is
to say we compare:

E0 with -
TE, TE,

This does not however, capture the sense of "spending more to get less" that typically follows from
a price rise. This aspect is captured by the measurement of consumer surplus loss. A graphical
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illustration is provided in Chapter 11. Here we note the constant elasticity formula used to calculate
consumer welfare loss as:

P= BQP

where:

and £ = price elasticity of demand

The reduction in consumer surplus (CS) is the integral between PO and P, The change in CS can thus
be expressed as:

Vcs= f 'BQIdQ = B , Q'- Qlt

since s = , then
Q.,

VCS = PO 1.e I Ql
(I - ) Q"eQ Q 



Annex E: Detailed Results of Social Impact Analysis

Existing Retail Tariffs and Household Expenditures

Diun"IPflr 1 Bund 2 h/tfUnLUn puTLIFXUhu number uf

kWhlmonth charge Energy Energy by income group residential
US$Imonth charge charge custo nr

US$IkWh US$IkWh

COBEE 50 2.847 0.039 0.039 65.20 96.74 129.51 176.79 274.11 161773

ELFEO 50 2.858 0.039 0.054 64.91 96.45 129.31 176.50 273.92 26552

ELFEC 20 1.483 0.053 0.072 56.92 80.13 107.63 144.71 218.21 106279
CESSA 20 1.376 0.045 0.063 65.85 93.18 123.99 162.31 254.19 20548

SEPSA 20 1.581 0.053 0.054 55.07 78.28 105.78 150.76 211.35 18722

CRE 20 1.578 0.047 0.049 59.61 85.78 116.80 166.21 232.19 103976

Averaze 33 2.09 0.045 0.052 61.44 89.13 119.90 164.68 246.96 437850
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Social Impact Model
Effect on Group I

Average tariff 0.056 0.059 0.062 0.064 0.067 0.070 0.073 0.076 0.078 0.081 0.084 0.087 0.090 0.092 0.095 0.098 0.101 0.104 0.106 0.109 0.112

Tariff increase (%) 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100

Monthly household budget 59.0

Monthly kWh consumption 61.44 61.44 61.43 61.43 61.43 61.43 61.42 61.42 61.42 61.42 61.42 61.41 61.41 61.41 61.41 61.41 61.40 61.40 61.40 61.40 61.40

Monthly US$ electricity expenditure 3.44 3.61 3.78 3.96 4.13 4.30 4.47 4.64 4.81 4.99 5.16 5.33 5.50 5.67 5.84 6.02 6.19 6.36 6.53 6.70 6.87

Share in total expenditure 5.8 6.1 6.4 6.7 7.0 7.3 7.6 7.9 8.2 8.4 8.7 9.0 9.3 9.6 9.9 10.2 10.5 10.8 11.1 11.4 11.7

Annual consumer loss (US$) 0.00 2.06 4.12 6.18 8.25 10.31 12.37 14.43 16.49 18.55 20.61 22.67 24.73 26.79 28.86 30.92 32.98 35.04 37.10 39.16 41.22

Price elasticity of demand -0.001

Monthly kWh consumption 61.44 61.14 60.86 60.59 60.33 60.08 59.85 59.62 59.41 59.20 59.00 58.81 58.62 58.44 58.27 58.10 57.93 57.77 57.62 57.47 57.33

Monthly US$ electricity expenditure 3.44 3.59 3.75 3.90 4.05 4.20 4.36 4.51 4.66 4.81 4.95 5.10 5.25 5.40 5.55 5.69 5.84 5.98 6.13 6.27 6.42

Share in total expenditure 5.8 6.1 6.4 6.6 6.9 7.1 7.4 7.6 7.9 8.1 8.4 8.6 8.9 9.1 9.4 9.6 9.9 10.1 10.4 10.6 10.9

Consumer loss (US$) 0.00 1.85 3.69 5.52 7.34 9.16 10.97 12.77 14.57 16.36 18.14 19.91 21.69 23.45 25.21 26.97 28.72 30.46 32.20 33.94 35.67

Price elasticity of demand -0.1

Monthly kWh consumption 61.44 60.84 60.28 59.75 59.24 58.76 58.30 57.86 57.44 57.04 56.65 56.28 55.93 55.58 55.25 54.93 54.63 54.33 54.04 53.76 53.49

Monthly US$ electricity expenditure 3.44 3.58 3.71 3.85 3.98 4.11 4.24 4.37 4.50 4.63 4.76 4.88 5.01 5.13 5.26 5.38 5.50 5.63 5.75 5.87 5.99

Share in total expenditure 5.8 6.1 6.3 6.5 6.7 7.0 7.2 7.4 7.6 7.8 8.1 8.3 8.5 8.7 8.9 9.1 9.3 9.5 9.7 9.9 10.1

Consumer loss (US$) 0.00 1.63 3.25 4.85 6.44 8.02 9.58 11.14 12.68 14.20 15.72 17.23 18.73 20.22 21.70 23.17 24.64 26.09 27.54 28.98 30.41

Price elasticity of demand -0.2

Monthly kWh consumption 61.44 60.55 59.71 58.92 58.17 57.46 56.79 56.15 55.54 54.96 54.40 53.87 53.36 52.87 52.40 51.94 51.51 51.09 50.68 50.29 49.91

Monthly US$ electricity expenditure 3.44 3.56 3.68 3.79 3.91 4.02 4.13 4.24 4.35 4.46 4.57 4.67 4.78 4.88 4.99 5.09 5.19 5.29 5.39 5.49 5.59

Share in total expenditure 5.8 6.0 6.2 6.4 6.6 6.8 7.0 7.2 7.4 7.6 7.7 7.9 8.1 8.3 8.5 8.6 8.8 9.0 9.1 9.3 9.5

Consumer loss (US$) 0.00 1.42 2.81 4.19 5.55 6.90 8.22 9.54 10.83 12.12 13.39 14.65 15.89 17.13 18.35 19.56 20.77 21.96 23.14 24.31 25.48

Price elasticity of demand -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3
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Social Impact Model
Effect on Group 2

Average tariff 0.052 0.055 0.058 0.060 0.063 0.065 0.068 0.071 0.073 0.076 0.079 0.081 0.084 0.086 0.089 0.092 0.094 0.097 0.100 0.102 0.105

Tariff increase (%) 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100

Monthly household budget (US$) 105.4
Monthly kWh consumption 89.13 89.13 89.12 89.12 89.11 89.11 89.11 89.10 89.10 89.10 89.09 89.09 89.09 89.09 89.08 89.08 89.08 89.08 89.07 89.07 89.07

Monthly US$ electricity expenditure 4.67 4.90 5.14 5.37 5.60 5.84 6.07 6.30 6.54 6.77 7.00 7.23 7.47 7.70 7.93 8.17 8.40 8.63 8.87 9.10 9.33

Share in total expenditure 4.4 4.7 4.9 5.1 5.3 5.5 5.8 6.0 6.2 6.4 6.6 6.9 7.1 7.3 7.5 7.7 8.0 8.2 8.4 8.6 8.9

Annual consumer loss (US$) 0.00 2.80 5.60 8.40 11.19 13.99 16.79 19.59 22.39 25.19 27.98 30.78 33.58 36.38 39.17 41.97 44.77 47.57 50.36 53.16 55.96

Price elasticity of demand -0.0

Monthly kWh consumption 89.13 88.70 88.28 87.89 87.52 87.16 86.82 86.49 86.18 85.88 85.59 85.31 85.04 84.78 84.52 84.28 84.04 83.81 83.59 83.37 83.16

Monthly US$ electricity expenditure 4.67 4.88 5.09 5.30 5.50 5.71 5.91 6.12 6.32 6.52 6.73 6.93 7.13 7.33 7.53 7.73 7.93 8.12 8.32 8.52 8.71

Share in total expenditure 4.4 4.6 4.8 5.0 5.2 5.4 5.6 5.8 6.0 6.2 6.4 6.6 6.8 7.0 7.1 7.3 7.5 7.7 7.9 8.1 8.3

Consumer loss (US$) 0.00 2.51 5.01 7.50 9.98 12.44 14.90 17.35 19.79 22.22 24.64 27.05 29.46 31.86 34.25 36.63 39.01 41.38 43.75 46.11 48.46

Price elasticity of demand -0.1

Monthly kWh consumption 89.13 88.26 87.45 86.67 85.94 85.24 84.57 83.94 83.33 82.75 82.19 81.65 81.13 80.64 80.16 79.69 79.24 78.81 78.39 77.99 77.59

Monthly US$ electricity expenditure 4.67 4.86 5.04 5.22 5.40 5.58 5.76 5.94 6.11 6.29 6.46 6.63 6.80 6.97 7.14 7.31 7.47 7.64 7.80 7.97 8.13

Share in total expenditure 4.4 4.6 4.8 5.0 5.1 5.3 5.5 5.6 5.8 6.0 6.1 6.3 6.5 6.6 6.8 6.9 7.1 7.2 7.4 7.6 7.7

Consumer loss (US$) 0.00 2.22 4.42 6.60 8.76 10.91 13.03 15.14 17.24 19.32 21.38 23.44 25.47 27.50 29.51 31.52 33.51 35.49 37.45 39.41 41.36

Price elasticity of demand -0.2

Monthly kWh consumption 89.13 87.83 86.62 85.47 84.39 83.36 82.38 81.46 80.57 79.73 78.92 78.15 77.41 76.70 76.01 75.35 74.72 74.11 73.52 72.95 72.40

Monthly US$ electricity expenditure 4.67 4.83 4.99 5.15 5.31 5.46 5.61 5.76 5.91 6.06 6.20 6.35 6.49 6.63 6.77 6.91 7.05 7.18 7.32 7.45 7.59

Share in total expenditure 4.4 4.6 4.7 4.9 5.0 5.2 5.3 5.5 5.6 5.7 5.9 6.0 6.2 6.3 6.4 6.6 6.7 6.8 6.9 7.1 7.2

Consumer loss (US$) 0.00 1.93 3.83 5.71 7.57 9.40 11.20 12.99 14.76 16.51 18.24 19.96 21.65 23.33 25.00 26.65 28.29 29.91 31.53 33.12 34.71

Price elasticity of demand -0.3
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Social Impact Model
Effect on Group 1 and 2

Average tariff 0.054 0.057 0.059 0.062 0.065 0.067 0.070 0.073 0.075 0.078 0.081 0.083 0.086 0.089 0.092 0.094 0.097 0.100 0.102 0.105 0.108
Tariff increase (%) 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
Monthly household budget (US$) 82.2
Monthly kWh consumption 75.29 75.28 75.28 75.27 75.27 75.27 75.27 75.26 75.26 75.26 75.25 75.25 75.25 75.25 75.25 75.24 75.24 75.24 75.24 75.23 75.23
Monthly US$ electricity expenditure 4.05 4.26 4.46 4.66 4.86 5.07 5.27 5.47 5.67 5.88 6,08 6.28 6.48 6.69 6.89 7.09 7.29 7.50 7.70 7.90 8.10
Share in total expenditure 4.9 5.2 5.4 5.7 5.9 6.2 6.4 6.7 6.9 7.1 7.4 7.6 7.9 8.1 8.4 8.6 8.9 9.1 9.4 9.6 9.9
Annual consumer loss (US$) 0.00 2.43 4,86 7.29 9.72 12.15 14.58 17.01 19.44 21.87 24.30 26.73 29.16 31.59 34.01 36.44 38.87 41.30 43.73 46.16 48.59
Price elasticity of demand -0.0
Monthly kWh consumption 75.29 74.92 74.57 74.24 73.92 73.62 73.34 73.06 72.79 72.54 72.29 72.06 71.83 71.61 71.39 71.19 70.99 70.79 70.60 70.42 70.24
Monthly US$ electricity expenditure 4.05 4.24 4.42 4.60 4.78 4.96 5.13 5.31 5.49 5.66 5.84 6.02 6.19 6.36 6.54 6.71 6.88 7.05 7.22 7.40 7.57
Share in total expenditure 4.9 5.2 5.4 5.6 5.8 6.0 6.2 6.5 6.7 6.9 7.1 7.3 7.5 7.7 8.0 8.2 8.4 8.6 8.8 9.0 9.2
Consumer loss (US$) 0.00 2.18 4.35 6.51 8.66 10.80 12.94 15.06 17.18 19.29 21.39 23.49 25.57 27.66 29.73 31.80 33.86 35.92 37.98 40.02 42.06
Price elasticity of demand -0.1
Monthly kWh consumption 75.29 74.55 73.86 73.21 72.59 72.00 71.44 70.90 70.39 69.89 69.42 68.97 68.53 68.11 67.70 67.31 66.94 66.57 66.22 65.87 65.54
Monthly US$ electricity expenditure 4.05 4.22 4.38 4.53 4.69 4.85 5.00 5.15 5.31 5.46 5.61 5.76 5.91 6.05 6.20 6.34 6.49 6.63 6.78 6.92 7.06
Share in total expenditure 4.9 5.1 5.3 5.5 5.7 5.9 6.1 6.3 6.5 6.6 6.8 7.0 7.2 7.4 7.5 7.7 7.9 8.1 8.2 8.4 8.6
Consumer loss (US$) 0.00 1.93 3.84 5.73 7.60 9.46 11.31 13.14 14.96 16.76 18.55 20.33 22.10 23.86 25.61 27.35 29.07 30.79 32.50 34.20 35.89
Price elasticity of demand -0.2
Monthly kWh consumption 75.29 74.19 73.16 72.19 71.28 70.41 69.59 68.80 68.06 67.34 66.66 66.01 65.38 64.78 64.21 63.65 63.11 62.60 62.10 61.62 61.15
Monthly US$ electricity expenditure 4.05 4.20 4.33 4.47 4.61 4.74 4.87 5.00 5.13 5.26 5.39 5.51 5.63 5.76 5.88 6.00 6.12 6.24 6.35 6.47 6.59
Share in total expenditure 4.9 5.1 5.3 5.4 5.6 5.8 5.9 6.1 6.2 6.4 6.6 6.7 6.9 7.0 7,2 7.3 7.4 7.6 7.7 7.9 8.0
Consumer loss (US$) 0.00 1.67 3.32 4.95 6.56 8.15 9.72 11.27 12.80 14.32 15.82 17.30 18.77 20.23 21.68 23.11 24.53 25.94 27.33 28.72 30.10
Price elasticity of demand -0.3



Annex F: The Power Procurement
Business

F.1 Introduction

The ESI in Northem Ireland was restructured with effect from 1 April 1992, providing a framework for the
introduction of competition into the generation and supply of electricity. Northem Ireland's four major power
stations were sold to the private sector, thereby separating the ownership and operation of generation from that
of the activities of transmission, distribution and supply assumed by Northem Ireland Electricity (NIE). In addition,
NIE assumed a new activity, power procurement. The electricity supply industry in Northem Ireland is principally
regulated under the Electricity (Northem Ireland) Order 1992 and licences granted under it. Shares in NIE were
sold to the general public and institutional investors by the (Northern Ireland) Department of Economic
Development in June 1993.

The Power Procurement Business comprises the purchase of electricity from generators and its sale to relevant
suppliers, principally the NIE Supply Business; this includes the despatch of generating plant and control of the
transmnission system in order to meet demand for electricity on a day to day basis, and making arrangements to
ensure the availability of sufficient generating capacity over the longer term.

F.2 The Power Procurement Business

At present, all licensed generators in Northem Ireland are required to seel their output to NIE's Power Procurement
Business. It is required to sell electricity at the bulk supply tariff to licensed suppliers, principally NIE's Supply
Business, and to certain large customers. The Power Procurement Business is responsible for the despatch of
generating plant and for the control of the transmission system in order to meet demand for electricity on a day
to day basis. These activities are required to be carried out in accordance with the operating security standard.
In addition, the Power Procurement Business is required to make arrangements to ensure that sufficient generating
capacity is available in the longer term, in accordance with the generating security planning standard. It achieves
this by entering into contracts with generators. NIE is itself prohibited from owning any significant amounts of
generating capacity in Northern Ireland.

The Power Procurement Business purchases electricity from the generators under power purchase agreements.
Under these agreements, each generator has certain obligations to make its contracted capacity available to NIE
and to operate them in accordance with certain specified operating characteristics. In return, NIE pays generatcrs
availability payments, which are calculated by reference to the availability and operating characteristics of the
generating units, and energy payments which compensate generators for the cost of fuel used in operating their
generating units in accordance with NIE's despatch instructions. NIE operates a merit order system under which
available generating units are despatched, with priority generally given to those generating units with the lowest
energy payments. The power purchase agreements also contain provisions giving both NIE and the generators
rights and obligations with respect to the management of emissions by the power stations.

The Power Procurement Business has 5-6 staff.
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Annex K: Electricity Law

OFFICIAL BOLIVIAN GAZETITE

DECEMBER 21, 1994
LAW NO. 1604

Gonzalo SAnchez De Lozada
CONSTITUTIONAL PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC

THE HONORABLE NATIONAL CONGRESS

D E C R E E S:

TITLE I
GENERAL PROVISIONS

ARTICLE 1.-(SCOPE).- This law regulates the activities of the Electric Industry. The principles for setting
electricity prices and tariffs throughout the nation are set forth herein. All natural persons and legal entities
engaged in the Electric Industry, whatever their place and means of incorporation, are subject to this law. The
nuclear generation of electricity shall be subject to a special law.

ARTICLE 2.-(DEFINITIONS).- For the purposes of the application of this law, the following definitions are
established:

Related Shareholders
or Partners- Those persons having a direct or indirect interest in the capital of the Related Companies.

Self-Production- Generation for the producer's own use carried out by a natural person or a legal entity
Holder of a license.

Concession- The administrative act by which, the Superintendency of Electricity, on behalf of the Bolivian
State, grants to a legal entity the right to engage in the public service of Distribution, or engage in a Free
Standing System or to engage, in an integrated manner, in the activities of Generation, Transmission and
Distribution. In all cases, the Concession shall be granted for a maximum term of forty (40) years.

Non-Regulated Consumer- A consumner who has a demand for power equal or greater than a certain
minimum that can contract, independently, for the direct supply of electricity with the Generator, the
Distributor, or another supplier. Such mninimum shall be established by the Superintendency of Electricity
based upon the evolution of the market.

Regulated Consumer- A consumer located in the area of a Distributor's Concession and necessarily
supplied by such Distributor.

Load Dispatch- The specific assignment of load to generation plants to achieve the most economical and
reliable supply, while retaining quality of the service, according to the total variations in the supply of and
demand for electricity.

Distribution- The supplying of electricity to Regulated and/or Non-Regulated Consumers by means of
primary and secondary Distribution installations. For purposes of this law, Distribution activity constitutes a
public service.

Distributor- An Electric Company that holds a public service Concession for Distribution.

Electric Company- Public, private, national or foreign legal entities, including cooperatives, formed in
this country, which have obtained Concessions or Licenses to engage inactivities in the Electric Industry.

Related Companies- Subsidiaries, affiliates and controlling companies. A company is subsidiary in
relation to another when it is controlled by the latter. A company is an affiliate of another or others when all
are subject to common control. Controlling companies are those that can control others, either by a direct or
indirect interest in more than fifty percent (50%) of the capital or in more than fifty percent (50%/6) of the votes
at the meetings or by control of the management of the subsidiaries or affiliates.
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C 'ton- The electrical production process in plants of any types. For purposes of this law, Generation
i. ltional Interconnected System and Generation for export, constitutes the production and sale of a
F .ittangible asset.

Generator- An Electric Company holding a License for Generation.

El Industry- Consists of the Generation, Interconnection, Transmission, Distribution,
C1 2rcialization, Import and Export of electricity.

License- The administrative act of the Superintendency of Electricity that, on behalf of the Bolivian
State, grants a natural person or legal entity, the right to engage in Generation or Transmnission activities. The
Superintendency of Electricity shall establish the standards required for a license.

Provisional
License- An administrative act of the Superintendency of Electricity, on behalf of the Bolivian State,
auti rizing an individual or a legal entity to engage in planning for Generation plants and Transmission
installations requiring the use and exploitation of natural resources, use of public domain properties and/or
the imposition of Rights of Way. It also gives its Holder a preferential right to obtain the applicable License.
Pruvisional Licenses shall be granted for a maximum term of three (3) years. At the request of the Holder they
may be extended only once and for an equal period of time.

Ministry- The Ministry of Finance and Economic Development, and in the future, its successor.

Node- The point or bar of an Electric System intended to deliver and/or receive electricity.

Indicative Plan- The Minimum cost program of projects and works of Generation, Transmission,
when applicable, and Distribution necessary to meet the growth of electricity demand in a five year period
within a Free Standing System.

Reference Plan- The minimum cost program of projects and works of Generation and Transmission necessary
to meet the growth of electricity demand in a ten year period in the National Interconnected System, including
the available projects, regardless of the person that proposed them.

Regulation- The activity of the Superintendency of Electricity, in complying with and enforcing
compliance with this law and its regulations, assuring the correct application of principles, objectives and
policies that are a part of it.

Secretariat- The National Secretariat of Energy, and in the future its successor.

Right of Way- The restriction or limitation on the property rights of private persons, public or autonomous
entities, imposed as a consequence of a Concession, License or Provisional License.

Free Standing System - Any Electric System which is not connected to the National Interconnected System.

Economically Adapted System- An Electric System dimensioned in such form so as to permit the balance
between the supply and demand of electricity, while seeking to obtain the lowest cost and maintain the quality
of supply.

Electric System- The group of installations for Generation, Transmission and Distribution of electricity.

National Interconnected System- (NIS) The interconnected Electric System that, on the date this law is
enacted, supplies electricity in the Departments of La Paz, Cochabamba, Santa Cruz, Oruro, Chuquisaca and
Potosi, and the Electric systems that shall be added to it in the future.

Main Interconnected System- (MIS) The part of the National Interconnected System that is comprised
of the 1-igh voltage lines, including the related substations. On the date this law is enacted, this system
consists of the lines and substations of Guaracachi, Valle Hermoso, Vinto and El Kenko; Vinto, Potosi, and
Sucre; and Valle Hermoso, Catavi. The Superintendency of Electricity may redefine the installations that
constitute the Main Interconnected System by means of a resolution.
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Holder- A natural person or legal entity that has obtained a Concession, License or Provisional License from
the Superintendency of Electricity.

Transmission- The transformation of electrical voltage and the bulk transport thereof from the point of
delivery by a Generator, Self-Producer or other Transmitter, to the point of reception by a Distributor, Non-
regulated Consumer or other Transmitter. For the purposes of this law, Transmission constitutes
transformation and transport of a private intangible asset, subject to regulation.

Transmitter- An Electric Company which holds a License and engages in Transmission.

ARTICLE 3.-(PRINCIPLES). The activities related to the Electric Industry shall be governed by principles of
efficiency, transparency, quality, continuity, adaptability and neutrality.

a) The principle of efficiency requires the correct and optimum assignment and utilization of resources
for the supply of electricity at a minimum cost.

b) The principle of transparency requires that the public authorities responsible for the regulatory
processes established in Law No. 1600 (Law of Sectoral Regulatory System) of October 28, 1994 and in
this law, conduct those processes in a public manner, assuring the access of information to every
competent authority and to interested persons. Such public authorities shall also render an account of
their management, in the manner set forth in the applicable legal provisions, including Law no. 1178
(Law of the System of Administrative, Supervisory and Governmental Control) of July 20, 1990 and
the regulations thereunder.

c) The principle of quality requires compliance with the technical requirements set by the regulations.

d) The principle of continuity means that the supply must be provided without interruptions, except for
those planned for justifiable technical reasons, those resulting from force majeure or out of sanctions
imposed on a consumer for non-fulfillment of his/her obligations or for the fraudulent use of
electricity.

e) The principle of adaptability promotes the addition of technology and modem management systems
to improve the quality and efficiency in rendering the services.

f) The principle of neutrality requires fair treatment for all Electric Companies and consumers.

ARTICLE 4.-(NATIONAL NEED).- For the purposes of Article 25 of the Political Constitution of the State, a
national need is expressly declared for the activities of Generation, interconnection, Transmission, Distribution,
commercialization, import and export of electricity engaged in by Electric Companies and self-producers.

ARTICLE 5.-(EXPLOITATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES).- The exploitation of water and other renewable
natural resources designated for the production of electricity, shall be regulated by this law and legislation on
this subject, taking into account their manifold, rational, integral and sustainable exploitation.

In relation to the dimensions of the electricity market and the rational exploitation of primary resources, the
Executive Branch may define the minimum hydroelectric participation in the Generation capacity of the
National Interconnected System.

ARTICLE 6.-(ENVIRONMENTAL PRESERVATION).- The Electric Industry shall be subject to the
environmental legislation applicable to the sector.

ARTICLE 7.-(FREE COMPETITION).- The individuals or legal entities engaged in the Electric Industry shall
carry out their activities within the framework of free competition, subject to the law.

ARTICLE 8.-(RIGHTS OF CONCESSION AND LICENSE).- The granting of Concessions and Licenses may be
subject to the payment of a fee, which shall be defined in the termns of reference for bidding. When the
Concession or License is granted directly, the amount of this fee shall be established by regulation.

The amount collected from these fees shall be deposited in a bank account of the Superintendency of Electricity
for the financing of rural electrification projects.
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ARTICLE 9.-(EXPORT, IMPORT OF ELECTRICITY AND INTERNATIONAL INTERCONNECTIONS).- The
export and import of electricity and international interconnections, shall be carried out according to the policies
established by the Executive Branch and the provisions of this law.

ARTICLE 10.-(FOREIGN COMPANIES).- To engage in the activities of the Electric Industry, foreign
companies must form subsidiaries, by organizing in Bolivia a corporation, under the provisions of the
Commercial Code.

Branches of existing foreign companies holding concessions granted by the National Directorate of Electricity
prior to the promulgation of this law are exempt from the application of this article.

TITLE II

INSTITUTIONAL ORGANIZATION

CHAPTER I
CONCERNING THE MINISTRY AND THE SECRETARIAT

ARTlCLE 11.-(CONCERNING THE MINISTRY AND THE SECRETARIAT).- As to the Electric Industry, the
Ministry and the Secretariat shall execute the duties set forth in Law No. 1493 (Law of Ministries of the
Executive Branch) of September 17, 1993 and the regulations thereunder. The Secretariat, through the Ministry,
shall propose regulatory standards of a general character for approval by the Executive Branch. These
standards shall be applied by the Superintendency of Electricity. The Secretariat shall draft the Reference Plan
for the National Interconnected System and the Indicative Plans for the Free Standing Systems.

CHAPTER II
CONCERNING THE SUPERINTENDENCY OF ELECTRICITY

ARTICLE 12.-(FUNCTIONS AND POWERS).- The Superintendency of Electricity is the entity with national
jurisdiction, responsible for the Regulation of the activities of the Electric Industry. The highest executive
authority of this entity is the Superintendent of Electricity who is appointed in the manner set forth in Law No.
l'.On (Law of Sectoral Regulatory System) of October 28, 1994.

In -adition to the general powers set forth in such law, the Superintendent of Electricity shall have the
following specific powers subject to the provisions of this law and its regulations:

a) Protect the rights of consumers;
b) Assure that the activities of the Electric Industry comply with the anti-monopoly and consumer

protection provisions set forth in Law No. 1600 (Law of Sectoral Regulatory System) of October 28,
1994 and Title III of this law and to take the necessary actions to correct any non-compliance.

c) Grant Concessions, Licenses and Provisional Licenses and amend them;
d) Declare and arrange for the termination of Concessions and the revocation of Licenses;
e) Take control of an Electric Companies, however organized, and appoint receivers;
f) Oversee compliance of obligations and rights of Holders;
g) Impose Easements required by the Electric Industry to engage in its activities;
h) Apply the price and tariff calculation procedures to Generation, Transmission and Distribution

activities;
i) Approve and control, when appropriate, the maximum prices and tariffs applicable to the activities of

the Electric Industry and publish them in a publication of national circulation;
j) Approve international interconnections, and the export and import of electricity according to

regulation;
k) Supervise the operation of the National Load Dispatch Committee, established in this law, the

procedures employed and the results obtained,;
1) Apply the sanctions set forth;
m) Require that natural persons or legal entities that carry out any activity of the Electric Industry

[provide] information, data and other iterns that it may consider necessary to fulfill its functions, and
publish statistics on the activities of the Electric Industry;

In addition, the Superintendent shall have the following powers:
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n) Enforce, and cause this law and the regulations thereunder to be enforced, assuring the proper
application of the principles, objectives and policies of which it is comprised, as well as the related
legal provisions;

fh) Represent the Superintendency of Electricity;
o) Administer the Superintendency of Electricity, appoint and remove executive, technical and support

personnel of the Superintendency of Electricity, pursuant to regulation approved by the General
Superintendent of the Sectoral Regulatory System;;

p) Propose to the General Superintendent of the Sectoral Regulatory System, the salary and human
resources policies of the Superintendency of Electricity;

q) Prepare the draft budget for the operation of the Superintendency of Electricity and subrnit it to the
General Superintendent of the Sectoral Regulatory System;

r) Inform the competent authorities of violations related to environmental protection and conservation
found in the course of [oversight] of the activities of the Electric Industry,;

s) Periodically inform the General Superintendent of the Sectoral Regulatory System concerning his
regulatory activities; and

t) Perform such other duties as are established in this law as well as those necessary for the proper
fulfillment of his responsibilities.

ARTICLE 13.-(REGISTER).- The Superintendency of Electricity shall maintain a public register in which it
shall record:

a) Contracts for import and export of electricity;
b) Contracts with Non-Regulated Consumers and special contracts;
c) Supply contracts described in this law;
d) Contracts entered among Generators;
e) Concessions, Licenses and Provisional Licenses;
f) Other activities that do not require a Concession or License; and
g) Other acts requiring registration pursuant to this law and the regulations thereunder.

ARTICLE 14.-(FINANCING).- The Electric Companies shall pay a regulatory charge not to exceed one per cent
(1%) of its gross operating revenues before payment of indirect taxes, to cover operating costs of the
Superintendency of Electricity and proportionate share of costs pertaining to the General Superintendency of
the Sectoral Regulatory System.

TITLE III
STRUCrURE OF THE ELECTRIC SECTOR

CHAPTER 1
NATIONAL INTERCONNECTED SYSTEM

ARTICLE 15.-(DIVISION AND LIMITATION OF OWNERSHIP).- The Electric Companies in the National
Interconnected System shall be segregated into Generation, Transmission and Distribution companies and each
shall be engaged in only one of these activities. Participation in the ownership of said companies shall be
subject to the following limitations:

a) None of the Generation or Distribution companies, nor any of their Related Companies and Related
Stockholders or Partners may be holders of property rights in any percentage of the capital stock of
any Transmission company, neither may any [Generation or Distribution company] exercise
administrative control of said [Transmission] company. In the same manner, no Transmission
companies, nor any of their Related Companies and Related Stockholders or Related Partners may be
holders of property rights in any percentage of the capital stock of any Generation or Distribution
company, nor may it exercise administrative control in said companies.

b) None of the Generation companies, or any of their Related Companies and their Related Stockholders
or Partners may be holders of property rights in any percentage of the capital stock of any
Distribution company, nor may it exercise control of its administration. In the same manner, no
Distribution companies, nor any of their Related Companies, and their Related Stockholders or
Partners may be holders of property rights in any percentage of the capital stock of any Generation
company, nor may it exercise administrative control of such company.

c) None of the Generation companies, nor any of their Related Stockholders or Partners or Related
Companies may, directly or indirectly, be the holders of property rights, jointly or severaly, in more
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than thirty-five percent (35%) of the installed capacity of the National Interconnected System. [No
paragraph]
rhe installed capacity for export is exempt from this lirnitation. The Superintendency of Electricity
may authorize a temporary increase in the limit, when due to the magnitude of new projects, the
interest of any Generation company exceeds the established limit.

d) Exceptionally and pursuant to regulation, Distribution companies may be direct owners of Generation
installations that use and exploit natural renewable resources provided that this capacity does not
exceed fifteen percent (15%) of the total of its maximum demand.

This Generation must be operated pursuant to the provisions of Article 16(b) of this law.

For the purposes of this article, the Electric Companies shall register in the Superintendency of Electricity the
[names of those] shareholders or partners whose interest in the capital stock of the company exceeds five
percent (5%) of the total, pursuant to regulation.

ARTICLE 16.-(GENERATION OPERATIONS).- A Generator in the National Interconnected System shall
operate under the following conditions:

a) It shall be connected to the Main Interconnected System through the respective Transmission lines,
assuming the related costs.

b) All Generation plants operating in the National Interconnected System are required to comply with
the provisions of the National Load Dispatch Committee. To this effect, they shall deliver all of their
production for Load Dispatch, stating the availability of the Generation plants.

c) It may enter into contracts for the sale of electricity with other Generators, Distributors or Non-
Regulated Consumers subject to this law.

ARTICLE 17.-(TRANSMISSION OPERATIONS).- Transmission in the National Interconnected System shall
operate under the arrangement of open access. This arrangement will allow each natural person or legal entity,
that carries out activities of the Electric Industry or Non-Regulated Consumer, to use the installations of the
Transnission companies to transport electricity from one point to another, subject to the related payment.
Such payment shall be approved by the Superintendency of Electricity pursuant to regulation.

For the purposes of these operations, it is assumed that there is always available capacity, until the Transmnitter
demonstrates the contrary. The expansion of transmission installations is the responsibility of the users whose
use created the demand . They shall agree upon the means of financing or paymrent with the Transmitter,
subject to prior approval of the Superintendency of Electricity pursuant to regulation.

The Transmitter may not buy electricity to sell to third persons.

ARTICLE 18.-(NATIONAL LOAD DISPATCH COMMITTEE).- The National Load Dispatch Committee is
[hereby] created, and it shall be responsible for the coordination of Generation, Transmission and Load
Dispatch at minimumn cost in the National Interconnected System. The duties and organization of said
Comnmittee, as to all matters not expressly covered by this law shall be established by regulation.

The Committee will be composed of one representative each of the Generation Transmission and Distribution
companies, and a representative of the Non-Regulated Consumers and a representative of the Superintendency
of Electricity under the conditions established by regulation.

The Load Dispatch installations will be the property of the Transmission company owner of the Main
Interconnected System, who shall establish an independent accounting system for the activities of the Load
Dispatch.

The Superintendency of Electricity may recommend to the Executive Branch the creation of an independent
company, to be organized as a corporation pursuant to the provisions of the Commercial Code. Such company
would be the owner of the Load Dispatch Installations. The Electric Companies and Non-Regulated
Consumers that use such installations would have an interest in such company.

The cost of operations of the National Load Dispatch Committee shall be covered by all users of the Load
Dispatch, according to the extent of their usage, in the manner established by regulation.
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ARTICLE 19.-(DUTIES OF THE NATIONAL LOAD DISPATCH COMMITTEE).- The Load Dispatch
Committee shall have the following duties:

a) To plan the integrated operation of the National Interconnected System, having as an objective the
satisfaction of demand through a safe, reliable and low cost operation;

b) To carry out the Load Dispatch in real time and at minimum cost;
c) To determine the actual power of Generation units of the National Interconnected System;
d) To calculate the Node prices of the National Interconnected System pursuant to the provisions of this

law and submit such prices to the Superintendency of Electricity for approval;
e) To determine the valued balance of the movement of electricity resulting from the integrated

operation, pursuant to regulation;
f) To deliver to the Superintendency of Electricity the technical information, mathematical models,

computer programs and any other data required by the Superintendency; and
g) Such other duties as established by regulation, necessary to fulfill the purpose for which the National

Load Dispatch Committee is hereby created.

CHAPTER II
FREE STANDING SYSTEMS

ARTICLE 20.-(VERTICAL INTEGRATION).- In Free Standing Systems, Generation, Transmission and
Distribution may be vertically integrated. The Load Dispatch in Free Standing Systems shall be established by
the regulations.

ARTICLE 21.-(SUITABILITY).- Electric Companies in a Free Standing System which may [hereafter] be
connected to the National Interconnected System shall modify their organization, operation and structure in
accordance with the provisions of this law, within a period of not more than one (1) year from the
commencement of its activities in the National Interconnected System.

TITLE IV

CONCESSIONS, LICENSES AND EASEMENTS

CHAPTER I
CONCERNING CONCESSIONS AND LICENSES

ARTICLE 22 - (PUBLIC SERVICE CONCESSION). The following activities of the Electric Industry require a
Service Concession:

a) Distribution; and
b) Those activities taking place in an integrated manner in Free Standing Systems.

ARTICLE 23 - (LICENSE). The following activities of the Electric Industry require a License

a) Generation, when the power supplied exceeds the minimums established by regulation;
b) Transmnission; and
c) Transmission related to Generation.

ARTICLE 24 - (PROVISIONAL LICENSE). The plans for Generation plants that use and exploit natural
resources require a Provisional License, as well as plans for Transmission installations.

ARTICLE 25 - (ACTIVMES THAT DO NOT REQUIRE A CONCESSION OR LICENSE). The following
activities of the Electric Industry require neither a License nor Concession

a) The production of Electricity for supply to third parties or for the exclusive use of the producer, when
carried out within the limits established by regulation;

b) Electricity Distribution by a Self-Producer which is not a public service; and
c) Activities carried out in an integrated manner in Free Standing Systems whose scope are within the

limnits established by regulation.
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The act ies set forth in subsections a), b), c), of this Article may be carried out once the technical standards
for the ztric Industry, the provision for the preservation of the environment and the cultural heritage of the
country are satisfied .

ARTICLE 26 - (GRANTING PROCEDURE). The Superintendency of Electricity shall grant Public Service
Concessions, Licenses and Provisional Licenses pursuant to the following procedures::

1. By a request of the interested party:

a) For Public Service Concessions, Licenses and Provisional Licenses, if within thirty (30) days after the
date of last publication referred in Article 27 of this law, no other requests for same purpose are
received or no preferential right for a Provisional License exists.;

b) Licenses in respect of which a prior Provisional License was granted ; and
c) Licenses for the export and import of Electricity.

2. By a public bidding:

a) For Provisional Licenses, if within thirty 30 days after the date of last publication referred in Article 27
of this law, other requests for same purpose are received;;

b) For Licenses, if within thirty (30) days after the date of last publication referred in Article 27 of this
law, other requests for same purpose are received, provided that a Provisional License has not been
granted; however, if a Provisional License has been granted, the Holder thereof has preferential right
to obtain the Licence;;

c) For Public Service Concessions, Licenses and Provisional Licenses for projects identified and planned
by the State ; and

d) For Public Service Concessions when their terms have expired.

Once legal formalities have been satisfied, the Superintendency of Electricity shall issue an administrative
resolution granting the appropriate Concession or License. Not more than sixty (60) calendar days after the
date of issuance of the administrative resolution, the related contract must be signed, which shall then be
recorded in the Office of the Notary of Government.

ARTICLE 27 - (PUBLICATION AND OPPOSMON). The Superintendency of Electricity shall publish an
abstract of the requests and bids for Public Service Concessions, Licenses and Provisional Licenses in
newspapers of national circulation for three (3) consecutive days. Within thirty (30) days from the date of the
last publication, owners and others that may be affected by the application for a Concession or License or by
the proposed works, may present to the Superintendency of Electricity such objections and comments as they
deem appropriate. Such objections and comments shall be considered and resolved by the Superintendency of
Electricity pursuant to regulation. [no paragraph]

Within the same time period, other persons interested in the published Public Service Concessions, licenses or
Provisional Licenses, may present applications for such Concessions, Licenses or Provisional Licenses . In such
case, the Superintendency of Electricity shall proceed pursuant to the provisions of Artide 26, item 2 of this
law, provided that no Holder of a Provisional License with a preferential right exists.

Other procedures for the granting of public service Concessions, Licenses and Provisional Licenses, bidding
and special cases of competition and opposition shall be established under regulation and shall be carried out
with the broadest publicity and accessibility of information.

ARTICLE 28 - (REQUIREMENTS). Applications for a public service Concession and License shall be
submitted to the Superintendency of Electricity, together with the following information and minimum
requirements:

a) Identification of the Holder;
b) Description of the use and exploitation of natural resources, when applicable;
c) Descriptive memorandum and basic project plans;
d) Timetable for the execution of the works;
e) Budget for the project;
0 Specification of required Easements;
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g) Specification of the public service Concession area and the area of exploitation and use of natural
resources for the License, when applicable;

h) Environmental impact study; and
I) Guarantees in the form established by the regulations.

Applications for a Provisional License shall satisfy, in addition to a), f), g) and 1) above, the following
requirements:

j) Preliminary description of the use and exploitation of natural resources, when applicable;
k) Description and timetable of the studies to be implemented; and
1) Budget for the study.

ARTICLE 29 - (CONCESSION AND LICENSE CONTRACTS). Public service Concession and License
Contracts shall be signed by the Superintendent of Electricity and the respective Holder and shall contain the
following:

a) General legal information concerning the petitioner and legal documentation that proves that it is
organized and operating in accordance with the law, in the case of legal entities organized under the
Commercial Code;

b) Purpose and term;
c) Technical characteristics and location of the existing and projected works and installations, and the

initial required Easements and the limits of the concession area. In Distribution Concessions, the
limits shall consist of a minimum border area of one hundred meters surrounding all the existing lines
of the Distribution company. Expansion of the Distribution Concession area shall be subject to
regulatory adjustment every two years, pursuant to regulation;

d) Rights and Duties of the Holder;
e) Investment program and execution timetable including the commencement and completion dates of

works and installations of the project.
f) Guarantees for contract performance as established by regulation;
g) Causes and effects of a declaration of termination or revocation;
h) Conditions under which the contract may be modified;
I) Sanctions for non-compliance;
j) Technical and quality conditions for the supply;
k) Force majeure clauses;
I) Provisions pertaining to environmental protection and conservation ; and
m) Other clauses necessary or legally required for the proper compliance with this law, the regulations

thereunder and the contract.

ARTICLE 30.-(OBLIGATIONS OF THE HOLDER).- The holder has the following duties:

1. In the Case of Generation.

a) Perform the construction of works and installations and place them in operation within the periods of
time set forth in the contract;

b) Conserve and maintain the works and installations in adequate condition for their efficient operation;
c) Guarantee the quality and safety of the service in accordance with the terms of the contract, this law

and the regulations thereunder;
d) Present the technical and economic information to the Superintendency of Electricity, to the National

Load Dispatch Committee and to other competent authorities in the manner and within the time
periods set forth according to regulation;

e) Permit technical inspections of its installations and inspections pertaining to its administration,
accounting and financial systems by the Superintendency of Electricity;

f) Comply with the legal standards relating to environmental conservation and protection;
g) Observe and comply with the directives of the National Load Dispatch Committee in the case of

Holders operating in the National Interconnected System; and
h) Comply with the other obligations set forth in this law, the regulations thereunder and the relevant

contract.

2. In the Case of Transmission.
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In addition to the duties set forth in item 1 of this Article, the Holder is required to permit the use of
his Transmission installation to Electric Companies, Non- Regulated Consumers and self-producers that request
such use, subject to the appropriate payment;

3. In the Case of Distribution.

In addition to the duties set forth in item 1 of this Article, the Holder is required to:

a) Provide service to any consumer that so requests such service within its Concession area;
b) Satisfy the total electricity demand in its Concession area;
c) Maintain in effect contracts with Generation companies pursuant to the provisions of this law; and
d) Permit the use of its installations to Non- Regulated Consumers, Generators and self-producers located

within its Concession area, or to other consumers which are connected to it, subject to the appropriate
payment.

4. In the Case of Free Standing Systems

When applicable, the Holder must fulfill the duties established in items 1, 2 and 3 of this Article.

Authorized personnel of the Superintendency of Electricity shall have free access, without interfering with the
normal course of business, to the Electric Companies, Load Dispatch installations and every other installation
or ir astructure engaged in the Electric Industry to perform the duties entrusted to them by this Law and the
reg: -ons thereunder.

No Electric Company, whatever its form of organization, may demand from whoever requests the supply of
electricity, to become a partner in the company.

AR. -LE 31.-(ELECTRICITY SUPPLY CONTRACTS).- To comply with its obligation to meet the total
demand for electricity within its concession area, Distributors shall sign electricity supply contracts with
Generators with rates agreed upon by the parties within the framework of this law. Such contracts shall cover,
at a minimum, eighty percent (80%) of the maximum demand for which it is responsible, for at least three
years. The minimum obligatory contractual percentage and the minimum term may be modified by the
Superintendency of Electricity, taking into account the development and operation of the market.

Supply contracts between Generators and Distributors shall be entered into pursuant to procedures approved
by the Superintendency of Electricity, subject to the appropriate regulation.

ARTICLE 32.-(EXPIRATION AND TRANSFER).- At the expiration of the term of a public service Concession,
the Superintendency of Electricity shall hold a public bidding to grant a new Concession, and to transfer to the
new Holder all the assets subject to the Concession, including, but not limited to, the installations, equipment,
works, rights and data. The former Holder has a duty to cooperate with the Superintendency of Electricity
during the entire bidding and transfer process and may take part in the bidding.

The -mount of payment that the former Holder shall receive for the assets subject to the Concession, shall be
the took value or bid value, whichever is lower. Deducting, in both cases, the expenses incurred into for the
bidding process.

Any remaining balance not -payable to the former Holder shall be set aside to finance rural electrification
projects.

ART 'LE 33.-(CLAUSES FOR DECLARATION OF TERMINATION AND REVOCATION).- The causes for
0- aration of termination of Concessions and revocation of Licenses, will arise in the following cases:

a. When the Holder does not initiate or complete the works or the installations nor make the required
investments within the time periods set forth in the relevant contracts, except in the cases of force
majeure as set forth in the contract and duly substantiated;

b) When the Holder, without the prior approval of the Superintendency of Electricity, modifies the
purpose for which the relevant Concession or License was granted;

c) When the Holder does not comply with the contractual duties set forth pursuant to this law;
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d) When the Holder does not remedy his conduct after having received notice from the Superintendency
of Electricity concerning repeated non-compliance with other legal or contractual provisions, within
the time periods specified in the contract;

e) When the Holder of a Transmission License or a public service Distribution Concession does not
permit access, to use its installations, to a Generator, Non-Regulated Consumer or self-producer; and

f) In the case of private Electric Companies, on the date on which a bankruptcy proceeding is lawfully
commenced against them.

ARTICLE 34.-(DECLARATION OF TERMINATION OR REVOCATION).- For any of the reasons set forth in
Article 33 of this law, the Superintendency of Electricity, in public proceedings and by a duly adopted
administrative resolution, shall declare termination or revocation, and, if necessary, shall order assumption of
control, while bidding award and possession to a new Holder is proceeding, in order to assure continuity of
service.

Once all the relevant appeals have been completed subject to the provisions of Law No. 1600 (Sectoral
Regulatory System Law) dated October 28, 1994, the termination or revocation shall cause the immediate
cessation of the rights of the Holder, as established by law and by the relevant contract. The Superintendency
of Electricity shall execute the relevant guarantees.

The installations, equipment, works and rights of the former Holder shall be transferred to the new Holder at
the book value or bid value, whichever is lower, after deducting the expenses incurred for the proceedings,
fines and unpaid penalties .

Any remaining balance which is not payable to the former Holder shall be set aside for rural electrification
projects.

Creditors of the [former] Holder of the terminated Concession or of the Holder of a revoked License, may not
oppose, for any reason, the aforesaid bidding.

ARTICLE 35.-(PREVENTIVE RECEIVERSHIP ).- When the regular supply of service is at risk, the
Superintendency of Electricity, in public proceedings and by a duly adopted administrative resolution, may
order the preventive receivership of the Holder for a period not longer than one (1) year, which may be
extended only once with the authorization of the General Superintendency of the Sectoral Regulatory System.

At the end of this period, the Superintendency of Electricity, based on the report of the Receiver duly
appointed for such purpose, shall order the termnination or revocation, or, if appropriate, shall sign with the
Holder a duly guaranteed agreement establishing the measures that the Holder must perform in order to
continue to hold [the Concession License] .

When a judicial or extra-judicial action initiated by creditors of the Holder puts at risk the normal supply of
service, the Superintendency of Electricity must be requested to order the aforesaid preventive receivership,
pursuant to the first paragraph of this Article and the regulation thereunder. The assets subject to the
Concession, License or Provisional Licenses may not be subject to any lien.

CHAPTER II
USE OF PUBLIC PROPERTY AND EASEMENTS

ARTICLE 36.-(USE OF PUBLIC PROPERTY ).- The Holder has the right to use by free grant, the surface,
subsurface and air space of the public domain as shall be required exdusively for the purpose of the
Concession or License.

ARTICLE 37.-(DECLARATION OF A PROTECTED AREA).- Pursuant to Law No. 1333 (Environmental Law)
dated June 15, 1992, the Holder of a Generation License has the right to apply for a declaration of a protected
area for the upstream basin of a hydraulic work for the use and exploitation of water resources pertaining to
the related License. The Holder is obligated to manage and preserve the protected area at his own cost.

The holder may also apply for the right to use, by free grant, public property and to the imposition of
Easements on the private property of public entities or of autonomous entities within the protected area.
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ARTICLE 38.-(CONCERNING EASEMENTS ).- At the request of the Holder, the Superintendency of
Electricity may impose Easements for the use of the Electric Industry on private property or national property
of any public or autonomous entity. The use of these Easements shall be implemented in such a manner as to
cause minimum damage to those that may be burdened.

ARTICLE 39.-(TYPES OF EASEMENTS ).- The Easements for the use of the Electric Industry are:

a) Aqueduct easement, reservoir and hydraulic works for hydroelectric plants;
b) Duct Easement, refrigeration aqueduct and installations for thermoelectric and geothermal plants;
c) Electric Line Easement, aerial or underground lines for Transmission, Distribution or communication;
d) Substation Easement, for aerial or underground substations;
e) Right of way, for the construction and use of paths, trails, roads and railways;
f) Right of way, for the custody, conservation and repair of works and installations;
g) Easement for temporary occupation for the storage of goods necessary to carry out works; and
h) Easement for electricity transport, on transmission installations owned by entities different from the

Transmitter.

ARTICLE 40.-(RIGHTS DERIVED FROM EASEMENTS).- Depending on the nature of the Easements, its
imposition grants to the Holder the right to utilize the terrain necessary for the works, reservoirs, spillways,
stilling basins, stilling ponds, forebays, pipes, tubes, hydroelectric, geothermal and thermoelectric plants with
their outbuildings, access roads, and in general, all the works required for hydroelectric, geothermal,
thermoelectric and eolian installations, the right to discharge water and use materials in the surrounding area.

The Easement for electric line and substation grants to the Holder the right to lay conductors by means of
poles, towers or by underground conduit, and to install aerial or underground substations for moving or
transformation related to the specific electric line. This Easement does not prevent the owner of the servient
land from fencing it and building inside or planting trees, as long as it respects the minimum heights and
safety areas established by standards of the Superintendency of Electricity.

The Easements shall be imposed by the Superintendency of Electricity, taking into account the rights of the
owners of the servient lands.

Easements may also be established freely by agreement among the parties.

ARTICLE 41.-(RIGHTS OF USE AND EASEMENTS IN URBAN AREAS).- In urban areas the Holder shall
have the following rights by free grant:

a) To install and lay aerial or underground lines in public and private property of any public or
autonomous entity;

b) To install on said property, aerial or underground substations; and
c) To traverse, with works and lines, public domain properties or properties subject to public service

needs.

In urban areas, the imposition of Easements shall observe the cultural heritage of the nation and the zoning
regulations of the respective municipal jurisdictions.

ARTICLE 42.-(INDEMNIFICATION).- Except for the provisions of Article 43 of this law, when, because of the
imr'csition of an Easement, the owner of the affected property is or may be damaged or deprived of all or a
pc. -ioi of his rights in the property, the payment of an indemnity shal be required.

When an Easement must be imposed on private property, the amount of compensation shall be established by
direct negotiation between the Holder and owner of the property. If they cannot agree, the amount of
compensation shall be set by the Superintendency of Electricity pursuant to regulation.

ARTICLE 43.-(COMPENSATION PAYMENT).- In the case of an Easement for an electric line in rural areas,
the mere traversal of an electric cable does not give rise to a right to payment of compensation. The owner of
the affected land shall have a right to receive payment of compensation when damages or injuries have been
caused by the establishment of the Easement, such as the felling of trees, buildings, works or installations.
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ARTICLE 44.-(PROCEDURE FOR EASEMENT ).- A Holder that requires the imposition of one or several
Easements shall submit the appropriate application to the Superintendency of Electricity which shall order the
notification of the owners of the affected land pursuant to the legal provisions then in effect . The procedures
for the imposition of Easements and for the determination of those entitled to indemnification and payment of
compensation shall be established by regulation.

TITLE V
CONCERNING PRICES AND TARIFFS

CHAPTER I
GENERAL PROVISIONS

ARTICLE 45.-(PRICES SUBJECT TO REGULATION).- The following shall be subject to regulation:

1. National Interconnected System

a) The prices of the transfer of power and energy between Generators and between Contractors and
Distributors when transfers are not contemplated by the supply contracts. Such transfers shall be
valued at the marginal cost of this system determined by the National Load Dispatch Committee;

b) The maximum prices for the use of Transrnission and Distribution installations;
c) The maximum prices for supply to Distribution companies at the delivery nodes;
d) The maximum price for supply to Regulated Consumers.

2. Free Standing Systems.

All Electricity supply prices.

The supply prices set forth in this article shall be public knowledge. Upon written request of an interested
party, the appropriate studies shall be made available.

ARTICLE 46.-(PRICES AND TARIFFS IN FREE STANDING SYSTEMS).- When applicable, the prices and
tariffs in Free Standing Systems shall be established pursuant to criteria specified for the National
Interconnected System. Otherwise, the Superintendency of Electricity shall approve prices and tariffs covering
the average costs of supply, taking into account efficiency criteria.

ARTICLE 47.-(ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING).- The Superintendency of Electricity shall establish a
uniform system of accounts for mandatory use by all companies in the sector, following generally accepted
accounting principles for the Electric Industry.

Annual external auditing engagements by Electric Companies shall be performed by firms approved in
advance by the Superintendency of Electricity. The annual audit report to be submitted by such firms must
cover, among other things, compliance with this law, the Concession or License contract, [standards for] the
quality of the supply and the efficiency and efficacy indicators established by the Superintendency of
Electricity.

Electric Companies holding a Concession or License in the National Interconnected System and in Free
Standing Systems shall have separate accounting systems.

Distribution companies which directly own Generation installations pursuant to the provisions of Artide 15(d)
of this law, shall have a separate accounting system for Generation operations.

ARTICLE 48.-(DISCOUNT RATE).- The discount rate to be used in the application of this law shall be ten
percent (10%) per annum in real terms. This rate may only be modified by the Ministry of Economic
Development by means of a duly adopted administrative resolution. The discount rate established by the
Ministry of Economic Development may nor vary from the previous rate by more than two (2) percentage
points.

CHAPTER II
PRICES FROM GENERATOR TO DISWRIBUTOR
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ARTICLE 49.-(NODE PRICES).- The Node prices for supply to Distribution companies submitted by the
National Load Dispatch Committee, for the points of the Main Interconnected System where transfers of
electricity to Distributors take place, shall be approved semi-annually by the Superintendency of Electricity.

The calculation of the Node prices shall be made according to the provisions of this law and the regulations
thereunder, in the following manner:

a) Project the demand for the next 48 months and determine the Generation and Transmission supply
pool expected to become operational in such period. Such supply pool shall be comprised of existing
installations, those under construction and those projected in the Reference Plan;

b) Determine the optimum operation program which minimizes the operating cost and rationing for the
period of study;

c) Calculate the anticipated values for the marginal costs for the energy system in the short term for
block schedules established by the Superintendency of Electricity. These values relate to the mninimum
cost operation program;

d) Determine the basic energy price for each block schedule as the weighted average of the marginal
costs calculated before the projected demand values, discounted by the discount rate established by
this law;

e) Determine the basic peak power price, calculating the annual amount of investment and the annual
fixed cost of operation, maintenance and administration, of the most economical Generation unit,
supplying additional power during the hours of maximum annual demand for the system. This value
shall be increased by a percentage resulting from consideration of the theoretical non-availability of
the system. The annualized calculation shall be effected by applying the discount rate set forth in this
law;

f) Calculate for each node of the Main Interconnected System a power loss factor and an energy loss
factor in Transmission. These factors shall be equal to one (1) at the node for which basic prices are
set. The power and energy loss factors shall be calculated, taking into account the marginal losses of
Transmission of peak power and energy, respectively, for an Economidcaly Adapted System;

g) Determine the peak power price at each Node, multiplying the basic price of peak power by the
applicable power loss factor. At the appropriate Nodes, the applicable Transmission toll shall be
added to this product.

h) Determine the energy price for each Node, for each block schedule, multiplying the basic energy price
pertaining to each block schedule by the applicable energy loss factor.

The maximum Node prices shall be readjusted every month, applying the applicable indexation formulas.

After the expiration of the period during which Node prices were in effect, until such time as prices for the
next period have been approved, the prices in effect for such prior period, together with their respective
indexation formulas, will continue in effect.

The procedure for the application of the provisions of this article shall be determnined by regulation.

CHAPTER III
MAXIMUM TRANSMISSION PRICES

ARTICLE 50.-(MAXIMUM TRANSMISSION PRICES).- The maximum transmission price paid by the
Gene-ators connected to the Main Interconnected Systern shall cover the total cost of Transmission which
inclu es the annualized cost of investment, operation, maintenance and management costs of an Economically
Adap 3 Transmission System.

The maximum prices to be paid for the use of transformation and transmission installations not part of the
Main Interconnected System shall consist of the annualized cost of investmnent plus the operation, maintenance
and management costs, and transmnission loss relative to typical installations of Economically Adapted Systems.

The Superintendency of Electricity shall approve semiannually the maximum Transmission prices, the
respective monthly indexation formulas and shall determine the conditions for utilization of Transmission
installations.
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After the expiration of the period during which maximum transmission prices were in effect, until such time as
prices for the next period have been approved, the prices in effect for such prior period, together with their
respective indexation formulas, will continue in effect.

The procedure for the application of the provisions of this article shall be determined by regulation.

CHAPTER IV
MAXIMUM DISTRIBUTION PRICES

ARTICLE 51.-(MAXIMUM DISTRIBUTION PRICES).- The maximum prices for the supply of electricity of
Distribution companies to their Regulated Consumers shall include the base tariffs and indexation formulas.

1. Base Tariffs shall be calculated takinp into account the following aspects:

a) The cost of electricity purchases, operation, maintenance and management expenses, interest, fees and
taxes that by law burden the Concession, annual rates of depreciation of tangible assets, amortization
of intangible assets, and the profit resulting from the application of the rate of return on the equity
established by this law. The cost of electricity purchases shall be valued, maximum, at the relevant
Node price, when applicable it shall include the prices referred to in the second paragraph of article
50 of this law; it shall not include the costs that, in the judgment of the Superintendency of Electricity,
may be excessive, do not reflect efficiency conditions or do not relate to the activity of the Concession.

b) Projected electricity sales to their consumers; and
c) The anticipated revenues from the sale and transportation of electricity, use and maintenance of

service elements and compensation received by the company by any other means from the property
subject to the Concession.

2. The monthly indexation formulas shall consist of:

a) A first component which reflects the adjustment for fluctuations in the costs of the company,
established as a function of fluctuations in the price indices minus the efficiency increase index which
shall be determined by the Superintendency of Electricity; and

b) A second component that transfers the fluctuations in the electricity purchase prices and the
fluctuations in the fees and taxes that by law encumber the operations of the Concession.

The Superintendency of Electricity shall approve the maximum prices for electricity supply for Regulated
Consumers of each Distribution company for four-year periods.[no paragraph]

Tariffs, as well as their indexation formulas, shall be in effect for such periods. Once a four year period has
lapsed, and until the new tariffs are approved for the next period, the tariffs, and their respective indexation
formulas shall remain in effect.

The procedure for application of the provisions of this article shall be established by regulation.

ARTICLE 52.-(EXTRAORDINARY REVISION OF BASE TARIFFS).- When there are significant variations
with respect to the projections for the sale of electricity that were considered in the last approval of base tariffs,
the Superintendency of Electricity, on its own motion or at the request of the Holder, may make an
extraordinary revision of base tariffs.

ARTICLE 53.-(TARIFF STUDIES).- The approval and revision of tariffs shall be made on the basis of studies
ordered by the Holder from specialized consulting companies, previously approved by the Superintendency of
Electricity, which shall prepare the terms of reference and shall receive the studies.

The Superintendency of Electricity shall approve or reject studies made by consultants by means of a duly
adopted administrative resolution, expressing the observations that it considers pertinent.

ARTICLE 54.-(RATES OF RETURN AND FINANCIAL COSTS).- The rate of return on equity of the
Concession used to determine the profit for the calculation of the base tariff, shall be the arithmetic mean of the
annual rates of return on the equity of the group of companies listed in the New York Stock Exchange and
included in the Dow Jones index of public utilities companies of the last three years.
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The Superintendency of Electricity shall regulate the financial costs to be acknowledged as part of the
utilization costs of the Distribution company.

ARTICLE 5S.-(TARIFF STRUCTURES).- The Superintendency of Electricity shaD approve for each Distribution
company, tariff structures defined as a function of the technical characteristics of supply and consumption of
electricity.

TITLE VI
VIOLATIONS AND SANCTIONS

ARTICLE 56.-(VIOLATIONS OF HOLDERS AND THIRD PARTIES).- The Superintendency of Electricity
shall impose on Holders and/or third parties, sanctions for violations of the provisions of Law No. 1600 (Law
of the Sectoral Regulatory System) of October 28, 1994, this law and the regulations thereunder. In addition to
the termination of Concessions, the revocation of Licenses and receivership provided for in this law, violations
by Holders shall be penalized by the imposition of fines in relation to the seriousness of the offense subject to
the provisions of the regulations and the relevant contracts.

The violations of third parties, who are not Holders, shall be penalized by the National Superintendency of
Electricity with fines equal to the amount of 500 to 100,000 kWh multiplied by the average sale tariff for the
place for the last quarter prior to the date of violation, in relation to the seriousness of the violation, subject to
the regulations and without prejudice to the right to be compensated for the damages caused.

ARTICLE 57.-(CONSUMER VIOLATIONS ).- Without prejudice of the sanctions available under the Penal
Code and the Holder's right to recover for any arbitrary consumption, whether unmeasured or clandestine, the
Holder shall impose sanctions for the violation by consumers in the following cases:

a) Arbitrary connection;
b) Disturbance of measuring instruments;
c) Clandestine consumption;
d) Denial of access to property for inspections by authorized personnel of the Holder.

The fines imposed by the Holder shall be equal to the amount of 50 to 100,000 kWh multiplied by the average
tariff at the place, for the last quarter prior to the violation, according to the seriousness of the violation subject
to the provisions of the regulations.

ARTICLE 58.-(DEPOSIT OF FINES).- The amount of fines collected by the Superintendency of Electricity or
the Holders shall be deposited into a bank account of the Superintendency of Electricity to be used to finance
rural electrification projects.

ARTICLE 59.-(DISCONTINUANCE OF SUPPLY).- In the case of end-users, default in payment of two
monthly bills shall give the Holder the right to cut off service without any prior steps or proceedings.

In the :ase of non-payment between Electric Companies, the pertinent contractual provisions shall be applied.

ARTICLE 60.-(EXECUTIVE ACTION).- Indebtedness pertaining to the block purchase or sale of electricity, use
of installations of Transmission and Distribution companies and the supply of electricity to Regulated and
Non-Regulated Consumers constitute fully liquidated demand obligations; in such case, the unpaid invoice
shall be treated as full title to and evidence of the indebtedness so as to permit the initiation of a summary
action thereon thirty 30 days after notice of the action, together with invoice, has been given. During this
period the affected persons may protest on the basis of error . The dispute shall be subniitted to the
Superintendency of Electricity for resolution without any right of further appeal, if parties cannot agree. The
Holder may also demand payment of interest by reason of the delinquency in payment, as legally applicable.

TITLE VII
FINAL PROVISIONS

' RTICLE 61.-(ELECTRIFICATION IN LESS POPULATED AND RURAL AREAS).- The State is responsible
developing the electrification of less populated and rural areas whose requirements may not be satisfied

exclusively by private initiative. To satisfy this purpose, the Executive Branch, through the National Fund for
Regional Development, shall allocate internal and extemal financial resources to projects of electrification in
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less populated and rural areas and shall propose policies and strategies which permit the use of other energy
sources for the purpose of supplying energy to less populated and rural areas within the framework of the
comprehensive development policies of this sector.

ARTICLE 62.-(FINANCING OF ELECTRIFICATION IN LESS POPULATED AND RURAL AREAS).- The
National Fund for Regional Development shall be responsible to evaluate and approve the electrification
projects in less populated and rural areas submitted by the Base Territorial Organizations through the
Municipalities, or both, on its own initiative. These projects may be co-financed by the Municipalities and
other entities of the public and private sector. If the projects presented by these entities do not show adequate
levels of profitability, the Fund shall allocate concessional resources or grants, when available, to permit the
implementation of the projects.

ARTICLE 63.-(REGULATION OF THE ELECTRIFICATION IN LESS POPULATED AND RURAL AREAS).-
The Superintendency shall regulate the electrification activities in less populated and rural areas.
ARTICLE 64.-(INCLUSION OF FREE STANDING SYSTEMS).- In special cases, the National Fund for
Regional Development may participate in the financing of projects to incorporate Free Standing Systems into
the National Interconnected System. Similarly, the National Fund for Regional Development shall evaluate
these projects, and, if necessary, may grant concessional credits when such credits are available.

ARTICLE 65.-(GRANTING OF NEW CONCESSIONS AND LICENSES).- Comnmencing with the date of
enactment of this law, the Superintendency of Electricity shall grant Concessions, Licenses and Provisional
Licenses only to corporations formed under the Commercial Code.

Natural persons or legal entities which are self-producers, as well as cooperatives which on the date of
enactment of this law have already been granted concessions pursuant to the Electricity Code and which apply
for public service Concessions and/or Licenses under Article 15(d) of this law, which are complementary to
their areas of influence, are exempt from this limitation on the granting of Concessions, Licenses and
Provisional Licenses.

ARTICLE 66.-(CONCERNING COOPERATIVES).- For the purposes of this law, cooperatives engaged in
activities in the Electric Industry are authorized to convert into corporations governed by the Commercial
Code.

To authorize such conversion, a resolution must be adopted at a special meeting of the members of the
cooperative at which a statutory quorum is present, by a simple majority of the votes of the members present.

If by reasons of number and geographic distribution of the members it is not possible to hold a special meeting
on the first call, the competent authority that oversees the transparency of the process and the interests of the
members, may direct a second call. In such case, the special meeting may be validly held with the number of
members present, or, altemately, may provide for a written authorization by the members. In both cases, an
affirmative vote of a majority of the partners present at the meeting or that responded to the written
authorization shall be required. The entire procedure shall be supervised and approved by a competent
authority.

Following conversion to a corporation, the shareholders may exercise their right to transfer their shares,
pursuant to the by-laws of the corporation and the Commercial Code.

For tax purposes, such conversion shall be treated as a corporate reorganization.

ARTICLE 67.-(REGULATIONS).- The Executive Branch shall adopt regulations to implement this law.

ARTICLE 68.-(ABROGATIONS AND REPEALS).- Commencing on the date this law becomes effective, the
Electricity code approved by Supreme Decree no. 08438 of July 31, 1968 is hereby abrogated and other legal
provisions which conflict with this law are repealed pursuant to Article 76 of this law.
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TITLE VIII
TRANSITORY PROVISIONS

ARTICLE 69.-(ADJUSTMENT).- Within a period of not more than eighteen (18) months from the date of the
enactment of this law, those natural persons or legal entities engaged in the activities of the Electric Industry in
the National Interconnected System which, on the date of the enactment of this law, are vertically integrated
shall adopt the legal, administrative and other measures necessary to adapt to the new structure established by
this law. Within the same period, the Superintendency of Electricity and the concession holders shall adjust
the Concessions in force to conform to the provisions of this legal standard.

ARTICLE 70.-(TEMPORARY LIMITATION ON THE GRANTING OF GENERATING LICENSES ).- In
order to optimnize the process of capitalization of the Empresa Nacional de Electricidad S.A. and to insure the
investment required for the supply of electricity, the Generation Companies currently operating in the National
Interconnected System and those which will result from such capitalization process shall have exclusivity until
December 31, 1999 for obtaining new Generation Licenses in the National Interconnected System. This
limitation may be modified if the Superintendency of Electricity proves that the projected demand for
electricity will not be adequately satisfied. This limitation does not include Generation Licenses resulting from
revocation nor those which may have been requested by self-producers.

The granting of Generation Licenses for export shall be limited to the Generation companies that currently
operate in the National Interconnected System and those which arise from the capitalization of the Empresa
Nacional de Electricidad S.A. until December 31, 1998.

During this transition period, the Superintendency of Electricity may grant Generation Licenses which
individually or in the aggregate do not exceed three percent (3%) and ten percent (10%), respectively, of the
installed power in the National Interconnected System.

ARTICLE 71.-(GRANTING OF CONCESSIONS AND LICENSES).- The Superintendency of Electricity,
without the need for the previously established procedures under this law, is authorized to grant Concessions
and Licenses, to those electric companies that shall be separated pursuant to the provisions of Article 15 of this
law an I to those companies that have Provisional Concessions granted by the National Electricity Directorate
or to those companies that have submitted applications for concessions presented according to the Electricity
Code and are pending before such Directorate.

ARTICLE 72.-(ASSIGNMENT OF CONTRACTS TO COMPANIES TO BE CAPITALIZED).- The Empresa
Nacional de Electricidad S.A. shall assign its contracts of sale of electricity to the companies that result from
the capitalization process.

ARTICLE 73.-(TARIFF PROVISIONS ).- For a period of not more than seven (7) years from the date of
enactment of this law, the Superintendency of Electricity shall establish the procedures to implement the tariff
provisions applicable to the generation concessions granted before the enactrnent of this law.

ARTICLE 74.-(TRANSFER OF SHARES).- To satisfy the provisions of Article 15 of this law, the transfer of
shares in electric distribution companies, which are the property of the State, public sector companies and
entities, to natural persons or public or private sector legal entities is hereby authorized.

ARTICLE 75.-(AUTHORIZATION TO NON-REGULATED CONSUMERS).- During the first five (5) years of
the application of this law, those consumers that by reason of their consumption characteristics, rnight become
Non-Regulated Consumers within the Concession areas granted to the Distribution companies, must obtain
authorization from the Superintendency of Electricity in order to act as Non-Regulated Consumers.

ARTICLE 76.-(VALJDITY).- This law shall become effective commencing on the date designated by the
General Superintendent of the Sectoral Regulatory System and the Superintendent of Electricity. Until such
date, the provisions of the Electricity Code shall continue to apply.

Together with this law, the rules contained in Title V of the Law 1600 (Law of Sectoral Regulatory System)
dated October 28, 1994 shall become effective for the Electric Industry, subject to the exceptions set forth in this
law.
[T.N.: following text missing from original translation]
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Annex H: Capitalization Law

Law No. 1544
Law of March 21, 1994

Gonzalo Sanchez de Lozada
CONSTITUTIONAL PRESIDENT

OF BOLIVIA

Insofar as the Honorable National Congress has sanctioned the following law:

THE HONORABLE NATIONAL CONGRESS DECREES:

CHAPTER 1
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ON THE INCORPORATION OF "MIXED" CORPORATIONS

FIRST ARTICLE: The executive power is authorized to contribute the assets and/or rights of the public
enterprises, as paid-in capital for the incorporation of new mixed corporations funded with public and private
capitals.

The Bolivian workers of each one of these public enterprises shall be entitled to subscribe shares for the
incorpc tion of the respective corporation un to an amount equivalent to their social benefits.

SECOND ARTICLE The required agreements for the conversion of Yacimientos Petroliferos Fiscales
Bolivianos (YPFB), Empresa Nacional de Electricidad (ENDE), Empresa Nacional de Telecomunicaciones
(ENTEL), Empresa Nacional de Ferrocarriles (ENFE) and Empresa Metalurgica de Vinto into mixed
corporations are authorized and approved, in accordance with the dispositions in effect, specifying that the
State's contribution is the value that appears in the net assets book of such enterprise.

The rr.ixed corporations to which this article makes reference shall establish their domicile in the Republic of
Boliv..
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CHAPTER II
ON CAPITALIZATION

THIRD ARTICLE - The Executive Power shall dispose through a Supreme Decree, the capitalization of each
one of the mixed corporations incorporated in adherence to the stipulations of this Law, or the capitalization of
the existing mixed corporations.

FOURTH ARTICLE - The capitalization of the mixed corporations shall be carried out by increasing their
capital through new contributions from private investors of national or foreign origin. The shares representing
these new contributions may not, at any time, exceed the total stock issued by the mixed corporations that are
being capitalized. The entire stock to be issued by the mixed corporations to be capitalized shall be composed
of common shares.

The private investors, Bolivian or foreign which this article makes reference, shall be selected and the amounts
of their contributions shall be determined through international public bidding.

The investors and/or administrators of the capital corporations, in abidance to the dispositions of this Law,
shall subscribe a management contract with the respective mixed corporation where it shall be specified that
they may not, directly or indirectly, require from third parties, shares in such corporations that would surpass
fifty percent of the total issued stock in circulation, while the management contract is in effect.

FIFTH ARTICLE - To optimize the capitalization process, the liabilities of the mixed corporations subject to
such process, may be transferred, total or partially, through a Supreme Decree, to the National Treasury at the
time the corporations are capitalized. Servicing of such debts shall be consigned in the corresponding Budget
Law.

SIXTH ARTICLE: The Executive Power is authorized to transfer, free of charge, for the benefit of the Bolivian
citizens, residents of the country, who by December 31,1995 have reached the legal age, the shares that belong
to the State in the mixed corporations that were capitalized in the manner established in the article four of this
law.

This transfer of shares is exempted from the payment of any taxes.

SEVENTH ARTICLE: The executive Power shall dispose, through a Supreme Decree the adequate, transparent
and appropriate mechanisms, so that the Bolivian citizens mentioned in the proceeding article, benefit form the
transfer of such shares to pension funds for individual capitalization to be created in adherence to the Law.
The Executive Power shall dispose, through a Supreme Decree, that such shares be deposited in trusts until the
companies in charge of managing the Pension Funds for individual capitalization begin functioning.

The companies that initially manage the pension funds for individual capitalization to which this article makes
reference, shall be selected through an international public bidding process.

The companies managing the Pension Funds shall be controlled by an agency to be created by Law.

CHAPTER III
ON THE DISQUALIFICATIONS

EIGHT ARTICLE - The Republic's President, the Vice President, the Senators, the Representatives, the
Ministers, the Supreme Court Judges, the Nation's Attomey General, the Controller, the National Secretaries,
the Bank Superintendent, the Under secretaries and other members of the Boards of the public companies of
mixed corporations capitalized under the stipulations of this Law and their blood relatives, directly or
collaterally related and/or those individuals who have a second degree relationship, are disqualified from
participating as investors in the capitalization of the companies covered by this Law, whether directly or
indirectly. This disqualification shall be made extensive for a period of four years after leaving public office.

Any contravention to the dispositions of this Article shall mean the annulment of the shares belonging to the
disqualified individual, and their value shall be reverted to the company's bet assets.
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NINTH ARTICLE - None of the persons mentioned in the preceding article may act as Director,
Administrator, Consultant or Advisor to the corporations, capitalized in accordance with the stipulations of this
Law, for a period of four years after leaving public office.

CHAPTER 1V
FINAL DISPOSITIONS

TENTH ARTICLE - The public communications services, electric energy, hydrocarbons and transportation
correspond to the national jurisdiction and shall be regulated by specific sectorial laws.

The public services mentioned in the proceeding paragraph are excluded from the scope of article nine,
paragraph four, seventy two and seventy three of the Organic Law on Municipalities of January 10, 1985 and
shall be regulated by an agency whose creation, functions and attributions shall be established by Law.

The provision of these public services in municipal jurisdictions, shall be made compatible in coordination with
the urban development standards issued by the respective municipal governments.

ELEVENTH ARTICLE - The Hydrocarbon natural resources are subject to the dispositions of articles 139 of the
State's Political Constitution, since they come under the direct domain of the State and are inalienable and
imprescriptable.
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TWELFTH ARTICLE - Law 1150 of March 6,1985, published in the Official Bolivian Gazette No. 1646-47 on
May 21, 1990 90s abrogated, as well as all other dispositions contrary to this Law.

It may be submitted to the Executive Power for constitutional ends. Issued in the Hall of the Sessions of the
Honorable National Congress, on the twenty first day of the month of March, nineteen hundred and ninety
four. It is therefore promulgated to be enforced as a Law of the Republic. Government Palace, city of La Paz,
twenty first day of the month of March, nineteen hundred and ninety four.
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Annex I: Law for the Sectorial Regulation System (SIRESE)

LAW No. 1600

LAW of October 28, 1994

Victor Hugo Cardenas Conde
INTERIM CONSTITUTIONAL

President

Whereas the Honorable National Congress has
sanctioned the following Law:

THE HONORABLE NATIONAL CONGRESS DECREES:

TITLE 1
GENERAL DISPOSMONS

FIRST ARTICLE 1
ESTABLISHMENT AN OBJECTIVE - The Sectorial Regulation System (SIRESE) is established, and its main
objective is to regulate, control and monitor the activities of the telecommunications, electricity, hydrocarbons,
waters and other sectors, which are incorporated to the System by law, and are subject to regulation in
adherence to the respective sectorial legal standards, ensuring that:

a) The activities under their jurisdiction operate efficiently contribute to the development of the national
economy and enable all the Republic's inhabitants to have access to services;

b) The interests of the users, companies and other entities subject to regulation, whatever their mode and
place of organization or incorporation, as well as those of the State, enjoy the protection stipulated by
law in an effective manner; and

c) The authority to enforce state regulations is strictly exercised in adherence to the Law.

SECOND ARTICLE
ENTITIES, NATURE AND DOMICILE -The Sectorial Regulation System (SIRESE) as part of the Executive
Power, under the tuition of the Ministry of Finance and Economic Development, shall be governed by the
General Superintendency and the Sectorial Superintendencies, in compliance with the stipulations of this Law
and other sectorial standards, and their legal domicile shall be in the city of La Paz.

The General Superintendency and the Sectorial Superintendencies, as autarchist entities, are public juridical
persons, with national jurisdiction and technical, administrative and economic autonomy.

THIRD ARTICLE
FINANCIAL RESOURCES - The activities of SIRESE's entities shall be financed through the collection of fees
and other resources as established in the respective sectorial legal standards.

TITLE n
SIRESE'S GENERAL SUPERINTENDENCY

FOURTH ARTICLE
REPRESENTATION, APPOINTMENT AND STABILITY - SIRESE'S General Superintendency shall be headed
and represented by the General Superintendent, who will be appointed by the President of the Republic, from
a list of three candidates proposed by two thirds of the votes cast by the members present at the Senate
Session. The General Superintendent shall remain in office for a period of seven years, and may not be
reelected until a term similar to his mandate, has elapsed.

The General Superintendent shall exercise his fumctions on a full time basis and with exclusive dedication, with
the exception of teaching duties at the University level. He shall be suspended from his functions only in the
cases specified in subparagraph b) of Article 6 of this Law, and shall be reinstated if he clears his
responsibility. He may be dismissed only in the event a judgement is issued against him for violations during
the exercise of his functions, and shall entitled to a court case, in adherence to subparagraph f) of Article 118 of
the State's Political Constitution or in those cases foreseen in subparagraph d) of Article 6 of this Law, when
duty proven.
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FIFTH ARTICLE REQUIREMENTS - In order to become a General Superintendent it is necessary to be a
Bolivi,, citizen, have a University Diploma and at least 10 years of professional experience.

SIXTH ARTICLE PROHIBITIONS - The following may not be appointed General Superintendent of exercise
such functions:

a) Any individual who has conflicts of interest, business, relationships, direct or indirect participation in
any of the companies subject to SIRESE's regulation;

b) Any individual who has been issued a final judgement in any penal proceedings or a resolution
attributing him an administrative or civil liability as provided by Law.

c) Any individual who has been awarded a jail term as a result of fraudulent acts, up to a period of five
years after having served such jail term.

d) Any individual who has any direct or indirect blood kinship or affinity, up to the second degree, with
the Republic's President or Vice-President or any of the Sectorial Superintendents.

SEVENTH ARTICLE
FUNCTIONS - SIRESE's General Superintendent shall carry out the following functions:

a) To take cognizance of and resolve, the hierarchic remedies filed against the resolution of the Sectorial
Superintendents in adherence to this Law, the sectorial legal standards and applicable procedural
standards.

b) To oversee and issue opinions concerning the efficiency and effectiveness of the Sectorial
Superintendent's functions, and the adequate control of the natural or juridical persons who perform
activities subject to regulation in adherence to this Law and the sectorial legal standards:

c) To take cognizance of and resolve those matters brought to his knowledge by the Sectorial
Superintendents, being unable to take cognizance of other matters, officially or upon the request of the
interested party or when these are submitted directly;

d) To adopt administrative and disciplinary measures necessary for the Sectorial Superintendents to
perform their functions in adherence to the Law, the sectorial legal standards and any applicable
general legal dispositions, free of undue influences of any nature;

e) To consider and approve the draft internal standards for the General Superintendency and the
Sectorial Superintendencies;

f) To consider and approve SIRESE's salary and human resources policies general administrative
structure of each Sectorial Superintendency, based on their own proposals:

g) To consider and approve or modify the budgets elaborated by the Sectorial Superintendencies, for
incorporation into SIRESE's budget:

h) To elaborate SIRESE's consolidated budget and submit ti to the Executive Power, for consideration
and incorporation to the Nation's General Draft Budget, which must be submitted to the Legislative
Power for consideration;

I) To settle and resolve any competence conflicts that may arise among the Sectorial Superintendents;
j) To perform all the actions necessary to comply with all his obligations.

TITLE III
SECTORIAL SUPERINTENDENCIES

EIGHT ARTICLE
COMPOSITION APPOINTMENT AND STABILITY - Each sectorial Superintendency shall be beaded and
represented by a Sectorial Superintendent, who shall be appointed by the President of the Republic, from the
lists of three candidates proposed by two thirds of the votes cast by the members present at the Senate Session.
The Sectorial Superintendent shall remain in office for a period of five years, and may not be reelected until a
term similar to his mandate, has elapsed.

The Sectorial Superintendents shall exercise their functions on a full time basis and with exclusive dedication,
except for any teaching duties at the University level. All the stipulations concerning the suspension,
reinstatement and dismissal of the General Superintendent contained in Article 4 of this Law, shall also be
applicable to the Sectorial Superintendents.

NINTH ARTICLE
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REQUIREMENTS AND PROHIBITION - In order to become a Sectorial Superintendent if is necessary to be a
Bolivian citizen, have a University Diploma and at least 10 years of professional experience. The prohibitions
stipulated in Article 6 of this Law are also applicable to the Sectorial Superintendents.

TENTH ARTICLE
DUTIES - The general duties of the Sectorial Superintendents include, besides the specific duties established in
the sectorial legal standards, the following:

a) to comply and ensure compliance with this Law, the sectorial legal standards and their regulations,
ensuring the correct application of all the principles, policies and objectives;

b) To foster, within the framework of the law, competition and efficiency in the performance of activities
by the sectors subject to SIRESE's regulation, and to investigate possible monopoly oriented, a
competitive and discriminating behavior within the companies and entities that operate in such
sectors, when they deem that such behavior may be contrary to the public's interest, as stipulated in
Title V of this Law;

c) To grant, modify and renew concessions, licenses, authorizations and registries, and to determine their
caducity or revocation in adherence to this Law, and the corresponding sectorial legal standards and
regulations;

Concerning those concessions, licences, authorizations and registries which are related to two or more sectors
regulated by sectorial legal standards, these shall be granted jointly by the corresponding Sectorial
Superintendents.

d) To monitor the correct delivery of services by the companies and entities under their regulating
jurisdiction and to ensure compliance with their contractual obligations, including the execution of the
pledged investment plan and maintenance of their facilities;

e) To approve and publish prices and fees in adherence to the sectorial legal standards, ensuring their
correct application and making available all the supporting evidence to any interested persons;

f) To audit the companies and entities under their jurisdiction and to appoint the auditors in accordance
with the sectorial legal standards;

g) To apply sanctions in the cases foreseen in the sectorial legal standards and the concession and license
agreements;

h) To take cognizance of and process of all denounces and daims filed by the users, companies and
entities subject to regulation, as well as the State's competent entities, in matters concerning their
activities under SIRESE's jurisdiction;

f) To take cognizance of and resolve, in the first instance the revocation appeals filed in adherence to
this Law, the sectorial legal standards and applicable procedure standards;

j) To propose technical standards to the Executive Power and to issue judgement concerning the
regulations pertinent to their sector, briefing the General Superintendent.

k) To perform all the acts necessary to ensure compliance with their responsibilities.

TITLE IV
CONCESSIONS, LICENSES, AUTHORIZATIONS AND REGISTRIES

ELEVENTH ARTICLE
CONCESSIONS AND LICENCES - The concessions and licenses for public utilities, when applicable, shall be
granted by the respective Sectorial Superintendent through an administrative resolution on behalf of the State,
in adherence to the sectorial legal standards and other legal dispositions in effect.

When any natural or juridical persons, or the State's competent entities reasonably show that their legitimate
interests have been damaged by the granting of a concession or license, they may object such administrative
resolution under the terms and conditions stipulated by this Law, other legal dispositions in effect and the
applicable procedural standards.

The resolutions that grant concessions or licenses must be published and registered in a public registry, in
adherence to the corresponding sectorial legal standards.

TWELFT7H ARTICLE
PROHIBMONS - No concession or license shall be granted to individual or collective persons, whose
partners associates, shareholders, directors, controllers, legal representatives or attomeys at fact have a blood
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kinship or affinity, up to the second degree with SIRESE's General Superintendent and the respective Sectorial
Superintendent.

THIRTEENTH ARTICLE
e SDUCITY OR REVOCATION - The concession or licenses granted by the Sectorial Superintendencies may
be declared annulled or revoked solely in the event of causes established in the sectorial legal standards,
through an administrative resolution issued by the corresponding Sectorial Superintendency. This
administrative resolution shall not be effective while the concession or license holder has not exhausted all the
remedies foreseen by this Law subject to applicable procedural standards.

FOURTEENTH ARTICLE
AUTHORIZATIONS AND REGISTRY - The authorizations and registries shall be processed, granted and
revoked or canceled in adherence to the stipulations of the sectorial legal standards.

TITLE V
ANTITRUST DISPOSITIONS AND DEFENSE OF COMPETITION

FIFTEENTH ARTICLE
(SCOPE) - Except as provided by the respective sectorial legal standards, the companies and other entities that
, y out activities within the teleconmmunications, electricity, hydrocarbons, transportation, waters and other

:rors comprised within the scope of this Law, shall adapt their activities to the principles that ensure free
competition avoiding any acts that hinder, restrict or distort it.

SIXTEENTH ARTICLE
ANTI-COMPETITIVE AGREEMENTS - The companies and entities that carry out activities within the sectors
regulated by this Law, are prohibited form undertaking agreements, covenants, decisions and concerted
practices whose purpose or effect is ho hinder, restrict or distort free competition through:

a) Joint price fixing, whether directly or indirectly;
b) The establishment of limitations, division or control of the production, markets, supply sources or

investment or
The development of other similar anti-competitive practices.

SEVENTEENTH ARTICLE
ABUSIVE PRACTICES - It is prohibited for the companies or entities subject to regulation under this Law, to
carry out abusive practices whose purpose or effect is to damage the competitors, customers and users, leading
to anti-competitive situations in one or more markets. Such abusive practices may consist of:

a) The direct or indirect imposition of purchase or sale prices or other non-equitable commercial
conditions:
The lirmitation of production, supply sources, markets or technical development, to the detriment of
the consumers;
The application of unequal conditions for equivalent operations, placing the customers and users at a
disadvantage;

d) To subordinate the subscription of agreements to the acceptance of additional obligations by the
counterpart, which due to their nature or according to commercial practices are not inherent to the
object of such agreements;

e) To demand that whoever requests the provision of a service subject to regulation, assumes the status
of partner or shareholder.

EIGHTEENTH ARTICLE
MERGER PROHIBITION FOR COMPETITORS - The mergers of competing companies and entities subject to
regulation are prohibited under this Law, when as a result of such merger, this leads to the establishment,
fostering, and consolidation of a dominant position within a specific market.

Fo! the purposes of this Law, it is understood that a company or entity enjoys a dominant position within the
market, if as the offeror or requirer of a certain type of goods or services subject to regulation, it is the only one
in the market, or when it is not the only one, it is not exposed to substantial competition within such rnarket

NINETEEN ARTICLE
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EXCLUSION - Prior judgement issued by the Sectorial Superintendent, through the corresponding Supreme
Resolution, the mergers that may be excluded from the prohibition established in Article 18 of this Law, are
those that contribute to the improvement of the production or distribution of goods and services subject to
regulation, or to the promotion of technical or economic progress, for the benefit of the consumers and users,
and which do not entail the possibility of eliminating competition with respect to a substantial part of the
affected production.

TWENTIETH ARTICLE
NULLITY OF PACTS - The covenants, contracts and agreements entered contravening the dispositions of this
title shall be legally void and ineffective.

TWENTY FIRST ARTICLE
SANCTIONS - Violations to the prohibitions established in this Title shall be sanctioned in adherence to the
sectorial legal standards.

TITLE VI
REFUTATION AND REMEDIES

TWENTY SECOND ARTICLE
REVOCATION REMEDY - The resolutions issued by the Sectorial Superintendents may be contested by any
natural or juridical person, or by the State's competent entities, when they can reasonably show that their
legitimate interests and rights have been damaged, filing a revocation appeal to the Sectorial Superintendency,
under the terms, conditions and requirements established by applicable procedural standards.

The remedies filed against resolutions that provide for any intervention shall be of a restorable nature.

TWENTY THIRD ARTICLE
HIERARCHIC REMEDY - Subject to the terms, conditions and requirements established in the applicable
procedural standards, the resolutions issued by the Sectorial Superintendents denying revocation appeals, may
be contested through a hierarchic remedy filed to SIRESE's General Superintendency, which shall issue an
administrative resolution, thus exhausting the administrative procedure and giving way to the jurisdictional
contentious procedure, in adherence to the law.

TITLE VII
FINAL AND TRANSITORY DISTORTIONS

TWENTY FOURTH ARTICLE
APPLICATION OF TITLE V - The dispositions contained in Title V of this Law shall become effective on the
dates established by the respective sectorial legal standards.

TWENTY FIFTH ARTICLE
FUNDING OF SIRESE'S ACTIVITIES - If necessary, during the first two years of SlRESE's activities, the
Central Govermnent shall include within its annual budget an item allocated to cover the establishment and
operation expenses of the system created by this Law.

TWENTY SIXTH ARTICLE
TERM OF OFFICE OF THE FIRST SECTORIAL SUPERINTENDENTS - The first Sectorial superintendents
shall be appointed for a period of 10 years. Nevertheless, each year, as of December 31 of the year 2000 one of
the Sectorial Superintendents shall be substituted based on a draw.

TWENTY SEVENTH ARTICLE
REGULATIONS - The Executive Power shall regulate this law.
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TWENTY EIGHT ARTICLE
DEROGATIONS - All dispositions contrary to this Law are hereby derogated. To be submitted to the
Executive Power for all Constitutional purposes.

Meeting room of the Honorable National Congress

La Paz, October 28, 1994


